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PREFACE
It has becomea tradition to hold a positron workshop as a satellite
of the biennial meeting of the International Conference on the Physics
of Electronic and Atomic Collisions (ICPEAC) at a location fairly
convenient to the main meeting. To someextent this was a reaction to
the fact that the large alternate-year conferences on positron
annihilation had becomedominated by the field of positron interactions
in condensed matter. The organizers of the first of these workshops
simply wished to re-emphasize the interesting problems involving
"gaseous positronics." In addition, they wanted a gathering of a
manageable size, where lively discussions and personal interactions
would not be inhibited by sheer numbers of participants.
Each of the subsequent workshops has followed this pattern, aiming
for an attendance of under I00. Several have also featured some unique
variation on the theme of positrons in gases; one year the comparison of
positrons with electrons was emphasized, and one year atomic physics
with positrons was central. Because the fifth workshop in the series
was to be held under the auspices of NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center
it seemed appropriate to devote extra time to astrophysics and
antimatter, along with the more traditional topics. The Workshop on
Annihilation in Gases and Galaxies (July 19-21, 1989) was the result.
The Organizing Committee had no difficulty in proposing a good list of
invited speakers, and there was quite a large number of contributions as
well.
The present volume contains most of the papers presented at the
Workshop. They have been arranged roughly according to subject matter
but without regard for whether they were invited or contributed papers,
presented orally or as posters. The invited papers were, however,
allowed up to 15 pages, while a limit of 3 pages was imposed on the
contributed ones. Unfortunately, several of the most interesting
contributions will not be found here; they are missing for a variety of
good reasons. Nevertheless, all the topics discussed at the Workshop
are well represented.
It was agreed that there is continuing interest in meetings like
this one and that the field of positron physics is lively enough and
developing rapidly enough that the series should be extended. The next
Workshop will be held in Sydney, Australia in 1991.
Richard J. Drachman
November 8, 1989
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POSITRON-ALKALI ATOM SCATTERING
R. P. McEachran, M. Horbatsch, A. D. Staufferand S.J. Ward t
Department ofPhysics,York University,Toronto, Canada, M33 IP3
ABSRACT
Positron-alkali atom scattering has recently been in-
vestigated both theoretically and experimentally in the
energy range from a few eV up to 100 eV. On the theo-
retical side calculations of the integrated elastic and exci-
tation cross sections as well as total cross sections for Li,
Na and K have been based upon either the close-coupling
method or the modified Glauber approximation. These
theoretical results are in good agreement with experi-
mental measurements of the total cross section for both
Na and K. Resonance structures have also been found in
the L = 0, 1 and 2 partial waves for positron scatter-
ing from the alkalis. The structure of these resonances
appears to be quite complex and, as expected, they oc-
cur in conjunction with the atomic excitation thresholds.
Currently both theoretical and experimental work is in
progress on e+-Rb scattering in the same energy range.
INTRODUCTION
The study of positron-alkali scattering is of consider-
able interest since these atoms can be viewed as one-
electron atoms with fixed cores, and hence the over-
all system can be considered as an effective three-body
problem. The early theoretical work on e+-alkali atom
scattering was confined primarily to the simplest alkali,
namely Li. Low-energy elastic scattering of positrons
from Li in the energy range up to 7 ¢V was investigated
using the polarized-orbital method by Bui and Stauffer; 1
they determined the elastic total and momentum trans-
fer cross sections as well as Z¢_. This work was later
extended to Na by Bui. z
On the other hand Sarkar et al 3 used the first Born
approximation (FBA), the polarized FBA as well as the
modified eikonal method to calculate the cross section for
e+-Li scattering for energies up to 500 eV. Borodonaro et
a/4 and Ferrante et a/5 used the classical SWKB method
to determine elastic cross sections for energies up to 7 eV
for all the alkalis from Li to Cs. Except for the polarized-
orbital method, all of the above methods are high-energy
techniques and hence are unlikely to produce reliable re-
suits in the low-energy regime, say from 0 up to 50 eV.
In the past few years experimental measurements of
the total cross section in the energy range from a few eV
to nearly 100 eV have become available for e + scattering
from K, 8'_ Na s and Rb 9. Parallel to this development
there have been several elaborate close-coupling calcula-
tions of the integrated elastic and excitation cross sec-
tions for Li, x°-14 Na lx-14 and K m-15 as well as more
recently for Rb. 16 The total integrated cross section for
e + scattering from Li, Na and K has also been deter-
mined in a modified Glanber approximation 17'1s within
the model potential approach and repeated recently for
K in an improved modified Glauber approximation) °
The overall agreement between theory and experiment
is quite gratifying.
Resonance structures have also been found in the L =
0, 1 and 2 partial waves in the vicinity of the atomic
excitation thresholds in Li, Na and K. 14,2°,21 The widths
of these resonances are quite narrow, varying between
0.2 and 130 meV. In addition some evidence has been
found for the existence of positron-alkali bound states.
Besides excitation, two more inelastic channels need
to be considered, namely ionization and positronium for-
mation. The total ionization cross section for e+-Li scat-
tering has been found using both the FBA as well as by
distorted-wave techniques. 22-23
Positron-alkali scattering is also interesting both ex-
perimentally as well as theoretically since the rearrange-
ment channel (positronium formation) is always open.
This possibility should have a pronounced influence on
the elastic and various excitation cross sections at very
low energy. There have been several calculations 24-2_
of the positronium formation cross section in the alka-
lis based upon either the FBA or various forms of the
distorted-wave approximation. However, only the two-
state calculation for Li of Guha and Ghosh, -'s which in-
cluded polarization potentials in both channels and the
distorted-wave approach of Mazumdar and Ghosh, 29 also
for Li, which deternfined the incident wavefunction via
a polarized-orbital method are liable to prove reliable in
the low-energy regime.
This review will be concerned solely with the recent
theoretical treatments used to determine the integrated
elastic and differential cross sections, the various exci-
tation cross sections and the total cross section for the
alkalis. A brief discussion of the resonance structures
will also be presented. Whenever possible a direct com-
parison with experiment will be made.
THEORY
The close-coupllng method
The alkali atoms, to a good approximation, can be
considered as one-electron systems where the valence elec-
tron moves outside a fixed or frozen core, consisting of
the nucleus and the remaining electrons. Based upon this
assumption the alkalis can be treated within the close-
coupling framework in an analogous manner to that for-
mulated by Percival and Seaton 3° for e--H scattering.
If the quantum numbers of the valence electron are de-
noted by njlmlmsl and those of the incident positron
by kl2raffn % then we can define the functions _.y ac-
cording to
= _('_c,'_) _,_ (_2)x,_.,(_2) (1)
where Yhm2 (¢2) and X,_s2 (_) represent the angular mo-
mentum and spin functions of the positron and rco" c
and r_ 1 represent the space and spin coordinates of
the core and valence electrons respectively. Here 7 col-
lectively represents the quantum numbers nlllrnlras_
kl2m_ms2 and 4_ denotes the bound state wavefunction
of the atom. The latter, in turn, is represented by a sin-
gle Slater determinant of the individual electron orbitals.
Since spin-orbit coupling is neglected, the total orbital
and spin angular momentum quantum numbers LSMM s
will be separately conserved during the collision. Conse-
quently, calculationsare simplifiedby using,instead of
7, the alternativerepresentationP = nlkl112LSMM s.
These two representationsare relatedby the unitary
f
where v = nxlil 2
transformation
I I ! I !(_Ir')= 6(,_,ql_,,% Z_)C(Z,z_L';,_, ,_ M')
.¢'.,,v _' M_) (2)xC(½½_, sl s_
If we now define the so-called channel functions _r by
_r (r cCrc,r 1or1 , ¢2o'2)
= _(-rlr) %(,:_o, leldrl,_2gr2) (3)
then the total wavefunction of the system takes the form
vi(_':_c,t'lo"1,1'2_)
i Fr(,_)
r
(4)
The functions Fr(r2) describe the radial motion of the
incident positron. The close-coupling equations are now
obtained by projecting the Schr6dinger equation for
onto _r; one thus obtains
F_L_(,')= -2 _ v(_,_')_F_,,L_(,') (5)
Ip I
and
V_(r) = Z _ _ 2(21+ 1) yo(nl, nl; r)
7"
nl
v(,,,,,% = _ A(t,h, ' '" ' "l_12,Z) _(nlq , n_l_, r)
A
(6)
(7)
(8)
In the above equations the P's are the radialatomic
orbitals.The summation inequation (6)isover the core
orbitalsand the coefficientsfx,givenin equation (7),are
definedin Percivaland Seaton._°
Ifthe Mth linearlyindependent solutionforF_r.s(r)is
now denoted by F_s(r ) then the appropriatescattering
boundary conditionsarc
and
F_'LS(0)= 0 (9)
_, _-_1 [5(u,u,)sin(/% r brF (,),._~ _ -_)
_ (_"- T+ R_, cos (10)
L$Here the coefficients R._., are the corresponding elements
of the reactance matrix or R matrix which, in turn, is re-
lated to the scattering matrix S and the transition matrix
T according to
r
and
I+iR
S = 1 _-----'-ff (11)
T = $ - 1 (12)
The total cross section for the excitation of an alkali
atom from the state n_l'_ to nzlz is given (in units of _rao_)
by
LS qq 4k_, (2/_ + 1) '"_"
(13)
2
and the corresponding elastic differential cross section is
given by
do" i t
"" J"Vt VI Is (2z+ 1)P (cose) (14)
The modified Glauber approximation
While the conventional Glauber amplitude was found
to work quite well for e+-atom scattering at intermedi-
ate energies sl it was nonetheless shown 32 that it could
be improved by correcting its second-order eikonal term
with the counterpaxt of the second-Born approximation.
Thus, in the so-called modified Glauber approximation,
we have
&o =/o (15)
The totM cross section is then obtained by means of the
optical theorem,
4_r
= _ _,_/(0) (10)
where f(0) is the scattering amplitude in the forward
direction without change in energy.
I
1 ..p!
exp k Iv:(,.')
Here @1 is the final state atomic wavefunction and
_I +) is the solution of the full SchrSdinger equation of
the system consisting of the incident positron plus the al-
kali target. The functions X_,_) are called distorted waves
and, in principal, are solutions of the full SchrSdinger
equation with V(_', 1.') replaced by just Vc(r'). The sub-
scripts (i, f) refer to the initial and final states of the
system and the superscripts (q-) refer to outgoing and
incoming wave boundary conditions respectively.
If the scattering amplitude is now evaluated using
the Glauber technique then the first term above repre-
sents the Glauber amplitude of the core-potential scat-
tering and the second term represents the core-corrected
Glauber amplitude of the projectile scattering by the
'one-electron' atom.
RESULTS
Lithium
Several close-coupling calculations for the elastic cross
section as well as various excitation cross sections have
been performed for e+-Li scattering by Khan et a/t° in
the energy range 2-10 eV, and extended by Sarkar e_
In the case of a larger atom (such as Na or K) one
encounters serious difficulities in an eikonal-type approx-
imation, like the modified Glauber approximation, in the
evaluation of the multiple-scattering terms in the scatter-
ing amplitude. These terms arise from the scattering of
the incident projectile by the core electrons of the target.
In order to overcome this difficulty a model potential ap-
proach was developed by Glen aa for e+-alkali scattering.
Here the potential which describes the scattering of the
incident projectile by the alkali atom is expressed as
v(,.,,.') = v,,(,,,.')+
where, in the case of a positron
1 1
(17)
(18)
is the scattering potential of the projectile by the 'one-
electron' atom and Vc(r I) is the core potential of the tar-
get atom. Here I' and 7,' represent the coordinates of the
valence electron and the incident positron respectively.
The core potential, V¢, of the alkali + ions is also used
to generate the bound-state valence orbitals of the atoms.
In terms of the two-potential formalism 34 the scatter-
ing amplitude can be expressed as
(19)
I
a/tt to the energy range 15-100 eV. More recently Ward
et Mt3 have reported similar calculations in the energy
range 0.5-50 eV. In each case the most elaborate calcu-
lation carried out by the above authors respectively was
based upon the inclusion of the 5 atomic states (2s-2p-
3s-3p-3d) in the eigenfunction expansion for the total
wavefunction. In the work of Khan et a/and Sarkar e_ a/
the analytic ttartree-Fock wavefunctions of Weiss 3s were
used for the bound state orbitals whereas Ward et a/em-
ployed both frozen-core Hartree-Fock as well as model
potential wavefunctions, ae
On the other hand Glen ts has given results for the
total cross section for e+-Li scattering based upon the
core-corrected modified Glauber approximation in the
energy range from 40 to 1000 eV. So far there are no
experimental measurements with which to compare.
In table 1 we present the 5-state close-coupling results
referred to above for the elastic, the resonance transi-
tion and the total cross section together with the total
cross section determined in the core-corrected modified
Glauber approximation. These results are also shown in
figure 1.
TABLE1.Elastic,resonantexcitationand total integrated cross sections (_ra_) for e+-Li
scattering in the energy range 0.5-100 eV.
Energy (eV)
Refs. i0, II Ref. 13 Ref. 18
2s-2s 2s-2p Total 2s-2s 2s-2p Total Total
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
4.0 67.79 78.07 151.10
5.0 48.46 79.10 135.29
7.0 29.14 73.99 112.80
10.0 17.68 67.33 94.70
15.0 9.93 56.43 74.89
20.0 7.17 49.53 63.38
30.0 4.97 38.90 48.16
40.0 4.07 30.14 37.32
50.0 3.37 24.23 30.00
70.0
80.0 2.37 14.48 18.25
100.0 1.99 10.63 13.69
351.95 351.95
212.15 212.15
183.58 183.58
169.49 21.24 190.72
106.87 72.29 179.16
71.86 79.09 160.36
52.11 81.68 145.11
31.19 77.61 121.04
18.13 68.15 97.27
7.51 47.35 61.00
5.14 36.54 45.56
4.08 29.84 36.68
3.44 25.21 30.77
35.67
30.82
24.37
18.71
The close-coupling results of Sarkar et aS and Ward dures used to determine the cross sections. On the other
et aS are in satisfactory agreement; the slight differences hand, the differences between the cross sections of Khan
could be attributed to the use of different bound state et al and Ward et as are somewhat more than what might
wavefunctions as well as the different numerical proce- be expected from these causes.
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FIG. 1. The 5-state close-coupling elastic, resonance excitation and total cross section
and the modified Glauber total cross section for e+-Li scattering: (- - -), Khan et a/l°
and Sarkar et a/; xl (--), Ward e_ as;x3 (__ _), GienJS
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The total cross sections of the core-corrected modi-
fied Glauber approximation are either comparable to or
lie above the close-coupling results with the difference
increasing with increasing energy. However, it should be
noted that the total cross sections in the close-coupling
procedure include neither excitations to bound levels with
principal quantum number n _ 4 nor the ionization and
positronium formation channels.
In the close-coupling calculations of positron-alkali
collisions of Ward et a/14,2° and Horbatsch et a/21 a
number of resonances in the D = 0, 1 and 2 channels
have been found in the vicinity of the atomic excita-
tion thresholds. The appearance of such resonances near
thresholds is well established in electron scattering from
atoms and in particular from the alkalis. 37'3s In positron-
atom scattering, resonance structures have been calcu-
lated in detail only for the e+-H system, a9 However) hy-
drogen is quite different from the alkalis in many ways.
In particular, its energy levels are degenerate and a large
contribution to its dipole polarizability can be attributed
to the continuum P states. In the alkalis, whose polar-
izabilities are very large, over 98% of the dipole polar-
izability comes from just the resonant excitation transi-
tion. Also significant is the fact that in the alkalis the
Ps formation channel is open at zero energy.
In the work of Ward et al t4 the R matrices obtained
!
O
g..
g--1
cD
r/l
t_
_h
q3
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0
from 4-state (2s-2p-3s-3p) and 5-state close-coupling
approximations were diagonalized and the eigenphase
sum was computed according to
i i
(2o)
where the ;_i are the eigenvalues of the respective R ma-
trices. The resonances for which the eigenphase sum
underwent a change of _r tad were analyzed in terms of
the single-resonance Breit-Wigner formula
= + tan (21)
EBW -- E
by means of a method described by Nesbet.37 In figure 2
we show the eigenphase sum for L = 0 from both 4- and
5-state close-coupling calculations based upon model po-
tential wavefunctions. We first note that the 4-state cal-
culation yields different results in the vicinity of the 2p
threshold (1.844 eV). Thus the presence of the 3d or-
bital, as a closed channel, in the eigenfunction expansion
plays a key role in developing the discontinuity present
in the 4-state calculation into the usual resonance shape.
Nonetheless, the eigenphase sum changes by only 2 tad
at E_e _ = 1.86 eV with a full width I' = 35 meV.
- -I
- --I
]
! i ! I ]__LA__LA_LL_I I i li-_T I I ! i i i 1 ! /TI-T___l ! I il
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
Energy (eV)
FIG. 2. The eigenphase sum for L = 0, e+-Li scattering in a 5-state (--), and 4-state
(- - -) close-coupling approximation. The dashes indicate the positions of the excitation
thresholds in the model potential approximation at 1.844, 3.367, 3.829 and 3.874 eV.
As can also be seen from the figure there is a 5-state
resonance below the 3s excitation thresold (3.367 eV)
which is not present in the 4-state results. The resonance
parameters here are E_, = 3.01 eV and P = 40 meV. A
narrow resonance, Ere . = 3.365 eV, P = 1 meV oc-
curs immediately below the 3s excitation threshold; it
is present in both the 4- and 5-state eigenfunction ex-
pansions. The 5-statecalculationalsodisplaysa further
narrow resonance just below the 3p excitationthresold
(3.829eV) which ismissingin the 4-stateresults.Ward
eta]14,2°have shown that thisgeneraltype behaviour in
the L = 0 channel persistsin the L = 1,and 2 channels
as well,not only for Li but alsoforNa and K.
At zero energy Ward et al14,20point out that the s-
wave (L = 0) phase shiRs for Li,Na and K startat least
at _rrad sincethey begin with negative slopes(positive
scatteringlengths)and the polarizationpotential,which
dominates at zero energy,isattractive.This impliesthe
possibleexistenceof at least one bound state in these
e+-alkMi systems.
However, Ps formation is possible at zero energy and
hence the shape, position and even the existence of res-
onances could be radically altered when this channel is
properly taken into account in a calcualtion. The situa-
tion with respect to the existence of bound states in the
e+-alkali systems could also be altered.
=
Sodium
On the theoretical side the situation for e+-Na scat-
tering issomewhat the same as for lithium. Sarkar et
a/11 have carriedout close-couplingcalculationsof the
elasticcross sectionas well as various excitationcross
sections in the energy range 4-100 eV. Similar calcula-
tions have also been reported by Ward et M 13 in the
energy range 0.5-50 eV. The most elaborate calculation
by Sarkar et M was based upon the inclusion of 4 atolldC
states (3s-3p-3d-4p) in the eigenfunction expansion for
the total wavefunction. On the other hand, the most ac-
curate results of Ward et M were based upon the 5-state
expansion (3s-3p-3d-4s-4p). In the work of Sarkar et a/
the analytic Hartree-Fock wavefunction of Clementi and
Roetti 4° was used for the ground state and the wavefunc-
tions of Kundu et M 4x and Kundu and Mukherjee 4_ for
the excited p- and d-states respectively. The frozen-core
wavefunctions of Ward et M were determined from the
model potential of Peach. 3s Ward et M also performed a
4-state calculationbut based upon the atomic states (3s-
3p-3d-4s) and hence a directcomparison oftheirresults
with those of Sarkar et a/is not possible.Nonetheless,
the overallagreement between these two setsof close-
coupling resultsissatisfactory.
Gicn Ishas alsogivenresultsforthe totalcrosssection
fore+-Na scatteringbased upon the core-correctedmod-
ifiedGlauber approximation in the energy range from 40
to 1000 cV. In table2 we presentthe 4-state(Sarkaret
M 11)and 5-state(Ward eta/13)close-couplingvaluesfor
the elastic,the resonance transitionand the totalcross
sectionas well as the totalcrosssectiondetermined by
Glen Isin the core-correctedGlauber approximation.
TABLE 2. Elastic, resonant excitation and total integrated cross sections (ra02) for e+-Na
scattering in the energy range 0.5-100 eV.
Ref. 11 Ref. 13 Ref. 18
Energy (eV) 3s-3s 3s-3p Total 3s-3s 3s-3p Total Total
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
5.0
7.0
7.5
I0.0
15.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
70.0
8o.o
100.0
71.48 66.87
54.24 72.37
30.54 72.80
19.78 65.82
11.82 54.56
8.84 46.46
6.56 38.67
5.41 33.56 43.04
4.74 26.52 34.30
341.24 341.24
205.18 205.18
175.53 175.53
189.47 189.47
130.92 48.23 179.15
110.22 66.11 176.33
87.52 67.47 165.75
144.19 73.96 69.25 159.21
137.78 54.13 69.99 144.71
33.04 65.91 121.57
120.87
102.54 19.84 59.21 98.81
74.89
65.04 8.98 44.61 63.78
51.13 6.49 35.83 48.50
5.35 29.93 39.59
4.67 25.67 33.61
3.53 14.25 19.31
3.04 11.04 15.30
29.62
26.41
21.68
17.18
6
=
However, it should be noted that, in contrast to Li,
where only the elastic, and resonance transition cross
sections are of significant magnitude, the other excita-
tion cross sections in Na (i.e. 3s-3d, 3s-4s and 3s-4p) do
contribute appreciably to the total cross section. When
compared with the corresponding close-coupling values
for the total cross section the core-corrected modified
Glauber results appear to be too low at energies below
100 eV.
For Na there are the experimental data of Kwan et
als for the total cross section with which to compare.
However, since experimentally it is not possible to dis-
criminate against positrons scattered elastically through
small angles about the forward direction, a knowledge
of the elastic differential cross section enables one to es-
timate how much flux has been lost by means of this
)
effect. Thus Ward et M la calculated an effective elastic
cross section defined as
eft 2_r [ sin 8 dora d8
_zel = Jso dfl
(at) (22)
where 8o is the lower limit of the experimental angular
discrimination. An estimate of this quantity has been
made in the experimental measurements of Kwan et Ms
for several values of the energy of the incident positron.
When this effective elastic cross section is added to the
various excitation cross sections an effective total cross
section is obtained which can, more meaningfully, be
compared with the experimental data. In figure 3 we il-
lustrate the various theoretical results referred to above
for the total cross section for e+-Na scattering together
with the experimental data.
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FIG. 3. The totalcrosssectionfor e+-Na scattering:(- - -), 4-stateclose-coupling
approximation (CCA), Sarkar et M; 11 (--), 5-state CCA, Ward eta/; 13 m, effective 5-
state CCA, Ward et M; 13 (- - -), core-corrected modified Glauber approximation, Gien; TM
D, experimental data, Kwan et M. s
The overall agreement between the effective total cross
section of Ward et all3 and experiment is quite satisfac-
tory over the entire energy range below 50 eV. It should
be noted that below 20 eV it b¢comes very important to
make allowance for the fact that experimentally there is
a serious loss of flux from positrons elastically scattered
through small angles. However, the effective cross sec-
tion is highly sensitive at low energies to the particular
value used in equation (22) for the cut-off angle 80 . The
00
I
value of 8o increases rapidly as the energy decreases and
hence the apparent structure in the effective cross section
may be artifical.
Above 20 eV the total cross sections of Sarkar et a/xl
are also in quite satisfactory agreement with experiment.
On the other hand the total cross section determined in
the core-corrected modified Glauber approximation by
Gien TM appears to be slightly too low in this energy re-
gion.
7
Potassium
In the case of e+-K scattering several close-coupling
calculations of the elastic cross section as well as various
excitation cross sections have been reported by Ward et
a/. 12-15 The most elaborate of these is a 5-state (4s-4p-
5s-3d,5p) calculation, which employed model potential
wavefunctions, 36 in the energy range 0.5 to 50 eV.
Once again Glen TM has reported results for the total
cross section for e+-K scattering based upon the core-
corrected modified Glauber approximation in the energy
range from 40 to 1000 eV. However, more recently Gien 19
has repeated these calcu]atlons in an improved Olauber
!
approximation in the energy range from 11 to 102.5 eV.
In his original work TM only the contribution from the
4s intermediate state to the second Born term for one-
electron atom scattering was evaluated exactly; i.e. the
remaining contributions were determined via closure. In
his most recent work t9 the contributions from the 4p
and 5s as well as the 4s intermediate states have been
evaluated exactly.
In table 3 we present the 5-state close-coupling values
of Ward et alt3 for the elastic, the resonance transition
and the total cross section together with the total cross
sections as determined by Gien ls'19 in the core-corrected
modified Glauber approximation.
TABLE 3. Elastic, resonant excitation and total integrated cross sections (_ra02)
for e+-K scattering in the energy range 0.5-102.5 eV.
Re£ 13 Refs. 18, 19 Ref. 19
Energy (eV) 4s-4s 4s-4p Total Total Total
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
5.0
7.0
10.0
11.0
20.0
21.1
30.0
31.2
40.0
41.4
50.0
70.0
76.8
I00.0
102.5
666.57 666.57
510.78 510.78
486.71 486.71
322.75 79.60 402.35
239.39 126.40 365.79
184.65 125.42 329.17
145.34 119.65 298.29
117.83 112.33 273.44
82.56 100.14 235.97
48.96 87.57 189.72
29.66 80.09 151.56
14.27 64.65 97.60
10.66 52.79 74.37
9.01 44.11 60.44
8.02 37.67 51.33
38.07 105.85
48.85 84.96
46.15 70.75
42.04 61.28
41.38 59.99
37.49 52.92
30.37
28.52 38.61
23.61
23.19 30.76
We first note that, similar to Na, the other excitation
cross sections in K (i.e. 4s-Ss, 4s-3d and 4s-5p) make an
appreciable contribution to the total cross section. Sec-
ondly we see that, when the contribution to the second
Born term is evaluated more precisely, the core-corrected
modified Glauber approximation agrees with the close-
coupling results down to 30 eV.
For K there are the experimental data of Stein et 036'7
for the total cross section with which to compare. In or-
der to obtain satisfactory agreement with experiment at
low energies Ward et M 13 again found it necessary to cal-
culate, using equation (22), an effective elastic, and hence
total cross section. In figure 4 we illustrate the above
theoretical results for the total cross for e+-K scattering
together with the experimental data.
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FIG. 4. The total cross section for e+-K scattering: (--), 5-state close-coupling approx-
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Once again the overall agreement between the effec-
tive total cross section of Ward et a/13 and experiment
is quite satisfactory over the entire energy range below
50 eV. The improved modified Glaubez approximation
is similarly in quite satisfactory agreement with experi-
ment down to about 30 eV. It is worth noting that the
K cross sections are, however, much larger in magnitude
than the corresponding ones for Na. This is a reflection
of the larger value of the static dipole polarizability of
K, namely 293 4- 6 a_ versus 159 4- 3 a_ for Na. 43
Rubidium
Quite recently work has begun on the corresponding
5-state close-coupling calculation (5s-5p--4d-6s-6p) for
e+-Rb scattering. 16 In this case the bound-state wave-
functions of Rb were determined variationally by means
of a polarized frozen-core Hartree-Fock technique which
has _ previously proved to be quite successful in atomic
structure calculations on Na. 44'4s This calculation is the
only theoretical research which has been reported so far
for this system.
In table 4 we present the results of this calculation for
the elastic, resonance excitation and total cross section
as well as the effective total cross section, as determined
with the aid of equation (22), for e+-Rb scattering.
TABLE 4. Elastic, resonant excitation and total integrated cross
sections (_rao2) for e+-Rb scattering in the energy range 3.7-28 eV.
Ref. 16
eftEnergy (eV) 5s-5s 5s-5p ato t O'tot
3.7 124.23 92.20 289.66 209.28
5.8 62.76 76.18 219.07 170.83
7.8 42.16 77.68 185.58 151.47
17.8 17.64 73.12 114.98 102.69
28.0 12.79 60.27 86.12 80.31
Onceagainweobservethat the other excitation cross
sections in Rb (i.e. 5s-4d, 5s-6s and 5s-6p) make a sig-
nificant contribution to the total cross section. We also
note that at 3.7 eV nearly 2/3 of the elastic scatter-
ing flux will not be detected experimentally and that
this fraction increases to 4/5 at 7.8 eV. Nonetheless, the
effective total cross section as predicted by this 5-state
close-coupling approximation is monotonically increasing
as the energy of the incident positron decreases. This be- 1
1000
I00
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N
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haviour isin contrastto the experimental data ofStein
et al9 which has a maximum in the low energy regirnc.
In figure5 we presentthe corresponding elasticdifferen-
tialcrosssectionatseveralenergies.These crosssections
are,as expected,highly peaked inthe forward direction
and possess a minimum between 35 and 40° which is
then followed by one or more secondary maxima. This
overallbehaviour patternofthe differentialcrosssection
istypicalofallthe alkalisstudiedso far.13'14'2s'29
/ \ f
/ \
0 50 100 150
0 (deg)
FIG. 5. The elasticdifferentialcross sectionfor e+-Rb scatteringin a 5-stateclose-
coupling approximation: (-- -), 3.7 eV; (- - -), 5.8 eV; (--), 7.8 eV.
CONCLUSIONS
The effective total cross sections, as determined in a
5-stateclose-coupling procedure,are inquitesatisfactory
agreement with the experimental data forNa and K; the
exception to this is Rb. When the second Born term
in the core-correctedmodified Glauber approximation is
evaluated accuratelythis approach willalso yieldtotal
crosssectionsinagreement with experiment down to rel-
ativelylow energies.For the alkalis,Li, Na and K, the
the close-couplingapproximation predicts an extensive
seriesofresonance structuresassociatedwith the atomic
excitationthresholdsand holds forth the possibilityof
true bound statesin these e+-alklaisystems. The same
situationwillno doubt be trueforthe remaining alkalis.
However, the most important theoreticalproblem re-
I
maining in low-energy e+-alkaliscatteringis the accu-
rateinclusionof the positronium formation channel;ion-
izationis,of course,alsoimportant. The incorporation
ofthese two channels into,say,a close-couplingcalcula-
tion,could have a major effectupon the resultingcross
sectionsat lower energiesand could seriouslyinfluence
the variousresonance structuresas well as alterthe sit-
uation with respectto the existenceof bound statesin
the e+-alkalisystems
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ABSTRACT
Absolute total scattering cross
sections (QT'S) have been measured for
positrons and electrons colliding with
sodium, potassium, and rubidium in the
1-102 eV range, using the same apparatus
and experimental approach (a beam
transmission technique) for both
projectiles. The present results for
positron-sodium and -rubidium collisions
represent the first QT measurements
reported for these collision systems.
Features which distinguish the present
comparisons between positron- and
electron-alkali atom QT'S from those for
other atoms and molecules
(room-temperature gases) which have been
used as targets for positrons and
electrons are (I) the proximity of the
corresponding positron- and
electron-alkali atom QT'S over the
entire energy range of overlap, with an
indication of a merging or near-merglng
of the corresponding positron and
electron QT's near (and above) the
relatively low energy of about 40 eV,
and (2) a general tendency for the
positron-alkali atom QT'S to be higher
than the corresponding electron values
as the projectile energy is decreased
below about 40 eV.
INTRODUCTION
One of the incentives for making
direct comparison measurements between
positron- and electron-scattering from
the same target gases is the potential
that such comparisons have for providing
deeper insight into atomic scattering
phenomena than may be acquired by
studying the scattering of only one type
of projectile from various gases. Since
positrons, being the antiparticles of
electrons, have the same magnitudes for
the mass, charge, and spin as the
electron, but have the opposite sign of
charge, comparison measurements of the
scattering of positrons and electrons by
atoms and molecules can reveal
interesting differences and similarities
that arise from the basic interactions
which contribute to scattering. The
exchange interaction contributes to
electron scattering but does not play a
role in positron scattering. The static
interaction (associated with the
interaction of the projectile with the
Coulomb field of the undistorted atom)
is attractive for the electron and
repulsive for the positron, while the
polarization interaction (resulting from
the distortion of the atom by the
charged projectile) is attractive for
both projectiles. The net effect of the
static and polarization interactions is
that they add to each other in electron
scattering whereas they tend to cancel
each other in positron scattering.
Thus, if one considers just the
contributions from the static and
polarization interactions, in general,
QT'S for positrons would be expected to
be smaller than those for electrons at
low energies. As the projectile energy
is increased, the polarization and
exchange interactions eventually become
negligible compared with the static
interaction, and the expected result is
a merging of the corresponding positron
and electron QT'S at sufficiently high
projectile energies. Two scattering
channels that are open only to positrons
are (I) annihilation, which is
negligible for the positron energies
(>0.2 eV) that have been used in
positron-beam scattering experiments,
and (2) positronium (Ps) formation,
which has a threshold energy 6.8 eV
13
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below the ionization threshold energy of
the target atom.
The general trends observed in
comparisons of the total scattering of
positrons and electrons by the
room-temperature gases that have been
investigated appear to be consistent
with predictions based on the simple
interaction model described above. As
illustrations of these general trends,
comparison measurements I-4 for the inert
gases (Ne, At, and Kr) which correspond
to the alkali metal atoms (Na, K, and
Rb) discussed in this article, are shown
in Figs. I, 2, and 3 respectively. In
these Figures, one can see (i) the
tendency for the measured positron-inert
gas QT'S to be significantly lower than
the corresponding electron QT'S at low
energies (except in the immediate
vicinities of the deep Ramsauer-Townsend
Energy (eV)
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Fig. I. Comparison of
positron- and electron-Ne
total cross sections. The
lowest inelastic thresholds
for each projectile are
indicated by arrows. (From
Kauppila et al., Ref. i).
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Fig. 2. Comparison of
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total cross sections. (From
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cross sections. (From Dababneh
et al., Ref. 3).
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minima for the electron cases as shown
in Figs. 2 and 3), (2) clear indications
in the positron QT curves of the onset
of Ps formation near the predicted Ps
formation thresholds, and (3) the
tendency for the positron and electron
QT'S to approach each other as the
projectile energy is increased to
sufficiently high energies. Mergings of
positron and electron QT'S have actually
been observed for helium, I molecular
hydrogen, 5 and water vapor 6 in the
vicinity of about 200 eV.
It is of interest to consider
whether all atoms and molecules would be
expected to exhibit the same general
tendencies for positron and electron
scattering comparisons as those
described above (and illustrated in
Figs. i-3). In order to investigate
this matter further, we have been
focusing our attention recently on
positron-electron scattering comparisons
for the alkali atoms. The alkali atoms
have a relatively simple electronic
structure with a single loosely bound
valence electron moving outside a core
of closed shells. Although there is
some similarity between the single
valence electron alkali atoms and atomic
hydrogen, it has been pointed out 7 that
the ground states of the alkali atoms
have different characteristics than that
of the H atom and that approximation
schemes developed for the hydrogen atom
will not necessarily be equally
successful for the alkali atoms. One
difference is associated with the atomic
energy level separations. The energy
separation between the ground state and
first excited states of H is 10.2 eV
whereas the largest corresponding k
separation for all of the alkali atoms
is only 2.1 eV (which is for the case of
sodium). The large coupling between the
ground state and the first excited state
of the alkali atoms influences
significantly the behavior of both
elastic and inelastic scattering. 7
Another feature of the alkali metal
atoms is their very large
polarizabilities relative to
room-temperature gases. As examples,
Na, K, and Rb have polarizabilities 8 of
3
approximately 159, 293, and 319 ao
(where ao = Bohr radius), respectively,
in comparison with the corresponding
inert gas atoms, Ne, Ar, and Kr, with
polarizabilities of 2.67, II.I, and 16.7
ao 3, respectively. Another unique
feature of the alkali atoms is that
since they all have ionization threshold
energies less than the binding energy
(6.8 eV) of Ps in its ground state, Ps
can be formed by positrons of
arbitrarily small incident energy, and
thus the Ps formation channel is always
open for these atoms. In contrast to
this, the room temperature gases which
have been used as targets for positrons
and electrons all have Ps formation
thresholds of at least several eV.
Our first report on the measurement
of positron and electron-alkali atom
QT'S was on potassium 9, where we found
that the corresponding positron and
electron QT'S were much closer to each
other over the entire energy range
studied (5 - 49 eV) than had been
observed for any other target atoms and
molecules investigated previously. In
this paper, we report our present I0
positron- and electron-Na, K, and Rb
results from 1 - 102 eV. The
positron-Na and -Rb results represent
the first reported QT measurements for
these collision systems.
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
We use a beam transmission
technique to make absolute QT
measurements for positrons and electrons
colliding with alkali atoms in the same
apparatus. Details of the apparatus and
technique are provided elsewhere,9, I0 so
only a brief description of our
experimental approach is provided below.
The positron source is IIc produced on
site by the 11B(p,n)11C reaction,
generated by bombarding a boron target
with protons from a Van de Graaff
accelerator. The electron source is a
thermionic cathode. A weak, curved
axial magnetic field (produced by a
curved solenoid) is used to guide the
projectile beam from the source region
to the scattering region, and to
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discriminate against high energy
positrons coming from the source. The
measured full-width at half-maximum of
the energy distribution of the detected
positron beamis less than 0.10 eV,
while that of the electron beamis
between 0.15 and 0.20 eV.
A schematic diagram of the
alkali-atom scattering system is shown
in Fig. 4. The main component in this
system is the scattering cell consisting
of the main oven body, and a detachable
cylinder which contains the alkali
metal. The weak guiding axial magnetic
field produced by the curved solenoid is
extended into the scattering region by
meansof two coils located
concentrically with the entrance and
exit apertures of the scattering cell.
A Channeltron electron multiplier (CEM)
on the input side of the oven serves(when its front end is biased
apppropriately) as a detector for
positrons or electrons about to enter
the oven. Whenthe cone (front end) of
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup for
measuring total cross sections for
alkali atoms. (From Stein et al.,
Ref. 9).
that detector is placed at ground
potential, the projectile beam is
permitted to pass through the oven and
the transmitted beam is detected by
another CEM at the output end of the
oven. A retarding element (which
becomes coated with the alkali metal
effusing from the oven) located between
the oven and the output CEM is used to
measure the projectile energy as well as
to provide additional discrimination
(beyond geometrical considerations)
against projectiles scattered through
small angles in forward directions.
Our QT'S are determined by
measuring (I) the ratio, Rcold , of the
output CEM to the input CEM counts per
second when the oven is relatively cool
so that there is a negligible
vapor-pressure in the oven, and (2) the
ratio, Rho t of the output CEM to the
input CEM counts per second with the
oven at an elevated temperature so that
there is a high enough vapor-pressure in
the oven to attenuate the projectile
beam appreciably. The purpose of using
the ratio of the output CEM to the input
CEM counts per second is to normalize
the transmitted beam intensity with
respect to the incident beam intensity.
Determinations of (I) the beam
transmission ratio, Rhot/Rcold , (2) the
number density, n, of the alkali atoms,
which is determined by measuring the
temperature of the oven and by using
published vapor pressure data, 11 and (3)
the beam path length, L of the
projectiles thorough the oven, can be
used with the relationship,
Rho t = Rcold exp(-nLQ T)
to obtain absolute positron- and
electron-alkali atom QT'S. It should be
recognized that a major potential source
of error in our QT measurements is
related to the accuracy of the
determination of n which is limited by
the accuracy of our measurements of the
scattering cell temperature, and by the
accuracy of the vapor pressure data that
we use. As a result of our continuing
efforts to improve our determination of
n (by improving the accuracy of our
16
measurements of the scattering cell
temperature and by trying to identify
the most reliable vapor pressure data in
the literature), we feel that the
present po§itron- and electron-K and
electron-Na QT measurements10 should be
regarded as superseding our
corresponding earlier measurements.9, 12
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electrons
Our present electron-Na, and -K, QT
measurements (Kwan et al. I0) are shown
in Figs. 5 and 6 respectively along wlth
prior measurements 13-19 and
theoretical 20-22 results• The present
electron results were obtained using the
same apparatus and technique as was used
for our positron measurements•
Walters 20 has obtained QT'S for
electron-Na and -K collisions by adding
the partial cross sections that he
selected from existing theoretical and
experimental results for the elastic
(QE), resonance excitation (QR, which
represents the 3s-3p transition for Na,
and the 4s-4p transition for K), the sum
of other discrete excitations (QD), and
the ionization (QI) cross sections•
Since Waiters reported these QT values,
QR and cross sections for numerous other
discrete excitations have been measured
by Phelps and Lin 16 for Na and by Phelps
et al. 18 for K, and we have added these
more recent excitation cross section
results (rather than the QR and QD
values used by Walters) to the values of
QE and QI selected by Waiters, to obtain
the QT curves shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for
Na and K, which we refer to as
"Waiters-Phelps curves"• Our measured
electron-Na QT values are in reasonable
agreement with the shape and absolute
values of the Walters-Phelps curves and
in good agreement (averaging about 10%
lower) with the theoretical values of
Msezane 22 who added the elastic,
resonance excitation, 3s-3d, 3s-4s,
3s-4p, and 3s-4d cross sections obtained
from his 6 state close-coupling
calculation to existing direct
ionization cross sections obtained by
others• Our measured electron-K QT
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values are also in quite good agreement
with the corresponding Walters-Phelps QT
curve, averaging only about 10% lower
from 20 to 50 eV. Of the prior
measurements, the indirect
determinations of Srivastava and
Vuskovic 15 for Na, and of Vuskovic and
Srivastava 19 for K, (who used their own
crossed-beam measurements of
differential cross sections for elastic
scattering and for a number of different
transitions from the ground state, and
ionization cross sections measured by
others) are in the closest overall
agreement with the present corresponding
measurements. As the energy is reduced
below 10 to 20 eV, there is a tendency
for our measured electron-Na and -K QT'S
to fall somewhat further below the
corresponding curve of Msezane (for Na)
and the Walters-Phelps curves. We feel
that the explanation for this trend in
Na and K may be as follows. The bias on
the retarding element shown in Fig. 4 is
always set within 1.25 V of the
"cut-off" retarding voltage for the
projectiles, and since the Na and K
excitation thresholds are 2.10 eV and
1.61 eV respectively, there should be
100% discrimination against all
inelastically scattered projectiles. In
the vicinity of 20 eV for Na and K, the
Walters-Phelps results in Figs. 5 and 6
show that the elastic scattering cross
section (QE) is about 20% of QT for Na
and about 25% of QT for K, and becomes
an even smaller fraction of QT as the
electron energy increases toward 50 eV.
As the electron energy is reduced below
i0 eV on the other hand, QE rapidly
becomes a progressively larger fraction
of QT, and at 5 eV, QE accounts for more
than 50% of QT for both Na and K. In
addition, the angular discrimination of
our apparatus9, 1U against elastically
scattered projectiles becomes poorer as
the projectile energy decreases. For
instance, the angular discrimination for
electrons is estimated to be about 13°
near 5 eV, 9° near i0 eV, 7° near 20 eV,
and is about 5° or less from 30 eV to
100 eV. (The angular discrimination for
elastically scattered positrons is
somewhat poorer than that for electrons,
but behaves in a similar way, being
about 13° near I0 eV, II° near 20 eV, 9°
near 30 eV, and continuing to improve
with increasing energy, reaching about
5° from 75 to 100 eV.) Our estimates of
errors introduced into the electron-Na
and -K QT'S due to an inability to
discriminate against projectiles
elastically scattered through small
angles in the forward direction suggest
that as the electron energy is reduced
below 10 to 20 eV, the increasing ratio
of QE to QT, and the poorer angular
discrimination may account for our
measured QT'S falling further below
Msezane's results 22 and the
Waiters-Phelps curves. At 20 eV and
above on the other hand, we estimate
that the amount by which our measured
QT'S would be !owdue to our inability
to discriminate against projectiles
elastically scattered through small
angles in the forward direction, should
be of the order of 10% or less for
electron-Na and -K collisions. Taking
into consideration the uncertainty in
our determination of the number density
of atoms in our oven (±20%), and the
potential errors in our measured QT'S
associated with the angular
discrimination of our measurements, the
closeness (and the consistency) of the
close-coupling electron-Na QT results of
Msezane 22 and the Waiters-Phelps
electron-Na and -K QT curves to our own
corresponding measured values gives us
some confidence that our experimental
technique and apparatus for measuring
electron-alkali atom QT'S is basically
sound. Since the same apparatus and
technique is used for the positron
measurements, we feel that they should
not he greatly in error.
Positrons
The present measured positron-Na,
-K (Kwan et al. I0) and -Rb (preliminary)
QT'S are shown in Figs. 7-10 along with
prior theoretical results. 23-33 Two
separate Figures (Figs. 7 and 8) have
been used for Na because of the
abundance of theoretical results for
this system. Ward et alo25, 32 have
performed five-state close-coupling
calculations of QT for positron-Na and
18
Fig. 7. Positron-Na cross sections.
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-K collisions that include the cross
sections for elastic scattering,
resonance excitation, and a few other
discrete excitations (3s-4s, 3d, 4p for
Na and 4s-5s, 3d, 5p for K) but do not
include the cross sections for Ps
formation and for ionization which are
both expected to be relatively
small 20,23 above 10 eV. McEachran et
al. 33 have extended such QT calculations
to Rb where they include the cross
sections for elastic scattering,
resonance excitation (5s-5p), and other
discrete excitations (5s-4d, 6s, 6p) and
do not include the cross sections for Ps
formation and for ionization. In
addition, Ward et ai.25, 32 (for Na and
K) and McEachran et al. 33 (for Rb) have
used our estimates of our angular
discrimination along with their
differential elastic cross section
results to calculate effective cross
sections, QEff, which represent their
theoretical estimates of the QT'S that
we would be expected to obtain if the
only error in our measurements were that
associated with our inability to
discriminate against projectiles
elastically scattered through small
angles in the forward direction. Our
measured QT'S are in reasonable
agreement with their corresponding QT
calculations for Na (Fig. 7) and K (Fig.
9) and are even closer to their QEff
values (within 10% over most of the
energy range of overlap). For Rb (Fig.
10), our measured QT'S are in good
agreement with the theoretical QEff
values of McEachran et al. 33 for all
energies of overlap above about 6 eV.
However, as the positron energy is
reduced below 4 eV, our measured QT
values decrease sharply, whereas the
theoretical QEff values of McEachran et
al. continue rising, and this gives rise
to a significant discrepancy at the
lowest energies of overlap. Aside from
this puzzling discrepancy at the lowest
energies in the positron-Rb case, there
is good overall agreement between the
close-coupling approximation QEff
results of Ward et ai.25, 32 for
positron-Na, -K and of McEachran et
al. 33 for positron-Rb for most of the
energy range of overlap. The
positron-Na QT results of Ward et al. 25
are also quite close to the earlier
four-state close-coupling a_roximation
QT results of Sarkar et al. L4 (Fig. 7)
which include their cross sections for
elastic scattering, resonance
excitation, 3s-3d and -4p excitations,
and the Ps formation cross sections
calculated by Guha and Mandal, 23 and
first Born approximation values of
ionization cross sections obtained by
Walters 20. The positron-Na and -K
modified Glauber approximation ("MG3")
QT results (Figs. 8 and 9) of Glen30, 31
are in reasonable agreement with the
present results.
Positron and Electron Comparisons
In Figs. 11-13 our direct
comparison measurements between
positron- and electron-Na, -K, and -Rb
QT'S are shown along with selected
experimental 13,16-18 and
theoretical20,25, 32 results. It should
be noted that even though, as mentioned
earlier, a major potential source of
error in our absolute QT determinations
is associated with the determination of
the number density of atoms in the
scattering cell, our direct
positron-electron comparison
measurements should still be meaningful
because essentially the same oven
temperatures are used for each
projectile for a given alkali atom. We
find that Na, K, and Rb each exhibit
remarkably similar QT'S for positron and
electron collisions over the entire
energy range that has been studied.
(The only indication of a substantial
difference between the positron and
electron QT'S for these atoms so far is
at the lowest energies studied for Rb,
where the measured positron QT decreases
abruptly as the positron energy is
reduced below 4 eV.) We also find that
our corresponding positron and electron
QT'S for Na, K, and Rb merge within the
uncertainties of the measurements in the
vicinity of 40 eV and remain essentially
merged up to the highest energies
studied thus far. In sharp contrast to
the case for positron- and electron-room
temperature gas QT'S, the positron-Na,
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-K, and -Rb QT'S become increasingly
higher than the corresponding QT'S for
electrons as the projectile energy is
reduced from 40 eV down to the lowest
energies studied in each case with the
exception of the lowest energies for Rb
shown in Fig. 13 (preliminary results).
It is interesting that when the
Walters-Phelps electron-Na and -K QT
curves are compared with the
corresponding positron-Na and -K Q_
results obtained by Ward et al. 25,°2 as
shown in Figs. 11 and 12 respectively,
mergings, or at least near-mergings of
the positron and electron QT'S are
observed to occur in the vicinity of 30
to 50 eV, and as the projectile energy
is reduced below this energy range, the
positron QT'S are observed to become
increasingly larger than the
corresponding electron values for each
of these atoms. The close-coupling
electron-Na QT results of Msezane 22 are
21
consistent with this picture since they
are in good agreement with the
Walters-Phelps curves shown in Fig. II.
Thus, the comparisons between the
Walters-Phelps electron-Na, and -K QT
curves (and the Msezane 22 curve for Na)
and the close-coupling results of Ward
et ai.25, 32 for positrons colliding with
Na and K tend to support our
observations of a merging (or
near-merging) of the positron and
electron QT'S near the relatively low
energy of 40 to 50 eV, and also support
our observations that the positron QT'S
are higher than the corresponding
electron values below 40 eV (at least
down to the lowest energies studied thus
far). If these observations are
correct, it is of interest to consider
why the comparisons between positron and
electron scattering from the alkali
atoms indicate a dominance of the
positron- over the electron-QT'S at low
energies whereas for the
room-temperature gases, the situation is
for the most part, reversed. Why do the
room-temperature gases (illustrated by
Figs. 1-3) all seem to fit, in general,
the simple interaction model referred to
in the Introduction which implies that
the positron cross sections at low
energies would be expected to be lower
than the corresponding electron cross
sections? That prediction was based
upon the tendency toward cancellation of
the static and polarization interactions
in positron scattering, in contrast to
the addition of these interactions in
the electron case. Why do the alkali
atoms appear to be showing the opposite
behavior?
Perhaps the simple argument
referred to in the Introduction
concerning the relative roles of the
static and polarization interactions is
applicable to the total scattering cross
section if the dominant contribution to
it is elastic scattering for both
positrons and electrons. However,
perhaps when inelastic processes become
dominant for either positrons or
electrons (or both), this argument in
its simple form no longer applies to a
comparison of their total scattering
cross sections. Theoretical
investigations by Walters20, 34 of
electron-alkali atom scattering indicate
that with increasing energy beyond the
first excitation thresholds (which are
2.10 eV or less for the alkali atoms)
there is a change-over from a situation
where polarization effects are dominant
to one in which flux loss 34 becomes
dominant. Figs. 11 and 12 indicate that
the resonance excitation becomes the
dominant contribution to positron and to
electron scattering from Na and K near
the relatively low energy of 10 eV. It
can also be seen from Figs. 11 and 12
that while the elastic cross section
(QE) is predicted to be somewhat larger
for electrons than for positrons above
10 eV, it makes a relatively small
contribution to QT as the projectile
energy is increased above this energy.
On the other hand, Figs. 11 and 12
indicate that the resonance excitation
cross section (QR) is significantly
larger for the positron than for the
electron at low energies and is the main
contribution to QT above 10 eV. We have
chosen not to show a comparison of the
sum of the other discrete excitations
(QD) for positrons and electrons in
Figs. 11 and 12 because Ward et ai.25, 32
have only included cross sections for
three such excitations for Na(3s-4s, 3d,
4p) and K(4s-5s, 3d, 5p) whereas the
QD'S used for the Walters-Phelps QT
electron curves in Figs. 11 and 12
include 14 such excitations. However it
is interesting to note that for the 3
corresponding excitation processes in Na
and K which have been calculated for
positrons25, 32 and measured for
electrons,16, 18 the positron cross
sections tend to be significantly larger
than the corresponding electron cross
sections at low energies, similar to the
situation shown for the resonance
excitation in Figs. 11 and 12. The
positron- and electron-Na and -K
ionization cross sections are expected
to be small, and if the positron- and
electron-He ionization cross section
comparisons 35 can serve as a guide, one
might expect QI for the positron-Na and
K collisions to be larger than the
corresponding electron values. In
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addition to this, although the
theoretical predictions of QPs by Guha
and Manda123 shown in Figs. 7 and 9
indicate that QPs makes a relatively
small contribution to QT for energies
above 10 eV, this is still an additional
inelastic contribution to QT which does
not have a counterpart in
electron-alkali atom collisions, and it
appears (as seen in Figs. 7 and 9) to be
playing an increasingly important role
in QT as the positron energy decreases
below 10 eV. The above information
suggests that the positron-alkali atom
QT'S may rise above the corresponding
electron values as the projectile energy
is reduced below 40 eV mainly due to the
relatively large contributions to QT by
inelastic processes (especially
excitation) which are predicted to have
larger cross sections for positrons than
for electrons at these low energies.
Although the elastic cross section for
alkali atoms is predicted to be slightly
larger for electrons than for positrons
at low energies (between 5 and 50 eV),
it appears that QE contributes too
little to QT to make QT larger for
electrons than it is for positrons, as
is the case for the room-temperature
gases in this energy range.
It should be noted that although
our observations indicate a merging of
the positron- and electron-Na and -K
QT'S at the relatively low energy of
about 40 eV, and a dominance of the
positron QT'S over the corresponding
electron QT'S at lower energies, and
although this picture is supported by
the comparisons of the Walters-Phelps QT
curves (and the Msezane 22 curve) for
electrons with the Ward et ai.25, 32
close-coupling approximation results for
positrons, modified Glauber (MG3)
calculations by Glen30, 31 for positron-
and electron-Na and -K collisions, shown
in Figs. 14 and 15 predict a different
behavior for the positron-electron
comparisons. According to Gien's
calculations,30, 31 the positron- and
electron-Na and K QT'S do not merge even
up to energies as high as 1000 eV, and
furthermore, the electron QT'S are
larger than the positron QT'S over
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essentially his entire energy range. It
should be noted however, that whereas
Gien's positron-Na and -K QT'S are in
quite good agreement with those of Ward
et al. 25,32 (and Sarkar et al. 24 for
Na), his electron QT'S are somewhat
higher than those associated with the
Walters-Phelps curves for Na and K and
the results of Msezane 22 for Na. It is
also of possible interest that Glen has
not included the effects of exchange in
his electron calculations.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Based upon our direct comparison
measurements of QT'S for positron- and
electron-alkali atom collisions up to
the present time, we feel that it would
be of interest to address the following
points in future research. (i) Is there
actually a merging (or near-merging) of
QT'S for positron- and electron-Na, K,
and Rb collisions in the vicinity of 40
eV, and are the positron QT'S larger
than the corresponding electron values
below that energy as our observations
(preliminary for Rb) indicate? As
mentioned above, our observations tend
to be supported by a comparison (Figs.
11 and 12) of the Waiters-Phelps
electron-Na and -K QT curves (and
electron-Na QT'S obtained by Msezane 22
using a close-coupling approximation)
with the corresponding _ositron values
obtained by Ward et al.Z5, 32 using a
close-coupling approximation. However
the modified Glauber approximation (MG3)
results of Glen 22 for Na and K suggest a
significantly different behavior for the
positron and electron comparisons (Figs.
14 and 15). Up to the present time,
theorists who have done close-coupling
approximation calculations of QT for
positron-alkali atom collisions have not
done them for electron-alkali atom
collisions and vice versa. In order to
conduct a more stringent theoretical
test of the validity of our observed low
energy mergings and the reversal of the
"normal" arrangement of positron and
electron QT'S at low energies, it could
be helpful if theorists who have done a
close-coupling approximation calculation
for one of these projectiles colliding
with an alkali atom would do a
comparable close-coupling approximation
calculation for the other projectile.
In a certain sense, this could be
considered to be the theoretical
counterpart to our having measured QT'S
for the two projectiles in the identical
apparatus using the same experimental
technique as opposed to comparing our
measured positron-alkali atom QT'S to
another experimental group's measured
electron-alkali atom QT'S. (2)
Although the positron and electron
elastic scattering cross sections
predicted by Ward et ai.25, 32 and
Walters, 20 respectively, for Na and K
collisions are in the usual order from
about 5 to 50 eV (the electron QE'S
being higher than the corresponding
positron values), it is curious that the
the positron and electron QE'S appear to
cross each other (Figs. 11 and 12) in
the vicinity of 5 eV, so that as the
projectile energy is reduced below 5 eV,
it appears that the positron QE'S are
larger than the corresponding electron
values. Is this representative of the
actual situation, or is it possible that
the Ward et al. calculation of QE at
these low energies is too large due to
the neglect of Ps formation, which may
be playing a more important role as the
positron energy decreases. (3) If our
observed low-energy mergings of
positron- and electron-alkali atom QT'S
are valid, this may provide additional
evidence that mergings of positron- and
electron-atom QT'S can occur at
unexpectedly low energies. In this
connection it should be noted that the
first observation I of such a low energy
merging was for He where the positron
and electron QT'S were found to merge
(to within 2%) near 200 eV. The
distorted wave second Born approximation
(DWA) calculations of Dewangan and
Walters 36 predict that a merging of the
positron and electron-He QT'S (to within
2%) does not occur until 2000 eV. These
calculations also indicate that at 200
eV, where Kauppila et al. 1 have observed
the merging of positron and electron
QT'S, the electron total elastic cross
section is about 2.4 times as large as
the corresponding positron cross
24
section. Thus at the energy (about 200
eV) where the positron and electron QT'S
have been observed I to merge, the
partial contributions (such as QE) to QT
are apparently behaving much differently
for positrons than for electrons. A
comparison 37 of a calculation of QT for
54.4-300 eV positron-atomic hydrogen
collisions by Walters 37 (using a
pseudostate close-coupling approximation
that is supplemented by the second Born
approximation) with similar calculations
for electrons by Van Wyngaarden and
Walters 38 indicates a situation similar
to that just described for helium in the
sense that the QT'S for these
projectiles remain very nearly merged
down to the lowest energies studied
(54.4 eV) whereas the cross section for
elastic scattering is about 3 times as
large for electrons as for positrons at
54.4 eV, while the cross sections for
the is-2s and is-2p excitations are
larger for positrons than for electrons.
Our present observations I0 indicate that
the alkali atom QT'S may be merging at
energies considerably lower than the
asymptotic energies at which the first
Born approximation is valid, 39 but based
upon the information in Figs. ii and 12,
the partial elastic and inelastic
contributions to QT may be at least
close to separately merged where the
QT'S appear to be merging, in possible
contrast to the He and atomic hydrogen
situations. In relation to the question
of mergings of positron and electron
cross sections at unexpectedly low
energies, it is of interest that a
theoretical analysis by Dewangan 40
related to higher order Born amplitudes
calculated in the closure approximation
has been shown to imply34, 41 that if
electron exchange can be ignored in the
electron-scatterlng case, and if the
closure approximation is valid, then a
merging (or near-merglng) of positron-
and electron-atom QT'S can occur at
energies considerably lower than the
asymptotic energies at which the first
Born approximation is valid. (4) In
light of the information (theoretical
and experimental) that we have on
positron and electron scattering
comparisons up to the present time, it
is interesting to consider the
possibility that at low energies, in
general, elastic scattering cross
sections for electron-atom collisions
may tend to be larger than those for
positron-atom collisions (aside from
complications like Ramsauer-Townsend
effects), whereas inelastic scattering
cross sections for positron-atom
collisions may tend to be larger for
positrons than they are for electrons.
Perhaps the simple explanation given in
the Introduction for why the electron
QT'S are larger than the corresponding
positron values at low energy applies
only to elastic scattering. Could there
be a correspondingly simple explanation
for why inelastic scattering cross
sections may tend to be larger for
positrons than for electrons in general
(if this is indeed the case)? (5) In
relation to item (4), it would be useful
to have direct positron-electron
comparison measurements (using the same
apparatus and experimental technique) of
resonance excitation cross sections for
the alkali atoms to see if it is the
case (as indicated by the comparisons
shown in Figs. IX and 12) that the
resonance excitation cross section is so
much larger for positrons than it is for
electrons at low energies. This would
be of particular interest in view of the
indications shown in Figs. II and 12
that the resonance excitation becomes
the main contribution to QT at energies
above i0 eV or so. (6) What is the
contribution of Ps formation to QT in
positron-alkali atom scattering? The
theoretical calculations of QPs shown in
Figs. 7,9, and I0 suggest that it plays
a relatively unimportant role above I0
eV, but is increasing as the positron
energy is reduced toward zero. As was
mentioned above, it is possible to form
Ps in collisions with alkali atoms at
arbitrarily small positron energies.
Does QPs increase without limit as the
positron energy approaches zero? It
would be useful to have direct
measurements of QPs for positron-alkali
atom collisions at low energies to
investigate questions such as this.
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ABSTRACT
Differential cross section results are calculated for the
elastic scattering of electrons and positrons from the ground
state of Rb and Cd atoms. An optical model potential approach
is used for the calculation. Results are compared with the
available electron impact experimental results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the present workshop we wish to report our theoretical
study of the elastic scattering of electrons and positrons by the
ground state of Rb and Cd atoms. Since the differential cross sections
(DCS) as compared to total cross sections provide more rigorous test-
ing for theories and experiments we mainly evaluate the DCS results
at various incident projectile energies, especially at energies for
which electron impact experimental results are available. However,
the direct measurements of the DCS for positrons elastically scattered
from alkali and heavy atoms are also becoming available. In our study
we describe elastic scattering of electrons and positrons from Rb
and Cd_atoms in the framework of an "optical model potential approach"
(OMPA) 1
II. THEORY
The choice of optical model potential used in our OMPA can
be expressed as
Vopt(r ) = Vst(r) + Vex(r) + Vpol (r) . .. (1)
The first three terms on the right hand side of equation (1) represent
respectively the static, exchangeand polarization potentials. Exchange
potential is absent for positron scattering. We obtain static potent-
ial using multi-zeta type Hartree-Fock wavefunction fo E Rb and Cd.
For exchange potential followingwidely used form is used
V (r) = (k2/2-V (r)-[(k2/2-V (r))2+S_y_(r)]l/2)/2 ...(2)
ex st st
Here k is incident electron wavevector, _(r) is atomic target charge
density. For Cd, T = 1 and for Rb, T = -1 and + 1 respectively for
singlet and triplet modes of scattering. Following functional form
of the polarization potential is chosen
4
V (r) (_/2r )(1 - exp [-(r/r g)8]) ...(3)
pol c
is dipole polarizability of target atom. r is cutoff parameter
(see ref. 4) and g is energy dependent adjustable parameter chosen
such that it provides best fit to electron impact exprimental DCS
data. For positron scattering g is taken unity. From the known optical
potential the Schrodinger equation is solved for phase shifts which
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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III. RESULTS
The detail of the numerical calculation along with the DC_
results for e (e )-Cd elastic scattering is being published elsewhere
- +
and we briefly present here our e (e )-I_b elastic scattering DCS resu-
lts. For Rb we take o_ = 319 and obtain r = 3.576. The DCS results
C
are calculated at 10 and 20 eV energies as displayed through figure_
1 and 2. From these figures on comparing wi th experimental resul ts
we find that our optical model po{ential describes the e Rb elastic
::cattering reasonably well while for our positron scattering result_
future experiments can throw some 1 ight .
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Abstract
The two potential approach is used to study
the resonant 3s-3p excitation of sodium atom by
positrons of energy 40 and 54.4ev.The angular
variation of coherence and correlation param-
eters is presented. Comparison with the cor-
responding parameters in electron scattering is
given to see the role of various interaction po-
tentials in electron and positron scattering.
1 Introduction
The development of positron beams of well
defined energy has led to several experimen-
tal studies on the scattering of positrons with
atomic and molecular systems. Measurement
of total and differential cross-sections for var-
ious excitation and ionization processes are in
progress at several laboratories. In compari-
son to the total and differential cross-sections,
the study of angular correlation parameters pro-
vides a much deeper insight into the dynamics
of atomic and molecular collision process. Such
studies have now become possible with electron
beams. With the rapid development in positron
beam technology it is expected that in near fu-
ture angular correlation and polarization cor-
relation measurements with positrons will be-
come feasible. The positron scattering differs
from electron scattering in many ways, such as
the absence of exchange in positron scattering
and absence of positronium formation in elec-
tron scattering. The nature of the static poten-
tial is different in the two cases. It is repulsive
for positrons and attractive for electrons. This
coupled with attractive polarization in both the
cases leads to totally different distortion of the
incident positron and electron wavefunctions.
A relative comparison of electron and positron
scattering therefore leads to significant informa-
tion on the nature of the interaction potential.
Since sodium atomic targets are most suit-
able for experiments, we report here a theoret-
ical study on the resonant 3s-3p excitation of
sodium atom by positrons at intermediate en-
ergies of 40 and 54.4ev, where positronium for-
mation cross-section would be negligible. The
theoretical approach we follow is based on the
two potential formalism 1, which has been found
to yield reliable results at intermediate energies
in our earlier work on electron scattering 1'2. We
present here the angular variation of the cor-
relation parameters (_, X, < Ly >) and the po-
larization parameters (P1, P2, P, 7) for positron
impact. Relative comparison with electron scat-
tering is also given.
2 Theory
The T matrix for positron scattering, in the
framework of the two potential approach, is
given (to the first order) by 3,
T=<¢_IUIx.+>+<xTIWjI_> (1)
where the total positron sodium interaction po-
tential V in a channel j is divided as,
v = uj + wj (2)
33
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=The distorted waves are the solution of
Schroedinger equation,
(H0+ u,,s)x,+s= Ex,+ (3)
The distorting potentials Uj are chosen as
uj = + v/+ vc (4)
where the static, polarization and core poten-
tials for sodium are of the same form (except
for the change of sign of static and core terms)
as given in our earlier work 2 on electron sodium
scattering. The differential cross-sections are
given by,
= a0 + 2al (5)
a_-_s = (1147r2)(kffki) l T_-s 1_ (6)
The alignment and orientation parameters are
defined as,
A = a0/al (7)
x = arg(ai/ao) (8)
< > -- 2 Zm < a0a, >/- (9)
a0 and a, are the excitation amplitudes for m=0
and m=l magnetic substates. <> denotes spin
average.
The polarization of radiation emitted perpen-
dicular to the scattering plane is given by,
PI = [I(0 °) - I(90°)]/[I(O °) + I(90°)] (I0)
P2 = [I(45°)-/(135°)]
[I(45 °) -I-/(135°)] (11)
P3 = [I(RHC)- I(LHC)]
[I(RHC) + I(LHC)] (12)
The alignment angle of the charge cloud with re-
spect to the incident positron direction is given
by,
7 = 0.5 arg(P1 + iP2) (13)
The coherence of excitation is determined by the
reduced polarization vector ] P I ( which takes
into consideration the depolarizing influence of
unresolved fine and hyperfine structure of ex-
cited state of sodium 4,
I P I= [1P1/c, I_ +lP2/q 12+1P3/c2 12]1/2,
(14)
where q = 0.141 and c2 = 0.558. The angular
distribution of the above parameters provides
information about the shape and rotation of the
excited state.
3 Results
Figure 1 shows the differential cross-sections
for positron (solid curve) and electron impact
(dashed curve) excitation of sodium to the 3p
state at 40 and 54.4ev energies. We find that in
the low angle region the positron and electron
cross-sections are nearly equal. This is expected
also, since the low angle scattering is dominated
by polarization potential which is identical in
the two cases. In the large angle region the dif-
ferences come primarily due to the absence of
exchange in positron scattering, and due to the
different nature of static interactions in the two
cases.
Figure 2 gives the angular variation of the A
parameter for positron and electron scattering
at the two energies. We find that for positron
impact only one minima is obtained while for
electron impact two minimas are obtained. The
position of the first minimum in electron scatter-
ing nearly coincides with that Of positron scat-
tering.
Figure 3 gives the angular variation of the ex-
pectation value of the angular momentum trans-
ferred during the collision in perpendicular di-
rection by positrons and electrons. We see that
the positron and electron orientation is of oppo-
site sign for low and intermediate angles while
for large angles it is of the same sign. This be-
havior of orientation in positron and electron
scattering is also found in our earlier work on
lithium 3.
Figure 4 gives the angular variation of polar-
ization and alignment in positron and electron
scattering at the two energies. It is seen that
34
for positron scattering the alignment angle7 is
negative in the whole angular range, thus show-
ing that the charge cloud is always aligned away
from the positron. The alignment in positron
and electron scattering is nearly identical at low
and at large angles.
The reduced polarization I P I is almost unity
in the entire angular region leading to coherent
excitation by positrons.
We thank the Council of Scientific and Indus-
trial Research, India for financial support for the
above work. SPP thanks the University Grants
Commission, India for a research fellowship.
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The total cross sections for positron and electron collisions
with potassium, sodium, lithium and rubidium are calculated,
employing the modified Glauber approximation. The MG cross
sections for positron collision with potassium and sodium at low
intermediate energies are found to agree reasonably well with
existing experimental data.
Measurements of total cross sections for collision of
positron with potassium have been performed only very recently I.
The experimental results of total cross sections for positron
collision by sodium and rubidium have been reported only at this
Workshop 2. In view of the success of the modified Glauber
approximation 3 in producing good agreement with experimental data
of total cross section in the case of e+-He, we have performed
the calculation of total cross sections for positron (and
electron) collisions with potassium, sodium and lithium, again
employing the modified Glauber approximation (MG). The model-
potential approach 4 will also be used in this calculation to
enable the "exact" inclusion of the scattering effects of the
core of the alkali atoms. The total cross sections are
calculated via the optical theorem.
In alkali atoms, the energy of the first p states of the
valence electron is only about 2 eV above its loosely bound s
ground state. This results in a strong coupling between these
two states and, thus, a very large dipole polarizability for the
alkali atoms. Therefore, care must be taken in handling the
effect of this particularly strong coupling between these s and p
states. In the modified Glauber approximation, the effect of
this strong coupling is seen to reflect in the large contribution
to the second Born term of the valence-electron-atom scattering
from the first p states, especially in the forward direction
where the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude is used to
calculate the total cross sections. To obtain a greater accuracy
for our MG results, we feel that in this particular case of
scattering by alkali-metal atoms, the contribution to the second
Born term from the intermediate first p states should be
evaluated exactly.
The MG total cross sections of positron (and electron)
scattering from potassium, sodium and lithium were calculated for
scattering energies ranging from about i0 eV to i000 eV. The MG
positron collision with potassium 5 are found to be in good
agreement with experimental data available at low intermediate
energies at present I, if one takes into consideration the
uncertainty existing in the experimental data due to the
inability of discriminating against the elastically scattered
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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positrons (electrons) near the forward direction. At higher
scattering energies (60 - 102.5 eV), the MG values tend to be
somewhat smaller than the experimental values, while at lower
energies, the MG values tend to be somewhat greater. We have
also evaluated exactly the contribution to the second-Born term
from the next higher intermediate state (Ss for K, 4s for Na and
3s for Li) and we have found that the new values of total cross
section only change minutely in comparison to the values obtained
with the consideration of the closure approximation for this
term. Therefore, we believe that the accuracy of the MG results
will not be seriously affected by the employment of the closure
approximation for the calculation of the contributions to the
second-Born term from other higher excited intermediate states.
The MG values of e+-K collision are found to be consistent also
with those obtained by Ward et al. 6 in the 5-state close-coupling
calculation.
The MG values of total cross section for electron collision
with potassium 5 are also in fair agreement with experimental data
at energies higher than 50 eV. The MG electron cross sections
are, however, found to be somewhat higher than the positron cross
sections. The merging of the two sets of data above 30 eV, as
was observed in experimental data I, does not seem to materialize
in our MG calculation. In our opinion, since the difference
between the electron and positron MG cross sections above 30 eV
is only within 15%, this non-merging of the theoretical data is
still acceptable, in view of the possible uncertainty of the
experimental data mentioned above. It is worth stressing that in
the modified Glauber approximation, the non-merging of the
electron and positron cross sections may be understood as to
originate from the different contribution in positron and
electron scattering to the cross sections from the core
scattering.
For collision with sodium, we found that the positron total
cross sections are also consistently lower than the electron
cross sections for about i0 to 15 percent. The two cross
sections did not merge with each other even at an energy as high
as 1000 eV. The absolute difference between the electron and
positron cross sections now seems to become smaller somewhat,
because sodium is lighter than potassium, and therefore, the
effect of its less "cumbersome" core would influence the cross
sections somewhat less. For collision by lithium, whose core
effect is much weaker, our calculation in the MG approximation
does indeed provide a merging (within less than i to 3 per cent
of difference) of the positron and electron cross sections at a
rather low energy. It would, therefore, be interesting to also
measure the total cross sections for collision by lithium, which
have not been available in the literature. We also found that
for all three of the alkali targets (K, Na, and Li), the total
cross sections for positron and electron collisions, at least
within the modified Glauber approximation, did not deviate from
4each other at some scattering energy above 100 eV and then re-
merge at a much higher energy. The MG total cross sections for
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positron (electron) scatterings from sodium 5 are found to be in
reasonably good agreement with experimental datal, 2 in the range
of i0 - i00 eV, and to be consistent with the results of close-
coupling calculation 7 at energies lower than 50 eV. Our values
of e + - Li collision are also consistent with the close-coupling
values 7 Our preliminary results of total cross section for e +-
Rb collision seem to also be consisten$ with those calculated in
the close-coupling approximations- below 30 eV, and with
experimental data 2 below 50 eV.
•L for e-K, e-Na and e-LiTable I MG total cross sections inca o
K Na Li
Energy e + e- Energy e + e- e + e-
(eV) (eV)
38
48
51
76
102
150
200
300
400
5OO
8OO
1000
11 O0
18 20
21 10
28 20
31 20
40
60
60
75
5O
O0
O0
O0
O0
O0
O0
O0
10585
9008
8496
Y4 52
7075
62 85
53 97
51 78
3861
3076
2257
1776
1260
986
814
54O
445
102.19
9885
9497
8512
8098
71 ?2
61 27
5875
4428
3601
2744
22 32
16 63
13 48
11 43
8.04
6.78
10.0
15.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
54.4
60.0
80.0
100.0
150.0
200.0
300,0
400.0
500.0
800.0
i000.0
6020 7259
61 37 7008
5649 6337
4685 51 88
3972 4379
34 51 38 Ol
32 65 3596
30 57 33 68
25 O0 27.64
21 25 23.60
1565 17.56
12 50 14.16
9 06 10.39
7 18 8.31
599 6.98
406 4.79
3 37 3.99
76.50
68 60
60 19
47 83
39 ?2
34 06
32 08
29 89
24 14
20 33
14 74
ii 66
8 32
6 52
5 38
3 57
2 93
80.90
71.63
62.50
49.40
40.92
3504
3299
3071
2477
20 85
15 i0
11 93
8 51
6 66
5 49
3 64
2 99
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ABSTRACT
The total elastic and positronium
formation cross sections of the
inelastic collisions between posi-
trons and various one-valence-
electron atoms, (namely hydrogen,
lithium, sodium, potassium and
rubidium), and one-valence-elect-
ron ions, (namely hydrogen-like,
lithium-like and alkaline-earth
positive ions) are determined
using an elaborate modified coupl-
ed-static approximation. Special
attention is devoted to the behav-
ior of the Ps cross sections at
the energy regions lying above the
Ps formation thresholds.
The interest of many authors in the
collisions of positrons with one-
valence-electron targets has been
enormously increased in the last
couple of years. In case of atomic
targets (e.g. lithium, sodium, and
potassium), various investigations
have been carried out in order to
calculate the elatslc and excita-
tion cross sections under the as-
sumption that the positronium for-
mation channel, (which is open even
at zero incident energy), has ir-
relevant contribution to the total
inelastic cross sections. Particu-
larly, the very recent results of
Ward et al {1}, (for a review, see
the references therein), have em-
phasized this argument at energies
above i0 eV in comparison with the
careful experimental results of the
Detroit Group {2}.
For atomic targets (e.g. H, Li, Ha,
K and Rb) as well as ionic targets
(e.g. hydrogen-like, lithium-like
and alkaline-earth positive ions),
the author has determined total
elastic and positronium formation
cross sections on a unified basis
by virtue of a coupled-static for-
malism which allows for the switch-
ing on of the positronium polarisa-
tion potentials. He also employed
a restricted coupled-static tech-
nique (with symmetrical reactance
matrices) for the treatment of the
positron collisions with alkali
atoms and alkaline-earth positive
ions. Tables 1 and 2 contain the
results of this treatment. It is
obvious that the role of the Ps
channel increases with the size of
the target and that interesting be-
haviors (resonances) show up in
most cross sections of the problems
considered. In table 3 we find the
values of the elastic cross sections
of the collisions of positrons with
hydrogenlike ions determined at
energies below the Ps threshold of
+
e - H scattering. Figs. 1 and 2 show
the variation of the total elastic
and Ps formation cross sections with
a parameter d_relate_ to the inci-
den_ energy (k I ) by k = 13.6 (V_p{E T
+6) ° eV. From'the filst figure we
realize that the elastic cross sec-
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Table l
Total cross sections (in a 2) of the inelastic collisions of positrons with
o
atoms calculated by the restricted coupled-static approximation.
alkali
+
e - L1 e +- Ha
k_ (eV)
°l I °12 °II
+
e - K e +- Rb
°l 2 Oll o12 Oll o] 2
0.1 941.469 148.392 645.270 77.975 719.)79 217.267 1_12._55 1475.51_
0.3 901.J15 91.865 655.901 _5.666 320.25_ 221.573 7849.010 3961.333
0.5 738.766 75.972 704.790 29._2) 455.3]3 297._69 6953.69_ 16[_._]0
0.7 680.242 83.902 710.515 100.675 _204.9_3 12_.410 _599.199 1087.2_8
0.9 6_5.286 88.222 964.165 _60.)03 622.312 102.1_1 4072.006 11_5.076
1.0 636.696 90.26) 691.374 89.349 2_82.02_ 367.222 2522.331 1153.929
3.0 369.131 74.413 _58,965 61.487 599.794 176.554 1316.109 52.05_
5.0 2)0.472 58.970 258.300 47.0_6 )99.824 109.816 437.96) 60.365
7.0 152.])7 47.781 144.570 51.064 253.556 102.289 269.108 77.717
9.0 103o806 32,3_1 107.874 58.372 189.309 115.816 )13.2)1 75.56)
IO.0 85.049 25.222 55.260 59.528 129.054 1OO.O88 282.181 122,521
20.0 27.835 3.558 _._02 4.83) 32.591 36.379 76.22) 39.655
30.0 17.929 1.080 2.198 1.459 12.713 8.080 129.875 4.456
_0.0 13.760 0.426 2.0_ 0.57_ 11.357 0.62_ _].668 l_.J_5
50.0 II.362 0.191 1.818 0.253 10.137 0.2_9 _).061 13.1)2
TaDLe
I_} of the l.ellstLo i¢l_erLnq ofToCil ¢_ois sickles! (L.
positron| _y _e a%ktLinl-elrth pos|=lv! Lens determined by
c_e rlsgrloted ooupled°ltatLo lOpromilltl_, * 4enottl the
s,l_chi_ on _f _ePs polariaati_m potentials _o _he $ee_md
1
_II ¢1_ :lZ °L1 _LZ
11.5 )_9,60_ 0.209 1.711 8.0 _4_.703 ),_$1
IZ.0 J)9.,14 3.5,3 _.723 8.$ ZdO.994 5._10
l_.$ )_9.797 _._17 L1,901 9.0 385.d1| Ll.}7&
_},0 )52.294 _.77Z LK.547 9.$ 320._91 L_.072
[4,0 354.00$ 8._05 19.569 L0.$ Z31.$_8 ]6.047
L4.5 )51._Y2 10.?i0 t9,794 ll.O Z35.)33 40.|el
I|.0 )5).474 l_.i4_ Z0.4_5 11.$ _10.34$ 54.,03
15.5 )54.390 lb._[l Zl.L?5 1_.0 3d9,945 46,410
16.0 354.500 16,_7 21.0_5 12,$ 4LP.Z07 5_.61Z
1_.5 )$_.99| il.li4 22,147 lJ,O )05.111 5),4t7
I,.0 3_0.4]4 20.2_4 Z2.144 13.$ )lO.t$1 54.4_3
17.$ )4Y, Y_O Z1.531 21.S50 14.0 )78.7?4 58.397
l|.O )45.)78 2_.]_J Z1.34_ It.$ )15.177 $8.|0f
Le.5 _4_.t08 _Z.711 Z0.7$t 15.O }70.471 58.0_Z
Z0,0 ))l. OSl 21.,Lt Li. ZJI |0.O 30Z.?05 )0.5OO
30.0 2,1,310 T._41 5,_90 )0.0 Z8_._5_ 4.77k
_fl.O Z33.[41 Z.159 1,J15 40,0 240._0 0,790
$.0 Z_2.034 Zd,351 259,151 4.0 554.006 38._0_
5.5 553.Z_4 _O.O_k 03._40 _.5 _g4.)74 _).Y05
_.0 127.55_ _.120 _.12l 5.0 L076._4_ 48.210
¢.$ 419,114 9i'0_4 +),#+I $,5 944.+11 +5.515
?. $ 524,613 ll|.7|t L34,051 6.5 5Z4.}57 1_4.505
9.0 504.41& 2i0.045 ll?.gll l,O 421.540 L)7. L4Z
9.$ 571.4d4 1)_,$)i |)|._| _,$ 461,477 L40.0_4
10.0 )Ol,O_O [53.005 ll_.?l, 9.0 )lO.*$_ 90._97
10.$ 500.]74 _$.1$} 73.??_ 9.5 5ZS.dS£ _2,191
II.0 }?d.S]S 111.713 100.0)9 LO.O SaS.L4Z _0._10
11.5 472.790 00.65_ d_.5,1 10.5 $_,.770 _L.$O,
ZO.O _25.4_1 2$._13 19,897 l|.O $3_.,41 L10.75_
)o.0 )_._4L L.,99 4. )03 ZO.O 412.919 17.7Z5
+0,0 L+I.iZI $.J]l 4.140 40.0 Z5_.20 +.TZI
tions of all ions decrease mono-
tonically with the increase of 5,
while the Ps cross sections assume
o,,+,-), the opposite behavior and decrease
(almost an order of magnitude) with
+[+ the increase of Z.
In Figs 3 and _ we present two1._29 *
,,)°'_,,oexamples for our last investigation,
,o,. namely the collisions of positrons
+.,._, with lithium-isoelectronic ions.
_'"'_°._,,There we plot the relation between
,,._o the total Ps cross settlers and the40.0,0
+ +
+,_o l ident nergy or e nd e+,,,, _+e e f - C a -
+,.,oz N , respectively,with and without
),_,o switching on the Ps polarisation
""' potentials. It is clear that these
Z.ZSZ
o.,,, potentials shift the maxima of the
pure coupled-static cross sections
_,,.,u towards the Ps thresholds (3}.
'$"',,_,, Finally, we hope that the present
l,,Z,, work would draw the attention of
ZOO. 161
,,.]s, positron community to the field of
ZOI,02)
_0,., positron -ion collisions and encou-
Llh_|
,),,, rage the theorists to investigate
.o o,,,+,.,,, the problems tackled here using
_o,_ more elaborate techniques)_, 790
_9.981
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TABLr-3 - Total da3t/c eJO_.sectio,s (h_ a_) of fire colUsio,s of posffro,ts zclth dlff'ere,r
h_dtoge,d_ke ta,-gets at e,er_laes before tlae Ps /'or,_atio, Jhreshold ,t e'-H scatters, 9.
ki'(eV) Targets
H He" Li"" Be j" B'" Na 'e°
0. I ; L.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-_J0.|;37 0,1110 0,0415 0.01_ 20 0.001 i_
0.5 -I.113 0.4.14 01106 0.0414 0.019 |7 0.001 195
1.0 3978 0.430 O. II00 00413 0.01914 0.001 195
15 3,;J56 0.425 0. IG95 0.041 1 0.019 tO 0.001 194
2.0 3.738 0.4;I 3.1090 0.0410 0.0190/ 0.001 194
30 3.631 0.417 0.1085 00409 0.01908 0.0011°/J
3.5 3.43T 0.413 O. 1080 0.0408 0.019 _) 0.001 19"J
4.0 3.350 O4rJ9 0 1075 0.0407 0.01894 0.001 192
4.5 3.267 0.408 0.1070 0.040 6 0.01893 0.0011_
5.0 3.189 0. :102 01065 0.040,5 0.01889 0.001 191
5.5 3. 115 0398 0.1060 0.0403 0.01886 0.001 191
6.0 3046 0.395 0.1055 0.0402 0.01882 0.00l 190
6.5 2.978 0.391 O. lOSO 00401 0.01879 0.001 189
zQ
_"o I$
V t
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Fig. 1. - Compu_son between the local elutic ¢_NcUonll on the inebulUe ¢ollisionl of
politrol_l with differenl hydrol_nJikl l;u'ilelJ. I_ e'-l{, o I'-HI*, O e "-L.il'. • e"Be_', l
e'-B'" selL,etCh|.
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Fig. ?. - Comparisont_tw_n _e Cot_ po_itrontumform_Uoncrou-_on_ of _he
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POSITRON-RUBIDIUM SCATTERING
R. P. McEachran, M. Horbatsch, A. D. Stauffer
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ABSTRACT
A 5-state close-coupling calculation (5s-5p-4d-6s-6p)
has been carried out for e+-Rb scattering in the energy
range 3.7-28.0 eV. In contrast to the results of similar
close-coupling calculations for e+-Na and e+-K scatter-
ing the (effective) total integrated cross section has an
energy dependence which is contrary to recent experi-
mental measurements.
INTRODUCTION
During the past several years there have been a num-
ber of elaborate dose-coupling calculations for e+-Na 1-4
and e+-K 2-5 scattering in the energy region from 0.5
to 100 eV. In addition, there have been other calcula-
tions for these two systems based upon the core-corrected
modified Glauber approxlmation _'7. So far the total cross
sections, as determined by both of these theoretical ap-
proaches, have been in satisfactory agreement with the
corresponding experimental data for Na s and K °'1° both
with respect to the shape and magnitude of the cross
sections.
In comparing theory with experiment it is necessary,
particularly at the very low energies, to compensate for
the fact that experimentally it is not possible to discrimi-
nate against positrons scattered elastically through small
angles about the forward direction. Thus, in making
their comparison with experiment, Ward et a/2-5 deter-
mined the elastic differential cross section and from this
computed an effective elastic cross section and hence an
effective total cross section.
We report here the first close-coupling calculation for
e+-Rb scattering and compare our results with the re-
cent experimental measurements of Stein et al. 11
THEORY
The close-coupling calculations for the alkalis have so
far been based upon a one-electron model for the atom
where the valence orbital, either in the ground or an
excited state, moves in the central potential of a fixed
(frozen) ion core.
This model can be most easily accommodated within
the standard frozen-core Hartree-Fock approximation. 12
Here, the core orbitals of the closed-shell alkali ion are
first computed via the standard fully-varied Hartree-Fock
procedure and then, with these core orbitals held fixed,
a single Hartree-Fock equation is solved in turn for each
of valence orbitals (including the ground state) of the
alkali atom. Although this simple model for the alkali
atoms and alkali-like ions has met with some success in
the determination of ionization energies and oscillator
strengths for these systems x3-16 the overall accuracy of
this model deteriorates with increasing size of the ion
core.
However, this model can be significantly improved,
and at the same time retain its one-electron character, if
core polarization of the valence electron is encorporated
into the model. Two different approaches to the inclu-
sion of core polarization have so far proved quite success-
ful. One method involves the use of a model potential
which includes both the dipole and quadrupole polar-
izabilities of the alkali core. lr The other method first
determines a core polarization potential for the closed
shell Hartree-Fock alkali ions via an adiabatic polarized-
orbitM procedure TM and then solves variationally a single
Hartree-Fock equation, which includes this core polariza-
tion potential, for the ground and excited valence states
of the atom. tg'a°
In the close-coupling calculations of Ward et ala-5 for
positron scattering from Li, Na and K the model po-
tentials of Peach 17 were primarily used to determine the
atomic wavefunctions. In the present calculations for e +-
Rb scattering we have chosen to use polarized Hartree-
Fock orbitals. Table 1 contains the ionization energies
of the first few s-, p- and d-levels of Rb as obtained
via the regular frozen-core Hartree-Fock procedure (FC-
HF) and the polarized frozen-core Hartree-Fock method
(PFC-HF). Also included are the corresponding experi-
mental values for these ionization energies, at
TABLE 1. Ionization energies of Rb in atomic units.
Level FC-HF PFC-HF Experiment
5s 0.137202 0.153621 0.153508
6s 0.058140 0.061719 0.061772
7s 0.032209 0.033591 0.033624
5p 0.090135 0.096921 0.095472
6p 0.043652 0.045643 0.045218
7p 0.025887 0.026760 0.026575
4d 0.060066 0.072899 0.065319
5d 0.033972 0.039773 0.036399
6d 0.021570 0.024397 0.022793
In the determination of the core polarization potential
for Rb + only the 3d, 4s and 4p core Hartree-Fock orbitals
were polarized. As can be seen from the table, the ion-
ization energies for the s- and p-levels which were deter-
mined within the PFC-HF framework are in far better
agreement with experiment than those obtained without
core polarization. On the other hand neither model does
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particularly well for the d-levels. This is most probably
an indication that the 'one-electron' model is beginning
to break down for an alkali the size of Rb.
The FC-HF model yields a dipole polarizability of
510 aoa; the PFC-HF procedure gives 353 a_) which is
I
7.2
9 ¢
where v = nllll 2
approximately 10% higher than the experimental value
of 319 + 6 a_. 22
The close-coupling equations can be written, in differ-
ential equation form, as
(1)
and
Vc(r ) -- _ - E2(2l + 1)Yo(nI, nl; r)
nl
A(ld ,tlt;;L) ".-- yA(nlll, nill, r)
A
YA(nl[I, i l.r)__r_A_lfor £oonll , Pn,ll(z)Pn[q(x)a:Xdx+rx Pnlh(z) Pn;l;(z)z-X-Xdz
(2)
(3)
(4)
The functions Fr(r ) describe the radial motion of the
incident positron and the P's are the radial atomic or-
bitals. The summation {n equation (2) is over the core
orbitals and the coefficients fx as well as the subscript F
are defined in Percival and Seaton. za
In this work we have solved the equivalent integral
equation formulation of the close-coupling equations by
a technique which is similar to that used by McEachran
and Fraser. 24 From the asymptotic form of the solu-
tions to these equations one can obtain, with the help of
asymptotic correction procedures, a_ the elements, zs/_1/lJ t,
of the R matrix and hence the corresponding elements
of the S and T matrices.
The total cross section for the excitation of an alkali
atom from the state n'fl'l to nil x is given (in units of _ra_)
by
(2z + i)(2s+ i)
O'(nill "-) all1) = E E Tk_ (2l i + I) [T_t{12 (5)
LS 12It 2
Experimentally it is impossible to discriminate against
positrons scattered elastically through small angles about
the forward direction. Thus a knowledge of the elas-
tic differen{iai cross section enables one to estimate how
nmch flux has been lost by means of this effect. We have
therefore calculated an effective elastic cross section de-
fined as
_fr 27r/sin 0 dcr¢l dO
crel = Joo df_ (6)
where O0 is the lower limit of the experimental angular
discrimination. An estimate of this quantity has been
made in the experimental measurements of Stein et aP 1
for each energy of the incident positron. This effective
elastic cross section is then added to the various excita-
tion cross sections to yield an effective total cross section
which can, more meaningfully, be compared with the ex-
perimental data.
RESULTS
In table 2 we present our 5-state close-coupling results
for the elastic, the various excitation cross sections and
the total cross section for e+-Rb scattering for energies
between 3.7 and 28.0 eV. Also included in the table are
results for the effective total cross section. The energies
TABLE 2. The elastic, excitation and total integrated cross sections (rag) for e+-Rb
scattering in the energy range 3.7-28.0 eV.
eftEnergy (eV) 5s-5s 5s-5p 5s-4d 5s-6s 5s-6p #tot °trot
3.7 124.23 92.20 67.65 4.67 0.91 289.66 209.28
5.8 62.76 76.18 75.12 2.50 2.51 219.07 170.83
7.8 42.16 77.68 61.02 1.58 3.14 185.58 151.47
17.8 17.64 73.12 20.52 0.98 2.72 114.98 102.69
28.0 12.79 60.27 10.23 0.88 1.95 86.12 80.31
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chosen are such that they coincide with those given in
the experimental data of Stein et a/J t
We note that the elastic as well as the 5s-5p and 5s-
4d excitation cross sections are the dominate contribu-
tors to the total cross section. By comparing the total
cross section with the corresponding effective one it can
be seen that at 3.7 eV almost 2/3 of the elastic scatter-
ing flux will not be detected experimentally; this fraction
increases to nearly 4/5 at 7.8 eV. Nonetheless, our effec-
tive total cross section increases monotonically as the in-
cident energy of the positron decreases. This behaviour
of the effective total cross section, as predicted by our 5-
state close coupling approximation, is in contrast to the
experimental data of Stein et a/11 which has a maximum
in the low erergy region. Unfortunately we can not offer
any explanation for this discrepancy as yet.
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T._CRETICAL SURVEY ON POSITRONIUM FORMATION AND IONISATION IN
POSITRON ATOM SCATTERING
ABSTRACT
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Jadavpur, Calcutta 700032, INDIA
The present survey reports the
recent theoretical studies on the
formation of exotic atoms in posi-
tron-hydrogen, positron-helium and
posit ton-lithium scattering spe-
cially at intermediate energy
region. The ionisations of these
targets by positron impact has al-
so been considered. Theoretical
predictions for both the processes
are compared with existing
measured values.
INTRCDUCTI ON
In recent years, amazing deve-
lopments in the studies of positr-
on-atom scattering have been noti-
ced. it has become possible due to
the availability of intense and
energy resolved positron beam and
sensitive detectors. A large num-
ber of parallel theoretical stud-
ies, in recent years, also play a
big role in it. The present survey
concentrates on the recent theore-
tical developments in the studies
+
of inelastic processes in e -atom
scattering, in _articular, we dis-
cuss on the following t:_ inelas-
tic nrocesses.
+
i) Positronium formation in e-
atom scattering:
ii) Ionisation of atoms by positr-
on impact.
These two ine!_stic processes
are not altogether different.
Positronium atom may also be for-
reed in the continuum. This has
been first predicted by Brauner
and Briggs I that the presence of
(e+-e ") pair in the final state of
positron impact ionisation results
in a process known as 'positronium
to the continuum'. This is due to
the energy distribution of the
secondary electron. The LOndon
group (Charlton et al 2) reported
the first experimental evidence
for a veak in the energy distribu-
tion of the secc_dary electrcns
from positron impact ionisation.
In the last conference on Positron
in Gases in 1987, the topic has
been discussed in details. It is
of no use to repeat this.
in the last workshop on Posi-
tron in Gases, there are•little
discussion about the theoretical
mcde!s e_plo'jed to investigate
4-4 _.
_,.e_e two i_o_tar_t inelastic pro-
cesses, a!<hcugh, results are quo-
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ted many times by different spea-
kers. HOwever, theoretical models
are covered by Ghosh 3 in our na-
tional conference. In this resume,
we discuss the theoretical models
developed or employed to investiga-
te these two inelastic processes
after 1986.
Due to the limited time, we
will consider H, He and Li atoms
as targets. We start with Positro-
nium formation in e+-atom scatte-
rinc.
P ositronium Formation
Positronium (Ps), the decaying
bound state of the electron and its
antiparticle has presented an allu-
ring challenge to experimentalists
er.d theoretical physicists for over
35 years. Milestones in positronium
research includes the observation
of its ground state in 1951, obser-
vation of its excited state in 1975
and recent dramatic discover_y of
positronium negative ion (Ps-) in
1981. Positronium atom, in its
ground and excited states may be
+formed in e+-atcm and e -molecule
collisions. A large number of theo-
retical studies have been carried
out to predict capture cross sec-
tions using different theoretical
models depending on the energy
range considered. For earlier works
one may go through a series of ex-
cellent re_views (Ghosh et al 4,
Humberston 5, Ghosh3 and Joachain6)_
We start with Ps-formation in
e+-He scattering. This is due to
the fact that maximum number of
experiments have been carried out
for this system (Fornari et al 7,
Charlton et al 2, Fromme et al 8,
Diana et a19). A large number of
theoretical investigations have
also been made during the same pe-
riod. Mandal et al I0 have carried
out a distorted wave model to pre-
dict ground state capture whereas
Khan and Ghosh II and Khan et a112
have reported ground and excited
state capture cross section res-
pectively using distorted wave
polar__zed orbital method. McDowell
and Peach 13 have also investigated
the same process usin G classical
theory of charge transfer. To have
an idea about the agreement bet_-
een the theoretical predictions
and measured values, _ compare
the Ps formation cross sections
(Ops) in Fig. i. It is evident from
Fig.! that all e_'_erimental results
except those of Charlton et al are
in fair agreement with one another.
Here, measured
°Ps = _(Is)+a_Ps_ s (all excited
states) (i)
whereas the oreti ca! ly
= _(Is)+_'2s)+_(2p) (2)
GPs Ps Ps Ps
as calculated by Khan et al.
At higher energies, theoretical re-
sults seem to ur.derestimate Ops
5O
_._'_,...,, _ _: _ _ . .
0.4
m
JO 0-2
_n
E(ev) 1oo
Fig. l. O_ in e+-He scattering:
measured:Svalues - I, Char!ton et
a12; Li, Fornari 7 et al _,Diana et
alg; + • Fromme et alS; Theoretical
results: --, Khan et al 1 2.
whereas at low energies the agree-
ment is good. Moreover, experimen-
tal values are higher than first
Born predictions (FBA) even at
300.0 eV. The situation demands a
more elaborate calculation to in-
vestigate the problem at higher
energies.
+
Ps for_.ation in an e -atom
collision can be compared with
electron transfer in a proton-
atom collision. It is well known
that in ion-atom scattering, the
second Born term is of vital impor-
tance in determinin G the asymptotic
behaviour of the capture cross sec-
tion. Considering these facts, _
have used a model in which the
second-order effects are included
in a realistic way. We have em-
ployed two second order models to
calculate ground state capture
cross sections. These models may
be represented by the following
two equations
SBA B1 B2
g =g +g (3)
BG C S _B 2g = g + = (4)
where gBl is the first Born cap-
CS
ture amplitude and g is the cap-
ture amplitude obtained by sol-
B2
ving coupled static equations, g
is the conventional second Born
_B2
term. g is given by
--B2 ,k" k)
g_' _ • =
1. dk"
2n2 _"--ls (k" 2-k2"-ie)
x g_ ,,(k',k') f _,B1 (k",k) (5)
B1 (k',k) and fBl (,,
where g_,_, ,2 _ _< 'k)
are the first Born amplitude_ in
the direct and rearrangement cha-
nnel respectively. In other words,
in calculating _B2, the sttmrnation
over the ground state is omitted.
Closure relation is found to be
unsuitable in evaluating the se-
cond Born capture amplitude. The
B2 _-B2
second Born terms g and g are
evaluated by retaining suitably
chosen target states.
a) Hydrogen Atom
We have started the investi-
gations with hydrogen atom (Basu
and Ghosh 14) as this is the trial
horse for the theoreticians as
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most accurate results are availa-
ble or may be performed only in
case of hydrogen atom. To have re-
liable results, convergence of the
second Born term with the addition
of the target state is required.
We have retained two eigenstates
(Is, 2s) and three pseudo-states
(2p, 3s and 3_). The pseudo states
2p and 3a are taken from Damburg
and Karule 15 and 3s from Burke and
Webb 16. To justify our choice of
pseudo-states, we have evaluated
the direct second Born amplitudes
using these states. Table 1 gives
the forward second Born amplitude
for elastic e--H scatterin G along
with those of Holt 17 and Prasad 18.
T_ele i. Fo_-_ard second Born am-
plitude for elastic e--H scatte-
ring (atomic unit).
E
(eV) 50 i00 300
Real
Exact
BG
Imaai n arv
Exact*
BG
1.96 1.35 C.74
i. 75 !. 25 O. 65
i. 60 i. 51 i. 15
i. 76 1.54 i. 14
Molt I0, Prasad ii.
Present results are in reasonably
good agreement with those of ex-
act predictions as given by Holt
and Prasad. This is the reason
behind our choice of Pseudo-state
in the calculation.
We have calculated the diffe-
rential cross section (DCS) for
ground state capture in the energy
range 50-360 eV using conventional
second Born approximation (SBA) and
in the energy range 50-300 eV by
using model (2) (denoted by BG).
Fig_. 2 and 3 sho_ our DCS using BG
,_,_, ,,.''-. _......... _-....
I
I
10_/ ,i , , , , _ j j I
20 _.0 60 80 ',00 120 1_.0 _60 180
0 (deg)
Fig. 2. Diff_rentlal cross sectio-
ns (DCS) (a o st- )for oround
state capture in e+-H scattering
at 80 eV; _, BG; --, SBA; ----,
FBA
10., _'
,.--
10-I ..
l
20 _ 60 80 100 120 l&O 160 160:
0 (degi
Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 but at 300 eV.
and S3A at the energies 80.0 and
300.0 eV. The results of the first
Born a_proximation (FBA) have also
been included. The F3A r_-sults att-
ain a zero value around the scatte-
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ring angle 25 °, whereas the SBA and
BG have structures near 45 ° . The
FBA predicts zero cross section as
the two parts of the amplitude are
of opposite sign. The second order
term prevents the total cancella-
tion in the DCS and the residual
structure is due to the destruc-
tive interference of the ampli-
tudes. The Thomas peak for elec-
tron capture by heavier atoms is
well _nown. For the p+-H system)
there are two peaks. In case of
positron capture, the .two peaks
aleproach at about 45 ° . These fea-
tures have been noticed by us at
all energies.
Recently, Deb et a119 have
applied a second Born apprcrxima-
tion in which Green's function is
evaluated approximately tc inves-
tigate the problem. In Fig.4, we
_C k 1360eV
~g -7 ;
2 r.'.
-',j iO" . . ,.
i', --,
0.0 2..50 500 750 ICO0 1250 1500 r/SO
Fig. 4. DCS (ha s for ground
state capture J.n scattering
at 1360 eV. ----, SBA; ----, D_
(Deb et all9); ---, FBA.
compare our S-_A results with th-
ose of !_b et _1__19 (DMS) at the
incident energy 1360 eV. Cur SSA
st__ctuze near 45 ° is more _romine-
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nt than that of DI,[S. DM_ results
fall faster than ours after the
scattering angle 50 ° . There is no
reason to prefer one result over
other. The results a:_ait e;,-peri-
mental confirmation or more ela-
borate calculations.
integrated cross sections for
ground-state capture using SBA and
BG are given in Table 2. along with
FBA and coupled static results
(CSA). The BG and SBA results are
always greater than that of the
FBA and the present values (BG)
lies between those of FBA and SBA
except at the lowest energy consi-
dered here (50 eV). From the table
Table 2. Integrated cross section
Z
_o. ground-state Ps-forma-(nao) =
tion in e_-H scattering.
Energy
(eV) FBA CSA S BA BG
50 O. 46 C. 55 O. 62 O. 56
80 O. I0 O. 13 O. 13 O. 12
I00 0.46 -1 0.51-1 0.53 -1 0.45 -1
-2 -2 -2 -i
200 O. 25 O. 28 O. 31 O. 26
300 0.37 -3 O. 40 -3 0.49 -3 0.39 -3
-4 -4
500 O. 26 - O. 38 -
it is evident that the BG results
are always less than the CSA re-
sults. It may be mentioned that
the DMS results of Deb et al and
DWPO results of Khan and Ghosh
{not shown in the table) are a!',;ays
less than the present SBA and FBA
results res _e c t iv e !'_;.
We have extended our SBA to
calcalate n=2 excited state cap-
ture in e+-H scattering. Second
Born term is evaluated by retai-
ning three eigenstates (Is, 2s'2p)
of the target atom. Tripathi,Sinha
and Si120 have also predicted exci-
ted state (n=2) capture cross sec-
tion using eikonal approximation.
Fig. 5 shows the DCS for 2s state
1(1"1 _%t
• I%11
10"I. ,
i
_o"-
_6
• %%
k % •
&O N 1_0 160
I (clog)
Fig. 5. DCS (a o_ sr "I) for 2s state
capture in eT-H scattering. The
results at 500 eV are multiplied
by 103 . --, ZBA; ----, FBA.
capture at the incident energies
80.0 and 5C0.0 eV. The F JA, as usu-
al, vredicts the zero cross section
at all the er_rgies. No structure
is obtained in t_e DCS using the SBA
uDt o the _
_ nc_dent energy ICC eV. As
prevent total cancellation and _
get t_e residual structure. HOw-
ever Xlnan et al using their c_ste
orted wave method have obtained
structure for the same processes
even at 13.6 eV.
Cur DCS for the 2p-state cap-
ture p_cess at 80 and 500 eV are
shown in Fig. 6. As in the case of
I0 "_ t I 1 L 1
t [_gl
Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for 2p
state capture.
the 2s state, we do not find any
structure upto t,._e incident energy
5CC eV. Tripathi, Sinha and Si!
have also obtained the structure
above 5CO eV. He__e also, the struc-
ture is more prominent with the
the energy increases, the structure
- lincrease of energy and the mosi-
is more prominent and the position
of the structure is around 45 ° . We
show only the results at 5CO. C eV.
The contribution of the second or-
der terms is dominant around the .........
zero vaiues of the :B_ at low ener-
gies. At high ene__gi_s, these terms
tion of ti._e structure is around
the scattering angle 45 ° . it may be
mentioned that the FBA does not
predict any mLnimum in the energy
range considered. Instead of being
cancelled, the t_m terms of the FBA
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amplitudes are combined. The second
Born term is totally responsible
for the structure_ at high energies.
In fact, the destructive interfe-
rence of t_he FBA and the SBA ampli-
tudes at high energies provides tb_
structure. _ hasten to add that
Thomas mechanism is valid only at
high energies. Therefore, it is not
surprising that we have not obtai-
ned Thomas peak for excited state
capture at low energies.
Table 3 presents the integrated
excited state capture cross section_
Table 3. Integrated SBA cross section
(Za 2) for excited (2s and 2p) state
capture -n e+-H scattering.
E
(eV) 2s 2p
50.0 O. 165 O. 366 -1
80.0 O. 252-I O. 6CI -2
IOC. 0 O. 124 -I O. 219- 2
200. 0 O. 507 -3 O. 620 -4
300.0 O. 699-4 0. 663 -5
500.0 O. 534 -5 O. 348 -6
The present second Born results are
always greater than those of the
FBA. These results are of importance
to obtain the total Ps -format ion
cross section. The present excited
state capture cross section are not
negligible when compe_red with ground
state capture cross sections. It may
be noted that 2s and 2p state capture
cross sections differ by one order of
magnitude, 2s state capture cross
section beibo higher.
To find the validity of our
methods, our group has carried
out investigations using close
coupling approximation (CCA) with
two coumlinc schemes
i) H(is), H(2s), H(2p), Ps(is)
2) H(is), H(2s), H(2_), Ps(is)
Instead of solving the con-
ventional coupled integro-di ffe-
rential e cuations, we recast the
Schrodinger ec_ation into a coup-
led integral equation in the mo-
mentum space. The final one di-
mensional coupled integral equa-
tions have been solved by matrix
inversion method. The details of
the numerical method have been
discussed in our _er (Basu,
Mukherjee and Ghosh2!).
At low incident energies (in
the ore-gap region) very reliable
s-, p- and d-wave grOund state
capture cross sections for e+-H
are available (Ht_nberston and his
co-;_rkers 22-24) using variatio-
nal methods. In practice, it is
not possible to perform such ela-
borate calculation at intermediate
and high energies and also for
complex systems. We compare two
sets of s, p and d-wave phase
sb_ifts obtained using CCA with va-
riational results in Tables 4 - 6.
X t is well known that the s-wa-
ve Ps-formation cross section is
very sensitive to the method emplo-
yed. In Table i, we have sho_:n pre-
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sent two sets of results along with
Table 4. s-wave positronium forma-
tion cross sections (ha2).
k is-2s- 2p-P s is- 2s-2_-Ps H 22
0.71 .608(-2) .558(-3) .41(-2)
0.75 .418(-2) .282(-3) .44(-2)
C. 8 .244(-2) .113(-2) .49(-2)
0. 85 .156(-2) - .58(-2)
the variational prediction (Humber-
ston 22. )
Table 5. p-wave positronium forma-
tion cross section (_ao_).
J
is-2s-2p-Ps is- 2s -2_-PS BH 23
0.71 .121(-1) .803(-2) .27(-1)
0.75 .278 .218 .37
0.8 .411 .344 .48
0.85 .470 .401 .56
In Tables 5 and 6 we have tabula-
ted our present two sets ef p- and
d-wave capture cross sections. The
Table 6. d-wave positronium fo_nna-
tion cross section (nag).
k is-2s- 2p-Ps i s-2s-2p-Ps BH24
O. 71 .286(-3) .351(-3) .62(-3)
O. 75 . 144 .170 .34 :
0. 78 . 465 . 578 . 81
0.85 .684 .897 . ii(+i)
variational results (Brown and
Humberston 23) have also been in-
cluded for comparison. Our p- and
d-wave cross sections are in fair
agreement with variational numbers
the present numbers being lo_qer.
The polarizability of Ps atom
is eight times that of hydrogen, it
is expected that the inclusion of
long range force of the Ps atom
will affect the results signifi-
cantly.
Being encouraged by the above
results, we have carried out our
CCA calculations upto the incident
energy (200 eV) (Mukherjee et a125)
Fi G .7 shows the present diffe-
rential cross section at i00 eV
using ou- second order results (BG)
_,; ~# _0°[
= _0"
o
L.
I0"3
_o"4
:0"_
0
I
2O
i 1 i i ! | L
60 I00 t40 180
Angle in deqree
state capture in e -H scattering
at I00.0 eV. --, eigenstate CCA;
---, pseudo-state CCA; ----, BG.
along with our twc models of CCA at
iO0 eV. The position of the Thomas
peak as obtained using eigen state
CCA _nd BG are nearly identical
whereas pseudo-state CCA fails to
predict the Thomas peak. However,
we may skip the minimum. At large
scattering angles, the two sets if
CCA results differ appreciably from
BG. The contribution to the sca-
ttering amplitude upto the second
order may not he sufficient for
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convergent results at large scatte-
ring amplitude upto the second
order may not be sufficient for
convergent results at large scatte-
ring angles. This may be the rea-
son of discrepancy.
Table 7 presents the ground
state capture cross sections ob-
Table 7. Ground state canture cross
sect ion (in units of _a2).
E
(eV) 50 I00 200 300
Pseudo 0.37" 0.46 -1 O. 27 -2 -
SBA 0.62 0.53 -1 O. 31-2 0.49 -3
BG 0.56 O. 46 -1 O. 26 -2 0.39 -3
F_A O. 46 O. 46 -1 0.25 -2 O. 37 -3
*54.4 eV results.
rained by different met.hods. BG
and SBA are t_he two second order
results. Our pseudo-state CCA and
the FBA results are also included
for comparison. For incident ener-
gies E iOO eV, our CCA and BG re-
sults are in good agreement. It is
interesting to note, even at 3CO
eV, the second order results BG
and SBA are greater than the FBA
results.
b) Helium Atom
Dab et a126 have calculated
ground state capture cross section
using similar method as applied to
the case of hydrogen atom in the
high energy reclion. Here also, they
have obtained the structure in the
DCS arour.d 50 ° as exgected5 Their
ground state capture cross sections
in the very high energies are also
greater than the corresponding BK
results. We are now investigating
the same process using our FBA to
calculate 0 ps. Till now, _Je are
able to include three eigenstates
(is 2, 21s, 21p) as intermediate
one. Our preliminary result shows
that cross section is increased by
abottt I0 pct. over FBA at the inci-
dent energy 300 eV. Bel_4 this in-
cident energy, results, may not be
be reliable. Fig. 8 shows the diffe
_o
u3
4J
4J
_-|
V
l
]
!
it
Angle
Fig. S. DCS _n e+-He ground state
capture (a 2 sr -I). --, S_A,
--, ;HA.
rentia! cross section at 300.0 eV
using F=_A and SBA for ground state
capture in e+-He scattering.
c) Lithium Atom
Recently, Abdei-Rauf 27 has em-
ployed a frozen-core coupled sta-
tic method to investigate e+-Li
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and e+-Na scattering. The effect of
the inner shell is taken by intro-
ducing a core potential. Moreover,
the exchange effect of the valence
electron with those of core is in-
cluded via local exchange uotential.
pre-liminary results using 2s,2p, ps
CCA in this conference. It may be
mentioned that :._ have also calcu-
lated the ground and n=2 state
capture cross sections for e+-Li
scattering (Sarkar et a131' 32)
He has reported the results upto the using the second order method of
incident energy !000.0 eV. Using the Basu and Ghosh 14 at intermediate
wavefu_nction of Clementi and Roe- energies.
tti 28. ii) Ionisation
In the present conference, Ghosh a) Helium Atom
and Basu 29 also reFort the coupled We concentrate mainly on total
static calculations using the wave- ionisation cross section (0ion) in
function of Weiss 30. In our calcu!a- e+-He scattering as three groups
tion, we assume that the valence
electron is the only active elec-
tron. As the valence electron lies
well outside the core, this, we ex-
pect, introduces marginal error. At
(Fromme et al 8, Diana et al 9,
Sueoka 33) have measured o. for
ion
this system in this decade. The
first quantum mechanical calcula-
tion for e+-He ionisation including
low incident energies ( 5 eV) resul- the positron signature has been
ts differ appreciably from those of carried out by us (Basu et a134).
Abdel-Rauf (Table 8). _¢_'ebelieve,
Table 8. Total ground state capture
cross section (na_) usinc coupled
statlc app roxlmatlon.
E(eV) Gho sh_ Abde127
et a129 Raouf
0.1 137.8 140.9
0.5 87.2 47.3
1.0 51.94 51.48
3.0 35. 35 16.9
5.0 24.5 14.3
the difference between these _o
The choice of the effective charges
a_ as follows :
ZA ZB
i) i I
ii) 0 i
A distorted wave method in which the
wave funct ion of the incoming posi-
tron F(X) satisfies the adiabatic
S chrodinger e_aation given by
(V2+k2+V (x) +Vp(x) ) F(_) O (5)
X 1 S =
has been employed to investigate the
results are due to the use of diffe- P-_bl_n" Here V S and Vp are the sta-
rent wavefunctions as well as with tic and polarization potentials res-
and without inclusion of exchange pectively. The Hylleraas wavefunc-
tion has been used for computational
core potential. We also report our
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"ease. The distortion in the initi-
al channel is found to be insigni-
35
ficant. Campeanu et al have re-
peated the calculation using
Hart tee- Fo ck way e funct ion fro m
+
Clementi and Roetti for e -He io-
nisation with certain modifica-
tions ar_ using different distorted
wave mcdels. They have considered
following different choices of
effective charges
ZA Z B
i) 1 1
ii) 0 0
iii) 0 1
iv) 0 1
They argued that model (ii) of Basu
et a134 is not physically correct
because when the ejected electron
is faster than the scattered posi-
E
O
m
iO
m
+Z_
0.6
0.4
0.2
I , I I I I I I
?
- I
, I i I , I l J
O.O _w
O 4O 80----- 120 160
_ENERGY Ce_!) •
Fig. 9. Ionisation cross section
Oion (ha2) in e+-He scattering.
--, Campeanu et a135; --, Basu et
a!34; 3, mea{ured values of
Fro[:_ et el k .
tron, it cannot screen the residu-
al ion. In other words, they have
taken the maximum valu_ of the
energy of the ejected electron to
be E/2. Mor__over, they have taken
the distortion in the final cha-
nnel.
In Fig. 9, the theoretical
predictions for total ionisation
cross section (_+ +ion ) in e-He sca-
ttering are compare_with the mea-
sured values of Frcmme et a133.
The agreement between the theore-
tical results and measured values
is good.
b) Hydrogen Atom
Very recently, Spicher et
a136 have measured o. for e+-H
lon
._.o-
%
TO
c
o
ow
b
O_-
- i " ;.C,_
I J
o E(,v] 19° 200
+
Fic, lO. O. _n e -H ionisation-
., __ _ , lon_- " 36 "
_p_cn_r er al "; --, Ghosh et
a137; ---, P:u}:herjee et a138.
scattering. It may be mentioned
that we (Ghosh et a137_ have per-
+
formed tl-e calculations for e -H
_ theicni_ation us_nj same method
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as applied e+-He ionisation. Re-
cently Mukherjee et a138 have also
+
investigated e -H ionisation foll-
owing Campeanu et al. Theoretical
ZA ZB 1 1
In the literature, we have found
different choices for the effective
results are compared with measured charges satisfying the above rela-
values in Fig. iO. It is found that
results of Ghosh et al are in good
agreement with the measured values
Results of Ghosh et al are in good
agreement with the measured values
Results of _,iukherjee et al are lo-
wer than those of Ghosh et al and
are in fair agreement with the ex-
perimental values.
c) Lithium atom
Basu and Ghosh 39 have calcu!a-
+
ted _. in e -Li collision usinglon
distorted wave method. TheIDDisa-
tion cross section is found to be
very small when compared to elas-
tic or other inelastic processes.
In absence of any elaborate work or
e_ioerimental measurements' there is
no scope for comparison
However, we like to point out
tion but othe._Tqise arbitrary. It is
not possible to find an unique re-
lation bet<veen the charges. The io-
nisation cross section is extrasen-
sitive to the choice of the final
state wavefunction (Ghosh et a140)
This is apparent from Fig. ll, Here
_k E, 20 eW
" 10. I _.
10 ") [ A _ _ I I I i
llll_ l
Fig. l!. Triple differential cross
section (TDCS) at et-H ionisation
eV, _7 = 200):at E = 20 eV (E 2 = 3
certain salient feat_es of ionisa---, FBA, -----, choice (ii) of Ghosh
et a140; --, DCA (multiplied by a
tion process.
Theor7 of ionisation of atoms
by electron and positron impact is
complicated due to the role of
Coulomb correlation in the as_n,p-
factor o_ 103).
The results of triple differential
cross section (TECS) using double
Coulomb approximat ion (DCA) differ
from those of the Bo._ results by a
totic behaviour of ionised electron factor of IOCO. The results using the
Peterkop-Rudge-Seaton theory] of other choices are also found to cliff-
ionisation offers the prescription er dramatically.
for the final state wavefunction To study the ionisation process,
and their relation between the e_f - one, we be] "= =
_!_v_, has to be very care-
ective charges Z A and ZB Ln the fi" fu! regarding the asy,mp_totic ccndi-
nal state wavefunction is given by tion prescr=;_e_c by ._t ....,oz
6O
Rudge-Seaton. Moreover, the eff-
ective charges should 9alfil the
following limiting conditions
• ]_
whlc_ must be satisfied physica-
lly.
i) kA-_coOr kB._O and kA>k B , the
effective charges must behave as
ZA-_O and Z B-_I
ii) In the symmetric case i.e.
IkA_ = _kB_ , the effective char-
ges must be equal i.e. ZA = ZB.
Recently, Faisal and his co-
workers 4! have initiated studies
to investigate ionisation proce-
ss in this light. They tried to
get the values of the effective
charges by e_._ploiting Peterkop-
Rudge-Seaton prescription and
above two limiting conditions.
Amongst their six unknown para-
meters, they have been able to
solve five in terms of one. They
tuned the unknown parameter with
the triple differential cross
section at one incident energy
and at one angle. This is a limi-
tation in their a___proacg, which of
course authors are aware of. More-
over, this is not an unique way
to solve the problem. We advocate
one should study the ionisation
process removing the arbitrary
character in the choice of effec-
tive charges as far as practica-
ble.
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POSITRON SCATTERING BY ATOMIC HYDROGEN USING
OPTICAL POTENTIALS AND WITH POSITRONIUM FORMATION
INTRODUCTION
H. R. J. Walters
Department of Applied Mathematics,
Queen's University, Belfast,
Northern Ireland.
We consider the scattering of posi-
trons by H(Is) in a two-state model which
incorporates optical potentials. The
model explicitly describes elastic scatt-
ering, i.e.,
+ +
e + H(is) + e + H(is) (I)
(2)
and Ps(is) formation, i.e.,
+
e + H(Is) + Ps(Is) + p.
The inelastic processes
e + H(is) _ e + H (3)
Ps(Is) + p + Ps + p (4)
where * stands for a state other than Is,
are implicitly taken into account through
the optical potentials, which also allow
for polarization of H(Is) and Ps(Is).
APPROXIMATIONS
Three levels of approximation are
investigated which serve to illustrate
the effects of polarization, absorption
and positronium formation.
(1) Full Approximation (ELV2 + PSV2)
We _tart from the coupled static
approximation. The wave function for
the system in this approximation is
_(%, _e) =F (_p) _i s (r__e)+G (R) # is (r__) (5)
Here r and r are the coordinates of the
positr-_n and-_he electron relative to
the proton as origin, R _ (r + r )/2,
r E r - r ,_I is the is w_e fu-_ction
-- . iS
of at-_mlc--_ydrogen, and $i Is that of
• , iS
ground state posltronlum. The approx-
imation (5) leads, in the usual manner,
to the pair of coupled equations (in
atomic units)
(V2 + k 2) F(r ) = 2 V (r)F( ) +
p o --p oo p _p
2 f K(%,R_) G(R) dR (6a)
(V_ + po2) g(R)_ = 4 f K(_p,R)_ F(r_p) dr__p
(6b)
where V is the static potential of
H(Is), _r ,R) is the positronium form-
ation coup--_i_g kernel, k is the moment-
um of the incident posit_on, and Po is
the momentum of the positronium.
Our full approximation is obtained
by addinm second order optical potent-
ial_V (2_ and V (2) to the H(Is) and
oo pp
Ps(Is) channels of (6),i.e.,
(V2 + k2) F(r ) = 2 V (r) F(r ) +
p o .--p oo p "-P
2 V (2) F(r ) + 2 f K(r ,R) G(_dR (7a)
oo --p -p--
(VJ--+ p2) G(R) = 4 V (2) G(R) +
o -- pp --
4 f K(_,R) F(r_p) dr__p . (7b)
_ (2)
The real part of the potential Voo con-
tains the polarizability of H(Is) while
the imaginary part allows for the direct
excitations (3). Similarly, V (2) con-
tains the polarizability of Ps(_) in its
real part while representing the
inelastic processes (4) through its
imaginary part. The construction of
these potentials is described later.
Thus, in the approximation (7) both H(is)
and Ps(Is) can be polarized and excited
through the direct collisions (3) and (4).
(ii) Simpler Approximation (ELY2 + PS)
. (2)
In this apor_ximation v__ is dropped
from (Tb) but Vlo_ is retain_e_ in (7a).
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Thus the Ps(Is) cannot be polarized or
excited by the proton. Only H(Is) can
be polarized and excited by the positron.
I I
W E -r'_- + r-- and the limit n + O+ is
e
to be understood.
(iii) Simplest Approximation (ELV2)
Here we drop positronium formation
completely and first look at the elastic
scattering channel, i.e.,we solve
(V 2 + k 2) F(r ) = 2 V (r) F(r ) +
p o --p oo p --p
2 V(2)F(r ) (8)
oo --p
Construction of Optical Potentlals I
plane wave matrix elements
_ 127 f e-i_f'r--P V(2)oo(_p'_)
ik .r'
x e -o --p dr dr'
-p -p
and
- ! f e-iP--f'_ V(2)(R,R ') ei_O'_'dR dR'
PP -- _
are equal to the second Born terms
fB2(k ,q) E I Z f dk<kf_ I
oo o 874 n#Is ---- s
x <k_ nIVIk_Is>
k 2 + 2(E -s )- k 2 + in
O o n
B2 I E
fpp(Po 'o) -- 274 n#Is S dp_ <_f_isIWIp__n >
x <p_nlWIPo_ is>
2 2
Po + 4(E o- En)- p + in
+
which describe elastic e + H(is) and
Ps(Is) + p scattering respectively. In
(IO) q E k - k_, Q _ p - p_, _ (_) is
hydrogen (poslt_onlum) e1_nstate wlth
energy en(mn) , I_ > E el_'_p '
le > _ ei_'_ , V _ __I _ __ i
rp l -rI '
• We use.energy depend_nt local approx-
mmations I V(2)(r ) and V ()(R) which have
oo p .
the same on-energy-shell _lane wave matrlx
elements as the exact potentials:
I -ikf.r_p . (2) (rp)eik.r- 2--_-f e Voo -p dr
--p
where !kfl = Ik_ol.
inverslon
CO
V(2) (rp) IO0 _T 0
=fB2 (ko,q) (II)
Then %_ simple Fourier
sin qrp fBo2o(ko,q)
qrp
x q2dq (12)
Expressions similar to (II) and (12) hold
for V (2) (R).
PP
B2 .
The second Born amplitude f __s
(9a) calculated using an orthonormal _eudo--
state basis __ of Is, 2s 3s, 4s, 2p, 3p,
4--p,3--dand 4--_*stat_s. Normally this is the
basis of Fon et al-, but a similar second
basis is also employed to avoid problems
-- -- (9b) with pseudostate thresholds. The pseudo-
states diagonalize the atomic Hamiltonian:
<_ 1Ha toml_m> --= _ 6 • (13)n n nm
Ivl  >
The pseudostate approximation to fB2 is
given by the same formula (IOa) bu_°with
(iOa)_n and Sn replaced by _n and en "
A positronium pseudostate b_sis
is similarly used to evaluate f_ . T_is
basis is derived from the _--nba_s by
taking
L(r_ 
(lOb) 2_ L (_/2) . (14)
a
It immediately follows that
_nlHpositroniuml_£ _ ½ _n _nm (15)
Because of symmetry only the p pseudostates,
i.e., 2p, 3_ 4p give a non-zero contri-
bution to t_i . '
PP
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RESULTS
+
Our results for e + H(Is) elastic
scattering, Ps(Is) formation, and the
total and total inelastic e + H(is)
cross sections are shown in figures 1 to
4. Comparison is made with the accurate
variationa I calculations of Brown and
Humberston in the Ore gap (our ELV2 +
PSV2 approximation has been used to extend
their partial cross sections beyond the
d-wave), with a new _ouble-continuum
R-matrix calculation In the intermediate
energy region 13 eV to 50 eV, and with
the coupled pseudostate results of
Walters- at higher energies. Also shown
are corresponding electron scattering
cross sections .
'l i i i t i i t i ; ;i i
I0
i
"_ \x.
16_lh J , I l I . I i f t _ i I [I
IO a.o _.o go Ioo "_oo
EN _ ,a.¢,-'/(¢v)
Figure 2. Ps(Is) formation cross
section. Symbols as in figure I.
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+
Figure I. e + H(is) elastic cross
section. Symbols: Full Approx-
imation ELV2 + PSV2; , Simpler
Approximation ELV2 + PS; ...... , Simplest
Approximation ELV2; ...... --, electron
cross section; X, variational results of
Brown and Hu_berston ; • , double-contin-
uum R-matrix ; • , coupled pseudostates .
Figure 3. Total cross section.
Symbols as in figure I.
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Figure 4. Total inelastic cross section.
Symbols as in figure Io
The following points are worth
highlighting:
(i) At 20 eV and above the Full Approx-
imation ELV2 + PSV2 appears to be
performing well.
(ii) Polarization and absorption effects
in the Ps(Is) channel can reduce the
Ps(Is) formation cross section by a
factor of three at intermediate
energies.
(iii) Except at high energies: the elastic
cross section for electron scatter-
ing substantially exceeds that for
positron scattering; the total
inelastic cross section for electron
scattering is substantially lower
than that for positron scattering;
yet the (best) total cross sections
for positron and electron scattering
are in good agreement above 20 eV.
(iv) The simpler ELV2 + PS approximation
gives cross sections which are
generally too large at intermediate
energies.
(v) Except for elastic scattering above
30 eV the simplest approximation
ELV2 tends to produce cross sections
which are too small.
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PCSITRONIUN FORgIATION IN 2s STATE IN e+-Li SCATTERING
K. P. S arkar
Department of Physics, Gurudas College, Calcutta 700054, INDIA
and
D. Basu and Madhumita Basu
Department of Theoretical Physics
Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science
Jadavpur, Calcutta 700032, INDIA
There are ample theoretical
reasons to investigate e+-alkali
atom scattering. Moreover, recent
+
measurement on e -alkali atom sys-
tem by Detroit group I has renewed
much interest for investigating
these processes. Here we study
positronium (Ps) formation in ex-
cited 2s state in e+-Li scattering
at intermediate and high energies
including second order effects
following Basu and Ghosh 2. Guha
and Saha 3 have calculated the ex-
cited ns state capture cross sec-
tions using FEA at several inci-
dent energies ranging from 10-500
eV. It is well-known that FBA or
any other first order approxima-
tion is not suitable to describe
a rearrangement process at high
energies since it is the second
Born approximation to which the
cross section converges. To our
knowledge, no other _rk has yet
been performed to predict excited
state positronium formation cross
sections in e+-Li scattering.
In the conventional perturba-
tire approach, the capture ampli-
rude retaining upto the second
order term, from the ground state
<_I of Li atom with momentum K to
the excited state I_> of the Ps
atom with momentum K' is given by
B ,9( K, K) B2 9(_, _g9',9 (K'K) = gg' ' +g_',
(1)
where, 9 stands for 2s state of
Li atom and 9', 2s state of Ps
B 9(K' X) is theator_ Here gg' ,
first Born excited state capture
B2 K'
amplitude and gg', 9 ( ,K) is the
second order amplitude and is
given by
g9',9 ( ,K) _ ,,2-
2 n 2 ,,- i_
B 4 9 (K'' K) (2)x gg' , 9 "(K' ,K") ,,,
being the first Born scattering
amplitude. The summation over 9"
runs over the discrete eigenstates
of the target aton_
The use of closure relation
in evaluating the rearrangement
second order term is unsatisfac-
tory. In the present calculation
we assume that the valence elect-
ton is t_he active electron i.e. Ps
atom is formed with the valence
67
electron only. We retain two tar-
Get eigenstates, 2s and 2p, as in-
termediate ones. We have used the
reli able Hart ree-Fock wave function
of Weiss 4 for ground and excited
states of Li atom.
10-
I0
i0-
,0
10'
l
E = 300eV
e(deg)
Fig. l. DCS (a_) for excited 2s
state capture_in e+-Li scattering
at 300 eV. --, FBA; --.--, SBA (with
2s intermediate); --, SBA (with 2s
2p intermediate)
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Fig. 2. Same as in Fiq. l at 500 eV.
In Figs. l and 2, we report
our differential cross sections at
two incident energies, 300 and 5CC
eV respectively. It is kno,_n that
the second Born term is of vital
importance in determining the asy-
mptotic behaviour of the capture
cross section. The contribution of
the secon@ Born term is found to
be appreciable at 300 eV. With the
increase of energy, the contribu-
tion decreases. The first Born DCS
attains zero value around i0 ° at
both the energies as the two parts
of the amplitude are of opposite
sign and cancel each. Contribution
of the second order term prevents
the total cancellation in the DCS
and the residual structure is due
to the destructive interference of
the amplitudes. The S BA structure
is found around 30 ° . These fea_a-
res have also been obtained by
Basu and Ghosh.
The convergence of gB2 is of
key importance. We could not test
the convergence by increasing the
higher target states as interme-
diate ones. The detailed results
will be reported in the near futu-
re.
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NEW PARAMETER-FREE POLARIZATION POTENTIALS
IN LOW-ENERGY POSITRON COLLISIONS
Ashok Jain
Physics Department, Florida A & M University,
Tallahassee, Florida--32307 (USA)
ABSTRACT
The polarization potential plays a decisive role in shaping up the cross sections
in low-energy positron collisions with atoms and molecules. However, its inclusion
without involving any adjustable parameter, is still a challange. Here we summarise
various other techniques employed so far for positron collisions and discuss a new,
nonadjustable and very simple form of the polarization potential for positron-atom
(molecule) collisions below the threshold of positronium formation. This new po-
tential, recently proposed by us, is based on the correlation energy (ecorr) of a
single positron in a homogeneous electron gas. The 6corr has been calculated by
solving the SchrSdinger equation of the positron-electron system and fitted to an
analytical form in various ranges of the density parameter. In the outside region, the
eco_-r is joined smoothly with the corzect asymptotic form (-- ao
_"_r, where a0 is the
polarisibility of the target ). We tested this new positron correlation polarization
( PCOP ) potential on several atomic and molecular targets such as the At, CO,
and CH4. The results on the total and differential cross sections on these targets
are shown here alongwith the experimental data where ever they are available.
I. Introduction
In the positron(e +) scattering with multi-electron atom ( or molecule ), a true e+ polarization
potential is very difficult to incorporate without involving any adjustable parameter. Two simple
stratagems have been quite popular: one, to use the electron polarization potential as such for the
corresponding positron collisions and two, to employ a phenomenological form under the tuning
procedure. However, both approaches are unsatisfactory and usually fall at the differential cross
section (DCS) and annihilation parameter ( Zeff ) level; although one may be succesful in getting
good agreement for the integral quantities.
It is only recently that several theoretical attempts have been made to consider the polar-
ization of the target atom ( or molecule ) by the e+ at the ab initio level(I-s); however, these
rigorous calculations are not totally parameter-free and suffer from including near-the-target non-
adiabatic effects and also the correct values in the asymptotic region. Although, the question of
nonadiabaticity may not as crucial for the positron projectile as it is for the electron case ( see
later ). The polarization effects dominate the sceLttering process at very low energies ( below about
5 eV ). At somewhat higher energies ( roughly above 5 eV ), the DCS's are still quite sensitive to
such charge distortion effects. Here we are concerned only at low energies, particularly below the
positronium formation and/or any electronic excitation thresholds. For the one-electron positron-
hydrogen case, the issue of polarization potential has recently been discussed by Abdel -Raou_.
A very recent and comprehensive review 1° on the e+-molecule scattering gives details on various
approaches used so far to include polarization effects in positron scattering.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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It is, therefore, always desirable to find some kind of simple form of the polarization force
without involving any fitting parameter. At low impact energies, where the impinging positron is
moving very slowly relative to the target electron, the distortion of the electronic charge cloud is
quite different than the corresponding electron impact case. Asymptotically, the polarization po-
tential can be assumed to be the same for both the projectiles ( which is true up to the second-order
perturbative theory only ); however, at near-the-target encounters, both the charged projectiles
interact differently with the charge cloud of the target. In this talk, we discuss a new parameter-free
form of an approximate e + polarization potential which is simply a function of the target charge
density and in addition is energy-independent.
A summary of earlier usage of various models for polarization potential in positron-molecule
collisions is given by Morrison and coworkers (1-_). Recently, Elza et Ms have investigated various
aspects of polarization/correlation effects in low-energy positron-N2 collisions via a two-parameter
model. Tennyson 3 and Tennyson and Morgan 4 have applied the R-matrix technique to positron-
molecule (H2, N2 and CO ) collisions. However, the inclusion of polarization force in all these the
so called ab initio methods is not either satisfactory nor complete. From numerical point of view,
these procedures are not easy to apply for a general positron-molecule system. The collision of
positrons with polyatomic targets is even more complicated. We (11-12) have reviewed the situation
on the polyatomic molecules with respective to the polarization effects and the comparison with
the experimented data.
In the next section, we describe the new positron polarization potential and in section III, the
numerical techniques are summarised. In order to demonstrate the success of the new positron
correlation polarization (PCOP) potential, in section IV, we present some calculations on the
differential and integral elastic cross sections for the atomic ( Ar ) and molecular ( CO and CH4 )
targets below the positronium ( Ps ) formation threshold ( i.e. E < 10 eV ). Concluding remarks
are given in the last section.
II. The New Positron-Correlation-Polarization (PCOP) Potential
Asymptotically, for a general e+-molecule collision system, the polarization potential behaves
as
4Vpo;(,,e,¢)= + +
where the oc_ q is a real spherical harmonic ( see Ref. 13 for its definition and various properties ),
(r, 8, ¢) are the coordinates of the projectile referring to the center of the target and the spherical
(a0) and nonspherical (cz2 and ez2_ ) polarisibilities are expressed in terms of the polarisibility tensor
aii of the target, namely,
The above form ( Eq. 1 ) of the polarization potential is accurate at large r values up to the
second-order perturbation theory. The problem arises when the projectile is near the target. A
simple way {o:remedy this difficulty has been to multiply Eq. (1) by a cut-off function depending
upon some adjustable parameter; however, this approach is unsatisfactory, although the results may
be forced to agree with observations ( see for example, Darewych 14, Horbatsch and Darewych15).
For positron collisions, most of the calculations prior to 1984 used an electron polarization potential
(EPP) assuming that such polarization effects are not sensitive to the sign of the charge of the
projectile::Morrison and his group ( Morrison et all; Morrison2; Elza et als strongly advocated
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for a need to generatea true positron polarization potential (PPP) rather than employing the
EPP_they strengthenedtheir point by presenting detailed calculations on the positron-H._and N2
systemsand comparing them with experimental data. Although earlier calculations on the positron
collisionsusing the EPP gavegood results as compared to experimental a_ values, however, these
theoretical results are generally poor at low energies and not qualitatively good at all for differential
cross sections at any energy (16-17). Unfortunately, the more rigorous calculations based on the
variational polarised-orbital theories are not satisfactory either; Elza et als have to introduce a
cut-off function in both the short and long ranges and adjust two parameters to make theory and
measurement in close agreement. Even in a more sophisticated R-matrix approach, an accurate
inclusion of polarization effects has not been achieved yet (3-s).
Here, our goal is to look for a computationally simple form of the positron polarization potential
which is different from the corresponding electron potential and virtually free from any adjustable
parameter. The basic philosophy of the present approach is similar to the method of O'Connel
and Lane is for the case of electron scattering based on the correlation energy of the target in the
presence of an incoming electron. The present positron polarization potential is also based on the
correlation energy of a localized positron in an electron gas and its hybridization with the correct
asymptotic form. Here, we think the incoming e + as a charged impurity at a fixed distance in
an homogeneous electron-gas. In positron annihilation experiments, a fundamental question to be
asked is how the electron-positron interaction distorts the electronic structure of the system under
investigation.
The e+ correlation energy eco_ in an electron gas has been evaluated phenomenologically(19-so)
as well as using the Bethe-Goldstone type approach 21. Recently, Arponen and Pajanne 2"_have
applied a completely new approach to the problem of a light impurity in an electron gas. In their
method 22 the electron gas is described by a set of interacting bosons representing the collective
excitations of the random-phase-approximation (RPA). Very recently, Boronski and Nieminen _3
have described the density functional theory of the electron-positron system and presented the
results on the positron-electron correlation energy as a function of the density parameter r_ ( see
later ) for different n+(r)/n_(r) ratios including the case of one positron in a homogeneous electron
gas. Here n+ and n_ denote the densities of positrons and electrons respectively.
The physical picture of the positron correlation in an electron gas is as follows. When the
incoming positron enters the target electronic charge cloud, we can assume the positron as localized
instantaneously and correlating with the surrounding electrons of a given density, n_(r). The wave
function of the positrons in such an electron-positron plasma, can be written as 23
1_2¢+ ([E_-P(n+'n-)]¢+(r) : e+¢+(r), (2)
-_v i (r) + [#_c(n+(r)) - ¢(r) + 6n+(r)
here #_c is the exchange-correlation potential ( which is zero in the present one-positron case
), ¢(r) is the Hartree-Coulomb potential and E[ -p is the positron-electron correlation energy
functional. The Eq. (2) has been solved numerically in a self-consistent manner 2s. Based on the
paper of Arponen and Pajanne 22, Boronski and Nieminen 23 have given explicit expressions for the
positron--_lectron correlation energy, eco_,.(r,) interpolating it for the whole radial region. These
expressions are obtained without giving any divergence problems in the calculations of annihilation
rates over the entire range of the density parameter r, ( Kallio et a124). In their work, Arponen
and Pajanne 22 have developed a new approach to solve the problem of a charged impurity in an
electron gas. The correlation energy, eco_, is calculated from the ground-state expectation value
of the Hamiltonian which describes the electron gas plus the incoming positron fixed at a distance.
In the evaluation of e¢o,.,, the positron-electron interaction has also been considered ( see Eq. 2 ).
The analytic interpolated expressions for the eco_ in the whole range of the density parameter r,
4 rr_p(r) : 1, where p(r) is the undistorted electronic density of the target ) are given as follows:
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1.56
2eco,,(r,) =--_- + (0.0511nr,- 0.081)ln r, + 1.14; % < 0.302, (3a)
2eco,_(r,) = -0.92305 - 0.05459; 0.302< r, _< 0.56, (3b)
13.15111 2.8655
2eco,.,(r,) = (r, + 2.5) 2 + (r, -t- 2.5) -0.6298; 0.56 < r, _< 8.0, (3c)
and finally,
2e_o,_(n(r,)) = -179856.2768n = + 186.4207n - 0.524; 8.0 < r, _< oo, (3d)
where n(r,) is the electronic density corresponding to the density parameter rs.
The PCOP potential, defined as a functional derivative of the correlation energy with respect
to p(r), can be derived conveniently from the following equation in terms of functional derivative
of the density parameter 24,
(ld)Vco,_(r) = 1 - _rs_r, %o,.(r,). (4)
Finally, we obtain the following form of the l¢_o_,.(r) ( in atomic units ) from Eqs. (3)-(4):
for r, _< 0.302,
-1.30
2V_o_(r) - + (0.051In(r,)- 0.115)In(r,) + 1.167; (5a)
for 0.302 < rs < 0.56,
and for 0.56 < r, _< 8.0,
2V¢o,,(r) = -0.92305 -
0.09098
2 ; (5b)
r s
8.7674r_ -13.151 + 0.9552r_ 2.8655
2Vco,.,.(r)- (r, + 2.5) 3 + (r, + 2.5) 2 + (r, + 2.5) 0.6298. (5c)
Note that for molecular systems the short-range eco,,(r,) is to be divided by a factor of
(2g + 1)/x/_ to account for molecular orientation not considered by Arponen and Pajanne 22. Here
we do not worry about the 8.0 _< r, _< _x_ region, as this range is beyond the crossing point where
the polarization potential is accurately described by the asymptotic term ( Eq. 1 ). It is to be
noted that the interpolation formulae for the correlation energy ( Eqs. (3)) were formulated in
such a way that for the limit r, _ oc , the eco,, reaches the value of Ps- ion energy, i.e., -0.262
a.u.. In the present positron scattering case, we realize that in the r_ _ _ limit, the correlation
energy approaches the correct asymptotic form of the polarization potential ( the same prescription
as suggested by O'Connel and Lane Is ).
Thus, the PCOP interaction potential, _zPcoPt._
"poZ _.j, for the e+-molecule/atom system is given
by,
"fzPCOP , , __ (6a)
_po_ tr) = V_o_(r), r < r_,
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and by Eq. (1) for the r k r_ range. Here rc is the radius where the I_o_ and -a0/2r 4 ( or
a2/2r 4 ) terms cross each other for the first time. In addition, we will also report the similar
cross sections under the ECOP potential, which has recently been employed for positron-molecule
scattering ( :lain (26-27), Gianturco et al 2s ). Even though the EPP results are encouraging for
some molecular targets ( Jain and Thompson 29 ), we feel that it is more appropriate to find a true
positron polarization interaction.
The new PCOP potential ( Eq. 6 ) has several favourable points worth mentioning here:
first, it involves a true correlation of the incoming positron with the target electrons at short
distance encounters and exihibits correct behavior in the asymptotic region; second, it is very easy
to calculate and convenient to incorporate into any model potential approach; third, it is quite
different from the corresponding EPP and finally, ( see later ), it gives qualitative good results for
the total cross sections for several atomic and molecular targets as compared with experimental
data.
III. Scattering Parameters
In fact, the numerical techniques to solve the scattering equation for the e + wave function
are standard as employed for the electron scattering case. For the atomic target ( Ar ), we use
the variable-phase-approach (VPA) s° in order to determine phase-shifts at each energy; more
detMls of the VPA approach are given in Ref. 31. The optical potential of the e+-Ar system is
determined very accurately from the numerical Hartree-Fock wave functions of the target 32. In
order to preserve numerical accuracy, convergence tests were carried out with respect to radial
integration and number of partial waves retained in the evaluation of various cross sections 16.
For the diatomic molecule (CO) case, the scattering equations are set up in the single center
formalism under the body-fixed (BF) adiabatic-nuclei-approximation (ANA). The final coupled
scheme is formulated in the integral e.quation method 3_. More details for the positron-CO calcula-
tions can be found in our earlier (2_-27) and recent 17 papers.
Assuming the CO molecule in its ground electronic ( 1cr22cr23_r24_r21_r4; 1E ) and vibrational
states, the equation of the continuum positron wave function, P(r) in the single center formalism
under the BF ANA can be written as,
IV 2 + k 2 - 2V(r)]P(r) = 0, (7)
where k 2 is the positron energy in Rydbergs and the interaction potential V(r) includes the repulsive
static and attractive polarization forces. Expanding the V(r) in terms of Legendre projections, vx,
V(r) = Y,,(r) + V o (r)= + 0),
_,=0
(s)
we obtain the following set of coupled differential equations for the continuum function P(r) for a
given symmetry A,
d _ £(£ + 1)
[dr _ r 2 + k_]P_0 (r) = E Vu'(r)P_lo (r)' (9)
P
where the potential matrix Vet, is determined as usual 34. Here A corresponds to E(A = 0), II(h =
1), A(A = 2), 'I_(A = 3) etc. symmetries. There are several methods to solve equation (9), but we
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adopt an integral-equation technique by converting the differential equation (9) into an integral
equation33,
P_o(r) = jt(kr)3tto + Ge(r,r')Vw(r')P_to(r')dr', (10)
P
where the Green's function is defined by
= ') - (11)
in which jt(kr) and rl,(kr ) are Riccati-Bessel functions. Note that in the expansion ( Eq. 8 ) of
polarization term, we have only A = 0 and 2 terms.
The CO molecule is a polar molecule which needs special attention in a BF adiabatic-nuclei
theory where the forward DCS and _r, are undefined as. In this respect, we employ the multipole-
extracted-adiabatic-nuclei (MEAN) scheme of Norcross and Padial 36, in which the DCS for the
d --* J' rotational transition are given as
do. FBA
(J S') - Z[c(Jz,s, oo)] ( J J') + _k-j
It
Z B£[*)P (cos 0), (12)
A=0
where the first term is the usual closed form for the (JJ') rotational excitation DCS in the space-
fixed first-Born-approximation (FBA); kj and kd, are respectively the wavevectors in the initial and
the final channels; C (...) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient; It is the angular momentum transferred
during the collision; B_,l, are the DCS expansion coefficients and B TM
_,z, are the corresponding
quantities in the FBA evaluated in the BF frame of reference. The channel vectors are related by
the relation,
k2j - k2g, = B[J'(J' + 1)- J(J + 1)], (13)
where B is the rotational constant of the CO molecule. Finally, the expressions for total ( ,z/j' )
and the momentum transfer ( c,ra-dJ' ) cross sections are evaluated from equation (11) for any (Jd')
transition. Total ( summed over all final rotational states d' ) integrated ( cr, ) and momentum
transfer ( _r,,_ ) cross sections can easily be obtained from
E JJ' (14)0"_ or ra "= O't or ra ,
dt
However, for a proper comparison with experiment, we average the _r, and c,,_ over the Boltzmann
distribution of rotational states at 300 K ( represented as <cr,) and (era)). This is quite easy since
in the present energy region the sum over jr in equaton (14) is insensitive to or.
Finally, for a polyatomic molecule, we employ totally a different set of computer codes to
obtain scattering parameters. The details are given elsewhere (13,37). For a polyatomic target, it is
again convenient to make use of the ANA and set up the scattering equations in the single-center-
expansion scheme under the close-coupling formalism. The equation for the scattered positron
function P(r) is the same as given in Eq. (7), however, now the single-center-expansion scheme
is quite different. The angular basis functions belong to the irreducible representation (IR) of the
molecular point group. The P(r), lZ_ and 1_o_ are expanded around the center-of-mass (COM) of
the molecule in question. For example, the P(r) is expanded as 13,
P(r) E r-1 _(vu), , ,_(pu),-,= tJg h _,r).Ath (r),
lhp_
(15)
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where the X_'_* are symmetry-adapted angular functions belonging to a particular irreducible rep-
resentation p# of the molecular point group. The static potential Vet is given by
N M
V,t(r) = f 1¢0t 2 E It- rJl-ldrldr= ...drN - E Zilr- RiI-l' (16)
j=l i=l
where ¢0 is the target ground state wavefunction given as a single Slater determinant of one-
electron spin orbitals ¢_(r), N is the total number of electrons and M the number of nuclei in the
molecule.
Finally, the scattering amplitude for e+ with initial direction k and the final direction _ is
f(f_'r) = -_ E Xeh (k)Xe'h'(r)it-e P" (17)
where the sum being over g, h, g', h',p and #. The S matrix is related with the K matrix in the usual
fashion. The amplitude ( Eq. 17 ) is defined in the BF frame of reference. In order to transform
it into the space-fixed (SF) or the laboratory frame coordinate system, we employ the standard
technique in terms of rotation matrices _3, N(a,/3,7) ( the (a_37) are the three Euler's angles ). If
r' represents the coordinates of the positron with respect to SF coordinate system, the transformed
amplitude, f(17¢._'), is employed to determine the rotationally inelastic transition amplitude under
the ANA theory, i.e.,
f(i --0 f)= (iI/(f_._'; a/37)lf),
where (il and (fl are respectively the initial and final rotational eigenfunctions. The total elastic
cross sections are obtained by summing over all final rotational states and averaging over all initial
states. The expressions for the differential, integral and momentum transfer cross sections are given
for general non-lineax polyatomic molecules in Ref. 13.
In the present CH4 case, we do not face any convergence problem in the summation over
various angular momentum quantum numbers. In fact, even the DCS's can be obtained easily with
proper convergence within a reasonable size of the scattering matrix. For more details about the
actual numerical parameters we recommend our previous paper 2°. In the present results on the
positron-CH4 collisions, we have kept the same single-center expansion and K-matrix parameters
as described in Ref. 29.
Jain and Thompson 29 used three different approximations for the polarization interaction; all
the three models were exactly the same as employed for electron scattering (as-4°). However, the
most successful was the one based on the second-order perturbation theory under the Pople Shofield
method 41 in which the distortion in each molecular orbital is the same. The non-adiabatic effects
were included via the non-penetration criterion of Temkin 4=. This electron polarization potential 4°
( to be denoted by aT ) has so far been quite successful in positron-CI-I4 collisions. Unfortunately,
the aT potential has never been employed for any atomic system; however, it has been employed for
the e+-N= case 43 with fair success. The other two EPP used by Jain and Thompson 29 were based
on the asymptotic form multiplied by the cut-off function. Although the use of non-penetrating
scheme for the positron case may be questionable, however, we argue here that the non-adiabatic
effects in e + case are not much effective due to relatively smaller local kinetic energy of the impinging
positron in the vicinity of the target. Therefore, we emphasize here that in any polarised-orbital
variational approach, the non-adiabatic correction may not be taken very seriously. In the findings
of Elza et als, these non-adiabatic effects seem to change the results; however, it is hard to draw
any conclusion since they introduce fitting parameters which makes physics less clear.
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0.010
Fig. 1. Various polarization potentials for the e+-Ar system. The po-
tentials PCOP1, PCOP2 and ECOP are shown, respectively, by solid,
dashed and long-dashed lines. The various notations are explained
in the text. In the inset are shown the total optical potentials ( sum
of repulsive static and attractive polarization potentials ) with vari-
ous models: solid line, _ q- l/_°v2; dashed line, V,t 4" VPp_°P1;
long-dashed line, "l_ -Y- Vff_ Ov.
IV. Results and Discussion
First, we display the new PCOP terms in Fig. 1 for the e+-Ar system. We have considered
two forms Of thePCOP model; one, the correlation potential defined by Eq. (6) ( to be denoted by
PCOP2 ) and two, the correlation energy itself ( Eq. 3, to be denoted by PCOP1 ). Both the PCOP1
and PCOP2 terms are plotted in Fig. 1. Also shown in this figure is the corresponding ECOP
potential. We see a significant difference between the ECOP and PCOP curves. In general, the
PCOP is stronger then the ECOP approximation. This simply means that the e+ - e- correlation
energy is stronger, thus giving rise to a more attractive polarization potential. It seems realistic
since the e+ is expected to distort the target charge cloud deeper due to strong correlation of
electron and positron particles. A similar situation exists for molecular targets ( CO and CH4 ) (
not shown ).
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Fig. 2 Differential cross sections for the e+-Ar elastic collision at 8.5 eV.
Present theory: solid curve, PCOP2 model; dashed curve, PCOP1
model; long-dashed curve, ECOP model. The experimental points
are taken from Refs. 44 and 45.
The total optical potential shown in the inset of Fig. 1 is a sum of repulsive static and attractive
polarization terms; thus there is a zero--potential point and an attractive well. The position of the
zero--point potential and the shape of the attractive well decide the penetration and sign of various
partial waves. Here the role of polarization interaction is important and the low-energy scattering
is strongly influenced by these cancellation effects not present in the electron scattering case. Thus
the form of the polarization potential in the zero-potential and the attractive well region is very
crucial to determine the scattering process.
Fig. 2 illustrates the DCS for the e+-Ar system at 8.5 eV alongwith the ECOP results and the
measurements of Refs. 44--45. We see a significant qualitative improvement represented by these
PCOP curves. The dip in the experimental DCS around 500 is neatly reproduced by the new model,
while the ECOP dip occurs at smaller angle (300). We have not shown other calculations 46-49 due
to their semi-empirical nature. We have seen similar agreement between theory and experiment
at other energies ( lower and higher than 8.5 eV ) also :6. In order to further see the success of
the PCOP model at lower energies, we have calculated the scattering length in the zero energy
fimit. The value of the PCOP scattering length is -4.89 (au), which compares very well with the
experimental value s° of -4.4 4- 0.5 (au); the ECOP model gives this value only 1.7 (au). It is thus
quite clear that in this low energy limit a true positron polarization interaction makes big difference
in the scattering parameters.
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Fig. 3. Positron-CO (cry) cross sections in various theoretical models (
including the R-matrix results 3, shown as dash-dot-dot curve ) and
experimental observations ( circles, Kwan et als]; triangle, Sueoka
and Mori52 ). Our PCOP results are shown using experimentM vMue
of the dipole moment ( solid curve ) and also the theoretical value of
the dipole moment ( dashed curve ). The ECOP data 16 are plotted
as the dotted curve.
We now discuss our e+-CO calculations on the (¢_) parameter. Fig. 3 shows the present PCOP
((r_) alongwith the ECOP _s, R-matrix 4 and the experimental (sl-s2) results. We have shown two
versions of the present PCOP ( Eq. 6 ) model: one, with the present theoretical value of the dipole
moment (D=0.099 a.u.), shown as dashed curve in Fig. 3 and two, by using the experimental
value (D=0.044 au), shown as a solid line. Below 4 eV, the use of theoretical value of the dipole
moment makes large changes in the ((r_). The R-matrix results do not compare well with the
measurements; one reason being that they employ their theoretical dipole moment value in the
MEAN approximation and the second reason is related with their polarization force which still
needs to be improved s3. The inclusion of the polarization force makes large changes ( about a
factor of two or more ) in the pure static results. It seems that the ECOP approximation is better
at higher ( E > 2 eV ) energies; however, this conclusion may not be true as the two sets of DCS's
differ significantly and we expect that the PCOP DCS's are better than the cooresponding ECOP
cross sections 17
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Fig. 4. Positron-CO DCS at 2 eVin the PCOP ( soh'd curve ) and ECOP
( dashed curve )26 polarization models.
In order to see the qualitative differences between the ECOP and POOP models for the positron
collisions with CO molecules, we have shown in Fig. 41 the differentia/cross sections at 2 eV. We
see a qualitative difference between the two curves of Fig. 4. The dip in the ECOP approximation
occurs at lower angles while the POOP dip ]n the DCS's curve occurs at somewhat larger angles;
the difference between the positions of the two dips is about 200 . The disagreement between these
two polarization model is seen at all angles ( Fig. 4 ). It is interesting to note that the tota/cross
sections at this energy is almost same in both the POOP and ECOP approximations. Thus. the
integra/cross sections are sometimes confusing and therefore a theoretical model should be judged
from the angular functions which are more sensitive to model potentia/results. It would be very
interesting to see the position of the dip in an experimental investigation. So far, we believe that
the PCOP dip is more realistic.
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Fig. 5. The positron-CH4 _r_ cross sections using the PCOP , ECOP 2s
and JT 29 theoretical models. ,411 the curves are Iabei1ed with respect
to all these approximations. The experimental data are taken from
Refs. 54 and 55.
From Fig. 3, we thus see that the PCOP model is quite successful in reproducing the ex-
perimental data, particularly at low energies where the ECOP calculations totally fail. At higher
energies ( above 3 eV ) where the ECOP approximation seems to work well, the difference between
the two sets of DCS is significant ( see Fig. 4 ); for example, at 2 eV, the positions of the dips in
the ECOP and PCOP curves occur at 400 and 50 ° angles respectively.
Right now there are no other DCS's ( theoretical or experimental ) available for comparison
for the positron-CO elastic collisions. It would have been interesting to have a comparison between
the PCOP and the R-matrix angular functions. It is possible that the DCS's for the positron-CO
system be measured in the laboratory in future. Only then one can conclude finally about the
usefulness of the PCOP model in the e+-CO case. In passing, we would like to mention that
at further lower energies ( below 1 eV ) the difference between various DCS calculations may be
dramatic due to a stronger dependence of the collision dynamics on the polarization/correlation
effects.
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From Fig. 3, we thus see that the PCOP model is quite successful in reproducing the ex-
perimental data, particularly at low energies where the ECOP calculations totally fail. At higher
energies ( above 3 eV ) where the ECOP approximation seems to work well, the difference between
the two sets of DCS is significant ( see Fig. 4 ); for example, at 2 eV, the positions of the dips in
the ECOP and PCOP curves occur at 400 and 500 angles respectively.
Right now there are no other DCS's ( theoretical or experimental ) available for comparison
for the positron-CO elastic collisions. It would have been interesting to have a comparison between
the PCOP and the R-matrix angular functions. It is possible that the DCS's for the positron-CO
system be measured in the laboratory in future. Only then one can conclude finally about the
usefulness of the PCOP model in the e-_-CO case. In passing, we would like to mention that
at further lower energies ( below 1 eV ) the difference between various DCS calculations may be
dramatic due to a stronger dependence of the collision dynamics on the polarization/correlation
effects.
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Finally, in Fig. 5, we demonstrate our e+-CH4 _,_ values along with experimental points. Also
shown in this Fig. 4 are the calculations using EPP models of Jain and Thompson 29 and Gianturco
et al28. The measured data are taken from Dababneh et als4 and Sueoka and Mori 55. Again we
see that the new PCOP gives very encouraging results as compared to other theoretical models
based on the EPP. However, if we look into the corresponding DCS ( Fig. 6 ) at 6 eV, the three
models give totally different type of results. We need experimental data on the DCS in order to
see which polarization approximation describes the collision properly. It is clear from Fig. 6 that
even if there is some agreement in the total cross sections, the DCS's may be quite different both
in quality and quantity.
V. Conclusions
We conclude that a true positron polarization approximation is essential to investigate the
low-energy positron collisions with atoms and molecules. Even if the EPP and PCOP total cross
sections are identical, the DCS differ significantly. We are in the process to test the sensitivity of
the Z_]/ parameter with respect to EPP and PCOP polarization models. We mention here that
in the positron scattering, the question of nonadiabaticity may not be as serious as in the case of
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electroncollisions: the reasonbeing that the positron being repelled by the nucleusof the target is
not speededup in the vicinity of the target; thus reducing the non-adiabatic effects.
In this article, we have discusseda new parameter-free positron polarization potential which
is obtained by short range e + - e- correlation energy and the correct long range behaviour of the
polarization potential. It should be realized that the inclusion of correlation/polarization effects in
positron collisions is a very hard problem. In model approaches, such as the one discussed here,
one has to compromise with the local and energy-dependent form of the polarization against its
non-local and non-adiabatic nature. The use of model polarization potentials will still continue
due to their simplicity and significant success even at the DCS level. We emphasize that all the
positron polarization models should be tested with respect to differential cross sections and the
very low energy parameters such as the scattering length and the annihilation paremeter.
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Abstract
Above incident energies of about 2 eV, the contribution to the total cross section in e+H2 scattering from the
+
Zg symmetry is insufficient to account for the experimental value. We describe calculations we have carried out of
the lowest partial waves of Zu+ symmetry and II u symmetry using the Kohn variational method. The contributions
to the total cross section from the two equivalent partial waves of FIu symmetry significantly reduce the discrepancy
with experiment up to incident energies of 4-5 eV. Comparisions are made with recent R-matrix calculations per-
formed by Danby and Tennyson 1.
Introduction
For incident energies up to about 2eV, the contribution to the total cross section in e+H2 scattering from the
÷
lowest partial wave of Zg symmetry is sufficient to account for the experimental value provided Hylleraas-type
functions, containing the positron-electron distance as a linear factor, are included in the Kohn trial function 2. The
+ symmetry is the analogue of the s-wave in positron or electron-atom scattering. The nextlowest partial wave of Zg
symmetries from which significant contributions may be expected as the energy increases above 2 eV are the ZS and
1-Iu symmetries. The lowest partial waves of these symmetries are the analogue of the p-wave in positron or
electron-atom scattering. The decrease in symmetry in changing from an atomic target such as H or He to H 2 splits
the p-wave between the two symmetries: the m = 0 component is included in the Y-_ symmetry, whereas the
m = + 1 component is included in the rIu symmetry.
The asymptotic-effective potential between the target hydrogen molecule and an incident positron is of the
form
QP2(cos 0) o_0 a2P2(cos/9) (1)
V(r) r_** r 3 2r 4 2r 4
r and 0 are spherical coordinates of the positron measured from the nuclear centre of mass, with the z-axis along
the nuclear axis. Q is the quadrupole moment of the hydrogen molecule. The first term in (1) is the asymptotic
form of the static potential, first order in the interaction between the positron and the target. The other terms are of
second order, c_0 and a 2 are respectively the spherical and non-spherical dipole polarisabilities of the hydrogen
molecule, and are linear combinations of all and a t , the dipole polarisabilities parallel and perpendicular to the
nuclear axis. In second order perturbation theory, the expressions for a u and a± are made up of contributions from
virtual excitations to states of Zu+ and FIu electronic symmetry respectively 3.
÷
The Z s partial wave trial function used in reference 2 did not include functions with the correct asymptotic
form to deal with the long-range polarisation of the molecule. However, there is evidence from Kohn calculations
of e+H and e+I--Ie scattering that short-range exponentially decaying trial functions are adequate in the case of the
s-wave except in the vicinity of zero energy 4'5. It is reasonable to expect that this will be the case for Kohn
calculations of the lowest partial wave of Zg symmetry in e+H2 scattering. There is no centrifugal barrier 6 and the
phase shift is determined by the positron-molecule interaction at all separations and not just when the positron is
far from the molecule.
This is not the case for higher partial waves which experience centrifugal barriers. For sufficiently low
incident energies long-range behaviour dominates and the phase shifts for these partial waves may be obtained from
the first Born approximation 7 using the asymptotic potential (1). Armour and Piummer s show for e+H2 scattering
that the correct behaviour of the phase shifts at very low energies follows naturally from the Kohn equations if the
trial function includes long-range polarisation functions of the correct form.
Several authors 5'9'1° have reported poor convergence of p-wave phase shifts at low incident energies
(incident wave number k = 0.1 ao t ,0.2at 1) in Kohn calculations of e+H and e+He scattering that did not include
long-range polarisation functions in the trial function. Armour 11 found similar behaviour at low energies in a Kohn
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calculationof the lowest partial wave of Y-u+ symmetry in e+H2 scattering that took no account of long-range polari-
sation. The trial functions for the present calculations of the lowest partial waves of Zu+ and FIu symmetries include
+
long-range polarisation functions, separable correlation functions of 2g, ZS, Flu and l-Is electronic symmetries, and
Hylleraas-type functions, important at higher energies (k > 0.1 at --1) for taking into account short-range interactions
between the positron and the target electrons.
The Calculations
The calculations are extensions of the earlier calculations 2' 11. Prolate spheroidal coordinates are employed in
the fixed nuclei model and the open channel functions are made up of solutions to the free-particle equation in this
coordinate system appropriate to the lowest partial waves of Zu+ symmetry and I-Iu symmetry, respectively. With
5r"G the model H 2 ground-state wave function, the correlation functions are of the form
N(_._' _.b'# ['lz a'[M,cos(¢l - ¢3) ]Pi[ M_ cos ¢1 ]qir _'3
.,a._b c. d.r,.
+,t2',tt'l.z2'l.tl'tM2cos(¢2-¢3)]e'[M2cosez]q'rJ'3)e-#(x'+x2)fi(3)_ a. (2)
Coordinates 1 and 2 represent the electrons and coordinates 3 represent the positron, and
2_'/.tj' e-':'a3M_' [M 3 cos 03 ] u, (separable and Hylleraas functions),
fi(3) = sin c)t 3 ]
or /
cos cA.3 (M 3 tt"[ M 3 cos _3 ]"' (polarisation functions).
Mi = [(_./2_ 1)(1-/1/2)] ½.
ai, bi, ci, di, Pi, qi, ri, si, ti, ui, vi and w i are non-negative integers and a, fl, y and N are constants, c = ½kR,
with R the nuclear separation, rl3 is the separation between electron 1 and the positron.
For overall Zu+ symmetry, ci+di+si is odd and qi = ui = O. The Hylleraas functions have pi = O, t i = 1 and
the separable and polarisation functions have t i = 0, w i = 1, v i = 2, Pi = 0 or 1. For the 1-Iu calculation ci+ di + si
is even. The Hylleraas functions have Pi = qi = O, tl = u_ = 1, the separable and polarisation functions have
t i = O, w i = 2, vi = 1. For the separable functions, three sets of values are used for Pi, qi and ui: Pi = O, qi = O,
u i = 1, pi = 1, qi = O, u i = 1 andPi = O, qi = 1, u i = O. The two sets of values with qi= 0 are used for the
polarisation functions. In both calculations the polarisation functions have either Z_ or l-I_ electronic symmetry.
Discussion of Results
The Z + wave calculation is described elsewhere 12. We find that the low-energy (k _< 0.1 at -l) behaviour is
dominated by the polarisation functions: the Born approximation is approximately obeyed in this region although
the phase shifts fall off slightly as k approaches 0.1 at 1. For higher incident energies up to k = 1.0at I the Hyl-
leraas functions contribute most to the phase shifts, although the polarisation functions remain important. There is
good agreement with eigenphase sums for the Z_+ symmetry obtained by Danby and Tennyson I using the R-matrix
method with a systematic treatment of intermediate and long-range polarisation using polarised pseudostates.
Towards the top of the energy range the R-matrix eigenphase sums become increasingly larger than the Kohn phase
shifts; this may be due to the fact that the Kohn calculation does not allow for mixing of partial waves. Both
calculations predict that the contribution to the total scattering cross section from this symmetry is much too small
to reduce significantly the discrepancy with experiment above 2 eV.
For the FIu wave, the polarisation functions again dominate low energy behaviour and the Born approximation
is followed for k < 0.1 at 1. Above k = 0.1 at I the polarisation functions have less influence. The phase shifts
using separable and separable plus polarisation functions are slightly larger than the corresponding R-matrix eigen-
1 + 2
phase sums for the 17u symmetry . As in the case of the Z s wave , the inclusion of the Hylleraas functions sub-
stantially boosts the calculated phase shifts. The discrepancy with the experimental total cross section is
significantly reduced; adding together the contributions from the Zg, _+ and the two equivalent I-Iu partial waves
13gives totals that are comparable with the results of Hoffman et al up to 4-5 eV.
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Wearecurrentlyadaptingourcalculationsto allowfor mixingof partialwavesin eachs_,mmetry.Thismay
improveresultsat theupperendof theenergyrangeunderconsideration.TheR-matrix results" suggest that higher
symmetries give contributions to the total cross section comparable to that of the Y.u+ symmetry above k = 0.4 ao--I .
We are currently adapting our work to include the rig symmetry.
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AB INITIO R-MATRIX CALCULATIONS OF e +- MOLECULE
SCATTERING
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ABSTRACT
The adaptation of the molecular R-matrix
method, originally developed for electron-molecule
collision studies, to positron scattering is discussed.
A b initio R-matrix calculations are presented for col-
lisions of low-energy positrons with a number of di-
atomic systems including H2, HF and N2. Differen-
tial elastic cross-sections for e+-H2 show a minimum
at about 450 for collision energies between 0.3 and
0.5 Ryd. Our calculations predict a bound state of
e+HF. Calculations on inelastic processes in N2 and
02 are also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The first principles calculation of low-energy
positron molecule collision parameters is an active
area which has recently been reviewed by Armour 1.
The most accurate calculations have largely been
confined to hydrogenic targets. Over the past few
years we have been studying positron collisions from
a variety of diatomic targets 2-T. As we will show,
these calculations have now reached the stage where
they not only aim to reproduce experiment but have
made a number of experimentally testable predic-
tions.
METHOD
The R-matrix method has been successfully used
for a number of years by Burke, Noble and co-
workers to study low-energy electron molecule col-
lisions, see Gillan et al s for a recent presentation
of the theory. These calculations have been able to
reproduce even subtle features of observed electron-
molecule collisions.
The basis of the R-matrix method is the division of
space into two regions. The internal region is con-
tMned in a sphere centred on the target molecule
centre-of-mass. This sphere is assumed to entirely
enclose the target charge distribution. Typically,
and for all calculations discussed below, the sphere
has a radius of 10 a0.
For positron-molecule collisions, the potential in
the internal region comprises the repulsive positron
- nuclei terms and the attractive, multicentre
positron-electron interaction. The latter is partic-
ularly difficult to represent accurately. In the ex-
ternal region, the potential has a simple multipolar
form representing the static moments of charge dis-
tribution and the dipole polarisability of the target.
An advantage of the R-matrix method is that com-
putations on the difficult internal region are per-
formed independent of scattering energy. This is
done because the finite sphere has the effect of dis-
cretising the continuum which is then represented
by numerical functions. These functions in principle
form a complete set but in practice are truncated
at some collision energy 2-3 times the highest en-
ergy of interest. The numerical functions augment
L2 functions, Slater Type Orbitals, which are used
represent the target and to carry short range polar-
isation effects.
The R-matrix method of electron-molecule scat-
tering has been extended to allow parallel studies for
positron impact. Modifications consists of altering
the signs of the relevant Coulomb integrals, neglect-
ing exchange with target electrons and allowing the
positron to occupy filled electron spinorbitals. In the
internal region short and intermediate range polar-
isation effects are treated, respectively, by allowing
single electron excitations of the target and by the
introduction of polarised pseudostates. The asymp-
totic form of the polarisation potential is adopted
for the outer region. Details of the implementation
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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of the R-matrix method for positron scattering cal-
culations can be found in refs. 2 and 6.
RESULTS
Hydrogen molecule
Positron-H2 calculations have been the subject of
a series of studies by Armour and co-workers 1. The
best of these calculations are of high accuracy us=
ing explicit functions of the e- - e+ coordinates,
so called Hylleraas functions, to give a good rep-
resentation of electron-positron correlation, usually
described as target polarisation effects. These calcu-
lations form a benchmark against which other meth-
ods can be tested.
We have recently completed a study of low-energy
e+-H2 collisions 6. These calculations tested several
target representations, the best being one which re-
covered about 90% of the H2 correlation energy.
Methods of including short-, long- and intermediate-
range polarisation effects were studied. These calcu-
lations showed that our short-range polarisation was
not sufficient for the lowest _+ symmetry but gave
a good representation of higher symmetries. This
enabled us to calculate differential cross sections for
elastic e+-H2 collisions, an example of which is given
below.
0.800
0.400
0.000
0 60 120 180
Fig. 1 Differential cross section, in a_ sr -1, for
e+-H_ collisions 6.
These differential cross sections are of interest be=
cause they show a pronounced structure with a min-
imum in the cross section for all but the lowest en-
ergies. For scattering energies above 0.3 Ryd and
below the positronium formation threshold this min-
imum is in the 40 ° - 60 ° region. Such minima have
been predicted for e+ - Noble gas systems but have
yet to be confirmed experimentally.
Hydrogen fluoride
The collisions of low-energy electrons with polar
molecules have caused considerable recent interest
because of the observation of sharp spikes, partic-
ularly in vibrational excitation cross sections, for a
number of these systems. It is now generally ac-
cepted that these spikes are caused by resonances
associated with ro-vibrationally excited states of a
very weakly bound negative ion of the system in
question. A well studied 9 example of such systems
is e--HF.
Of course for positron scattering any correspond-
ing series of resonances would have immediate conse-
quences for positron annihilation rates. A number of
systems have been observed to have unusually high
values of Ze/! 10, several of which are molecules with
a large dipole moment. R-matrix positron scattering
calculations on HF do indeed reveal the presence of
a weakly bound state 5.
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Fig. 2 Eigenphase sums for e+-HF scattering with
]C+ symmetry as a function of the degree of polari-
sation included in the calculation.
Since the publication of these calculations a pro-
gramming error in our code has come to light e. This
error only affects the inclusion of short range po-
larisation in our calculations and does not alter our
conclusion that the e+HF system supports a bound
state. Above we give corrected eigenphase sums for
scattering at the equilibrium HF geometry of 1.733
ao. These eigenphase sums are, in order of increasing
value, for static, static plus _ polarisation and static
plus _ and H polarisation models. These models are
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analogous to those of Danby and Tennyson (1988).
For all models the HF eigenphase sums show a pro-
nounced threshold peak characteristic of the pres-
ence of a bound state. Confirmation of a bound state
can be obtained by searching the complex k plane
to find a pole in the S-matrix (Morgan and Burke
1988). This analysis showed e+HF to be bound by
1.4 xl0 -9 Ryd in the static model and 3.1 xl0 -9
Ryd in the E + II polarisation model. Adding fur-
ther polarisation increases the binding energy to 3.3
× 10 -9 Ryd.
Other systems
Calculations have been performed for scattering
off a number of other diatomic targets such CO 3,4,
Nz 2,4,7 and F2. These calculations have explored not
only elastic effects, such as those discussed above,
but also inelastic processes. The e+ - CO calcu-
lations considered rotational excitation. Studies of
vibrational excitation of N2, of importance for the
thermalisation of positrons in air, are nearing com-
pletion. Finally we have embarked on a study of
electronic excitation effects in e+ - 02 collisions, a
system for which unusual phenomena have already
been observed experimentally I1.
CONCLUSIONS
Several positron - diatom collision systems have
now been studied using the R-matrix method. These
calculations have been shown to be capable of mak-
ing firm predictions that are experimentally verifi-
able. It is clear that the calculations suffer from a
weakness in that they uniformly underestimate the
contribution due to the correlated positron - elec-
tron motions. This short range polarisation effect is
most important at very low energies and for the pen-
etrating s wave. Comparisons with H2 calculations
suggest that our calculations on symmetries higher
than E + are not sensitive to this omission.
None of the calculations presented here made al-
lowance for a positronium exit channel. This means
that their range of validity is restricted to below the
positronium formation threshold which occurs at a
few eV for most molecules. Extension of our calcu-
lations into this region presents a formidable chal-
lenge, but one which is ripe for a concerted attempt
to tackle.
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FOR POSITRON SCATTERING FROM ARGON AND NEON
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ABSTRACT
We have applied an optical potential method to the
calculation of positron scattering from the noble gases in
order to determine the effect of open excitation channels
on the shape of differential scattering cross sections.
THEORY
In positron-atom scattering the usual close-coupling
expansion for the total wavefunction in terms of the sum
of products of the bound-state wavefunctions of the tar-
get atom and the one-projectile scattering wavefunctions
leads to the following set of integro-differential equations
for the radial parts F+ of the scattering wavefunctions:
-_,(d_---_ li(l +r2+ 1) + P) _i(_)
(_) (1)
J
Here the potentialterms Vii are given by
N
1
r k=l
and the _+ are the bound-state wavefunctions of the N-
electrontarget.
In practiceonly a finitenumber ofbound targetstates
can be included in the close-couplingexpansion. Hence,
we approximate the effectof the higher discretetarget
statesas wellas the ionizationcontinuum by means ofan
opticalpotential.We dividethe space ofscatteringfunc-
tionsinto P- and Q-spaces. We choose for the P-space
the elasticchannel only and thus the Q-space contains
allinelastichannels.In the Q-space we neglectallcou-
plingsbetween differentchannels but retainthe couplings
between the P- and Q-spaces. Thus our method requires
the solutionofthe inhomogeneous differentialequation
(_r2 li(li+r2 1) 2vii(r)+k_) F,(r)
= 2Ko(.) ro(.) (3)
for the radial functions F+ belonging to the Q-space. Here
Fo is the P-space (elastic) channel wavefunction. In our
previous work t we ignored the diagonal term Vii above
and solved equation (3) by means of the free-particle
Green's function involving the standard Riccati-Bessel
functions.
In eithercasethe solutiontoequation (3) can be writ-
ten as
/0 °°
Fi(.)= -2 d/Gi(.,e)V+0(.')F0(/) (4)
where the Green's function Gi(r,r')isgiven by
I
Gi(r,r' ) = _ fh(kir<)[gh(kir>)+ift,(kir>)] (5)
The functions ft and gz are the regular and irregular
solutions of equation (3) with the right-hand-side put to
zero.
Upon substitution of equation (4) into the P-space
form of equation (1) we obtain
(d__22 I(I + 1)
_ 2 Voo(,')+ k') Fo(,')
= - U_t(r)Fo(r ) (6)
where the opticalpotentialisgiven by
u3 _(_)Fo(,')
_'Vo+(_) G+(,,_') V,o(,') Fo(e) (7)
The real part of the optical potential represents polariza-
tion while the imaginary part represents absorption due
to the inelastic channels.
When the Vii are ignored, f_ and g_ are the Riccati-
Bessel functions, x However, if we retain the diagonal po-
tentials in equation (3), then fl and gt have to be found
by a numerical solution of the homogeneous differential
equation.
RESULTS
We have extended our previous work on argon t by
using the numerical Green's functions in the optical po-
tential. We have also carried out similar calculations for
positron scattering from neon.
The overall effect of retaining the diagonal potentials
and hence using numerical Green's functions is quite
small, i.e. of the order of a few percent of the differ-
ential cross sections at all angles.
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The results of using optical potentials for positron-
neon scattering yields cross sections whose behaviour is
very similar to that of argon. In particular, the dis-
tinct minimum in the differential cross section which we
obtained in our previous polarized-orbital calculations 2
is no longer present when the optical potential is used.
Below we present some typical results for positron scat-
tering from argon and neon.
I
Figure 1 illustrates the differential cross section for
positron scattering from argon at 30 eV. The polarized-
orbital calculation 2 shows a deep minimum at 21 ° while
the two optical potential calculations, which differ only
slightly, do not exhibit any such behaviour. The normal-
ized experimental data 3 clearly favour the latter calcula-
tions.
I
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FIG. 1. Positron scattering from argon at 30 eV. (--), ten-state optical potential using free-
wave Green's functions1; (- - -), ten-state optical potential using numerical Green's functions;
(---), polarized-orbital approximationS;., experimental data normalized at 60.°3
2O
Figure 2 illustrates similar results for positron scat-
tering from neon at 20 eV. Finally in figure 3 we show
positron scattering from argon at 8.5 eV. At this energy
only the elastic channel is open. Here the experimental
data clearly show a minimum and agree well with the
shape of the polarized-orbital calculations. 2
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FIG. 2. Positron scattering from neon at 20 eV. (_), fourteen-state optical potential using
free-wave Green's functions; (- - -), fourteen-state optical potential using numerical Green's
functions; (---), polarized-orbital approximation2; *, experimental data normalized at 90.04
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ANGULAR CORRELATION STUDIES IN NOBLE GASES
P G Coleman
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ABSTRACT
T_ere has b=en a recent revival of
interest in the measurement of angular
correlation of anninil_tion photons from
the decay of positrons ant posicronium
in gases. This revival has been
stimulated by the possibility offered by
the tecnnlque (a) to sne_ new llgnt on
the apparently low posi_ronlum formation
fraction in _ne heavier noole gases: and
(_) to provide Information on
positronium quenching processes in gas=s
suc_ as oxygen• There is also c_e
potential for learning aoou= positronium
slowing down in gases.
This review wi _ focus on experimental
noole gas work concucted in t_e U.K. and
Japan, ant consicers _na_ new inform-
ation n=s Oeen, ant may be, gained from
these stacies.
INTRODUCTION
Correct description of the angular
correlation between ga_rLma photons
emit=e_ upon the annihilation of
positrons by atomic electrons, 1(5) has
long been recognise_ as a stringent test
of theories cescribing positron-atom
interactions. For this reason many
tneor_tical papers report calculations
of scattering cross sections also
in_c_ [(=) and tne annihilation cross
sec_isns resulting from _ne formalism
employer. _-_ Some results for [{9) for
the hoof= gases are cepic=ee _n figure I.
However, experimental studles of I(@)
nave Oeen literally few and far b=tween,
altnoug_ the tecnnique has been wioely
usec for condensed matter research.
Page and coworKers published a snort
He
Xe
Kr
• Ar
' Ne
f
.2
5 10 15
O {m r)
Figure 1
TheorecZcal angular correlation
results from refs 1-5. Humoer-
ston's motel H5 is plotted for
He; the c=l.u_=_1ons of DraCnman
ant McEacnran et al for He ale
0etween the plots :'or Kr ant Xe.
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Figure 2
Measured Ps formation fractions
for the noble gases (from life-
time measurements_). Snaaed
areas Gepict the range of values
preaicte_ by the Ore model.
reporte_ the observation of fast
lifetime components in spectra for both
Kr and Xe. An example is shown in
figure 3. Wr_gnt et al attributed the
fast components to resonant capture of
o-Ps into snort-livea bound status by
t_e Kr and Xe atoms, 5_e measured fast
lifetimes representing the capture
ratner than the annihilation rates. An
alternative picture proposed by Jacobsen
involves the spin conversion of fast o-
Ps into p-Ps, wnose aecay is responsible
for the fast components. Wright et al
suggested tn_t the models _escribing the
mecnanlsm for Ps for_mtion an_ Gecay in
the neavy noble gases could be tested by
angular correlation measurements, and
experiments were later performed on the
two-dimensional angular correlation
spectrometer at t_e University of East
Anglia. _9 The nope here was that the p-
Ps component - difficult to identify
series of papers in the late I_50's in
WhiCh t_e angular correlation tecnnique
was used to study positronium quenching
ana t_e effects of nign electric fields
on posi5ronium formation _'7, bus tneir
work in noble gases was restricted to
argon. Until recently the only other
_orK in gases has focusseG on
positronium chemistry in molecular
gases _-_, ans measurements in liquiG
noble gases which were use_ in
comparisons wit_ the tneoreticai
calculations referred _o adore. _
The recent, albeit small, revival in
experimental work in this area has been
in part stimulate_ oy _ne intriguing
results from positron _°f=cime
measurements in the noble gases that the
amount of ortno-posizronium (o-Ps)
formed in krypton an_ xenon appears to
be mucn lower tnan is exp_cte_ from 5he
Ore mocei predictions. The results,
summarise_ in figure 2, were originally
re_orte_ Oy Coleman _t a_ _ and ;_rignt
et al __ an_ nave been _iscuss=_ in
review papers incluoing _nose o:'
Cnarltsn _° _nd Gr:ff/%n. _: ?hey wet=
oursu_d further Dy aright et a£, _
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Figure 3
Lifetime spectrum for Xe at 9.5_
amagat and 297K. _' The inset
snows two fas_ components
a_ribu_e_ by nrign% _t al _o
resonant capture o_" o-Ps in5o
azomic _ounc states.
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directly in lifetime spectra - coula be
seen in i(_) measurements, ana thus
provide _lternative information on the
amount of positronium formea.
During the came period Hyodo ano
coworkers nave also used the (one-
dimensional) angular correlation
tecnnique to study positron-gas
annihilation, using silica aerogel to
stop enough positrons in a thin region
to allow high-resolution angular
correlation measurements to be mace with
good statlstics, irrespective of gas
pressure, in addition to a number of
measurements of positronium quenching in
molecular gases 2° , these researchers
nave also attackeo the problem of Ps
formation in xenon '1,22 and have obtained
angular correlation data for He, Ne, At,
Kr and Xe. 23
,_e shall now consider in more oeDail the
experimental results for the noble
gases. Their contribucions to date to
the understanding of positronium
formabion an_ slowing oown in noble
gases will be assessed, in addition to
any ne_ information they provide on the
basic positron-atom annihilation
process.
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Figure q
]D angular correlation spectra
mcasur_c by HelnDerg _nc ?age. °
EARLY MEASUREMENTS
Figure 4 snows the result of Heinberg
an_ Page ° for argon. The gas was at high
pressure - 27 atmospheres - and
measurements (one-dimensional angular
correlation) were taken wicn ano without
a I T magnetic field present. The
results are interesting because they
show the appearance of a narrow
component with the application of the
magnetic field. This the authors
correctly assigned to "tnermalis_c"
positronium, the relatively long-lived
m=O o-Ps/p-Ps mixed state. Before
proceeding further, then, it may be
useful to consider briefly the
observables in the angular correlation
measurements with which we are concerned
_ere.
OBSERVABLES
I. Free positron-atom annihilation.
Here tne positron is assumed to be
tnermalised; Widths (FWHM) of i(O)
curves range from about 6 to 12 mrad,
reflecting the mean momenta of electrons
available for annihilation.
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3. Mixed-state posltronium decay.
Angular correlation measurements are
often performed With the sample in a
high magnetic field, usually used to
transport positrons over a few cm from
the radioactive source to the sample, so
that the source is out of sight of the
detectors placea at either side.
In a magnetic field B, the m=O triplet
substdte of positronium mixes with the
singlet state. Tne decay rates of the
mixed states, AI and A2, are given Dy
the expressions
A l - (I - xa)i S + x2_ T
ana a2 = x2A S + (I - x2)A T
where A_ and A_ are the annihilation
rates fo_ single_ and triplet decay,
respectively (at low gas pressures -
5xI0 ° and 7.1_x10 e e -_, respectively)
and x = 2e_=/zncLw.
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At B = 0.ST, the field used in the UEA
experiments aescribed later, x 2 = 0.012
ana _l . 7._x109s -l (=_.) an_ A_ _ =
_.Tns. There is - 91% mixing at 0.ST ana
the states decay via two-gamma emission,
so that the anninilation p_otons
contribute to i(0) spectra.
State I is almost identical to unmixed
p=Ps. Let us assume tnac no positronium
formed above the upper __miC of the Ore
Gap - the atomic ionisation threshold -
i.e., having kinetic energy greater than
its binding energy (6.oeV) -survives its
next collision. Then we can say that a_
_ime zero we have a p-Ps energy
Uistribution ranging from 0 _o o.oeV.
Because the mean life of p-Ps in the gas
is _125ps significant slowing down prior
to annihilation is unlikely, and
component peaks of similar width
(-10mrad) snoula be present in spectra
for all the noble gases, of intensity
corresponding to one quarter of the
total positronium aecays.
State 2 is relatively very long-lived
positronium, and as sucn can lose much
of its energy in elastic coliisions wi_n
gas atoms prior to anninila5ion. This
results in a narrower component on tn_
measured spectra, such as chat of
Heinberg ana Page; 5he lignter the gas
atoms tne more efficient the slowing
aown and the narrower the component.
(The gas aensity is so nigh in figure 4
that almost 100% tnermalisation is
likely.) One can arrive at a crude
escimat_ the aegree of slowing cown by
assuming that tne mixed-state
positronium atoms lose 2m/M of _neir
energy on each elastic collision. Then,
one can snow tnat after one mean
lifetime (say 10ns) a 6.oeV Ps atom will
have slowed to [0.3_ + 6.2/Z] -2 eV in
one atmospnere of a noble gas of atomic
number Z and elastic scattering cross
section of 5x10-*%m 2. For helium this
yielas 0.27eV (so thermalis3_ion is
almost certain), whereas in x_non the
energy after 10ns i3 only 5.4eV - almos_
no slo_ing down at all.
Note tn_t tne tn_'ee-gamma oecay of o-Ps
atoms is not cctected,as cne technique
relies on the detection of two almost
anticollinear gamma rays; therefore in a
strong magnetic field only half of the
positronium formea can contribute to an
angular correlation spectrum (i.e, tt_ot
in sta_es ] and 2 above).
SILICA AEROGEL MEASUREMENTS
HyoGo ana coworkers nave performea a
series of experiments in nooie ana
molecular gases with a nigh-resolution
long-slit one-dimensional angular
correla5ion apparatus described in
reference 20. The annihilation signal
rate was increased significantly, for
gas pressures of one atmospnere or less,
B=2.9_ 0 .'%
:%1_{m
; Oo
@@ •
...... - % .....
o-" "-,.
.w" "-..
../\..
V_
-10 -5 0 5
Mom=n%um in lO-'mc
Figure 5
ID spectra of KaKimo_o et al z_
for noole gases (with aerogel
moccrator), exnioitlng narrow
components corresponding co tn_
cecay of mixea-snace Ps.
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by stopping the positrons in silica
aerogel (an aggregate of amorphous Si0z
fine particle grains). This, naturally,
gives rise to signal arising from
interactions with the aerogel, which is
measured separately and subtracted from
the data.
-I0 -5 _.:-,,'n..._ 5
Ne _.
-I0 -5 .j.-LJJ-._t S
_5
-Io -s ,,......... ?.,, S
Xe__
-I0 -5 ...-.-.-o..,. S
Vocuum,
-lO -5 o s
Momenfum(10"] mc}
Figure 6
ID spectra of Kakimoto and
Hyodo 2_ for noble gases, demon-
strating the increasing Ps
formation probabilities as Z
increases, in contradiction with
the results ShOWn in Fig.2 from
lifetime measurements.
Slowing down of posi%ronium
Figure 5, taken from reference 22,
exhibits narrow pea_s attributed to the
long-lived ("state 2") ?s referred to
above. The Croacening of the peax as Z
increases is consistent with tne
Cecreasing slowing-down efficiencies
discussed earlier. The peak in vacuum is
due to Ps formed in t_e sr_ns.
o
Pressurl of XI (afml
Figure 7
RelJtive intensity of mixed-
state Ps in Xe as a function of
gas pressure (from ref.22). The
aecrease in intensity is
interpreted as evlaence of
strong o-Ps quencning in X_.
Positronium formation in xenon
The same authors nave concluded from
their measurements in the noole gases
and in xenon at different pressures and
in a magnetic field (ref.21) that (a)
t_ere is substantial Ps formation in Kr
ana Xe (see, for example, figure 6), and
that (b) part of the long-lived Ps is
quencned by xenon (figure 7). This
latter observation, say the authors,
subst4ntiates the mod_l proposea by
Wright et al based on the formation of
Ps-xenon resonance states curing Ps
slowing down.
TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANGULAR
CORRELATION MEASUREMENTS
Measurements of two-dimensional angular
correlation spectra for positrons and
positronium annihilating in pure He, Ne,
Ar, Kr and Xe, and in He-Xe mixtures,
nave Deen performea using the Anger-
camera basec system ceveloped and Ouilt
at the University of East Anglia. 2_ Tnls
work was in collaboration with Lne
posltron group at University College
Lonuon.
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The spectrometer, usea for many years to
stuay electron momentum densities in
metals and alloys, was adapted for the
study of gases by (a) removing the
existing sample nolcer, (b) installing a
needle valve for the introauction of
gases, ana (c) using redesignea lead
collimators WhiCh reduced the
proDability for detecting scatterea
gamma rays and defined well tne viewed
gas volume (_SmmxSmmxSmm). No inner gas
cell was usea; it was founu from early
trials that premature annihilations froml
the cell walls and winoows, especially
of energetic Ps, could aistort the
measured spectra. Thus, only
annihilation events in the gases were
recoraed; the probability of o-Ps
reaching and be annihilatea at the siael
I
walls of the entire sample cnamber,J
within sight of the cameras, was founaJ
to be negligible. A constant magnetic(
fiela of 0.8T is used to transport
positrons from the source to the viewed
target volume, and so the mixed state Ps
atoms discussed above are present.
0 0
-20
Figure 8
2D angular correlation result
for argon at ] atm, typical of
those collected wit_ the UEA
spectrometer. The spectra are
cylindrically symmetrical Out a
central cu: (or angular average)
allows petter aeflnltion of
component peaks cnan the
equivalent ]D spectrum.
Unlike Hyodo et al, these measurements
do not nave the benefit of aerogel to
stop positrons _nd increase statistics;
by the same token, however, there is no
aerogel background signal. EaCh run too_
several days (the lower the stopping
power of the gas, the longer the run_
needed) and the cameras were movea in to
5m either siae of the source, with an
unavoidable loss of resolution (measured
by recording spectra for a sample of
quartz of suitable size: a_ _ j.4mr). A
pressure of one atmosphere was
maintained for each gas Studied, this
being the maximum allowaole in the
sample chamber. A typical two-
dimensional result is ShOWn in figure 8;
as the spectra are cylinarically
symmetrical there is strictly no neec
for two-(as opposed to one-) aimensional
measurements. However, if a central cut
through the 2D peak is taken - or,i
better still, a cylinarical _verage is
aerivea - resolution of aifferent
components is more readily achieved than
witn a ID spectrum. However, after
extracting components from the peak, one
then has to normalise intensities by
first multiplying Dy the p_a_ _idth.
(For example, the ratio of the volume of
revolution of a Gaussian aistribution to
its area is proportional to its standara
deviation.)
Angularly-averagea results for helium
and xenon are ShOWn in figure 9. The
most important aifference is the
presence of a separable narrow component
in the He spectrum, again corresponding
to "state 2" positronium reduced almost
to thermal energies by collisions wltn
the light He atoms. In xenon it is not
possible to identify a narrow component,
and - unfortunately - tnis means that
wit_1out careful moaeiling the data
cannot _
_e_ us alrectly wnether there is
a Ps component present or not. A
possibility here is the interpretation
of a series of He/X_ mixture results; as
the Ore Gaps of the two gases uo noc
overlap, aria the scattering cross
sections for Xe Should swamp those for
He, it is hoped that _ne _e atoms _ct
primarily as moderators for the Ps
formed in the Xe. inoeeC, a narrow
component is seen Ln the mixture runs,
I04
I(8)
-20 40 0 .10 -20
6 (m r)
Figure 9
Central cuts tnrougn 2D spectra
for He and Xe. The He spectrum
is separated into positron/p-Ps
and the narrower (snaced) "state
2" Ps components. The latter is
of wiatn close to the resolution
of tt_e spectrometer, and of
intensity consistent with the Ps
fraction shown in Fig.2. The
width of the unshacea component
is closer to the those
calculated by Drachman an_
McEachran et al, Humberston's
moGel DB, and the liquid He
results of ref.13, than
Humberston's H5 calculation
(which is plotted in Fig.l).
and future analysis may yield more
information on Ps formation in xenon.
Figure 10 shows a three-Gausslan fit to
the angularly-averaged argon spectrum.
The positron component is computeG to be
805 of the spectrum (rotated about the
vertical through its centre) ana of
width 11.5 mr, the state I p-Ps-like
component 10% (widtn 10.2mr) and the
state 2 long-lived Ps component I05
(width 5.7mr). Remembering that only
nalf of 5h Ps formed can be observed on
the spectrum, the positron result is
consistent with 35% Ps formation in
argon; its shape can be compared with
the i(9) calculation of .4cEacnran et al 3
and the liquic dr_on result of 6riscoe
et al. _' (see figure 11). Clearly, very
satisfactory agreement is obtained.
Finally, the argon spectrum tells us
that as the narrow componen_ is still
relatively wide, the state 2 Ps aroma
are far from being thermalised through
collisions wi_h t_e argon atoms -
perhaps still retaining, on average,
-4eV at annihilation. This figure is
reasonably consistent With t_e first-
order calculations discussed in the
preceding section.
l(e)
Argon
Ic
0
,/
J
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!
0
O(mr)
t
\
+10 +2Q
Figure 10
2D results for argon, cylind-
rically averaged. Gas pressure
1 atmospnere, B = 0.8T. Compon-
en5 A is cue to free positron
annihilation, B is p-Ps (state
I) and C is state 2 Ps.
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CONCLUSIONS
Heturning to the main motivations behind
current activity in tnis field:
1. Positrontum formation tn xenon
Hydro and coworkers claim tilat their
results are consistent With the model of
Wright et al, i.e. that positronium
forms as expectea (from Ore Gap
considerations) but that o-Ps atoms are
captured efficiently into an atomic
bound state. Certainly positronium
formation cross sections in Xe are
large 2s and there is no reason to expect
that positronium snoula not De formed in
positron-xenon collisions. The 2D
measurements at East Anglia, at the time
of writing, do not proviae us with clear
evidence of Ps formation in Xe; hopes of
unconstrained multicomponent fits to Xe
spectra sucn as that illustrated in 9
must be considered to be remote if not
impossible. It may De that measurements
in pure Kr and Xe at much higher
densities, such as those used by
Heinberg and Page, would exhibit
discernable features. However, there is
some hope that the He-Xe mixture data
may provide some relevant information,
and we await further careful analyses of
these aata.
2. Positronlum Slowing Down
Both Japanese and British groups appear
to De able to provide information on
positronium slowing down by elastic
collisions with atoms, and With careful
moaelling one may even nope to gain some
information on the orcer of magnitude of
the Ps-atom scattering cross sections.
The relative widths of the mixed-state
Ps components snoula at leas5 proviae a
comparison between those noble gases for
which this component can be identified.
Direct measurement of Ps-atom scattering
cross sections is planned at University
College Loncon.
Ansular correlation measurements in bOth
3He aria "He were performed as part of
the UEA-UCL collaboration, in the hope
that comparison of the wictns of the
stace 2 pcsitronium component would
reflect only the mass cifference _etwe_n
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Figure 11
Calculated I(e) from ref 4
(solid line) togetner with
experimental results for liquid
argon (ref 13) and the gaussian
positron component from Fig.t0
(broken line).
the helium atoms; this would then allow
assignment of a mean Ps-atom cross
section in the few-eV region.
Unfortunately, however, bOth 3He and _He
are efficient Ps moderators; the widths
of both state 2 Ps peaks are very close
to the system resolution, implying near-
thermalisation of Ps in both gases.
3. I(O) for Positron-Atom Annihilation
There is now hope that new experimental
values for annihilation in the gaseous
state will be availaole for direct
comparison with theoretical calculations
The UEA-UCL r_sults for He, Ne and Ar
will certainly provide i(_) for positron
annihilation, as figure 11 illustrates.
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_orK iS continuing in Japan and further
analysis of _e 2D pure gas and gas
mixture daCa is being pursued.
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POSITRON EXCITATION OF NEON
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ABSTRACT
The differential and total cross section for the excita-
tion of the 3s Ip_ and 3p 1P 1 states of neon by positron
impact have been calculated using a distorted-wave ap-
proximation. Our results agree well with experiment.
THEORY
We are continuing our earlier work on the positron
excitation of the noble gases 1'2 by calculating cross sec-
tions for the excitation of the 2p s (2P_/2) 3s 1p_, as well as
I
the 2p s (2P_/2) 3p 1P1 states of neon. We use a distorted
wave approximation similar to our former calculations
on helium.
In the incident channel the distortion potential con-
sists of the static potential plus the polarized-orbital po-
larization potential used previously for elastic scattering. 3
In the excited channel the distortion potential consists of
the appropriate static potential plus a polarization po-
tential determined by an extension of Stone's method. 4
In order to calculate this potential we construct the
following polarized orbital:
where the _o,am(r ) are the unperturbed states of the
atom and _. represents the coordinates of all the bound
electrons. The positron coordinate is represented by z
and the symbol (l'm'A'g' I l'A'Im) is the usual vector-
coupling coe_cient.
We define the adiabatic hamiltonian H_d as
-rC,.d= I¢, to + V(,.,, ) (2)
I
(1)
I
where HAtom is the hamiltonian of the unperturbed atom
and'V(r,z) represents the perturbation due to the in-
cident positron. The unknown coefficients fl_t are then
deternfined from the set of equations
and
(3a)
(3b)
for all values of n"l" and A" in the sum in (1). The
angle brackets indicate integration over the electron co-
ordinates only. The set of equations (3) are expanded
in spherical harmonics and the various terms in the per-
turbed energy E(_-) are eliminated. Sufficient numbers
of the lowest order equations from the set (3) are re-
tained in order to solve for the unknown functions _t.
Note that these are algebraic equations for the unknown
functions.
In the present work we restrict the sum in equation (1)
to a single term by taking A' = 1 and _,vv,_, as the
3s ip_, state when _,_t,_ represents the 3p 1P1 state and
I
I
vice versa. We note that the 2p53p configuration gives
rise to 3 possible multiplets, viz 1/9, 1p and 1S so that
other choices for the polarized orbital are possible. With
our particular choice the polarization potential becomes
1 yl(3s ' 3p;z) (4)4
for both states although the value for _ differs in the two
cases.
The distorted-wave T-matrix for the excitation is then
given by
(5)
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where X+ and X_ are the distorted-waves in the incident
and final channels respectively.
In the case of excitation to the 3p 1P1 state the cross
section for the m = 0 magnetic sublevel is zero. This
J
means that the differential cross section for this transi-
tion is zero for a scattering angle of 0° or 180 °. The cross
section also displays a dip near 90 ° at most energies. We
show some typical results in figure 1.
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For the excitation of the 3s 1p_, state the differential
cross sections decrease monotonically with angle.
The integrated cross sections for these two transitions
are shown in figure 2 along with the experimental data. 5
The theoretical values for the excitation of the 3s xp_,
state are comparable in magnitude to the experiment
results. The cross sections for the 3p 1P1 state are about
a sixth of the magnitude of the ones for the 3s 1p_, state.
In comparing the theoretical and experimental results
the following points should be noted. The experiment
was based upon a time-of-flight technique which only
measured scattering in the forward direction (approxi-
mately up to 60*). However, since the differential cross
sections are peaked in the forward direction this does not
introduce an appreciable error. It also measured all the
positrons which arrived at the detector within the spec-
ified time period. Thus positrons exciting a variety of
states were included and the measured cross section is a
sum of these.
I 1 I I i I i
0 30 60 90 120 150 1S0
Scattering Angle (deg)
FIG. 1. Differential cross sections for the excitation of the 3p xP1 state of neon by positron impact
at 20 eV, (--); 25 eV, (- - -); and 40 eV, (---).
r
On the theoretical side, the cross sections for the exci-
tation of the 3p 1D 1 and 3p 1Sx states should also be taken
into account when comparing with experiment. These
latter cross sections are expected to be of the same or-
der of magnitude as for the 3p 1Px state. Excitation to
higher states are not very important as the higher thresh-
old energies for these states means a longer time-of-flight
and hence a smaller proportion of the cross section was
measured.
In conclusion, while the overall magnitude of our cal-
culated cross sections agree quite well with the experi-
mental data more detailed measurements will be neces-
sary before more quantitative conclusions can be made.
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FIG. 2. Integratedcrosssectionsforthe excitationof neon by positronimpact: (_), excitation
of the 3s 1p_, state; (- - -), excitation of the 3p ZP1 state; (*), experiment. 5
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W.E. Kauppila, Steven J. Smith, C.K. Kwan, and T.S. Stein
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan 48202 USA
ABSTRACT
Measurements are being made in a
crossed-beam experiment of the relative
elastic differential cross section (DCS)
for 5-300 eV positrons scattering from
inert gas atoms (He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe)
In the angular range from 30-134 °.
Results obtained at energies around the
posltronlum (Ps) formation threshold
provide evidence that Ps formation and
possibly other inelastic channels have an
effect on the elastic scattering channel.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that DCS measure-
ments provide a sensitive test of theoret-
ical calculations. Furthermore, positron
scattering by the inert gas atoms is
particularly interesting because as the
positron energy is increased above the
lowest inelastic scattering threshold.
energy (for Ps formation) it is known 1
that the total cross sections increase
rapidly and that Ps formation may quickly
become as large or even larger than the
elastic scattering cross section. As a
result, measurements of positron elastic
DCSs for the inert gases provide some good
examples for investigating the effect of
an inelastic scattering channel (e.g., Ps
formation) on the elastic channel as the
positron energy is increased through the
Ps formation threshold.
EXPERIMENT
The basic experimental setup (shown
In Flg. i) and approach i_ the same as
that used by Hyder et al. Some
modifications that have been made to
improve the acquisition of data are the
addition of (I) a second channeltron to
detect scattered positrons, (2) a 150
mllllcurle sodlum-22 positron source, and
(3) a baffle between the primary beam path
and channeltron #2. The origin of the
_ _ Channellron
\ .-_Detecfor #3
Channeltron __ _ _ _s ',:X_(=_ . Collimalors
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slow positron primary beam (intensity
>100,O00/sec at I00 eV with a FWHM of
about 1.5 eV) is an annealed tungsten
moderator placed in front of the sodlum-22
source• Geometrical considerations and
electron measurements made in the same
system (and compared with prior
experiments) indicate an overall angular
resolution in the vicinity of elO °.
The accuracy of our measurement angles is
within a few degrees.
RESULTS
A sampling of our initial elastic DCS
measurements (with statistical uncertain-
ties) taken with our modified apparatus
for the inert gases is shown in Figs. 2-6
where they a_e_compared with various
calculations --] and some ear_ier
measurements of Hyder et al. In each
case our results are normalized to a
calculation at either 60 or 90 ° . We
do not consider meaningful the few
134 ° values that seem out-of-line with
the smaller angle values.
At high energies it is seen that our
results are in good agreement with the
eikonal Born series method calculation
(within the framework of the optical model
formalism) of Byron and Joachain at
200 eV for He and the optical m_del
calculations of Joachain et al. for
Ar at 300 eV. It is to be noted that the
present measurements are about a factor of
two^lower at 30° than Hyder et
Z
al. , which we attribute to the
addition of the above-mentioned baffle•
At positron energies just below the
Ps formation thresholds we are finding
quite good agreement with the polarized
orb t l^calculations of McEachran
al _ et
• , as is seen in Fig. 6 at 59eV
for Xe and reported by Smith et al.
for Ne at 13.6 eV and Ar at 8.7 eV. For
positron impact energies somewhat above
the Ps formation thresholds we have been
finding that our DCS measurements are
appreciably different than the above
polarized orbital calculations, as shown
in Fig. 5 for Kr at 20 eV and by Smith et
al. for Ar at 30 eV. It is to be noted
that these polarized orbital calculations
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do not include any consideration for the
effect of inelastic scattering channels on
the elastic channel. Calculations have
been made by Bartschat.et al. and
Joachain and Potvliege II where the
effect of inelastic channels on the
elastic channel (referred to as absorption
effects) have been considered and both of
these groups have found that these
absorption effects tend to remove the
structure (minimum and maximum) in the DCS
curves, which is somewhat consistent with
what we observe for Kr at 20 _V (Fig. 5)
and Ar at 30 eV (Smith et al.-). Our
20 eV Ne results in Fig. 3 are clos_ to
the calculation of McEachran et al.
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The University of Texas at Arlington
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Department of Physics
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ABSTRACT
We present absolute differential el-
astic scattering cross sections measured
with our 3-m, high-resolution, time-of-
flight spectrometer for 54.9eV positrons
incident on He. Five point moving aver-
age differential cross sections are
plotted against average scattering an-
igles which range from 14° to 36 = . Also
the averages of five differential cross
sections which have adjacent values of
scattering angle are plotted versus the
corresponding averages of the scattering
angles. The curve fitted to these data
is shaped like the theoretical curve but
has its minimum and its maximum at scat-
tering angles that are about 4 ° higher
and 15° lower respectively than predic-
ted by theory.
INTRODUCTION
The first measurements of differen-
tial elastic scattering cross sections
for positrons were made in this labora-
tory on Ar (Ref. 1) with a 25cm spectro-
meter. Recently, relative values of dif-
ferential elastic scattering cross sec-
tions, l(e), for Ar obtained with crossed-
beam apparatuses, have been reported. 2-4
The 3m time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer
with flight path 12 times that of the in-
strument that yielded the first l(e) fea-
tures vastly improved resolution. We pre-
sent here preliminary values for l(e) for
54.9eV positrons incident on He.
The 3m TOF spectrometer and its
principles of operation are described
in Ref. 5 and the calculation of l(e)
in Ref. I.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two figures are used to present the
results. In each of these the curve of
short dashes is a polynomial fit to ex-
perimental data, and the curve of long
dashes connects the l(e) calculated by
McEachran and Stauffer. 6
The averages of five differential
cross sections which occur at adjacent
values of scattering angle are plotted
against the corresponding averages of
the scattering angles in Fig. i. The
polynomial fit to these points is
shaped generally like the theoretical
curve, but the minimum of the fit appears
at a scattering angle that is larger by
4° and the secondary maximum at an angle
that is 15 ° smaller than given by theory.
Additionally, the experimental l(e) are
considerably larger than the theoretical
values.
The five point moving averages of
l(e) plotted in Fig. 2 display two sec-
ondary maxima which are smoothed into
one by the polynomial fit. It is pos-
sible that the apparent double secondary
hump results from the superposition of
scattering events in the foreward and
*It is a pleasure to note the important past and continuing contributions of Dr. P. G.
Coleman.
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Fig. i. Five point average differential
elastic scattering cross sections. See
text for explanations of curves.
backward directions, for back-scattered
positions are reflected by the modera-
tor and then appear in the TOF spectrum
like positrons scattered into the for-
ward supplementary angles with slightly
longer flight paths. We will check this
possibility by repeating the experiment
with an appreciable spatial separation
of moderator and scattering chamber to
effect a significant relative shift of
peaks on the TOF spectrum from forward
and backward scattering events.
The TOF spectra for 5@.9eV posit-
rons yield (0.47 ± 0.04)_a_ for total
cross section for impact ionization,Qio n,2
(0.083 ± 0.011)_a o for total excitation 2
cross section, Qex, and (0_16 ± 0.06)_a o
for total elastic scattering cross sec-
tion, Qel. The Qion and Qex will be re-
duced slightly and the Qel increased
somewhat by application of corrections
for double scattering. Even after cor-
rection for double scattering, the Qion
will agree with the result obtained with
our 2.3m spectrometer, 7 the Qex with the
value of 0.079_a_ read from Sueoka's
plot 8, and the Qel w_ll be reasonable,
probably about 0.2_a_. However, the da-
ta in Ref. 7 suggest the possibility
that 9el at 54.9eV could be as high*as
0.3_a_. This is one reason why our sub-
sequent data acquisitions at 54.9eV will
be made with stronger magnetic fields.
The 145G used in obtaining the results
reported here was ideal for the resolu-
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Fig. 2. Five point moving average dif-
ferential elastic scattering cross sec-
tions. See text for explanation of
curves.
tion of the excitation TOF peak from el-
astic scattering events but was too low to
insure maximum possible detection of
positrons scattered elastically between
36 ° and 144 ° . We estimate that 0.25% of
the elastic events at 36 ° but that none
at any of the other angles for which
I(8) are reported were lost in achieving
elastic-excitation resolution.
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ABSTRACT
We have applied an improved techni-
que for employing our 2.3m spectrometer
to measure total ionization cross sec-
tions, Qion, for positrons incident on
He. The new Qion agree with the values
we reported earlier. We present, also,
estimates of total elastic scattering
' cross sections, Qel, obtained by subtra-
! cting from totai scattering cross sec-
tions, Qtot, reported in the literature,
our Qion and QPs (total positronium for-
mation cross sections) and total excita-
tion cross sections, Qex, published by
another researcher• The Qion and Qel
measured with our 3m high-resolution
time-of'flight spectrometer for 54.9eV
positrons are in accord with the results
i from the 2.3m spectrometer. The Qion are
in fair agreement with theory tending for
the most part to be higher, especially at
76.3 and 88.5eV. Our Qel agree quite
well with theory to the vicinity of 50eV,
but at 60eV and above the experimental 2
Qel climb to and remain at about 0.30_a o
while the theoretical values steadily
decrease.
INTRODUCTION
Our 2.3m spectrometer was put into
its present form I to permit absolute,
direct measurements of Qion and to simp-
lify absolute determinations of QPs for
positrons incident on gases. We have ap-
plied an improved technique to extend the
range of our first Qion measurements2 in
He. We compare these new preliminary re-
suits with theory and subtract: them, our
values for QPs (Ref. I), and Sueoka's re-
sults for Qex from Qtot obtained from
published values 4,5 to arrive at esti-
mates of Qel. A recent elaborate study
of positron-helium partial cross sections
has been published by Campeanu et al.
(Ref. 12).
METHOD
We compute Qion from Qion=fQtot/F,
where f is the fraction of incident pos-
itrons that produce ions by impact, F is
the fraction that scatter into all chan-
nels, and Qtot is obtained from the lit-
erature.
Reporting Qion in this way permits
scaling the results to any set of Qtot"
We use those of Ref. 4 and 5 here because
they are more recent than of our own.
The apparatus used, the measurement of F,
the calculation of the correction for
double scattering, and possible sources
of systematic error are fully discussed
in Ref. i. Counting the ionization el-
ectrons and the beam positrons equal per-
iods of time allows the calculation of f.
The current technique for couning ioniza-
*We thank Dr. P. G. Coleman for important past and continuing contributions.
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tion electrons is to apply to the cone of
the channel electron multiplier a voltage
that is sufficiently low to prevent re-
flection of the beam positrons and conse-
quent multiple passes through the target
gas. This change of procedure enabled us
to extend Qion determinations with this
spectrometer to lower beam energies than
were formerly tractable at a minor cost
of applying a small correction for count-
ing beam positrons together with the ion-
ization electrons.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are shown in Fig. i.
The open square shows a Qion obtained
with our 3m high-resolution time-of-
flight (TOF) spectrometer, 6 the solid
line is drawn through the calculated
points (+) of Mukherjee et al. 7 The Qion
(0) are in fair agreement with theory,
tending for the most part to be higher
especially at 76.3 and 88.5 eV. The open
stars depict Qel that resulted from sub-
tracting Qion, QPs (Ref. 1 or 8) and Qex
(Ref. 3) from Qtot (Ref. 4 or 5). The x
was determined by smoothly extrapolating
Qtot (Ref.4) from energies just below the
positronium formation threshold energy to
that energy. The two Qel represented by
triangles are for energies below the
threshold for impact ionization and were
calculated by subtracting Qps 8 and Qex 9
from Qtot (Ref. 4). The diamond resulted
from employing in the subtractions the
TOF Qion" The open cross shows a Qel
directly measured with the TOF spectro-
meter (Ref. 6) Its value will increase
upon application of corrections.
The curve of mid-length dashes
guides the eye through the experimental
Qel as their values dip just above the
positronium_ formation threshold and climb
to 0.30_a_ at 60eV. The curve of long
dashes joins Q_I calculated by McEachran
and Stauffer, I0 which agree well with the
experimental values up to the vicinity of
50eV, after which they decline steadily.
The solid stars represent Qel ob-
tained by subtracting from Qtot (Ref. 4
or 5), Qex (Ref. 3) and the QPs and Qion
from Ref. ii.
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1 Experimental Setup
With our crossed beam apparatus [1] we measure the
relative impact-ionisation cross section of atomic hy-
drogen by positron impact. A layout of the scattering
region is given in fig. 1.
•   detec or
®
1
forward-scaffered
posifrons
exfracfed ions
fecfor
Figure 1: Layout of the experiment
2 Data Taking
Because of the H2-molecules in the atomic beam and
the residual gas both H + and H + ions are produced
(see table 1). Positrons ionize atoms or molecules
through two different processes: (a) impact ionisa-
tion: leaving an ion, a free electron and the projec-
tile, or (b) positronium formation: leaving an ion
and a positronium 'atom'. Impact ionisation leads
to time-correlated signals on both detectors. The
positron and the ion signMs are processed by a time-
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to-pulse-height converter. If the ion follows the pro-
jectile in less than 4 #s this event is stored in a
multichannel analyzer, H + and H + ions can be dis-
tinguished by there different flight times. Because
of a relative high background on the ion-detector
(,,_ 10 s -1) produced by L_-photons we analyze time-
correlated signals only. In our set-up the detection
of atomic ions produced via dissociative ionisation
plays a minor role (less than 1% of the total ionisa-
tion signals). As long as the detection probabilities
for the correlated positron-ion pairs and the over-
lapp of projectile and target beam are unknown we
can only determine relative ion-formation probabili-
ties. By switching the polarity of the optical elements
for the primary beam transport we can also measure
the respective values for electron impact. To obtain
(_-[o,_(H1) and _r}-o,_(H2) the ion-formation probabili-
ties are normalized at 100 eV to the data of Shah
et al. [2] and I{app, Englander-Golden [3], respec-
tively. The same normalization factors are also used
for the normalization of the positron impact ionisa-
tion data on H1 and H2, respectively. Fortunately
we can check this procedure by comparing our e+-tt2
results with those obtained in a different apparatus
[4]. The energy of the projectiles can be variied be-
tween 10 eV and 600 eV; the intensities are in the
order of 3000 s -1. The observed ion-formation prob-
abilities are rather low (_< 5 × 10 -6 ions/projectile),
so automated around-the-clock measurements were
performed for more than 100 days to obtain the pre-
sented data.
3 Results
In figure 2 the first measurements on the ionisation
of atomic hydrogen by positron impact are shown.
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11Process
e+ + H1 --* Ps+H +
e+ + HI _e + +e- +H +
e+ + H2--* Ps+H +
e + +H2--* e+ +e- +H +
e + +H2--*Ps+H1 +H +
e + + H2 _e + +e- + H1 + H +
Cross Section
¢rPs,Diss( H2 )
O'Ion,Diss( H2 )
Threshold [[
6.8 eV
13.6 eV
8.6 eV
15.4 eV
11.1 eV
17.9 eV
Table 1: The most important processes for the positron impact ionisation of atomic and molecular hydrogen
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Figure 3: Positron impa_t ionisation cross sections:
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Below 400 eV the e+-H1 impact ionisation cross
section (fig. 2) is significantly higher than the respec-
tive e- cross section, at 50 eV about a factor of two.
Qualitatevely the cross section shows the shape pre-
dicted by the theoretical estimates, but at maximum
all calculated values are too low. As mentioned above
we measure the positron impact ionisation cross sec-
tion for molecular hydrogen simultaneously (fig. 3).
Our values agree excellently with those from Fromme
et al. [4]. In order to check the performance of the
apparatus we measure the number of time-correlated
H +- and H+-ions for electron impact ionisation. The
comparisons (fig. 4, 5) show a. good agreement.
Note: We detect only those projectiles that are
scattered into a angular sphere of -t- 30°. This may
cause two errors in the detection of the correlated
ion-projectile-pairs, depending on (a) the energy or,
(b) the charge of the scattering projectile. To correct
for the effect of error (a) we will form the ratio of the
ion-formation probabilities produced by e+ and e-
and multiplied them with the e- cross sections from
literature. So far there is only incomplete information
on the effect of error (b).
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Figure 1 Cross section of the apparatus
Previously we measured the
cross sections for positronium
formation (op.) and single ioniza-
tion by positron impact (ulo. *÷ )
for He and H2. 1,2 With the same
apparatus, slightly modified, we
are now investigating the single
and multiple ionization of xenon.
The principle of our method is
the detection of ion and posi-
tron in time correlation which
allows the discrimination of
positronium formation (whereby
the positron vanishes) and the
destinction of single, double
and triple impact ionization
(which lead to different ion
flight times from the gas target
to the ion detector).
By using secondary electrons
from the positron moderator we
also perform similar measurements
on electron impact ionization.
By comparing with literature
values for electron multiple
ionization cross sections 3 we
determine the detection-probabi-
lity ratios for the differently
charged ions.
PRECEDIN_G" E BLANK NOT FILMED
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Fig.l shows a cross section
through our apparatus. The main
difference to the set-up used
earlier *,2 consists of a much
stronger magnetic field (about
0.12 T in the center of the scat-
tering cell), produced by a water-
cooled coil. The higher field
strength reduces the loss of ions
due to wall collisions.
One of our goals is the mea-
surement of the following ratios
as functions of energy for posi-
trons as well as electrons:
R2 = 01o n2+ /01 o n 1 t
_3 = OI on3 ÷ /OI on 1 ÷
First results, demonstrated in
Fig. 2, indicate that at 1 keV
for positron impact both these
ratios are considerably larger
than for electron impact. For
the ratio of double to single
ionization cross section of helium
above 200 eV Charlton et al. 4
found the opposite behavior.
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Figure 2 Time-correlation spectra
obtained with I000 eV electrons
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(bottom).
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abstract
I99 .this communication we review experimental results of the
ratio, R '-) , of double to single ionization of He by proton, an-
tiproton, electron and positron impact in the energy range from 0 ½_to about I0 MeV/amu. At high velocities (>1-2 Mev/amu) values of (
caused by electron impact merge with those for the antiprotcn while
the positron results merge with those for the proton with the p, e
values being up to a factor of 2 greater than that for the p, e . At
these velocities the single ionization cross sections caused by impact
of any of these four particles are indistinguishable.
Double ionization by charged
particle impact is a fundamental col-
lision channel in which two electrons
are removed from the target atom. Ex-
perimentally, this ocllision channel
has been studied for a variaty of
target atoms for different
projectiles i-i° . Since it was disoo-
vered that the cross section for double
_÷
ionization, o , of He by electron, e ,
impact exceeded that for the proton, p,
by a factor of 2 at a velocity of 1-2
MeV/amu _'_ much effort has been devoted
to the study of this oollision process.
The question arose whether this
difference in a_ was due to a charge
or a mass effect. A later experiment
with antiprotons 6- 7, p--. on He showed
that the difference in a for p and e
was mainly a charge effect. In the
latter experiment it was found that a _÷
for _ merge with that for e- at a
velocity of 1-2 MeV/amu. Recently, this
picture was ocnfirmed in a positron,
e÷ experiment 8 where it was shown that
÷-
o for this projectile merge with that
for p at around 1 MeV/amu.
In simple terms, we may consider
three types of oollisions which can
cause double icnization of He. The
first is the so-called shake off me-
chanism, SO, in which the projectile
ionizes one electron and as a result of
electron - electron correlation in the
initial state the second electron is
ionized. Secondly, the projectile may
collide with one of the electrcr_ which
thereafter collides with the second one
resulting in ionization of both
electrons. This _two --step process we
label TS-I, where I indicates a single
projectile interaction. Finally, the
direct process in which the projectile
hits and ionizes both electrons, TS-
II. Individually, the cross sections of
projectile charge, q, as q , q and +q÷
and as such give no hint that o
depends on the projectile charge.
However, as was first pointed out by
McO,_ire an interference in the final
state between the direct channel (TS-
II) and the shake-off process could
l_ad to a term in a"_ proportional to
q . A similar effect can also occur due
to interference between TS-I and TS-II.
Rather than measuring the {_iues
of a "÷ it is the ratio, R" ", of
double _ single ionization that is
experimentally determined. At high
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Fig. 1 The positron beam used for collision studies. The left insert
the source - moderator configuration and the right one details
of the scattering Cell.
impact velocities it is well known that
the single ionization cross sections of
heli_n are indistinquishable for e-
e+ • D and p with sane velocities 7_ If
and are well described within the Born
approximation. Below, a brief
description of the experimen_
proceduces in the determination of R" "
is given. This is followed by a review
and discussion of the experimental
results.
Fig. 1 showns the experimental
setup used in the positron measure-
ments. The e+ beam with an intensity of
10 4 sec-z and an energy spread of 2 - 3
eV is obtained from a 2 mCi Z'Na source
and an annealed tungsten mesh as
moderator. After acceleraticn to the
desired energy the beam is transported
to the gas cell by an axial magnetic
field of 50 ,gauss" At the end of the
gas cell the e are further accelerated
into an annihilation target of
aluminium and then detected by a 125 mm
x I00 mm NaI detector. The gas cell
ccnta/ned a pair of parallel plate
electrodes 40 mm long and separated by
20 ram, which were electrically biased
to provide an extraction field for the
ions. One of the electrodes conta/ned a
i0 mm aperture covered with a high
transmission grid. Some of the ions
produced by positron impact were able
to pass through this grid into a flight
tube where they were further accele-
rated by a factor of 4.5 Q (Q being
their charge state) and focussed onto
the cone of a ceratrcn detector. Just
prior to impact on the cone the ions
were additional accelerated 3.9 Q key.
detectio_ efficier_ for He + and
ions.
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Fig. 2 shows a time of flight spec-
trum obtained for positrons colli-
dingwiththeHe target at an im-
pact energy of 1 keV.
The extraction field for the ions
was such that the total flight times
were independent of their position of
creation in the viewed portic92 ._of the
gas cel i. The ratio R' -" were
determined by the Time Of Flight
technique, TOF, in which the ceratrcn
signal was used as a start in an
inverted TOF coincidence setup with the
stop signal supplied by the NaI
detector. An example of a TOF spectrum
is shown in Fig. 2. As observed, a tail
appears on the single icnizaticn peak
due to delayed arrival of some of He +
caused by resonant charge transfer
reaticns in the gas. It was possible to
acoount for all the single ionization
events by including the tail when
integrating over these events 8 .
Basically, the exl__imental pro-
cedures followed in the e , _ and p
measurements were the same as that used
for the e" with diff_ being: I)
the use of thin degrader foils to
change the impact energy in the case of
the _ and in addition applying a TOF
measurenent for a more accurate
determination of the _ energies 7_I° , 2)
the use of a pulsed deflection system
to _rovide a timing signal in the e
case and 3)applying a bunched beam
delivered from a tandem accelerator in
the p studies 7 . Furthermore, for the
three latter particles the experiments
were performed in a magnetic field free
region. The effect of the magnetic
field present in the e* case on the
detection efficiency of the He ion were
investigated and found unimportant for
._extraction fields greater than i00
V/cm . For more detailed information on
the _e_+__ntal techniques employed in
the e , e , _ and p studies the reader
is referred to the original papers.
Fig. 3 displays experimental re-
sults. The solid lines represent values
for e-, _ and p with the latter results
being average v@l_es as measured
several groups _' _' . As observed the e
results merge with that of the p data
and as such cc_im _ results
by _ et.a_, that
large difference between the e and the
p data is caused by a charge rather
than a mass effect.
IO
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Fig. 3 shows the ratio of double
to single ionization of He for
proffers, antiprotcns, electrons
and positrons as a function of
_a_ _y.
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At lower energies the values of R
for e- and e÷ falls below %hat for
and p, respectively. This is probably
mainly due to the much lower kiDetic
energy of %he light particles resulting
in fewer available final states for
these projectiles compared to that of
the much heavier _ and p. A similar
effect is observed when single
icnizaticn cross sections for e÷ and e
are cc_pared to that for the proton. To
see whether this mass effect is similar
for e- _ e+ it has been suggeste_ to
write Rt'_(e + ) as:
R(2)(e ÷) = R(2)(p)(R(2)(e -)/R(2)(_))
and the result of this relation is
shown as the dashed line in Fig. 3 and
fits fairly well the positron results
at impact energies in excess of 0.5
MeV/amu. This may indicate that the
deviation between the e- and _ results
(and correspondingly that for the e+
and p) at energies between 0.5 and 2-5
MeV/amu is due to kinematic effects. At
lower ÷energies the results for the p
and e are influenced by electron
capture resulting in the formation of H
and Ps, respectively. In the e"
experiment it was not possible to
deduce the significance of double
ionization of the He atom with Ps in
the final state.
There have be a number of theo-
retical studies of double ionization of
the He target since McGuire 12 j 13
suggested that the diff_ in o+÷
for p and e" was due %o interf_
between the two different double
ionization _sms SO and TS-II.
Later S_rensen argued that the ob-
served diff_ of R for p and
could be explained by an interference
be_ the t_o two-step mechanics TS-
I and TS-II. At impact energies greater
than 1-2 MeV/a_ of interest here one
may question whether it is reasonable
to speak about two distinct processes
when considering the SO and TS-I
mechani_ns. In both of these cases the
energy transfered by the projectile to
the "first" e is generally low such
that dynamic correlation between this
e" and the other target e- should not
be ignored. Double ionization by high
energy photons results in the ejection
of a fast electron and the subsequent
electronic relaxation may result in
ionization of _ second e-. The high
energy limit of n) of He by photons
is about one order of magnituld_4 greater
than that for particle impact .
In order to illustrate how in-
terference in the fin_ _state may in-
fluer_ the values of R' _" differently
for positive and negative projectiles
we follow the ideas of Andersen
et.al.7. In the SO and TS-I types of
collisions the projectile interacts
cnly with one electron through the
perturbation -Qe 2/r, while the second
e- is ionized as a result of e" - e-
correlation. Consequently, we may write
the total transition amplitude for
these processes as
al = _QC I (i)
where C I is a constant. In %he direct
process, TS-II, where the projectile
interacts with both electron we may
write the total transition amplitude as
all--(-OCI )(_C 2 )= Q2Cn (2)
with CTI being another c_stant. By
ignorin_ any other processes which may
lead to double ionization, we can
÷÷
express o as
+" I _ ai 1 12o = E ,a T +
2 2
= # Iclt+
2 4 - Q3 2Ein t (3)= Q c I + Q ciI
where o_ and o_ I are the cross sections
for do_ble i_/zation as a result of
one and two projectile interactions and
E indicates a summation over the final
states, oin t is the contribution due to
interf_ between these two
processes. Under the assumption that
o÷ (He ÷÷ ) = 40 ÷ (p) then we obtain from
Eq. 3
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Rint
RI = R(2)(p)_(2)(_)-R(2)(He ÷÷ _3
RI I = _R (2) (p)/2+R (2) (_)/6+R (2) (He* ÷ )/3
= (R(2) (_)-R(2) (p))/4 (4)
By applying Eqs. 4 to the experimental
_results for _, p and He *÷ Andersen et.
al. obtained the results displayed in
Fig. 4. The dashed lines in Fig. 4 are
obtained from theory/estimates detailed
in ref. _. As observed R_ is
independent of the projectile _ in
_t with expectation as o T like
o is caused by a single projectiIe in-
teraction. RII is proportional to I/E
in rough agreement with the
interpretation that o_ is caused by
two successive first _orn types of
collisions between the projectile and
the target electrons. The interference
term _a+ is approximately proportional
to E- _which is to be expected from
the energy dependence of o I and oIi.
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Fig. 4 shows the contributions of
the various mechani_ns involved in
double ionization of the He target,
see text for details.
(_her theoretical interpretations
of R'-' for the He target .have
advanced; 7 Reading and Ford _° , Olson _°
and Veg_h_ have_ all emphasized the role
of e - e oorrelation in the
postulated mechanisms by which this
interaction may lead to a charge
depeln_ency of a*+ . Reading andBriefly,
For_ _ have suggested a model called
interception in which they argue in the
following way. A positive projectile
outside the He atom will pull the
nearest e- away from the seoond one and
thus reducing the probability of the
TS-I mechanism while a negative
projectile will push the two e toward
each _t_r. Reading and For_ 5 and
Olsen I have also pointed out that in
close collisions the screening of the
nucleus depends on the projectile
charge. For negative projectiles a
transient decrease in the binding
energy occurs which may result in an
_t of c over that for
positively charged projectiles.
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Fig. 5 cc_Dares theoretical and ex-
perimental results for the ratio of
double to single ionization of He
by p and p _pact.
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ref.10 the exper  ntal resuitsof forpand_ _ere compared to
theoretical predictions i s-18 and their
figure is reproduced in Fig. 5, I The
calculation of Reading and Force 5 is
based on the so-cailed forced-impuls_
methods, FIM, while that of Olson
results from a classical trajecto o
 1o, c c, stu :
explains the diff_ in o for p
and _ due to correlated motion of the
target electrons during the collision'
The results obtained by FIlM seems most
successful although at higher energies
it only account for 50% of the measured
effect. In a later calcu_9_ion of the
high energy limit of R''' Reading and
Fo_ 8 obtained excenent agreement
with experiment by including d waves in
their expansion.
In conclusion, it seems at present
not possible expermentaliy to sort
out which of the many effects in double
ionization of He that are d3mlnant for
the diff_ in o +* for positive and
negative projectiles. _, what is
established is the simularities of the
e* and p results and coz-respcmd_ly
those of e- and _. Hence, further
studies of correlation _ can be
carried out using any of the two sets
of projectiles.
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Abstract
We have observed specular reflection of posltro-
nium, Ps, and established that there is ad-
equate intensity at higher energies to make
further study worthwhile. The scattering ap-
pears to be restricted to the outermost surface
with a mean free path of (0.75 4- 0.15)/_ for Ps
in LiF(100). With a greater intensity Ps beam
one should see higher order diffraction beams
as the result of the periodicity of the surface.
Ps diffraction thus offers the possibility of be-
ing a novel and valuable probe to study the
outermost surface and to study adsorbants on
it. Two methods for producing Ps beams are
described.
Introduction
At the Brookhaven National Laboratory we
have initiated a program to study the interac-
tion of positronium, Ps, with the surfaces of
solids. An experimental investigation of the re-
flection of positronium (Ps) from solid surfaces
is well warranted because of the fundamental
nature of the electronic processes involved in
Ps reflection and the possibility of developing
a valuable new tool for surface structure de-
termination. Our program of investigating Ps
reflection was initiated as a result of the fol-
lowing reasoning. Since Ps can normally be
expected to undergo elastic collisions from only
the outer atomic layer of a solid, low energy Ps
diffraction (LEPSD) could be a unique probe
of ordered surface structures. This is some-
what similar to the situation for helium atom
diffraction, 1 which is a powerful tool in surface
structure determination because it is only sen-
sitive to the outer surface layer. However, the
savings in complexity of He atom diffraction
by not having to treat multiple scattering from
subsurface layers, as in the case of low energy
electron diffraction 2-4 (LEED)is somewhat mit-
igated by having to deal with long range forces
that dominate in the diffraction. The _ 0.02eV
energies necessary for He atoms to have _ 1/_
de Broglie wavelength results in the He atoms
having classical turning radii far enough from
the individual ion cores that the main scatter-
ing is due to the average potential presented by
the surface. 1 This requires an accurate treat-
ment of the atom-surface interaction potential
which is difficult to obtain and is further com-
plicated because the depth of the van der Waals
attractive potential at the surface is approxi-
mately the same as the kinetic energy of the
helium atom. 5 In order for Ps to have _ 1/_ de
Broglie wavelength, its energy must be on the
order of _, 75eV. At this energy, Ps "atoms"
would be oblivious to the mean surface poten-
tial and only undergo elastic reflection in close
encounters with the ion cores. Because of the
large break-up probability of Ps (binding en-
ergy = 6.SeV), multiple scattering and other
subsurface contributions to the elastically scat-
tered Ps are expected to be negligible. Thus,
Ps diffraction offers the possibility of being a
valuable probe. 6
The degree to which Ps scatters only from
the outer surface layer is determined mainly
by the interstitial density of valence or conduc-
tion electrons of the material. Because of the
low mass of weakly-bound electrons, and hence
137
largerecoil, collisionswith the electronsdestroy
the coherenceof the scatteredPs and thus must
be regarded as a source of attenuation of the
incident and diffracted Ps beam. Typical elas-
tic crosssectionsin the 10eV region for Ps-free
e- collisions are on the order of 10-1Scrn. r,s
Thus for solids having interstitial electron den-
9--12
sities of _ 1023C7Tb--3_ a mean free path
of _ 1.& for the Ps can be expected. Con-
sequently, LEPSD from a solid surface would
yield diffracted Ps intensities versus incident
energy (i.e., "I(V)" curves) which would be
dominated by the elastic scattering from only
the outer layer atomic distribution. In the case
of an ordered adsorbate overlayer, chemisorbed
to a surface, however, the incident Ps could eas-
ily penetrate the relatively open spaces between
the adsorbate atoms. This would lead to the
interesting case of interference between Ps scat-
tering from the adsorbate and from the outer
surface with a high sensitivity to the structure
of the adsorbate layer and outer surface.
In this paper we will first discuss the re-
sults we have already obtained, 1-a present an
interpretation of them, then provide a descrip-
tion of the method (gas cell) used to produce
the Ps beam, and conclude with a description
of a completely different method to obtain a Ps
beam which is presently under construction.
Positronium Specular Reflection from LiF
Upon entering the experimental chamber the
Ps beam divergence is limited by aperture to
5 ° full width of half maximum of the peak. It
is reflected from the sample, S: shown in Fig. 1
and detected by its annihilation gamma rays
by two bismuth germanate (Bi3Ge4012, titled
BGO) detectors in coincidence. The incidence
and reflected angles 81 and 8,. are measured
with respect to the normal to the sample; the
total angle with respect to the Ps beam is
_b = 8i + 8,.. The sample, S, can be rotated
through an angle of 50 ° < 8i < 90 ° • The
intensity of the detected Ps beam from the
gas cell is measured by removing the sam-
ple and placing the annihilation plate and
BGO detectors at _b = 180 ° . The distance
sideview ',/
I/
t- .................. _v
/ I' s[
/ .._]-
/ gos
oI.._,i
top view
Figure 1 --
eel], s-sample,
plate.
The experimental arrangement: gc-gas
t-tubes and grids, and a-annihilation
from the center of the gas cell to the annihi-
lation plate and BGO detectors is a constant,
40crn, for 100 ° < _b < 180 °. The efficiency for
producing and detecting Ps is shown in Fig. 2.
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0
10, o  Art i[ T!ttt[It[t[[
I l I ..... 1 [
o 2_ ',o z5 ioo a_
Ee,,= E- E_ (eV)
Figure 2 i The efficiency of detecting Ps at the
annihilation plate versus the Ps energy. This efficiency
was obtained with the gas cell filled with Ar at a
pressure of 10-Story. The Ps atoms were restricted to
a 5 ° cone (FWHM). The efficiencyincludes the decay
in flight and the Ps detection efficiency.
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The efficiencyis measuredper incident positron
versus the Ps energy. It reflects the efficiency
of the gas cell filled with 10-3tort Ar to form
ortho Ps in a 5° cone, the decay in flight
of the initial Ps beam, and the ratio of the
efficiency to detect of the annihilation gamma
rays from Ps to those from positrons. The
inset in Fig. 2 is an expanded scale of the
low energy Ps region. The absolute efficiency
is not required for the measurement of the
reflection coefficient because the efficiencies of
Ps formation, reflection, and detection are the
same (except for 2S Ps) for detecting Ps with
the sample removed from the beamline (¢ =
180°). We calculate the ratio of the reflected
Ps intensity to the intensity at ¢ = 180 °.
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Figure 3 -- Reflection probability of Ps at constant
incident energy and total scattering angle ¢ = 81 + 8,
vs the incident angle, 8i.
Rocking curves were obtained of the spec-
ular reflection of Ps from LiF(100) by rotating
the LiF crystal with respect to the Ps beam
and holding the detectors fixed. Data was
taken with the position of the Ps detector at
¢ = 100 ° , 120 ° , and 130 ° . The results for
three different Ps energies and three different
specular angles are shown in Fig. 3. ]z It is ev-
ident the Ps specular reflection does occur and
that the reflected fraction is surprisingly high
(30 4-5)% at a Ps energy of 7eV. We also
measured the fraction of Ps reflected at a fixed
specular angle as a function of the energy of the
Ps (see Fig. 4). The fraction of Ps reflected for
¢ = 1004-4 ° from LiF(100) was measured when
the LiF was at a temperature of 160 4- 10°C
and at a temperature of 300 4- 10°C. The two
measurements are in good agreement, although
the reflection at 300°C is somewhat higher than
that at 160°C.
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Figure 4 -- Ps reflection coefficient as a function of
the Ps energy for 8i = 8, = 50.4 °.
A simple interpretation of the Ps reflec-
tion fraction and its energy dependence can be
obtained by considering plane waves reflecting
from a potential step. Letting z be the coor-
dinate perpendicular to the crystal surface we
consider the potential:
V(z) = 0 for z < 0, i.e., in the vacuum out-
side of the crystal; V(z) = Vr + iV/,,, for z > 0,
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i.e. inside the crystal there is a real and imag-
inary potential. Using the one dimensional
Schrodinger equation in its time independent
form we obtain the reflection probability:
It = Itolko- k,. Iko+ k,. (1)
where kin and ko are the perpendicular compo-
nents of the Ps wave vectors inside and outside
the crystal, and where the factor Ro is inserted
to account for the reflection probability is less
than unity at low energies. (This may be due
to only a fraction of the surface being clean
enough). We estimate Vr = 4eV, which is the
difference between the binding energy of Ps in
the vacuum state (_ 7eV) and the binding en-
ergy of Ps inside LiF (3eV). TM If we consider
Vi,_ = 0 and V,. = 4eV we do not predict the
observed energy dependence of the reflection
probability. R equals Ito for energies less than
V,./cos28i, but it falls off sharply for higher
energies, and finally approaches approximately
a 1/E_, dependence (see the dashed curve in
Fig. 5). Choosing a different V_ only causes a
O
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Figure 5 -- Ps reflection probability vs the incident
Ps energy. The solid line is calculated with the use of
Eq. (2) with V, : 4eV and A taken from the fitted line
in Fig. 6. The dashed line is calculated with V, = 4eV
and A : o0.
translation of the dashed curve along the hor-
izontal axis, it does not provide a better fit to
the data. There is evidently much more appar-
ent elastic scattering than can be accounted for
by the real part of the inner potential alone. We
can obtain a better fit to the data by adding
an energy-dependent imaginary part, V/,,, to
the potential. The wave vector inside the crys-
tal has two components ki, = k,. + iki,,. We
can solve Eq. (1) for the value of kiT,, given a
certain reflectivity R at a given energy E:
k2 _ _ 2mE
h 2
x (21-(211 + (1 -- 2V,. Vr'/2] - 1+ (2)
C =(ito + .R)/(Ro - It)
where E = Epscos2Oi . By using the data
in Fig. 5, with R = 0.30 =h 0.05 and letting
_'. 0.75
0.$0
0,_5
V o - 4oV
t=5 R, - 0.7.9
O=--50.4" ,
I
0 | !
0 10 20 30
Eh- E.- E,b(aV)
I I
40 §o 80
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Figure 6 -- Ps mean free path calculated from Eq. (2).
The straight line is a least-square fit of A = Ao + aEp,
to the data in the interval 16.SeV < Ep, < 56.7eV.
The fitted parameters are A = (0.57 _ 0.06)/[ and
a = (4.4 ± 1.7) × lO-31t, eV -1, with a X 2 per degree of
freedom X2/n = 15.26/26.
V,. = 4eV we can calculate kl,.,,. The mean free
path is:
* fo _1¢1=dz 1
= co_O, fo 1¢I2dz - 2k,m_o_O, (3)
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where ¢ = Aexp (ikinz) = Ae_p i(kr + iklm)Z.
The result plotted in Fig. 6 is _ = (0.75+0.15)._
for 16.5eV < Eps < 56.7eV. Below 16.5eV
the mean free path by this analysis becomes
unphysically small. The solid line in Fig. 6 is
a two parameter fit to the data that suggests
is slowly increasing with energy. The solid
/ine in Fig. 5 is the corresponding reflectivity
calculated with the use of Eq. 2; the dashed
line was calculated with a real potential only,
i.e. A = oo and Vr = 4eV. The reasonably
high-elastic Ps reflection probability observed
even at high energies, in spite of the presence
of the large absorptive potential is in retrospect
not surprising in view of the requirements of
unitarity. 15 The reason for the few percent
reflection at energies much greater than Vr is
principally the short A. If V_ were to vanish
there would still be a measurable reflection
coefficient for small A. In addition one should
consider the region between lOeV and 16.SeV
may exhibit a higher reflectivity due to a elastic
scattering from the outer most ion cores. It
is interesting to note that since the lattice
parameter of LiF is 4.02/k, at an incident angle
of 50 ° the first order Bragg diffraction would
occur at a Ps energy of 21eV; however due to
the short mean free path at low energies it is
hard to envision the high reflectivlty would be
due to Bragg diffraction at this energy.
It is evident from the above mentioned
measurements and analysis that there is a high
reflection coefficient and short mean free path
for Ps in LiF, and that an intense, well col-
limated, and monoenergetic Ps beam holds
promise as a unique probe of surfaces.
Positronium Beam-Gas Cell Production
Low energy positrons emitted from 64Cu are
magnetically transported through an/_ x/_ ill-
ter out of the shielding blockhouse 1° into an
Ar gas chamber (see Fig. 7). The pressure of
Ar in the gas cell was kept at lO-3torr. By
the use of baffles and by differentially pump-
ing the pressure in the experimental chamber
was reduced to 10-Storr. This relatively high
pressure may not have had much effect on the
cleanliness of our sample because prior to in-
troducing Ar, which had a purity of 99.995%,
into the gas cell; the pressure in the experimen-
tal chamber was 10-1°tort. Thus the gas in
the experimental chamber was primarily due to
Ar from the gas cell. Ps is formed in the gas
cell by the positron picking up an electron from
the Ar atom. 1r-j9 The ionization potential for
Ar is 15.8eV, however, the binding energy of
Ps is 6.8eV thus the threshold energy for Ps
production is a positron energy of 9.0eV. The
first excited state of the Ar atom is ll.5eV
and the first excited state of Ps is 5.1eV above
the ground state. Thus a positron beam which
an energy between 9.0eV and 14.1eV will pro-
duce a monoenergetic beam of Ps in the energy
range of 0 - 5.1eV. The ratio of the cross sec-
tion for e+ to produce Ps in the 2S state to
producing Ps in the 1S state reaches its max-
imum value of 13_ for an e + energy of 50eV
in He.2°(We are unaware of any calculations
for a similar ratio in At). Above 20.5eV it is
energetically possible to produce Ps after ex-
citing an Ar atom. However, the probability
of a positron undergoing both collisions in the
gas cell is exceedingly low. In summary, we es-
timate that the excited state contamination of
our beam to average less than 5% and the en-
ergy purity due to Ar excitation to be less than
1%.
Positronium Beam-Foil Production
We are presently constructing a new high in-
tensity positron beam in the Material Science
Building across the street from the High Flux
Beam Reactor (HFBR) Building. The new fa-
cility will have four advantages over the present
one located at the reactor: the low energy
positron beam will be more intense than the
beam used for our first generation Ps exper-
iment described here; we will not be subject
to the increasingly more severe security regula-
tions which exist on the operating level of the
ItFBR; the background radiation will be greatly
reduced; and the area available for experiments
will be increased. The new facility will have a
blockhouse approximately twice the size of the
one built in the reactor building. It is planned
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to have three low energy positron beam ports,
the present blockhouse has one beam port. TWO
ports (ports B and C in Fig. 8) will have a elec-
trostatic transport system and the third (port
A) will be a magnetically guided transport sys-
tem. A copper pellet will be irradiated in the
core of the HFBR for 2 days, then removed
from its capsule in a blockhouse located along-
side of the reactor on the operations level of the
HFBR and deposited into a lead and heavi-met
container. It will then be transported by an
electric truck to the Material Science Building,
and inserted into a crucible in the new block-
house. The copper pellet will be evaporated
onto the inside of a cone which then will have
deposited on it 104/_ of solid Ne. Our past
moderator was crystalline copper, but our fu-
ture one will be solid neon because of its higher
e_ciency. We have measured an emciency of
1% for producing low energy positrons with
solid neon in a cone configuration. 21-24
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Figure 9 -- The energy resolution for observing Ps in
a pulse of 8ns width vs distance from the foil to the
detector for various Ps energies.
Instead of using the charge transfer of an
electron from the Ar atom to combine with a
positron to produce Ps we will send positrons
through a thin carbon foil to produce them. 25
The positron beam will be pulsed which al-
lows us to perform time of flight measurements.
This method has three distinct advantages in
comparison to the gas cell method to produce
Ps. The advantages are first the surface of the
sample will not be as easily subject to contami-
nation as it is from the gas cell since we will be
able to operate in a _ 10-]°tort environment.
The second advantage is that we will be able to
have a direct measure of the energy of each Ps
atom with better resolution. Third, although
the Ps produced by the foil would not be as
monoenergetic as can be obtained using a rare
gas target the time of flight method would give
us the advantage of being able to investigate
many energies at once.
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Figure 10 -- The energy resolution for observing Ps
in a pulse of 0.1rts width vs distance from the foil to
the detector for various Ps energies.
The new Ps beam will be produced by the
following method.2S, 2T The positron beam will
be transported out of the blockhouse electro-
statically. It will then enter a magnetically
guided section. It is then remoderated to
minimize its transverse energy component and
injected into a pinched magnetic field to enter
a magnetic bottle. Upon entering the bottle
the beam transverses a rf cavity which oscil-
lates at 430MHz to give it transverse motion
and to excite the positron cyclotron resonance.
The positrons are then reflected by a positive
potential on a grid, they again transverse the
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rf cavity and they now have enough transverse
motion to be reflected by the pinched mag-
netic field at the entrance of the bottle. The
positrons now oscillate between the two ends of
the trap for 100#s. During this time positrons
continue to stream into the trap from the ra-
dioactive source and aecumulate in the trap.
After a 100ps_ the gr_d which was at a positive
potential is given a negative potential pulse
by an oscillator operating at 10kHz and the
positrons enter a section of 100 ring electrodes
each having a bias such that the accumulated
positrons experience a potential which varies
harmonical]y with distance along the beaml_ne
and are bunched to a pulse of width 8n,8. The
total length of the accumulator/pulser/buncher
is 90inches. This accumulator/pulser/buncher
has been constructed, tested and measured to
have an efficiency of 63%. ue Upon leaving the
buncher the positrons are again remoderated
and enter a second buncher of length one inch
which produces a harmonie potential due to
a geometric distortion of the electric field at
one end of the buncher. This second buncher
will reduce the positron pulse width from 8ns
to a subnanosecond bunched positron beam.
The techmcal details of the first accumula-
tor/pulser/buncher are given in Refs. 26 and 27
and the details of the second buncher are given
in Ref. 28. Upon leaving the second buncher,
the positrons traverse a carbon foil and produce
a pulsed beam of Ps atoms which then enter
the experimental chamber which was described
above. The charged particles in the beam are
removed by electric fields. The energy of the
Ps atom is determined by measuring the time
difference between the time the pulsed positron
beam strikes the carbon foil and the time the
positronlum atoms travel a fixed distazlee to
the Ps detection system. The pulse width of
the positrons leaving the buncher very much af-
fects the measured energy resolution of the Ps
atom. This is shown in Figs. g and 10 which
plot the Ps energy resolution versus Ps flight
path for various energies of the Ps atom. Fig. 9
is for a positron pulse width of 8ha and Fig. 10
is for a positron pulse width of 0.1ha. Although
a longer flight path increases the energy reso-
lution it also reduces the number of Ps atoms
detected due to Ps decay. The effect of Ps de-
cay in flight is given in Fig. 11 which plots the
Ps attenuation coefficient as a function of Ps
energy for various length of flight paths.
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Figure 11 -- The attenuation coefficient for Ps
decay in flight vs the Ps energy for various flight path
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The table below shows the expected effi-
ciencies of the various components of the pulsed
Ps beam production. The average efficiency was
calculated for the production of Ps in the en-
ergy range of 6eV to 100eV" in a solid angle of
10 -2 steradian after traveling a path length of
20cra. The column at the right lists the num-
ber of particles to be expected at each stage
of the beamline. These numbers are predi-
cated on a spherical copper pellet of weight of
0.869 and diameter 0.57cra placed in the core
of the HFBR for a period of 48 hours where the
positron-emltting isotope e4Cu is produced by
the reaction eZCu(n,7) 84Cu. The activity of
the pellet after 48 hours is 100.5Ci of positron
emission, is Our past experience indicates that
approximately one-third of this activity can be
evaporated unto a surface because of losses due
to decay during the time period from removing
the source from the reactor to completing the
evaporation of the Cu on a surface_ and due to
Cu vapor escaping and not being deposited on
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the surface. We have obtained a moderating ef-
ficiency of 1.2% with a solid Ne moderator, 24
but for the purpose of these calculations we are
estimating an efficiency of 0.7%. We expect the
efficiency of the 90 ° bender in the blockhouse
to be 90%. The number of low energy positrons
entering the remoderator given in the table,
7.8 x 10%ec, results from these calculations. It
is the number of particles during the beginning
of a run, for S4Cu decays with a half-life of 12.8
hours. At the end of a two day run the number
[ will be reduced by a factor of _ 16.
Ps BEAM EFFICIENCY
Process
Slow positrons into
remoderator
Remoderator 1
Accumulator/pulser/buncher
Remoderator 2
Ps formation in foil *)
Loss in three grids t)
Efficiency
in %
30
63
3O
8.9 X 10 -3
72
Number of Particles
e+/sec
7.8 x 109
2.3 x 109
1.4 x 109
4.2 x 108
3.7 x 104
2.7 x 104
*) energy range 6eV to 100eV in a solid angle of lO-2ster.
after traveling a path length of 20cm35
t) 90% transmission grids
An extensive research program is planned ]
to vary the parameters of the carbon foil to
improve its efficiency to produce Ps (foil thick-
ness, positron energy, coatings on foil, other
foils etc.). Another consideration which will
be examined is the effect of a 34Ci of positron
emission source on the Ne moderator. Will it
cause the surface to be charged? Will it pro-
duce a large number of defects in the solid Ne?
Both effects could adversely effect its efficiency.
In the event that Ne moderation is adversely
affected by a strong radioactive source we plan
to revert back to a transmission moderator to
produce low energy positrons and to compen-
sate for its lower efficiency by using a stronger
64Cu source.
Summary
Positron:urn reflection from a surface shows
promise to be an extremely sensitive surface
probe. We have shown that the mean free
path in LiF(100) of Ps atoms in the energy
range 16.5eV < E < 56.7eV is 0.75 ± 0.15_. 13
This assures us that analysis of Ps diffracted
intensities will only have to take into account
the outer most atomic layer, and thus avoids
the complication encountered in LEED where
the mean free path is typically an order of
magnitude larger39
A description is given of two different meth-
ods for producing a Ps beam: Each method
has its own set of advantages. The gas cell
method will produce a monoenergetic Ps beam
at low energies, whereas the foil beam will
allow the sample to be in an ultra high vac-
uum environment and the energy of each Ps
atom can be measured by a time of flight tech-
nique. The work was supported in part by the
National Science Foundation (Grant No. DMR-
8620168), and in part by the Division of Mate-
rial Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy, under
contract No. DE-AC-76CH0016.
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LOW-ENERGY SCATTERING OF ELECTRONS AND POSITRONS IN LIQUIDS
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ABSTRACT
The scattering of low-energy electrons and positrons is described for the liquid phase and
compared and contrasted with that for the gas phase. Similarities as well as differences are noted.
The loci of scattering sites, called "spurs" in the liquid phase, are considered in detail. In particular,
their temporal and spatial evolution is considered from the point of view of scattering. Two emphases
are made: one upon the stochastic calculation of the distribution of distances required for slowing
down to thermal velocities, and the other upon the calculation of cross sections for energy loss by
means of quantum mechanics. In these we follow early work by Mozumder and Magee, and by
Lekner, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
A fast electron or positron passing through a liquid is known to deposit its energy piecewise,
in a large number of discrete locations. Thus the concept of free flight between collisions, which
arises so naturally when studying the motions of electrons and positrons in gases, also occurs in
liquids despite the great difference in the physical nature of the two scattering milieus, and provides
us with an interesting stage for comparison of the two situations. There are similarities as well as
differences.
Perhaps the most obvious difference is that the structure of liquids is far more complicated, and
correspondingly less well understood, than that of gases. It is only in the past decade that
experimental and theoretical results have converged for low incident energy in the case of positron
scattering in gases. Therefore we should not expect to understand positron scattering in liquids at
a comparable level. For example, we do not know how to calculate cross sections for energy loss
at the lowest incident energies for liquids, even for electrons. For gases, the processes responsible
for energy loss at lowest energy are simple elastic scattering and (molecules only) rotational excitation
for which many high quality calculations and experiments have been performed. In liquids, the lowest
energy process is the transfer of kinetic energy from the primary particle into intermolecular vibrational
modes of the liquid (i.e., librational excitation, or phonon creation), which is thought to be much more
efficient than either elastic scattering or rotational excitation. In any case, the latter is hindered in
liquids.
Ionization in the Liquid Phase
For both liquids and gases, most of the energy deposited by the primary particle goes into
ionization, electronic excitation, and fragmentation of the absorbing entities. For gases this entity is
just one molecule, but for liquids several are normally involved. In either case, secondary electrons
are produced. Multiple ionization of a single molecule is much less likely than single ionization, so
for the gas phase usually only one secondary electron is produced per collision, but for liquids,
several are produced. This is a consequence of the uncertainty principle (see below).
Ionization in the gas phase is a well defined event, and it possesses a definite threshold which
can be measured with great accuracy. In liquids, however, there are several effects not present in
gases; some of these contribute to a reduction in clarity of the concept of ionization. Besides the
production of more than one secondary electron in a typical ionization event, these effects include:
(1) The ionized electron enters an energy-absorbing medium upon leaving its molecule; therefore the
work required to remove the electron to infinity at rest includes not only the Coulomb energy of
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attraction for its parent ion, but also the energy transmitted to the medium in transit. The process
responsible for this transfer is stochastic and hence, is different for each electron. (2) Many media,
especially polar media, trap the ionized electron while it is still in its outbound trajectory. These traps
(which can be naturally occurring voids, voids of solvation, or chemical species which bind a primary
particle with or without dissociation, etc.) can, in principle, be anywhere in a given medium. (3) All
condensed media have dielectric constants greater that unity, which thus reduces the ionization
potential compared to the gas phase. Finally, (4) the electron need not be removed to infinity but
only to that critical distance ro where its Coulomb attraction to its parent molecular cation, e2/_rc, is
equal to the thermal background kT. At this separation, e2/_kT, the attraction of the electron for its
parent ion is indistinguishable from the thermal background. The distance ro, called the Onsager
radius, amounts to about 300 ,&, for typical organic liquids at room temperature.
Very few secondary electrons actually escape over this thermal horizon. Most have the opposite
history, namely, immediate recombination with a molecular cation. This can be understood
qualitatively with the aid of the uncertainty principle. Suppose the primary electron deposits 100 eV
in a collision. This is typical. The time required for this to happen must be at least 3 X 1018 sec,
by which time the primary particle travels about 10 A. This establishes the minimum size of the
collision region, and gives a rough lower limit on the number of molecules ionized: 10 .7 cm/(M/pA) 1/3,
where M is the molecular weight of the medium molecules, p the density of the medium, and A is
Avagadro's number. For hexane this smallest number of molecules is about two. Actually, it is
known independently that above five ionizations are produced in n-hexane for each 100 eV of energy
loss by the primary particle; or each secondary electron possesses an average energy of 20 eV
initially. They are moving much less rapidly than the primary particle, which we can ignore as a
consequence, and much more rapidly than the massive molecular cations. Each of the five outgoing
secondary electrons therefore looks back on a small entity carrying a total charge of (typically) +5.
The slowest of the five electrons immediately falls back into this vast Coulomb hole. The second
slowest then sees a charge of +4 and also falls back. And so the process continues until (usually)
only one secondary electron is still uncombined. It is interesting that this sequence of recombination
proceeds with memory: the electrons recombine geminately; i.e., each with its own parent ion. This
is known from the observed scarcity of triplet products.
Focus of this Article
This complicated scenario leads us to a simplification: We need consider only the one surviving
secondary electron. The average initial energy of the original five is 20 eV, and the last survivor is
the most energetic of the five, so perhaps its energy is 40 eV. If the initial energy of the primary
particle is 200 keV and the average energy per deposition is 100 eV (both typical quantities), it
follows that for each primary particle there are about two thousand of these surviving secondary
electrons, each residing in its own discrete region. These regions or entities are strung out randomly
along the trajectory of the secondary particle, and the whole object is called a "track." In a given
experiment there may be millions or more of these tracks, one for each primary particle, so the
number of entities is billions or more.
Radiation chemists study this microensemble of entities and calculate and measure quantities
which represent averages over the microensembles. For positron chemists, the primary particle is
the positron itself, and there is no other positron present, so all the attention is given to the very last
entity in the track of each primary particle. This entity is unique in the microensemble because it
contains the only positron in the system, and because the primary particle forms it at the end of its
track when it is slowest. Hence it cannot be argued that it is a typical entity. It is highly arguable
that it even resembles a typical entity. The question arises: why do positron chemists study the
microensemble? Because if we understand the microensemble (more to the point, a typical entity in
the microensemble), then we have a chance of understanding the terminal positron entity. If we don't
understand the microensemble as a whole, then we cannot understand the last entity in it.
In this article, we focus our attention on this microensemble of secondary electrons, and
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consider their final degradation, starting from a distribution which has a maximum in the neighborhood
of 40 eV, and continuing down to thermal equilibrium.
At 40 eV the dominant mechanism for slowing down is ionization and electronic excitation of
medium molecules. These dominate other processes down to the threshold for excitation, typically
5 eV. This segment of the degradation process is regarded as being reasonably well understood on
the basis of established electronic stopping power laws which yield both the time required and
distance travelled by the slowing secondary electron. From 5 eV down to about 0.5 eV,
intramolecular vibrational excitation is thought to provide the most important slowing down mechanism.
This also is fairly well understood, from the viewpoints of both calculating and measuring cross
sections and of computing ranges and times in the segment. Below 0.5 eV down to kT, the story
is quite different: although it is believed that we have identified the degradation processes (excitation
of intermolecular vibrations), we do not know how to calculate cross sections for them. Times and
distances in this last segment are less certain, but can be inferred from sweeping electric field
measurements and from microwave conductivity measurements.
In the remainder of this article, we consider mainly this last segment, which has been called the
subvibrational region, from two viewpoints: Purely phenomenological descriptions of the degradation
process using assumed cross sections, and considerations of ways to determine the cross sections
themselves from first-principles quantal calculations.
PHENOMENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF THERMALIZATION
The calculation of track structure of the primary particle has recently become an active area of
research. The ever decreasing cost of computation has made large scale Monte Carlo calculations
feasible. These calculations use cross sections from experiment and from other calculations.
Calculations of the spatial, temporal, and ergodic development of the entities along the tracks are not
as numerous or successful because the required cross sections are not all known, as we have
already pointed out. However, the qualitative nature of the physical and chemical processes operating
in the developing entities is fairly well known. It is inviting to conduct model calculations based on
the known qualitative features, using assumed cross sections, and to try to reproduce relevant
experimental observations.
The development of entities can be divided into two parts which we call the prethermal or
physical regime and the postthermal or chemical regime. At the end of the prethermal regime, the
secondary electron becomes thermalized. This takes one to ten picoseconds. In the postthermal
regime, the secondary electron moves around by diffusion and engages in chemical reactions. This
region terminates by recombination or some other reaction, and is essentially complete in a
microsecond. Even though the boundary between these two regions is not perfectly distinct, the two-
region concept is nevertheless useful.
We have already discussed three subregions or segments of the prethermal regime: ionization
and electronic excitation (40 to 5 eV), intramolecular vibrational excitation (5 to 0.5 eV), and
intermolecular vibrational excitation (0.5 to kT). At this point the secondary electrons in the
microensemble are thermalized and have established a distribution f of thermalization distances r,h
(as measured from the cation). The functional form of f((h) is important and can be inferred from
sweeping field measurements, but there is a good deal of uncertainty and controversy regarding its
shape. [1,2] It is this function which provides the point of contact between theory (calculations of the
prethermal regime) and experiment. We now describe this connection.
If an electron comes to rest a distance qh from its parent cation, it is attracted to it by the
Coulomb potential V(r,h). The probability that it will diffuse away, beyond the Onsager radius re, is
given by a Boitzmann factor:
g(r,,) = exp(-V(r,,)/kT) = exp(-rJr,,) (1)
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This result is not at all obvious but rather is a seminal contribution by Onsager, [3] who demonstrated
that g(r) is the long time solution of the Smoluchowski equation which describes diffusion of a particle
in a Coulomb field. It follows from eq. (1) and the physical meaning of the distribution function f that
P=rc, the calculated probability for the whole microensemble for diffusion of secondary electrons out
of the entity and into the bulk liquid, is given by
P_c = J f(_) g(r) d_ (2)
This quantity can be measured and is tabulated for many liquids. [4,5] It is the ratio of the yield of
free electrons in the bulk of the liquid (ie., beyond the Onsager radius) in the absence of an external
field to the limit yield for high electric fields. Its value depends upon temperature, solute
concentration, etc., and the correlation of the calculated and the measured value for various trial
distribution functions f constitutes the connection between theory and experiment, and tells us what
we know about the functional form of f.
Historically, much more attention has been paid to the postthermal regime. Starting from
thermalization, one calculates subsequent development of the entity by solving a diffusion equation
using f(r_h) as the distribution of secondary electrons at t= 0. Thus f(_h) has come to be known as
the "initial" distribution, even though it describes where the electrons are at the conclusion of the
prethermal regime.
+
We now turn to the calculation of the initial distribution function f(r) and the theoretical deduction
of the escape probability for the microensemble, P=,c. A procedure for the calculation of f was given
a long time ago by Mozumder and Magee. [6] Some other workers have attempted to calculate f
also, [7-11] but we like the prescription of Mozumder and Magee because it is instructive, it replicates
well the actual physical events, and is easy to understand. It requires considerable calculations,
however, and has not yet been put to an exhaustive numerical test to our knowledge.
First one chooses AE, the initial energy of the secondary electron. This determines RV, the
distance travelled in the first two segments of the prethermal regime, that is, from an energy of AE
down to Ev, the threshold of the subvibrational segment. (See fig. ,1.) For AE = 40 eV and Ev = 0.5
eV (our example values), this distance is known to be about 25 A for most nonpolar liquids. From
that point to thermalization one assumes the secondary electron proceeds by a random walk. The
number of steps N in the random walk can be deduced in terms of p, the probability of exciting an
intermolecular vibrational mode in a given mean free path (which are mostly for elastic scattering),
and m_the vibrational quantum lost per inelastic collision, by an energy balance argument: At the
oint Rv, the energy of the partical is E_ - e2/ERv; after thermalization it has travelled to a new point
r from the cation and has lost the energy Npo) to the medium. Hence
e2 e2
Ev - ...... 3/2kT ...... + Npm. (3)
£R v &RT
By assuming a value for the product pro, one can calculate N for any given Rr. RT is fixed by the
variables of integration in eq. (2): We choose r and e, the coordinates of the point of thermalization
measured from Rv (see fig. 1). The law of cosines give Rr, and eq. (3) gives N. Clearly the bulk
of the work lies in calculating pro, for therein lies the cross section for intermolecular vibrational
excitation. This quantity, which depends upon the energy of the incident secondary electron, is to
be gotten from a quantum mechanical calculation, but we do not know how to carry it out. By trial
and error, Mozumder and Magee arrived at a value of 5.5 x 10_' eV per collision, elastic or inelastic.
[6] Using this value along with AE = 40 eV, Ev = 0.5 eV, R, = 25 A, T = 298 K, and ¢ = 1.9, we
find N to be 460 for RT = 80 ,&, (a representative value of the thermalization distance for nonpolar
liquids). Such a large number of steps suggests that a Gaussian distribution is accurate:
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f(r) = (2--_--NL_) exp(-3r2/2NL2). (4)
L is the mean free path for elastic collisions. Mozumder and Magee somewhat arbitrarily take it to
be the mean molecular separation of molecules in the liquid. Equation (4) is slightly misleading, for
N depends upon R7 and hence on r and O, and the N-dependence of the preexponential factor must
be included in the integrand in eq. (3). Another consequence of the RT-dependence of N is that f
as written above is not normalized; one must divide the right hand side of eq. (2) by J f d_'.
The integration in eq. (2) is performed numerically and yields the escape probability of all
entities with AE = 40 eV. However, there is a distribution of AE values for a given value of E, [12]
the energy of the primary particle when it enters the medium. This distribution is known, more or
less. There is also a distribution of E values, and this depends on the nature of the source of
primary particles. P=_o depends upon AE and must be averaged over it with the appropriate
distribution function. The whole numerical process is shown schematically in fig. 2. The result of all
this work will be the yield of bulk secondary electrons appropriate for the experiment.
This procedure amounts to a poor man's Monte Carlo calculation. There are a number of
approximations: The use of a Gaussian (eq. (4)) implies we are ignoring the Coulomb influence of
the cation during the random walk. The parameters L and poe clearly should depend on the energy
of the secondary electron; the dividing line between the segments of the prethermal regime are not
as sharp as we have portrayed; the procedure as prescribed above is limited to one electron-cation
pair per entity; and it ignores trapping by density fluctuations and scavenger solutes. Perhaps more
significant is that time is not a part of the procedure, as it must be in order to include the influence
of an externally applied electric field. The latter extension can be made, either with an after-the-fact
modification of the procedure just described, or by integrating the Fokker-Planck equation in some
appropriate approximation. [13]
New data indicates that straight chain saturated hydrocarbons are very effective traps for
positrons with energies near 0.3 eV. [14] The mechanism is apparently the formation of vibrational
resonances. For hexane, the cross section for this is quite considerable, about 1.5 A 2, which
corresponds to a mean free path of about 140 A. A random walk of 460 steps, each 5 ,&, will almost
always be terminated by capture into such a resonance, and this result must be accomodated in an
application of this procedure to positron thermalization for such liquids,
CALCULATION OF THE CROSS SECTIONS FOR SCATTERING IN LIQUIDS
The process under consideration in this section, the excitation of intermolecular vibrational
modes, is difficult to study experimentally, because the energy quanta involved, about 0.001 eV, are
in the far infrared. The Raman shift is observable for many liquids, and gives us the best information
we have for the process. In principle, a knowledge of the oscillator strength distribution yields the
cross section. Thermal diffusion data also yields some information, the idea being that energies of
the subvibrational region are so low that the processes for energy loss (and gain) must be similar to
those operating in the postthermal regime. Thus the mobility or the diffusion constant, or,
equivalentally, the momentum relaxation time for free Brownian motion, become crucial quantities.
Rather than proceed in this direction, we consider another system, closer to the interests and
expertise of most of the conferees: argon. Liquid argon is at once simpler and more complicated
than liquid hexane. Atoms are much simpler to treat quantum mechanically than molecules, but the
absence of intermolecular vibrations eliminates one of the segments from the prethermal regime, and
cooling below the threshold for electronic excitation relies on intermolecular vibrational excitation and
on elastic scattering from atoms and from density fluctuations. These are inefficient cooling
mechanisms, and the cooling electron has so much energy in the bulk of the segment where they
are operating that the random walk assumption which fueled our phenomenological discussion above
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is not valid.
In the remainder of this concluding section we consider the influence of the liquid medium on
the calculation of elastic scattering cross sections for atomic argon. Specifically, we want to know
what polarization potential to put into the scattering equation (using atomic units now and in the
remainder),
(-1/2 v 2 + V,t,,t + V_,-1/2 k2) _ (r+) = 0 (5)
where V,,a, is the static potential provided the incident electron or positron by the nucleus and the
target electrons, and V,oj is the polarization potential. The latter has the welll known form -cd2r 4 for
an isolated atomic target at long range. At short range it is customary to multiply this by a function
w(r), commonly known as the cut-off function, which moderates the strongly diverging short range
behavior and hopefully includes some of the effects of short range correlation. For the liquid phase,
we know that the polarization potential is screened at long range by the intervening atoms. We follow
the important work of Lekner [15] in describing the calculation of this screening. The experimental
quantity for comparison is the drift velocity of electrons in the liquid as a function of electric field
strength. The comparison requires cross sections for elastic scattering and for momentum transfer.
Co_sider fig. 3, which is taken from ref. [15] The polarization potential experienced by the
atom at R due to the electron has the direct contribution -oc w(r)/2rA+and the indirect contribution due
to the induced dipoles in all the atoms, one of which is shown at t. Lekner defines a function h(R)
so that the total field at R is
1
--- h(R) I_
R 3
(6)
+
To deduce the latter, consider the field at R dueThis has the direct part 1/R 2 and an indirect part.
to a dipole I_ at _:
+ + 3_'(_.'_)-s2_.
E(s) ....................... (7)
S s
We must sum this field over all atoms except the gne at _, but in doing so we may take advantage
of the __actthat the result will be in the direction of R, so we need only include the component of E(R)
along R in the average:
...).
1 + .. 1 R ..++ +
--- h(R) R .... _ .... J'ng_,(s) R-E(s) ds (8)
R 3 R3 R3
The sum over atoms is accomplished by use of gp,(s), thepair-correlation function of the liquid, and
n, the average number density of the atoms. The dipole IEis clearly
O_ ._). _
= --- h(t) t (9)
t3
which displays the essential role of self-consistency in the determination of the function h by solving
the integral equation (8). The pair-correlation function is known, and straightforward iteration leads
one directly to a realization of h.
The potential seen by the electron due to the polarization, direct and indirect, of the atom at
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R is evidently
-oc w(r) h(r)/r'. (10)
Unfortunately this result cannot be used to calculate phase shifts by using it as V_ in eq. (5),
because the scattering electron (or positron) is never interacting with one atom across free space, but
rather is always interacting with intervening atoms as well. Lekner responds to this quandary with
the following construction: First we average V,o, = V,,= + V_, (the latter being given by eq. (10)) over
the ensemble:
<V,o,(r)> = V,o,(r) + J n gp,(s) V,o,(S) d_ (11)
Now, since the scattering particle responds only to changes in the potential and not to its magnitude,
we can subtract off a constant value and truncate. Lekner defines the effective scattering potential
to be
V.,(r) = <V,o,(r)> - <V,o,(ro)> for r< ro (12)
and zero beyond, where ro is the location of the first maximum in <V,o,(r)>. The calculated cross
section for the liquid and gas are compared in fig. 4, and the comparison between theory and
experiment for the drift velocity is shown in fig. 5.
The limited question of how the gas phase polarization potential should be modified in order to
accomodate scattering in liquids has been addressed. The approximations made are that fluctuations
in the number density do not effect the scattering process, and that multiple scattering effects are
negligible. The former approximation has been called into question by Basak and Cohen, [16] who
believe that the scattering of thermal electrons in liquid argon is dominated by a deformation potential
produced by long-wavelength density fluctuations.
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GRIS OBSERVATIONS OF THE GALACTIC CENTER
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The 511 keV positron annihilation line source in the Galactic Center (GC)
region has reappeared after being in a quiescent state since the early 1980's.
We report observations by the GRIS balloon instrument showing that the
511 keV line has returned to an intensity level similar to that seen in the
1970's. We have resolved the line width for the first time and made a
measurement of the spatial extent of the emission along the galactic plane.
GRIS is a high-resolution germanium (Ge) spectrometer with a 17" field-of-
view. Eleven hours of data were obtained from GC pointings on balloon
flights over Australia on 1 May 1988 and again on 29 October 1988. An
additional seven hours were obtained on 30 October 1988 from a point in
the galactic plane (GP) 25 ° west of the center (1 = 335", b = 0").
Preliminary results for the line fluxes (in units of 10-4 ph cm -2 s -1) from the
GC are 9.8+1.9 in May and 12.3+1.6 in October, and from the GP are 2.4
+ 1.6 (1 sigma statistical errors). The flux for the off-center pointing is
significantly lower than that for the GC pointings and indicates that the
dominant emission is narrowly concentrated at the center. The line width
for the GC pointing in October is 3.6_+0.5 keV, which implies a temperature
for the annihilation medium of -<105 K. A step in the continuum emission at
511 keV is found in both the GC and GP data. The step may be due to
orthopositronium three-photon annihilation for the GC, but is too large
relative to the 511 keV line for the GP to be simply explained by
positronium.
INTRODUCTION
Positron annihilation radiation from the the GC region was first observed by
Haymes et al. (1975) in 1970 with low-resolution NaI detectors. The first unequivocal
identification of the 511 keV line was made in 1977 by Leventhal et al. (1978) using high-
resolution Ge detectors. A summary of all 511 keV GC line measurements is plotted in
Figure 1, with references given in reviews by Ramaty and Lingenfelter (1987) and
Leventhal (1987). The Bell/Sandia (Leventhal et al. 1980, 1982, 1986), JPL (Riegler et al.
1981, 1985) and Goddard (Paciesas 1982) observations with relatively narrow (<35 °)
fields of view show that the GC source turned off in 1980 and did not reappear until after
1984. The positive measurements (Share et al. 1988) during the 1980's by the wider field-
of-view gamma-ray instrument on the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) are evidence for an
additional diffuse component to the emission.
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We present in this paper results from new observations of the GC showing that the
511 keV line has reappeared. The data were obtained during the first two flights of a new-
generation Ge balloon instrument called the Gamma-Ray Imaging Spectrometer (GRIS).
Preliminary results are given by Leventhal et al. (1989).
INSTRUMENT
The GRIS instrument (Teegarden et al. 1985; Tueller et al. 1988), shown
schematically in Figure 2, is a balloon-borne high-resolution spectrometer operating in the
20 keV to 8 MeV energy range. It consists of an array of seven Ge detectors (total volume
= 1560 cm 3) cooled to -90 K by liquid nitrogen. The detectors are surrounded by 396 kg
of NaI in active anficoincidence. Aperture holes in the shield above each Ge detector define
a 17 ° FWHM field of view at 511 keV. The detector effective area at 511 keV is -85 cm 2
and the resolution is 1.8 keV FWHM. The payload launch weight is 1680 kg.
The flight gondola shown in Figure 2 provides a pointed platform for the
instrument. An azimuth-over-altitude digitally controlled pointing system orients the
instrument using a magnetic reference to an absolute accuracy of 0.3". Star camera and sun
sensor systems are used to confirm pointing performance in flight. The pointing and
spectroscopic performance of the instrument were verified during each flight by
observations of the Crab. The measured Crab spectra are consistent with previous
observations.
OBSERVATIONS
GRIS was flown twice from Alice Springs, Australia in 1988. The f'u-st flight was
on 1 May 1988 during which the Galactic Center (et = 17 h 42 m, _ = -29" 0') was observed
for 11 hours and SN 1987A for 12 hours. The second flight was a classic 2-day (44 hours
at float) flight on 28-30 October 1988, The observations were as follows: the GC for 10
hours, a point in the GP 25" west of the GC (et = 16 h 22 m, _i = -48" 42'; I = 335 °, b = 0")
for 7 hours, and SN 1987A for 24 hours (2 passes). Spectral lines from 56Co decay were
detected during the SN 1987A observations as reported by Teegarden et al. (1989) and
Tueller et al. (1989). The average float depth, d, and slant range, s, (in g cm -2) for the GC
and GP observations were: 1 May GC d=4.8, s=7.0; 29 October GC d=5.7, s=7.6; 30
October GP d--4.3, s=5.5.
Data were accumulated in alternating 20 minute target-background segments, with
some background segments taken before and some after the target segments. For
background the telescope was maintained at the same zenith angle but rotated in azimuth so
as to minimize the extent of the GP in the field of view. Azimuth offset angles varied from
200 ° to 240 °. Background fields were examined to make certain that no gamma-ray
sources were contained in them.
DATA ANALYSIS
Counts in each detector were accumulated during each observing segment in
channels 0.25 keV wide. Spectra from each detector were then gain corrected using lines at
198, 511 and 1461 keV and compressed by a factor of-4 into 1 keV bins. The gain
corrected spectra from the seven detectors were summed together. After division by
segment accumulation time, background spectra were subtracted from target spectra. The
511 keV line in the background spectrum had an intensity of 0.17 cnts s-1 (compared with
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0.06cnts sq for the astrophysicaline) anda width of 2.9 keV. The line is broaderthan
theinstrumentresolution(andthewidth of otheradjacentbackgroundlines)of 1.8keV at
511 keV. The target-backgrounddifferencesweredivided by livetime fraction (-0.9),
atmospherictransmissionandtotaleffectivearea,to form flux estimates.Different target-
backgroundpairswereweightedinverselyaccordingto varianceandaveragedto obtaina
final flux estimateandvariance.
For modelfitting of thespectra,theMay andOctoberdataweretreateddifferently
in this preliminarydataanalysis.For theMay flight, unanticipateddifficulties relatedto
very-high-energycosmic-rayeventsdegradedtheenergyresolutionto -5 keV at 511keV
and distorted the line shape,thus frustrating attempts to determine the line profile.
Nevertheless,thenet flux spectrum formed as described above contains a highly significant
feature at 511 keV. To evaluate the flux in the feature, the continuum net flux values
determined in the intervals 464-503 keV and 517-556 keV were interpolated inwards to 511
keV and subtracted from the net flux in the interval 504-515 keV.
For the October flight the resolution problem was fixed. We have analyzed these
data in the vicinity of the 511 keV line by fitting with various models. The energy window
used was 470-550 keV, and the models used included a flat continuum with and without a
step at 511 keV to allow a positronium-like continuum below the line and with one and two
Gaussian lines to allow for a two-component line shape. Fits were derived by
transforming the model photon spectrum through a matrix which contains the detector
resolution and off-diagonal terms. The off-diagonal response is due to Compton-scattered
events in the detectors which are not rejected by the shield, and to scattering in the
atmosphere. The terms are small and have only minor effects on the fits. Nonlinear fitting
to the line parameters was performed using the CURFIT program from Bevington (1969).
One sigma errors were calculated by finding the deviation of a parameter which increases
the minimum value of chi-square by 1, with all other parameters free to vary (Avni 1976).
RESULTS
The spectra between 350 and 700 keV for the May and October GC observations
and for the October GP observation are shown in Figure 3. An intense positron
annihilation line at 511 keV is seen in both GC spectra, but is virtually absent from the GP
spectrum. Our best fits to the October data sets in the 511 keV vicinity are shown in Figure
4. Both October spectra are well fit by a single Gaussian line plus a flat continuum with a
step at 511 keV. For the GP spectrum the line statistics are poor so we reduced the number
of parameters in the fit by constraining the line centroid at 511.0 keV. Chi-square for the
two fits are 74 for 75 degrees of freedom for the GC data and 73 for 76 degrees of freedom
for the GP data.
The results of the May 511 keV line flux integration and the October fits are listed in
Table I. The line flux for the May and October GC observations are statistically consistent
with each other, giving an average line flux for this period of (11.3+1.2)x10 -4 ph cm -2 s -1.
This is similar to the flux levels seen in the 1970's and shows that the positron annihilation
source in the GC region has re-emerged after disappearing in 1980 (see Figure 2). The line
intensity is much reduced in the GP pointing, which at 1=25" just excluded the GC from the
17" GRIS field of view. This implies that the dominant emission from the GC at the time
of the GRIS observation was not the diffuse component measured by SMM (Share et al.
1988), but rather a narrowly distributed emission or point source in the GC region.
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TABLE I
GRISGALACTIC CENTERAND PLANERESULTS
1MAY 1988
511keVLINE FLUX (9.8+1.9)x 10-4 ph cm-2s-1
29OCTOBER1988- GALACTIC CENTER
511keV LINE FLUX
LINE CENTROID
LINE WIDTH (FWHM)
3-'tPsCONTINUUM FLUX *
PsFRACTION *
(12.3+1.6)x 10-4 ph cm-2s-1
511.22_+0.28keV
3.6_+0.5 keV
(4.4+1.7)x 10-3 phcm-2s-1
95+11%
30OCTOBER1988- GALACTIC PLANE
511keV LINE FLUX
LINE WIDTH (FWHM)
3-7PsCONTINUUM FLUX *
(2.4+1.7)x 10-4
5.2 (+4.2,-3.9)
(3.2+1.6)x 10-3
phcm-2s-1
keV
ph cm-2s-1
* Assumingcontinuumstepat511keVis duetopositroniumthree-photondecay
We haveresolvedtheGC 511 keV line for the first time. The width of 3.6_+0.5
keV FWHM (comparedwith an instrumentresolutionof 1.8keV at 511keV) is broader
thanthevalue1.6(+0.9,-1.6)keVobtainedbyHEAO 3 (Riegleret al. 1981)in Fall 1979.
TheGRISmeasurementcorrespondsto thermalbroadeningin anannihilationmediumof
105K or a velocity distribution of the emitting region of 2x108 cm s -1 FWHM.
Interpreting the step in the continuum at 511 keV as due to three-photon emission
from orthopositronium annihilation, we have calculated the integral flux in the three-photon
component as listed in Table I. The positronium fraction (see, e.g., Brown and Leventhal
1987) is given by f= 4 I3y/(4.5 I2y + 3 I3y) where I3,t is the three-photon flux and I2_,is
the 511 keV line flux. The GC observation gives a 95+11% positronium fraction. For the
GP observation however, the flux in the three-photon continuum is too high to be
explained by even 100% Ps annihilation. Assuming the step in the GP continuum is due to
three-photon annihilation, the three-photon flux is more than an order of magnitude larger
than the 511 keV line flux, compared with a maximum of a factor of 4.5 for 100% Ps
annihilation. Note, however, that both the GP line flux and three-photon continuum are
each <20 measurements. Also, the fit to the three-photon continuum is sensitive to the
assumed shape of the underlying continuum. We have assumed a flat continuum spectrum
for this analysis, but a better assumption would be a continuum shape based on the data
above and below the line region. Analysis is in progress to fit the entire spectrum and
determine more accurate three-photon continuum fluxes.
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DISCUSSION
TheGRISdata,whencoupledwith previousobservationsof theGC 511keV line,
strongly suggestthat a time-variablesourceof positronsis locatednearthe GC. Our
observationof there-emergencetheline after >4yearsabsencemaybe thefirst evidence
for a periodic source. The 511 keV emissionis intense. For an isotropic sourceat a
distanceof 8 kpc, theline flux correspondsto aluminosityof -7x1036ergs-l (2000Lo in
a single spectral line) and requires-4x1042 annihilations per second. If all of these
annihilations occur via the bound Ps state then these numbers are four times larger, with the
additional luminosity appearing in a Ps continuum.
An interesting aspect of the GRIS data is the similarity between the GC and GP
three-photon continuum fluxes while the line fluxes are so different. This suggests a
common origin for the continuum. Ramaty and Lingenfelter (1989, see also Lingenfelter
and Ramaty 1989) have recently proposed a two-component model of the GC and GP
positron annihilation radiation that may provide an insight into this aspect of the GRIS data.
One component is a distributed source of positrons (probably from supernovae) that
annihilate in the warm component of the interstellar medium producing a flux of- 1.5x 10 -3
photons cm -2 s-1 rad -1 in the direction of the GC (derived from SMM) with a longitude
distribution along the GP similar to that of the observed >70 MeV gamma rays.
Annihilation occurs predominantly via Ps for this component producing a three-photon
continuum flux of (7.3+1.8)x10 -3 ph cm -2 s-1 rad -1 (weighted mean of all previous
orthopositronium measurements). The 511 keV line has a width of <2 keV based on the
-104 K temperature of the warm interstellar medium. The second component is a time-
variable point source of positrons at or near the dynamical center of the galaxy. The source
is likely to be a <103 Mo black hole producing positrons by photon-photon interactions in a
hot accretion disk. The three-photon continuum is absent for this component due to
annihilation on dust or the photoionization of orthopositronium by UV radiation. The
three-photon continuum is therefore due solely to the distributed source. The 511 keV line
for the black hole may be narrow if the annihilation is on dust or may be broadened by
thermal or bulk motion of the annihilating medium for the photoionized orthopositronium.
The GRIS data are consistent with the Ramaty and Lingenfelter model, although the
agreement is at the limits of the statistics. The distributed source would give a 511 keV line
flux at 25 ° west of the GC in the GRIS 17" FWHM aperture of -4.1xl0 -4 ph cm -2 s-1
(Ramaty and Lingenfelter 1989) and a three-photon continuum flux of (2.0L,-0.5)x 10 -3 ph
cm -2 s-1. This is to be compared with our measurement of (2.4+1.7)x10 -4 ph cm -2 s-1 for
the line and (3.2:1:1.6)x10 -3 ph cm -2 s"l for the continuum. The measured line is low and
the three-photon continuum is high, but both are within statistics. The strongest
disagreement is between the predicted three-photon continuum flux for the GC pointing of
(2.2_+0.5)x10 -3 ph cm -2 s "l compared with the measurement of (4.4--1.7)x10 -3 ph cm -2
S-1.
The Ramaty and Lingenfelter model would imply that the step in the continuum for
the GRIS GP data is in fact due to the orthopositronium three-photon continuum, and that
the unphysical ratio of continuum to line flux is caused by statistical fluctuations. Another
possibility is that the step in the continuum is due to Compton scattering of line photons
emerging from an embedded source (Forrest 1982, Bildsten and Zurek 1988). There are
also non-black hole models for the GC point source. Recently, a tentative identification of
the positron source with the X-ray pulsar GXI+4 was suggested by McClintock and
Leventhal (1989), based on the similarity of the X-ray and gamma-ray light curves over 18
years, the positional agreement of the sources and the unusual properties of GX 1+4.
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CRITICAL OBSERVATIONSFORGRO
ThenewGRISobservationsof positronannihilationradiationfrom theGC suggest
severalcritical observationsfor GRO. The intense511 keV line observedduring the
1970'sthat disappearedin 1980is now knownto beepisodic. A long term studyof the
time variability of thesourceis requiredfor which theextendedGRO mission is ideally
suited.Theimportantdeterminationof thesourcelocationandpossibleidentificationwith
a known X-ray sourcecan be doneearly in the GRO mission by both the OSSEand
COMPTELinstruments.
The natureof thedistributedsourcecanbestudiedby theplannedGROGP scan.
If the low valuefor theGP511keV line flux measuredbyGRISis accurateandappliesto
otherregionsof theGP,thenthefractionof this emissiondueto 26AIdecayis larger than
previously thought. Basedon the the HEAO-3 value for the 1809keV line flux of
4.8x10-4phcm-2s-! rad-1(Mahoneyet al. 1984),thepredicted511 keV flux from 26A1
decay for the GRIS GP observationis (0.5-2.1)x10-4ph cm-2s-1 depending on the
positronium fraction, comparedwith the measured(2.4+1.7)x10-4ph cm-2 s-1. The
distributed511keV line emissionmaybeduealmostentirely to 26A1decay.GROwill be
able to measurethe 511 keV line to 1809keV line ratios along the GP and study this
questionin detail.
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FIGURE 1
Observations of 511 keV line emission from the direction of the GC. The field of view of
each instrument is indicated. The X's represent line flux corrections made for an assumed
Ps fraction of 0.9. The NaI instruments unavoidably include some three-photon Ps
continuum in the line. The 1974 Rice measurement was made in a direction -5" offthe GC
and needs to be corrected as indicated for a point source at the GC.. The B, C, G, J and
GR observations were made with high-resolution Ge detectors. (From Leventhal et al.
1989).
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FIGURE 2
Cross-section of the GRIS payload as flown in May and October 1988.
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FIGURE 3
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The data are background-subtracted fluxes that have been conzcted for livetime,
atmospheric attenuation and detector response to give source spectra.
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FIGURE 4
Source spectra of the GC and GP near 511 keV measured by GRIS in October 1988. The
lines represent best fit models with a fiat continuum, a step in the continuum at 511 keV
and a Gaussian line. For the GP fit the line centroid is constrained to be at 511.0 keV.
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POSITRON ANNIHILATION IN GAMMA-RAY BURSTS
Alice K. Itarding
Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD
ABSTRACT
Emission features appear a.t energies of 350 - 450 keV in the spectra of a number of gamma-ray burst
sources. These features have been interpreted as electron-positron annihilation lines, redshifted by
the gravitational field near the surface of a neutron star. Evidence that gamma-ray bursts originate
at neutron stars with magnetic field strengths of _ 1012 Gauss has come from recent observations of
cyclotron scattering harmonics in the spectra, of two bursts. Positrons could be produced in gamma-
ray burst sources either by photon-photon pair production or by one-photon pair production in a
strong magnetic field. The annihilation of positrons is affected by the presence of a strong neutron
star magnetic field in several ways. The relaxation of transverse momentum conservation causes an
intrinsic broadening of the two-photon annihilation line and there is a decrease in the annihilation
cross section below the free-space value. An additional channel for one-photon annihilation also
becomes possible in high magnetic fields. The physics of pair production and annihilation near
strongly magnetized neutron stars will be reviewed. Results from a self-consistent model for non-
thermal synchrotron radiation and pair annihilation are beginning to identify the conditions required
to produce observable annihilation features from strongly magnetized plasmas.
INTRODUCTION
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are transient sources of gamma rays having remarkably little (_ 1_) of
their emission below 1 keV (for complete review see Ref. 1). They were discovered by the "_la sa.tellitc
in 1969, though not recognized as events of cosmic origin until 1973, during a search for gamma-ray
transients correlated with supernovae 2. Early spectra showed smooth shapes which resemt)led the
emission of tenuous, hot plasmas with temperatures of a few hundred keV. Since then, each new
generation of gamma-ray detectors has discovered more bursts, revealing new and unanticipated
characteristics of these sources. The Soviet KONUS experiments on the Venera satellites observed
a large number of bursts, many of which showed evidence of absorption and emission lines 3. The
absorption dips occur around 20 - 40 keV and were interpreted as cyclotron absorption or scattering
in magnetic fields of 2 - 5 x 1012 Gauss. The reality of these features has been recently confirmed by
detectors with higher resolution on the GINGA satellite 4. Emission features at energies around 350 -
4.50 keV appear in about 10% - 20% of the GRBs observed by KONUS and may be electron-positron
annihilation radiation, redshifted in the gravitational field of a neutron star.
Although gamma-ray burst sources have been studied by astrophysicists for over fifteen years,
their origin is still a mystery. One outstanding problem which has impeded theoretical progress
is the lack of information on GlIB distances. The energy of a typical burst as derived from the
observed fluence, EB _- 103Serg (d/lkpc) 2, could reasonably be anywhere in the range, 1034 - 10 44
erg. Fortunately, the situation is not completely unresolved, as there now exist several strong lines
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Fig. 1 - Photon spectra
from the KONUS gamma-
ray burst data. base, fitted
with narrow emission fea-
tures (from Ref. 3 ).
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Fig. 3 - Count spectrum of 1978 Nov. 19
burst from the ISEE-3 Ge spectrometer,
showing possible annihilation feature at 420
keV (from Ref. 8).
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
of evidence linking GRBs to neutron stars. The observed emission features, if identified as positron
annihilation at rest, have redshifts in the range expected for a neutron star surface gravitational
potential. The discovery of a very intense burst on March 5, 1979 had a rise time less than 0.2 ms,
restricting the source size to less than 60 km, and also showed 8 second pulsations during the burst
decay phase. The spectrum of this source also showed the strongest annihilation feature observed to
date. Finally, the GINGA satellite has observed strong absorption features at 20 and 40 keV in the
spectra of two bursts 4. The most natural interpretation of the features is that they are harmonics of
resonant cyclotron scattering in a field of 1.7 x 1012 Gauss s-7, further indication of a neutron star
origin.
The evidence that GRBs originate near strongly magnetized neutron stars allows us to model the
emission processes, even if we do not know the ultimate source of the burst energy. It is likely that
the strong magnetic field will profoundly influence the physical processes which produce the observed
emission. In particular, the physics governing positron production and annihilation is so different
from the corresponding free-space physics that new models for positron annihilation lines must be
developed for GRBs. Ultimately, these kinds of emission models may lead to limits on the total burst
energy required to produce observable annihilation features, thus imposing limits on GRB distances.
OBSERVATIONAL EVIDENCE FOR ANNIHILATION FEATURES
Evidence for positron annihilation in GRBs first appeared in data from the Ge spectrometer on
the ISEE-3 satellite and from the KONUS detector on the Venera satellites. Figure 1 shows several
examples of spectra obtained by KONUS with suggestions of features around 400 keV. The most
convincing evidence for an annihilation line in a GRB spectrum was seen in the burst of Mar 5,
1979 (GB790305). Although this exceptionally strong burst was actually detected by nine different
satellites, the best spectrum was obtained by KONUS (Figures la and 2) and shows a symmetric
feature at 430 + 30 keV which clearly stands out above the continuum. The feature has a relatively
high statistical significance of 4.9c_. Observations of GB790305 by the French-Soviet SIGNE detector
revealed that a large fraction of the excess at 430 keV came during the first 24 ms of the burst 1°,
providing some confirmation of the reality of the feature. Figure 3 shows the ISEE-3 spectrum of
a burst with an emission feature at 420 keV and another possible feature at 738 keV. The higher
energy feature is consistent with S_Fe line emission at 847 keV, with the same redshift required for
an annihilation line interpretation of the 420 keV feature.
There are, however, several problems connected with these observed emission features which
require caution in interpreting them as annihilation lines. First of all, many of the lines are of low
statistical significance (around 3_r) and the problem is compounded by the nature of the response
functions of gamma-ray detectors. Since these instruments actually detect the energy loss rather
than the energy of the gamma rays, the count rate spectra cannot be unfolded to yield a unique
photon spectrum of the burst. The traditional technique has been to assume a spectral shape (in
the case of the KONUS spectra, a thermal bremsstrahlung continuum plus a Gaussian line) and
unfold the count spectrum, varying a set of adjustable parameters until an acceptable fit is achieved.
Thus, the appearance of a line feature in the photon spectrum (especially one which is statistically
marginal) can depend on the assumed continuum shape and the derived photon spectrum even tends
to conform to the assumed input spectrum. This "obliging" nature of the data which can actually
cause artificial amplification of a line feature in the photon spectrum, has raised doubts about many
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of the reported features11.However,a number.ofthesefeaturesalsoappearin the raw count spectra
and someof the reported lines, especiallythe strong featureappearingin the spectrum of the Mar.
5, 1979burst, are statistically significant.
The second problem is that other instruments, notably the Gamma-Ray Spectrometer on the
Solar Maximum Mission (SMM), did not detect line features in any of their GRB spectra 12, including
several of the same bursts showing emission features in the KONUS spectra. A possible resolution to
this discrepancy is that the various detectors integrate over different time intervals to obtain burst
spectra. If the lines are in fact time variable, then a detector with a shorter integration time could
detect a line which would be averaged out over longer times. Actually, the emission features do
appear to be variable over very short timescales. The SIGNE detector la reported an annihilation
"flash" as short as their time resolution of 250 ms in the same burst fi'om which SMM reported no
line feature in a 16 s integration.
To summarize, there is convincing evidence fi'om several instruments for annihilation lines in
GRB spectra with the following general properties: 1) All of the reported features have redshifts in
the range AE/E __ 0.2 - 0.5, which are consistent with the softer neutron star equations of state TM.
This implies that positrons annihilate near a neutron star surface and probably in a strong magnetic
field. 2) In most cases, the lines are so narrow (_< 250 keV) that the required pair temperatures are
much lower than the continuum temperatures 15. In other cases, the features can be fit with broad
line profiles (,-_ 0.5 - 1 MeV) which may contribute significantly to the continuum above the line 16.
3) The energy in the line represents typically around 10% and up to as much as 30% of the burst
energy. 4) The annihilation features appear to be variable on timescales short compared to the total
burst duration and e_re strongest near the peak of the burst.
POSITRON PRODUCTION AND ANNIHILATION PHYSICS
If the annihilation lines in GRBs originate at the neutron star surface, the theory of their formation
must include the effects of the strong magnetic field on the physics of positron production and
annihilation. Magnetic fields affect physical processes in several fundamental ways. Momentum
perpendicular to the field direction is quantized, so that electrons and positrons must occupy discrete
Landau states with energy
E_ = (,,,_ + p_ + 2n,_B') '/_ (1)
where n = l+ ½(s + 1) = 0,1,2,... with l = 0, 1,2, .... Particles may have either spin-up (s = 1)
or spin-down (s = -1) along the field direction, except in ttie ground state n = 0, where only the
spin-down state is allowed. The momentum component parallel to the field, p, is continuous and
B' = B/Bcr is the magnetic field in units of the critical field, B_ - rn2c3/eh = 4.414 x l013 Gauss,
in which the cyclotron energy equals the electron rest. mass. Transverse momentum is not strictly
conserved in interactions, because the magnetic field can absorb or supply momentum (parallel
momentum and total energy are strictly conserved). Thus, a number of first order processes are
allowed that are forbidden in fi'ee space. Among these are cyclotron radiation and absorption,
familiar as classical electromagnetic processes in weak fields, as well as one-photon pair production
and annihilation, which become important only in strong fields approaching B_. In very strong
fields, processes depend on the spin of the electrons and positrons, with the most important effect
being the suppression of spin-flip channels.
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In addition to the possibility of first-order processes,second-orderprocessesmay be strongly
influencedby all of the aboveeffectsin a strongmagnetic field. Therefore,the behavior of the cross
sectionsfor two-photon pair production and annihilation in the presenceof a field must also be
understoodin order to correctly model GRB annihilation lines.
Positron Production Processes
Pair production is probably the most important positron production processin GRBs and in
a strong magnetic field, pairs can be produced by one photon as well as by two photons. The
attenuation rate for conversionof a singlephotoninto an electron-positronpair in the presenceof an
external magneticfield (alsoreferredto asmagneticpair production) wasfirst calculatedin the early
fifties17'is,but since this processis not possiblyobservablein laboratory fields, it did not receive
much attention until the discoveryof pulsars in the late sixties. In both processes,the electron
and positron can be producedonly in the discreteLandau states which are kinematically available.
When the photon energy is near threshold, there may only be one or two of thesestates,and the
crosssectionswill be resonantat eachof the pair state thresholds.
Figure 4 showsthe attenuation coefficientfor one-photonpair production asafunction of photon
energyfor 0 = 90 °, where 0 is the angle of the photon direction with respect to the magnetic field.
The threshold for producing a pair in the ground state is 2m/sin 0. Although this resonance structure
is important very near threshold, the increasing density of resonances with photon energy allows the
use of a more convenient asymptotic expression when the number of available pair states becomes
large (,-_ 10a). In this limit, the polarization-averaged attenuation coefficient for a photon of energy
is2°:
0.23_B'sin0exp(--_) X<<I
]:i_l. Y -_- (2)
0.6_ -1/3 X >> 1
where X =- (E.y/2m)B' sin 0, c_ is the fine structure constant and k is the electron Compton wave-
length. The probability of one-photon pair production thus rises exponentially with increasing pho-
ton energy and transverse field strength. This strong angular dependence has important conse-
quences for photon transport in GRB models. A quick rule-of-thumb is that magnetic pair pro-
duction will be important when the argument of the exponential in Eqn (2) approaches unity, or
when (E._/2rn)B' sin 0 >_ 0.1. Consequently, near-threshold pair production becomes important when
t3 --_ 4 x 1012 Gauss, so that in neutron star fields Eqn (2) must be corrected for threshold effects_%
The two-photon pair production cross section in a strong magnetic field also has resonances near
threshold due to the discreteness of the pair states 21. The threshold depends on photon polarization
direction with respect the field, with the lowest threshold condition taking the form_:
(Ex sin01 + E2 sin 02) 2 + 2EIE2[1- cos(01 --02) ] :> 4/7/,2, (3)
where Ea and E2 refer to the energies of the photons and 01 and 02 are their angles with respect
to the field. The second term is the same as the free-space threshold condition and the first term
appears as a result of nonconservation of perpendicular momentum. Thus it is possible for photons
traveling parallel to each other (01 = 0_ -¢ 0 °) to produce a pair, an event not. permitted in free
space.
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Because of the high photon densities and magnetic fields expected in GRB emission regions, one-
photon and two-photon pair production will .compete, and both will dominate over other positron
production processes (e.g. radioactive decay). Figure 5 shows that in the case of a thermal syn-
chrotron spectrum of photons with a density consistent with a GRB luminosity of 10 3s erg s-1, the
one-photon process will generally dominate in magnetic fields above _ 1012 Gauss. It is probable
then that, unless GRBs are more distant than 1 kpc, positrons will be created by one-photon pair
production.
Positron Annihilation Processes
In a strong magnetic field, positrons may annihilate into one or two photons through the inverse
of the pair production processes discussed above. Virtually all pairs annihilate directly rather than
forming positronium at the temperatures and densities expected in GRB sources. Furthermore,
because the synchrotron emission rates in fields ,,_ 1012 Gauss (,-_ 1016 s -1) are much larger than either
collisional or annihilation rates, pairs are expected to cool to the ground state before annihilating.
One-photon annihilation from the ground state results in a line at 2m, broadened asymmetrically
by the parallel momenta of the pairs (cf. Figure 6). Unlike two-photon annihilation, Doppler broad-
ening results only in a blueshift here, because the photon must take all of the kinetic energy of the
pair in addition to the rest mass. The annihilation photons are emitted in a fan beam transverse
to the field, which is broadened if the pairs have nonzero parallel momenta. Pairs annihilating from
excited states would produce additional lines above 1 MeV which at high energies blend together
into a continuum 24. Figure 7 shows the one-photon and two-photon annihilation rates for pairs at
rest in the ground Landau state. The one-photon rate increases exponentially with field strength,
becoming comparable to the two-photon rate at around 10 la Gauss. The two-photon rate begins to
decrease below the free-space rate at this same field strength, due to the smaller phase space of final
pair states.
Two-photon annihilation results in a line at 511 keV as in free space, but the relaxation of trans-
verse momentum conservation causes an additional broadening of the line at higher field strengths.
For the case of annihilation of pairs at rest, the line is broadened by roughly AE _ 4(B/1012 G) keV
for emission parallel to B and AE ,,_ 54(B/1012 G)I/2 sin 0 keV, (sin 0 > B'/2) for emission at angle
0 to B (Ref. 22). In fact, there is an increasing tendency in very high fields for one of the photons
to be produced with almost all of the pair energy, so that two-photon annihilation behaves more like
one-photon annihilation. Widths of observed two-photon annihilation lines could in principle put
limits on the magnetic field strength in GRBs. However, the widths of even the narrowest emission
features observed in GRB spectra are too large (probably due to thermal broadening) to seriously
constrain the magnetic fields by the above relations. The angular distribution of the photons from
annihilation at rest also becomes more anisotropic with increasing field strength, with the peak of
emission perpendicular to B, again similar to one-photon annihilation.
NON-THERMAL PAIR ANNIHILATION MODEL
Given the evidence for annihilation line emission in observed GRB spectra, it seems natural to
investigate under what conditions we would theoretically expect such line emission to be observable
from a strongly magnetized neutron star. Thermal emission models (ie. bremsstrahhmg or thermal
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synchrotron) originally provided good fits to the early GRB continuum spectra. However, when the
SMM detector obtained a number of GRB spectra showing hard power-law emission extending well
above 1 MeV (Ref. 25), thermal models were questioned. A number of theoretical problems have
also caused thermal models to fall out of favor: the inconsistency of annihilation line widths with
continuum "temperatures" mentioned earlier, the difficulty of maintaining a thermal distribution of
radiating particles in a strong magnetic field, and studies indicating that thermal pair-equilibrium
plasmas do not yield observable annihilation features 26'_. Thus, nonthermal emission models for
GRBs seem more attractive.
The question of whether nonthermal injection of energetic electrons into a strong magnetic field
can result in observable annihilation lines through the production of a dense electron-positron pair
plasma is currently being investigated 2s. The photon emission spectrum is calculated by means of
a Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 8 shows schematically the different processes involved in such
a calculation. Electrons are injected with an assumed distribution of energy and pitch angle into
a homogeneous, strong field. The polar angle, energy and spin of the injected electron determine
its initial Landau state, characterized by (n,s,p). Since syn&rotron radiation rates are very high,
the electron quickly cascades down a series of Landau states to the ground state. Spin-dependent,
quantum synchrotron transition rates, interpolated from tables, are used to determine the series
of radiative transitions. The synchrotron photons above magnetic pair production threshold may
create pairs in excited states. These particles are treated the same as the injected electrons and their
synchrotron photons contribute both to the observed spectrum and to the production of additional
pairs. As injection continues, particles accumulate in the ground state and either annihilate or escape.
The free-space two-photon annihilation rate (valid as long as B < 1013 G) is calculated from the
annihilation cross section averaged over the ground state distribution. The differential cross section
is used to determine the angle of one of the annihilation photons with respect to the field direction.
The angle of the second photon and both photon energies follow from three-dimensional kinematics.
To obtain self-consistent electron and positron distribution functions in the ground state, the
lifetime of each annihilating or escaping particle is used to calculate the density in the momentum bin
of the particle. The newly calculated density replaces the current density value for that momentum
and the process is repe_ted until convergence of the entire spectrum of particles is achieved. Compton
scattering of pairs in the ground state with synchrotron photons prior to annihilation or escape may
also be important in determining the steady-state particle spectrum, but is not yet included in the
calculation.
Examples of the steady-state photon and pair spectra resulting from simulations with varying
input parameters are shown in Figures 9 - 11. Each figure represents a large number (,-_ 30,000) of
injected primary electrons and the photon distributions are differential spectra per primary. In each
spectrum, photons from primary synchrotron emission (light solid line), pair synchrotron emission
(dot/dashed line) and annihilation radiation (dashed line) are shown separately. The heavy solid line
is the sum of the three contributions to the total spectrum. Self-consistent pair density distributions
included with each spectrum are normalized to a density, no = (qo/CrTC) 1/2, where qo is the rate of
injection per second per unit volume of primary electrons and CrT is the Thomson cross section. In
the case of monoenergetic injection of electrons with energy Eo, qo is related to the total luminosity
L and source size R by qo = L/(EoR3). In the simulations shown in Figs. 9 - 11, the value of R
determines the relative importance of escape and annihilation and was assumed to be 10 _ cm.
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As can be seen from these examples, an annihilation feature is visible above the continuum for a
variety of parameters. Figure 9 shows the steady-state photon and pair spectra which result from a
monoenergetic, isotropic injection of unpolarized primary electrons. The continuum spectra display
the -3/2 power law shape of synchrotron cooling emission above the cyclotron energy Ec = rub r, with
cutoffs above 1 MeV due to pair production. Harmonic structure due to transitions between very
high, closely-spaced Landau states can be seen at the low energy end of the spectra. Synchrotron
cooling emission from the pairs produced in excited states contributes most strongly around the
cyclotron energy, because more pairs are produced in lower Landau states. The annihilation lines
are roughly symmetric about the 511 keV peak (gravitational redshift has not been included), with
power-law wings. Annihilation photons also undergo pair production attenuation, but since most of
these photons are beamed along field lines, the threshold lies well above 1 MeV. As the field strength
increases, so does the width of the annihilation line for a given injection energy. The widths of the
lines range from a few hundred keV to roughly 1 MeV. At a given field strength, increasing the
injection energy increases the strength of the annihilation feature.
The steady-state pair distributions have a power law shape at high energies with steep increase
in density near rest. Since only electrons are being injected in these simulations and positrons come
only from pair production, some of the electrons must escape rather than annihilating. The arrows
mark the energy above which most electrons escape. The steepening of the pair spectra at tow
energies are thus caused by the energy dependence of the annihilation rate. As the magnetic field
strength increases, the higher pair production rates cause the positron spectra to approach that of
the electrons, both in shape and amplitude.
In these simulations, the annihilation features are fairly narrow. Synchrotron radiation cools
primarily transverse to the field, but the pairs still have sufficient parallel momenta in the ground state
to produce much broader annihilation lines, ttowever, when the annihilation rate is compared with
the escape rate for electrons as a function of energy, one sees that annihilation occurs preferentially
near rest, with the rate dropping very fast with increasing parallel momentum. Therefore, the lines
are narrow when the higher energy electrons escape and do not contribute to the Doppler broadening
of the annihilation. This situation occurs when the average number of pairs produced per primary
is less than unity (i.e. the plasma is not pair dominated).
Beamed injection of primaries in a cone along the magnetic field or in a fan beam across the
field has also been investigated. The cone beam results in a decrease of pair production and the fan
beam in an increase in pair production over isotropic injection. Cone-beamed injection (Figure 10)
produces pair distributions not only with lower density but having peaks above rest energy, causing
the annihilation feature to be considerably weaker. On the other hand, fan-beamed injection (Figure
11) produces exceptionally strong, narrow annihilation features, not only because of the increase in
pairs, but because of the steepening of the steady-state pair spectra (i.e. more pairs can annihilate
near rest). The continuum spectra in these cases have very sharp pair production cutoffs at 1 MeV.
From the results of these simulations, observable annihilation lines can result from steady-state,
nonthermal injection of electrons in a strong magnetic field. It requires field strengths of at least
B' _ .05, injection energy of at least 5 MeV and a large fraction of primaries with high transverse
momentum. The escape of higher energy electrons along the magnetic field is important and can
result in narrow annihilation lines. The simultaneous production of strong, narrow annihilation
features and hard power-law emission above 1 MeV seems to be difficult in this model. However,
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time variability of both the line and high-energy continuum could arise from changes in either the
energy or the angular distribution of the injected electrons.
SUMMARY
Although the models for pair annihilation in GRBs are now including more of the physics of
high magnetic fields, they are still in a fairly primitive state of sophistication. Inhomogeneity and
spatial dependence have not been considered; and the inclusion of additional processes such as two-
photon pair production and Compton scattering introduce new levels of complexity in the simulation
codes. For example, the resonant nature of Compton scattering in a strong magnetic field is difficult
to include in full detail, though the essential physics may be possible to include approximately.
Nevertheless, the results of even the simplest models are beginning to identify the conditions under
which observable pair annihilation can occur.
The experimental situation is expected to improve in the near future with the launch of new
instruments on the Gamma-Ray Observatory. The Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE)
will have unprecedented sensitivity for performing spectral observations and temporal variability
studies of GRBs. With time resolution as short as lOlls , BATSE will be able to study the time
variability of annihilation features during a burst and make a 5o" detection of a line feature with 20%
equivalent width from a strong burst in less than a second 29. Most importantly, the issue of whether
positron annihilation is actually occuring in GRBs may finally be resolved.
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ABSTRACT
Various theoretical arguments make exotic heavy neutral weakly interacting
fermions, particlularly those predicted by supersymmetry theory, attractive
candidates for making up the large amount of unseen gravitating mass in galactic
halos. Such particles can annihilate with each other, producing secondary particles
of cosmic-ray energies, among which are antiprotons, positrons, neutrinos and y-
rays. Spectra and fluxes of these annihilation products can be calculated, partly
by making use of e+e - collider data and QCD models of particle production derived
therefrom. These spectra may provide detectable signatures of exotic particle
remnants of the big bang.
INTRODUCTION
. Astronomers have learned that there is much more to the universe than meets the
eye I. The discovery that the rotation curves of spiral galaxies are quite flat to
radii as far out as can be observed indicates the presence of dark matter comprising
most of She mass in galactic halos and which could also dominate the mass of the
universe z. This dark matter is most likely of non-baryonic form _. It may be made
up of exotic new particles, perhaps such as those predicted by supersymmetr_
theory. The large body of literature on various aspects of the dark matter problem"
and dark matter detection _ have recently been reviewed.
Possible candidates for dark matter are exotic, stable, weakly interacting
particles, which we hereafter call x particles. Among these, the "neutralinos"
predicted by supersymmetry theory should be _lEft over as relics of the early big-
bang in cosmologically significant densities b'/. Such particles can annihilate to
produce baryons of cosmic-ray energies as well as other familiar particles whose
decays will produce cosmic-ray leptons (electrons, positrons and neutrinos) and also
cosmic y-rays. The fluxes and energy spectra of these "ordinary particles"
resulting from the annihilation of various × particles can be calculated. The
annihilation process will produce a characteristic high energy cutoff in these
spectra at the _est mass energy of the x particle, typically -5 to ~30 GeV. The
Lund Monte Carlo simulation technique used by particle physicists in comparing wi_h
e'e- collide_ d_ta provides a powerful tool for predicting xx annihilation spectra _-
13, since the process of quark-antiquark pair production is involved in both
cases. We will present and discuss detailed energy spectra from the annihilation of
x particles in the Galaxy and show how the features of these spectra may help lead
to indirect evidence of exotic dark matter particles.
The lightest of the neutral supersymmetric particles, designated the LSP, would
be stable by virtue of a new natural conservation law called R-parity conservation,
since it is the lightest state with odd R-parity. The mass eigenstate "neutralino"
can be a pure state, but is more generally a superposition of the "higgsino" (K),
"photino" (_) and "zino", which are mixed by gauge and supersymmetry breaking.
There is also the possibility that the x particle could be a heavy Dirac neutrino.
However, unlike the case with the LSP, there is no natural way of forbidding the
decay of a "conventional" heavy neutrino. There is also experimental evidence
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against dark matter heavy Dirac neutrinos. 14
DARK MATTER ANNIHILATION
The basic physical processes involved in the xx annihilation process are
portrayed schematically in Fig 1. In the first stage of the annihilation (Stage "a"
in Fig. I), × particles annihilate via a propagator A (ej_, a scalar fermion in the
case of photinos and a Z particle in the case of higgsinos). These supersymmetric
neutralinos are Majorana fermions, i.e., they are self annihilating. Then, (b) the
annihilation usually produces a quark antiquark pair (xx + qq ). This is followed
by (c) a cascade of the quarks down to the mass shell by successive gluon emission,
producing a quark-gluon shower and (d) conversion of the shower gluons into other
quark antiquark pairs which (e) produce hadrons, Followed by if) the decay of the
unstable hadrons. The hadronic showers carry the momentum of the original quark
pair and so come out as two collimated "jets". s6met]mes a hard gluon is also
emitted in the process x× + qqg , which results in three jets. (More rarely two or
more gluons can be produced.) The quark cascadifig_and fragmentation proCesses must
be described by quantum chromodynamics (QCD) models. The Lund simulation is based
on a string fragmentation model of QCD interactiofis, with parameters determined from
the e+e - collider data. However, it enables one to take account of the different
Fragmentation effects associated with various quark species. It thus provides a
framework for extrapolating from e+e - collider data to determine x× annihilation
spectra From differing mixtures of final state quark jets.
Simulation of a xx annihilation begins by selecting a Fermion-antifermion Final
state according to the branching ratios (B.R.) appropriate for a given type of x
particle which depend on the _as_ (mr) and charge (QF) of the fermion (qua_k or
lepton) involved (B.R. - Bfmf_Qf_ for photino (i) annihilation; B.R. ~ Bfmf _ for
higgsino and Majorana neu=rlno (VM) annihilations (Ref. 15, hereafter called R'S).
q
A
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the physics of × particle annihilation with the
various stages of the secondary particle production described in the text.
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ANTIPROTON PRODUCTION
The energy spectrum of cosmic-ray ant_rotons from photino annihilation was
first calculated by Stecker, Rudaz and Walsh TM (SRW), using p data obtained in e+e -
collider experiments. They deduced from their results the fascinating possibility
of explaining the entire observed spectrum of cosmic-ray p's as arising from the
annihilation of 15 GeV x particles. RS extended the spectral calculations to
antiprotons, y-rays and positrons, considering photinos, higgsinos and Majorana
neutrinos as dark matter...Using the basic approach and formalism first given by SRW
and RS, Stecker and Tylka IL (STI) extended the study of the antiproton spectrum with
Lurid Monte Carlo simulations, also taking acgo}_q_of recent upper limits on the low
energy (< 0.5 GeV) cosmic-ray antiproton flux _''_U.
SRW and RS argued that the spectra of anti_rotons and y-rays would be quite
similar to those observed for these products in e+e - collider experiments, owing to
the universality of quark jet hadronization. However, e+e - annihilations produce a
different mixture of heavy and light quark jets than that from xx annihilations
(e.g., higgsino annihilation produces final states with a very rich mixture of b
quark jets). Collider data show that b and c quark jets carry off only 80% and 60%
of the cms energy respectively. Thus, the results presented by SRW and RS should be
considered to be a strict upper limit to the hardness of the xx annihilation
spectra.
As expected, the Lund simulation gives a significantly softer spectrum for
final states weighted by heavy quark channels than that observed in e+e -
experiments. Fig. 2 shows the inclusive antiproton production function in terms of
the scaling variable x = E/M for higgsinos landMajorana neutrinos) or photinos of
mass M obtained from the L_nd simulation. 1 E and B are the total p energy and
velocitXy respectively. It should be noted that the cases of generic higgsinos and
Majorana neutrinos of equal mass give identical results, as discussed by RS. Note
that For x annihilations at rest the cms energy is 2M
×"
I0°
10 -4
\
X
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Fig. 2. Antiproton production
spectra. Collider data are shown and
compared with Lurid prediction for
e*e - annihilation (solid curve).
Lund predictions for 15 GeV BB
(middle dashed curve) and _ (lower
dashed curve) annihilation are also
shown. The crosses show the Lurid
data points.
The x annihilation spectra are
compared with the spectral function
obtained from the Lund simulation of
e+e - annihilations at a collider cms
energy of 35 GeV (ST1). The e+e -
collider data are also shown. Fig.
2 also shows the spectral source
function used by RS to fit the TASSO
data (upper dashed curve). The e+e -
data do not include the_antiprotons
from n decay, however n decay was
included in the ×× annihilation
calculations. For comparison with
the e e and x× annihilation spectra
in Fig. 2, the x× spectra were
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multiplied by a factor of 0.5. STI fit the results from the Lund Monte Carlo runs
to simple analytic functions of the form
_f(x)/B _ (llBo)(do/dx) = A exp(-ax) + B(l-x)_/x (i)
where _: is the number of p's per annihilation and f(x) normalized so that its
integra_ is i. This functional form reproduces the exponential dependence of the
spectrum on x for low values of x. The second term dominates for x > 0.15 and goes
smoothly to 0 at x = I. The following source function fits to the parameter sets
(A,a,B,6) in eq. (I) were fQund: (a) For the e+e - collider simulation, (82, 46,
0.21, 2.13), (b) for 15 GeV higgsinos or Majorana neutrinos, (148, 50, 0.34, 4.39),
and for 15 GeV photinos, (i01, 50, 0.20, 3.99).
Photinos produce only ~2/3 as many antiprotons as generic higgsinos or Majorana
neutrinos (0.2 per annihilation as opposed to 0.3). Much of this difference is due
to the T production channel, which is unimportant in higgsino annihilation but which
accounts for 56% of photino annihilations and produces no baryons. (It should be
noted that baryon-antibaryon production through quark jets is not as well understood
as meson production (see discussion in STI and references therein.))
The production rate of antiprotons from xx annihilation in the halo is
%(E) : (2)
where f_ (E) = dNz/dE, normalized to the number of antiprotons per annihilation.
For eKample, iPn the case of fi's, the annihilation cross-section <ov> A is
overwhelmingly dominated by the contributions of T leptons and c and b quarks in the
final state and is
2
GF m2 _<o×V>A - 4_ ( T + 3m_ + 3m ) = 1.3 x 10-26 cm3s -I (3)
The antiprotons come from the hadronic c_ and bB final states, but these
account for a fraction ah _ 30/31 _ i of the total. The ratio of p yields from
photino and generic higgs_ho annihilation is
Q-#p/ Q_p_= [6_<a#V>A/6_<oKV>AI--9.4 x lO-2(mw/m_)4 _<o. 1 (4)
where m : 81 GeV is the W boson mass and m~ is the mass of the squark (scalar
quark) t_at mediates the _ annihilation (RS). q
The interstellar antiproton spectrum is of the form (from eq.(1))
I(E) = (4_)-I(p2/M3)<°^v>×× _ xC_2{Aexp[-aE/Mx] + BMx[I-(E/Mx)]Y/E} (5)
where p is the mass density of dark matter and T is the effective residence time of
cosmic-_ay antiprotons in the Galaxy. As pointed out by SRW and RS, eq. (5) for the
interstellar spectrum must be modulated to take account of the effects of the solar
wind on the spectrum observed at Earth. To do this, STI used a numerical
integration of the spherically symmetric solution of the Fokker-Planck equation.
Fig. 3 shows the resultant _/p ratio as a function of energy for higgsino and
photino annihilation as compared with the present antiproton data, the calculated
spectrum of antiprotons from cosmic-ray collisions and the possible spectrum of
extragala#_ic primary antiprotons in the baryon symmetric cosmology, also
modulated'_(STl). For the higgsino case, the results are shown for both solar
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Fig. 3. The ratio _/p as a function of kinetic energy given for the different
theoretical models (ST1). The data are as follows: (Ref. 17) - black square;
(Ref. 18) - black diamond; (Ref. 19) - black triangles; (Ref. 20).
maximum and_solar minimum. The annihilation spectra are s_awn/on • = 108 y and p =
0.3 GeV cm-3. For generic higgsinos, <o^v> = 1.26 x 10- cm3s -L. In t_ ph_ti_o
case, ST took a minimal squark mass of gO _eV, giving <av> = 0.22 x 10 -_ cm-s--.
It is._l__ar from the figure that fluxes which are consistent with the upper
limits 18'IB on the low energy antiprotons cannot account for the reported fluxes of
antiprotons in the energy range around I0 GeV.
These resul_s can be used to test for _nstraints o_x particles. The residence
time _o is ~i0 y for halo propagation _ and -2xlO y for _i_Apropagation
models _. Studies of cosmic-ray electrons and _econdary nuclei _'_" appea_ to
indicate that _ cannot be too much less than 2xlO" y or too mu_h _re than I0 y.
The density o is probably in the range -0.2 to -0.4 GeV cm-_" _ The generic
higgsino valueXfor the cross section from eq. (3) is probably an upper limit to what
one would expect for a × annihilation cross section and significant values for the ×
masses lie in the range of ~5 to ~30 GeV (RS). For photinos the_cross sections can
be much smaller than for higgsinos (see eq. (4)). Thus, r 5 _ IO b (p/p)_.is at most
~i0 (for 15 generic GeV higgsinos) but can easily be as ]ow as ~4xlOLq<av> << i.
The experimental upper limit r 5 s 3.5 is consistent with an acceptable range of
astrophysical parameters for all × particles of interest. The relevant
supersymmetric parameters can be adjusted to give cosmological densities of interest
for values of M between ~5 an_ -30 GeV. Generic higgsinos or Majorana neutrinos
with M. = 15 Geg will give _ h=_ = 0.2. It is possible to generalize the values
for th_ vacuum expectation v_1_s of the Higgs fields (see eq. (3) of RS) if one
wishes to obtain _h50 = i (the infl_tion cosmology prediction) with 15 GeV
higgsinos. Note that _ne requires e h=_ of at least ~0.I to obtain dark matter
halos. (As usual, _ is the fraction oXf_t_h_ critical density in x particles and h50
is the Hubble constant in units of 50 km s-_ Mpc-_.)
The present upper limits on low energy p's do not constrain dark matter
models. However, with the possible range of values for r 5 given above, it is
possible to hunt for evidence of x'S with low energy p experiments, perhaps at a
level not too far below the present limits. Upper limits on the order of r 5 _ 0.i
would place significant constraints on dark matter models.
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THE COSMIC-RAY NEUTRINO SPECTRUM FROM x× ANNIHILATION
There are four main sources of neutrinos and positrons from x× annihilation to
consider, viz., First generation prompt leptons, second generation prompt leptons
and charged _ and K meson decay leptons (RS). Charmed and bottom quarks and T
leptons are efficient sources of prompt, high energy leptons and antileptons From
their weak decays. E.g., for neutrino-positron production, the relevant decay
chains are as Follows (W* is a virtual W boson):
+ --
T + _ + W+_
T
_ _ + W+* (6)
and c + s + W+*
+
with W+* decaying to _+u , where _+= e+ or u (for b decays, _ = T is considerably
suppressed by phase spac_ and will be neglected here). B.R.'s for these decays are
18% for T and 13% for both b and c. Leptons also come from second generation prompt
processes given by the decay chains T+_+e, c÷_+e, b+u_e and b+c+e. The B.R. for
the First chain is 18%; that of the last three is 13%.
The neutrino Flux from the decay of _ mesons+ produced in heavy fermion
annihilations can be determined by using the e e collider data. Within
experimental error, the data for the pion production spectrum
from e e annihilations with cms energies above 14 GeV can be fitted to a single
spectral function having the Form (RS).
f ) B (ii.6 e 1.13E -0.46E ) ._ (E = - _ + 1.35 e GeV-I (7)
where, B = [l-(m /M )2x-2]I/2, ¢ is the pion multiplicity per annihilation. The
low energy pion-_ec_y neutrinos, w_ich peak at -35 MeV, can be calculated using the
well-known kinematical formulae. At energies >> 35 MeV, the _-decay neutrino
spect_rum may be approximated by n+oting that two pairs of u , G and one pair of
, _ are produced for each e , e- pair produced in th# anBihilations. All of
t_eseeleptons take about i/4 each of the pion energy. It follows from eq. (7) that
I(,)(E) Q(_)(E)cT n2 <°xV>ACT i.84E= : x (5.4e- ) (8)4_ 4, "
The muon neutrinos from kaon decay have a harder spectrum than the pion-decay
component so that it gives a significant contribution to the neutrino spectrum at
about 2 GeV. The kaon-decay neutrino spectrum as a function of _ energy can be
approximated by the expression
<___>AcT .76E)I(K)(E) _ (0.73e -0 (9)
The energies of all light leptons produced in each of the other processes
respectively are similar. Neutrino spectra of u's (Ge'S) and _ 's (Gp's) may be
calculated from the expression e
I(Eu) = Q(E )<_>/4. (10)
with <g> being the mean-path-length of the annihilation region (e.g. through the
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galactic halo). The integral spectra for Mv = 15 GeV are shown in Fig. 4 for a
galactic center source. These s_ctra are nbrmalized to the upper limit on the y-
ray flux from the galactic center assuming that y-rays at this level an_ neutrinos _
could be from xx annihilation.
The differential uo production spectrum has been calculated For 15 GeV
higgsinos (or Majorana n_trinos) using a Lund model Monte Carlo program with the
results given in Fig. 5._" These results give a spectral shape which agrees well
with the spectrum obtained From the analytic calculations given in Fig. 4.
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\
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Fig. 4. The integral neutrino spectra from the galactic center normalized to the y-
ray upper limit as discussed in the text.
ANNIHILATION POSITRONS
The positron source spectrum is similar to that for neutrinos. However, the cosmic-
ray positron spectrum is changed in propagating to Earth (RS) because of of energy
degredation of the positrons by Compton scattering and synchrotron radiation. A
detailed discussion of this is given by Rudaz and Stecker (RS). The upper limits on
the low energy p's imply that positrons from xx annihilation will have a flux which
is expected to be significantly below that produced by cosmic ray int_#actions
(ST1). This" spectrum has been calculated using the Lund program by Tylka "_ and is
shown in Fig. 6. This result is generally in good agreement with the spectral shape
calculated semi-analytically by RS. However, the magnitude of the flux has been
normalized taking account of the upper limits on low energy _'s so that it is
considerably smaller than that of RS, as well as the cosmic-ray induced flux.
THE FLUX AND SPECTRUM OF NEUTRINOS FROM SOLAR CAPTURE AND ANNIHILATION
Galactic x particles can be captured by the gravitational Field of the Sun 28
and come together in the solar interior to annihilate, with the resulting floor
solar neutrinos potentially obervable by neutrino detectors on the Earth. _ T_
spectrum of solar annihilation neutrinos, which has been discussed by many autho s
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Fig. 5. The differential electron neutrino production spectrum from 15 GeV dark
matter annihilation using the Lund Monte Carlo model _"
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will be significantly different from the one shown in Fig. 4, owing to the fact that
muons and ,'s stop or interact in the solar interior before they decay. The
resulting loss of v flux or energy eliminates the , and K meson decay components and
most of the second generation components from the observable spectrum. Calculations
with the Lund model give a softer spectrum than most of those_fo_nd previously,
lowering the expected solar neutrino event rate by a factor of ~3.
Galactic x particles are captured and trapped by the Sun at a rate
rtr = (3_/2)I/2(2GMoR O) _x fsc (11)
where fsc is the probab_i_ that a × particle loses enough energy by elastic
scattering to be captured L°'J_. Although lower mass x particles can evaporate from
the Sun before annihilating, those of mass > 5 GeV, with which we are concerned,
will not evaporate. Then, in equilibrium, the annihilation rate will be equal to
half of the trapping rate and the neutrino flux at Earth will be given by
I(E ) = (Ftr/2)(4_d2)-l_ f(E )
where d = I A.U. = 1.5 x i013cm.
For typical dark matter halo parameters n
the trapping rate is ×
rtr ~ I065[M (GeV)]-lo (cm2) s -I.
x Px+Px
(12)
= O.4/Mz(GeV) and v = 300 km s-1,
(t3)
For higgsinos and Maj%%an_ neutrinos, the elastic scattering cross _ctign in
eq. (13), is o = 1.5 x 10-_ cm . Taking M = 15 GeV, we find rtr = 10 s-_ and
the neutrino Flux From solar x× annihilation _ill be
I(X)(E ) = 2 x i0-2_ f(E ). (14)
101 _ i _l I _ i i i j _J I J J I J _ J Jl I
100
10-1
Ud
..._ 10 2
10 3
10-4
10.5 _k, _110 _
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P1
10 0 101
E (GeV)
Fig. 7. The differential electron neutrino production function from 15 GeV xx
annihilation in the_solar interior. The curve marked LMC is from the Lund Monte
Carlo calculations, z/
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The total neutrino production function _ f(E ) relevant to eq. (14) is shown
in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 shows both the first g_nerVation prompt (P1) approximation,
similar_±o used in Refs. 32 and 33 and that obtained using the Lund Monte Carlo
program z/, which gives a softer spectrum. Given the fluxes calculated using eq.
(14), the event rate observed in a neutrino detector will be given by
rev = nN _ dE VeFf(E ) [ov(Ev)I (E) + oG(E_)I(E_)] , (15)
where V_f F is the effective detection volume, equal to the detector volume itself
for the_6ntained events from lower energy neutrinos (typically 0.5 to 2 Ge__ and is
proportional to E for _hrough going detector events of higher energy . The
neutrino-nucleon cPoss sections o and o- are linearly dependent on energy. Using
eqs. (14) and (15), we can estim_e the Vratio of solar annihilation to atm_Apheric
events for the IMB neutrino detector, following the discussion of Ng, et al. _. For
contained events, this ratio is just
2 2
[f dE E I(X)(E)] / If dE E IATM (E) = 0.03 (16)
RC = (4_/aO)C 0.5 _ 0.5
where _ is the solid angle around the Sun, determined by the detector resolution,
while f#r through going events it is
M cD
RT = (4_/RQ)T [f x dE E2 I(X)(E)] / [_ dE E2 1ATM (E)] = 1.5
2 v 2
(17)
using the production function from the Lund model. Fi_. 8 shows this production
function along with the P1 approximation and a typical E-J atmospheric spectrum (all
Fig.
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8. Relative event rate predictions as a function of el_rgy for solar dark
matter annihilation and typical atmospheric neutrino fluxes_'._ Curve PI d LMC
are as in Fig. 6. The atmospheric spectrum is typically an E-J power law _.
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weighted by E2 as relevant to the throughgoing event rate,). This figure
illustrates (1) that the event rate is overestimated by a factor of -3 by the simple
first generation approximation, and (2) that the best "window" for observing solar
annihilation neutrinos is the 2-10 GeV energy range.
ANNIHILATION GAMMA RADIATION
The spectrum of y-ray background radiation from x× annihilation in the halo may
be calculated by noting that the continuum flux is overwhelmingly due to the decay
of neutral pions produced in the x× annihilations. One can then ma_ use of the
pion production spectrum (7) in order to determine the y-ray spectrum. _v
The y-ray spectrum resulting from the decay of the neutral pions is given by37
M
×
f(E ) : 2f dE
E_(Ey)
(E2- m_)-i/2_ f(E ) (18)
where Eo(E ) = E + m2/4E and _ is the y-ray multiplicity.
A _or_ exac{ caIEula{ion ca_ be made again using the Lund Monte Carlo program 12
(ST2). For x particles b_low the b quark threshhold (Mv = 5 GeV), ~90% of the
resulting y-rays are from _ decay. The remaining 10% com_ from the decay of other
hadrons. For larger mass x particles, a component from B* meson decay produces a
distinctively hard spectral signature in the ~0.1GeV energy range. This channel is
10 2
10 l
T
>
10 o
° /
Ld B'--->B + 7
0-I
___ I
10-2
M - ,.5 GeV M - 6 OeV M - 1,.5 GeV
X X X
]0 -3 ||['_UI I t Itt[ILl 1 [ _LLIU] JL_[|,,I_ 1 [_ttllll t £LL[ILL_ _ t
IC I0 -I I 5 I0 -I I 5 I0 -] I 10
E _(CeV) E 7(OeV) E 7(oeV)
Fig. 9. Gamma-ray spectral production functions for photino (open circles) and
higgsino (closed circes) annihilation. The dashed longer curves show the pion
decay component only. The 15 GeV plot shows the B* decay component
from RK annihilation separately.
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especially important for 5's which annihilate into a b5 pair -85% of the time. In
this case, y-ray production occurs -85% through pion decay, -8% through B* decay and
~7% through other channels. Since _'s have much smaller branching ratios for b
production (~15%), B* decay accounts for only about 2% of the y-ray produq_ion in
their annihilations. Fig. 9 shows the results obtained by Stecker and Tylka _ (ST2)
for _'s (closed circles) and 5's (or UM'S)(open circles) with masses of 5, 6 and 15
GeV expressed as the quantity { f(E ), where { is the average y-ray multiplicity
per _nnihilation and f(E ) is Ythe Y normalize_ spectral distribution function.
The _ -decay component, is_hown by a dashed line. The most striking feature is the
contribution from B* + B + y decay, particulary for 5fi annihilation. The decays
B* + B + y produce a y-ray line of energy E*= 51.7 MeV in the B* rest frame. For
isotropic decays, this line transforms to a _quare wave spectrv_ in the c.m. frame
of the xx annihilation with sharp drops at the cutoff energies _'. For M = 15 GeV,
the cutoff energies are 281.4 MeV and 9.5 MeV (see Fig 9). ×
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Fig. 10. The high latitude galactic y-ray spectrum calculated for various 10 GeV ×
particle annihilations compared with the extragalactic (EG) diffuse background
and galactic disk radiation (see text).
Fig. 11. The annihilation spectrum from a hypothetical dark matter core at the
galactic center consisting of either 15 GeV _'s or fi's compared with the y-ray
flux at the galactic center from cosmic ray interactions.
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The high latitude galactic y-ray spectrum from xx annihilation is (RS)
= _>n2<ov> _ f(Ey)l(Ey) 4_ x ann y (19)
cm-2s-Zsr-I
where <_> is the mean line-of-sight through t_e galactic halo in units of 8 kpc,
_0.3. is the x densitv in vni_s of 0.3 GeV cm-_, and the annihilation cross section
is In units of 10-76 cm-s- The fluxes at high galactic latitudes from the
annihilation of i0 GeV K's and i0 GeV y's are shown in Fig. 9 for _n R = i and <_>
= . The generic K cross section is <ov>pfi = 1.26. For _'s, S72 _took a cro_s
section corresponding to a lower limit on _e squark mass of ~MW = 80 GeV, which
gives <ov>p6 = 0.22.
The a-n_ihilation fluxes are compared in Fig. I0 with an estimate of the mean
diffuse background flux expected from cosmic-ray interactions with interstellar gas
in t_ gala_t_ 3_isk at high galactic latitudes (mean total column density of
~4xlO _ cm-_) _, . However, the high latitude interstellar medium is very
patchy. Recent high resolution 21cm measurements, have shown _hat t_ere are regions
covering -1% of the sky with neutral column densities s O.9xlO Lu cm-_ (Ref. 39). In
these regions, it may be possible to observe annihilation y-radia_O_nfrom a "naked"
dark matter halo using a high angular resolution y-ray telescope. _'_
There appears to be an extragalactic background of y-radiation (_c_urx_ EG in
Fig. I0) which is softer than the galactic high latitude background "_'"_. The
extragalactic flux may exceed the high latitude galactic background for energies
below 0.4 GeV and may be comparable to the galactic component at higher energies
provided that one can extrapolate From the observations. However, some theoretical
that e extragalactic spectrum may steepen significantly above the
models indicate _
observed energy range .
In addition to a y-ray continuum, dark matter annihilation can produce line
radiation in the GeV y-ray region. For photinos of mass greater than 4 GeV and
taking a minimal squark mass, Rudaz 44 finds that the line flux in the direction of
the galactic pole will be
F_~ : i x lo-llp_. 3 <c8 > (cm2s-sr) -I (20)
YY+YY
independent of mass, with.the line centered around M and having a Dopple_ width
given by AE /E = B = 10-j. It follows that if an e_V_rgy resolution of 10-_ could
be obtained_ t_e li_e-to-continuum ratio in a bin centered around the line would be
Fline/Fg= 0.7 (Ey/lO GeV) I'7. (21)
Even with a 1% energy resolution, such lines should be detectable.
It is possible for dark matter x particles to be concentrated in a core at the
galactic center by the drag ofA_rdinary baryonic matter through collapse in the
early stages of galaxy formation _. Annihilations from such agsource at a d.istance
rs consisting of x'S in a volume Vs with mean-square density <p_>× will give a flux
F(E,) = (4_r2)-l<p2>M-2<ov>V__ f(E ) (cm2s)-I. (22)
_ X X _Y Y
Using the isothermal core model of Ipser and Sikivie 46, we find
(4_r_)-Iv <p2> = 6.9 x 1020 GeV2cm -5. (23)
S X
For such a core of 15 GeV B's, the y-ray flux is given by
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FGc(O.15 ) = 1.5 x 10-6 (cm2s.GeV) -I (24)
with a relatively flat spectrum between 0.I and 0.2 GeV owing to B* decay. This
spectrum is much harder than the y-ray spectrum from cosmic-ray interactions in the
Galaxy, which acts as a foreground source. Both cosmic-ray (CR) induced and 15 GeV
x annihilation spectra are shown in Fig. ii for a y-ray telescope with a io beam
size. The (CR) spectrum for the inner galaxy has been calculated theoretically for
the inner galaxy and agrees well with the observational data "'. Let us consider the
observablity of such a source with the EGRET y-ray telescope to be launched on the
Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO). This telescope has (i) an angular resolution of_the
order of i o in the 0.1-0.2 GeV energy range, (2) an effective area of ~1500 cmz in
this energy range, and (3) an energy resolution of ~15%_°. Dividing up its 80-200
MeV data into 3 energy bins of ~40 MeV each, with a i month exposure time, even the
lowest energy bin would produce a signal of -7o. Using an on-off subtraction
technique would further define the galactic center source. A detailed discussion of
this work may be found ST2.
The extragalactic and cosmological y-ray background spectrum from neutral he_y
fermion annihilation can be calculated following the methods given by the author "_.
and can be shown to be negligible compared to the observed extragalactic background.
CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed the annihilation physics of exotic dark matter particles, in
particular, those predicted by supersymmetry theory. This physics leads to the
production of calculable, and potentially observable fluxes of cosmic-ray and cosmic
y-ray annihilation products. We conclude that a study of cosmic-ray antiprotons may
give information about the nature of the dark matter, assuming that it is made up of
× particles. In addition, studies of galactic y-radiation may also shed light on
the dark matter problem. A characteristically hard spectrum in the I00 MeV region
from a source at the galactic center or at high galactic latitudes could serve as a
signature of x particle annihilation. With significantly more sensitive y-ray
telescopes, the discovery of monochromatic radiation in the several GeV range would
provide the most conclusive evidence. Solar neutrinos of several GeV energy may
also give an observable signature for galactic × particle dark matter. However, the
positron flux from dark matter annihilation would be buried below that from cosmic-
ray produced secondaries.
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ABSTRACT
We report optical excitation of the 1_S-23P tran-
sition in positronium, and a second excitation from n=2
to higher n states. The experiment used light from two
pulsed dye lasers. Changes in the positronium annihila-
tion rate during and after the laser pulse were used to
deduce the excited state populations. We found that we
could saturate the n=2 level and excite a substantial
fraction of n=2 positronium to higher levels. Preliminary
spectroscopic measurements were performed on n=14
and n=15 positronium.
INTRODUCTION
Although positronium (Ps) has been known for
many years, few experiments have created and main-
rained a population of Ps in other than the ground state.
In previous experiments, a small fraction of Ps has been
formed in the n=2 state by bombarding metallic targets
with a low energy positron beam [1], or by exciting Ps
from the ground to the n=2 state with an incoherent,
broadband light source [2]. Two photon excitation of the
13S-23S transition [3] has also been used, but leads to
prompt photo-ionization. At Livermore, we have cre-
ated significant populations of n=2 Ps through optical
saturation of the 1_5-23P transition using a frequency-
doubled, pulsed dye laser [4,5]. We have also excited
higher n states with a second dye laser tuned to red
wavelengths [5]. We find that we are able to repeatedly
excite the Ps atoms in our laser beam to the n=2 levels,
and subsequently excite n=2 Ps to higher n states where
it is long-lived. Moreover, we have optically saturated
the n=2 level using a broad bandwidth laser resonant
w/th a large fraction of the Doppler profile of the Ps.
These conditions are required for the recently suggested
technique of broadband laser cooling [6].
BACKGROUND
The Ps ground state is split into a singlet state
which undergoes 27annihilation with a 125 ps lifetime,
and a triplet state which undergoes 3yannihilation with
a 142 ns lifetime (figure 1), The annihilation lifetimes of
Singlet Triplet
Mixed L-states High n
P_ n=2
r
s 1 n=l
2Y 3y
Figure 1. Schematic energy level diagram of Ps showing
transitions between states mixed by magnetic and elec-
tric fields typical of this experiment. The laser band-
widths cover the entire n=2 and high n multiplets.
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the singlet and triplet 2P levels are > 100 ls, which are
significantly greater than the 3.2 ns radiative lifetime. In
a field free region, singlet-triplet electric-dipole transi-
tions are not permitted. However, in the presence of a
magnetic field, the Zeeman effect mixes singlet and
triplet levels with the same magnetic quantum number
[7,9]. In the ground state, this leads to magnetic quench-
ing [10], i.e., a reduction in the triplet lifetime due to the
small admixture of the singlet state. In first order pertur-
bation theory, mixing of the singlet and triplet levels is
inversely proportional to the energy difference between
the levels. Due to the smaller energy separation for
larger n values, mixing fractions increase with increas-
ing n state. Hence, a 200 G field, which does not signifi-
cantly mix the ground state, induces a several percent
admixture of the amplitudes of the singlet state in the
n=2 triplet levels [11]. At high values ofn (>10), this field
will cause the spin states to be completely mixed.
In our experiment, we observe the excitation of Ps
through changes in the annihilation rate. The initial
population of excited state Ps is negligible a t production,
and the singlet Ps atoms rapidly annihilate, leaving a
population of ground state triplet Ps. Since the annihila-
tion lifetimes of the 2P and higher states are long com-
pared with their radiative decay lifetimes, essentially all
annihilation occurs in the ground state. When no mag-
netic field is present, exciting Ps to the n=2 levels reduces
the observed annihilation rate during the laser pulse.
However, when a magnetic field is present, an enhance-
ment in the annihilation rate can occur during the laser
pulse since transitions between singlet and triplet levels
are possible between Zeeman-mixed levels. Thus, each
excitation of the Ps to n=2 levels can result in an en-
hanced annihilation rate by allowing de-excitation to the
singlet ground state. At high transition rates, i.e. high
laser intensities, a significant fraction of the illuminated
Ps may be made to annihilate in a short time compared
to the triplet ground state lifetime. Moreover, due to the
Am selection rules for different photon polarizations, the
annihilation rate is also influenced by the laser light
polarization. Thus, for fixed magnetic field and laser
polarization, the number of enhanced annihilations is
directly proportional to the n=2 singlet population.
The loss of Ps from enhanced annihilation during
the laser pulse will lead to a reduction in the number of
annihilations after the laser pulse. This reduction is due
to the decrease in the triplet ground state Ps population
caused by enhanced annihilation. The Ps ground state
population can also be reduced by excitation to higher n
states. Thus, there are two time intervals that are sepa-
rately identified with annihilation changes proportional
to the singlet n=2 population and changes in the triplet
ground state population. Excitation to higher n states
will affect both these populations by reducing the triplet
ground state population and changing the singlet n=2
state population.
The number of excess annihilations of Ps resulting
from excitation to the n=2 level can be calculated using a
rate equation model for the 1S-2P transitions, and using
perturbation theory to calculate the Zeeman mixing [9].
The magnitudes of electric-dipole transitions to states
with Am = 0, + I depend on both photon polarization and
direction of photon propagation with respect to the
O 200 Gauss
De100 Gauss50 Gauss
• 25 Gauss ///J1!
I I ] I III
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I _ Joules)
Figure 2. Calculated fractional change in the number of
annihilations observed in a 40 ns window due to a 10 ns
FWHM laser pulse (centered in the window) as a func-
tion of energy per laser pulse.
magnetic field. Mixing into singlet Ps follows the Zee-
man selection rules [7,8], and all 21P1 Ps are assumed to
decay to 11S0 and annihilate. The results of the calcula-
tion are presented as a function of the laser pulse energy
in figure 2, where we plot the change in annihilations in-
duced in a 40 ns window by a 10 ns FWHM Gaussian
laser pulse. The same detection probability was as-
sumed for both singlet and triplet decays. The results are
presented for several values of magnetic field. For low
values of B, where little mixing occurs, the number of
annihilations decreases due to the time spent in the n=2
level. At large values of magnetic field (- 200 G), the
annihilation rate from mixing into the singlet state be-
comes large causing an enhancement in the annihilation
rate.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the apparatus showing
the annihilation gamma detector (a) and its collimator
(b) in relation to the target (c), grid (d), and laser profiles
(e) (inset drawing). The incoming positron beam is
centered on the dotted line.
EXPERIMENT
bandwidth. This covers a significant fraction of the
estimated 0.15 nm FWHM Doppler profile of the transi-
tion and allows excitation of all of the 2P levels. The
output of the doubling crystal is passed through a prism
to separate the fundamental from the first harmonic. The
resulting ultraviolet beam is passed through a second
prism, expanded to an - 1 cm diameter, and then passed
in front of the Cu target. Calibration of the laser is
performed to 0.005 nm with a monochromator, cross-
calibrated to the 242.795 nm line of an Au, hollow cath-
ode, discharge lamp.
To excite higher n states from the n=2 population,
we split the pump beam of our excimer laser to pump a
second dye laser which was tuned to wavelengths in the
720 to 750 nm region and calibrated to 0.005 nm by
comparison to an Ne discharge lamp. The red laser had
a band width of 0.4 nm and a beam profile of 1 cmL The
two laser beams covered equal path lengths and merged
to coincidently enter the Ps interaction region.
The laser was timed to the linac positron pulse
with a variable delay. Timingbetween the laser light and
the positrons was monitored by a photomultiplier tube
mounted with both a plastic scintillator and a fiber optic.
We establish timing of the 10 ns laser pulse relative to the
15 ns positron pulse to + 2.5 ns.
A schema tic of the experimental geometryis shown
in figure 3. Positronium is produced by focusing the Liv-
ermore intense, low energy (1 keV), positron beam [ 12] in
an ultrahigh vacuum chamber on a clean, heated (1000
K) Cu target. An electrically biased grid, mounted in
front of the target, returns any bare positrons to the
target. The heated sample emits both energetic (kinetic
energy - 2.6 eV) and thermally desorbed Ps (kinetic
energy ~ 0.1 eV) [13] which then drifts through the grid
into the laser interaction region. Several plastic scintilla-
tor detectors were used to detect annihilation gamma
rays. Uncollimated detectors observe the Ps annihilation
throughout the chamber, while collimated detectors are
used to separate Ps by energy through time-of-flight
techniques [14]. The laser interaction region, directly in
front of the Cu target, is viewed by a collimated scintil-
lator paddle with a field of view 1.4 cm wide along the
path of the laser beam.
To achieve resonant n= 2 excitation over a signifi-
cant fraction of the Doppler profile of the thermal Ps, we
have frequency-doubled the 485.906 nm output of our
excimer pumped, Lambda Physik F12002 dye laser. The
light is focused in a [_-Barium Borate doubling crystal to
obtain 242.953 nm light with a typical 0.07 nm FWHM
RESULTS
Time distributions of annihilation gamma rays
viewed with the collimated detector were separately
collected for positron pulses with the laser on and off.
Thelaser pulsed every eleventh positronburst. A typical
result is shown in figure 4a (see next page) with B=200
Gauss, the ultraviolet light delayed 90 ns after the posi-
tron pulse, and 460 p-joules per laser pulse. The normal-
ized laser-off data is subtracted from the laser-on data to
obtain the difference distributions shown in figures 4b-
4d. Figure 4b is the difference plot obtained from figure
4a. In figure 4c, the peak in the annihilation rate is seen
during the laser pulse, now delayed by 70 ns. In figure
4d, the laser has been detuned by 1.0 nm, producing a
random distribution.
Measurements were made for the n=2 excitation
for several values of laser pulse energy, with B=200 G. In
figure 5b we see the excess counts during the laser pulse
normalized to counts in a time interval including all an-
nihilations except the prompt burst. Data taken with the
laser detuned by 1.0 nm in a 200 G magnetic field and
with the laser on resonance in a 50 G magnetic field are
represented by the open triangle and the open circle,
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respectively. Both of these points show no enhanced
annihilation during the laser pulse, as expected from our 0.8] i I ' I ' J ' I ' I _ I ]
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Figure 4. a) Typical annihilation time distributions col-
lected by the collimated detector for ultraviolet illumina-
tion with the laser off (solid curve), and laser pulsed a t 90
ns (open circles) taken with a 200 G magnetic field, b)
Laser-on minus laser-off difference spectrum obtained
from the data of 4a. c) Difference spectrum as in 4b, but
with the laser pulsed 20 ns earlier, d) Difference spec-
trum asin 4c, but with the laser detuned 1.0 nm to the red
of the transition.
Laserenergy(pJ)
Figure 5. a) Results of the rate equation model showing
the fraction of illuminated Ps in the n = 2 state. The cal-
culation is performed for a 200 Gauss magnetic field and
laser parameters typical of our measurement, b) Excess
annihilations during laser illumination normalized to
the total Ps production for several laser powers. The
solid curve is the calculated excess annihilations. The
open circle is taken with the laser detuned 1.0 nm and B
= 200 G. The open triangle is taken with the laser on
resonance and B = 50 G.
We also measured the excess annihilations for
linearly and circularly polarized ultraviolet light. In
both cases the direction of photon propagation was
normal to the magnetic field. The linear polarization
plane was parallel to the magnetic field. With circularly
polarized light, the annihilation rate was found to be 0.42
+ 0.21 of that observed with the plane polarized light
(-100 _tJper laser pulse) in agreement with the calculated
ratio of 0.36 obtained in the rate equation model for those
polarizations [9].
By comparing the excess annihilation data with
our rate equation calculation, we see that we have reached
optical saturation. The results of the calculation, normal-
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ized to the data using a Monte Carlo simulation, are
plotted as the solid line in Fig. 5b. The model accurately
describes the laser energy-dependence of the transition
rates. We view the numerical agreement between the
calculated and measured excess annihilations as fortui-
tous due to the strong sensitivity of the Ps population in
the laser beam on small variations in experimental para-
meters. The calculated fraction of the Ps in the n=2 state
for illuminated Ps is plotted as a function of laser energy
in figure 5a. This curve shows the characteristic shape of
a saturation spectrum. There is a linear dependence on
laser power at low energy per pulse, with an asymptotic
approach to the limit of 0.67 at high laser energy.
Typical data for the excitation of higher n states
are shown in figure 6. The data in figure 6a were taken
with only ultraviolet light illuminating the Ps, leading to
resonant excitation of n=2 state. The data in figure 6b
were taken with both ultraviolet and red light illuminat-
ing the Ps. This data shows the effects of resonant exci-
tation of both the n=2 and n= 15 states. Here we find that
excitation of the n=15 level reduces the ground state Ps
population. This causes a larger deficit in the late time
annihilations. The annihilation rate during the laser
pulse is also reduced, implying that the n=2 state popu-
lation is also depleted by excitation to higher n states.
The decrease in excess annihilations during the
laser pulse when the red laser is on resonance implies a
decrease in the singlet n=2 state population. Ps remain-
ing in long-lived, high n states after the laser turns off is
a source of depletion of the Ps ground state population.
However depletion of the n=2 state population will not
occur unless the total number of de-excitations from the
high n state is less than the number of excitations. Losses
to photoionization are negligible. We calculate that the
photoionization rate is less than 0.001 of the high n
excitation rate at our laser energies. Large differences in
the population of the n=2 and high n states can be
obtained if there are corresponding differences in the
number of sublevels.
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Figure 6. Difference spectra for a) ultraviolet illumina-
tion only and b) resonant two photon excitation to the
n=15 state. Curves are calculated using a rate equation
model with strong mixing in the n=15 state.
We have numerically solved time-dependent rate
equations describing this experiment for several pos-
sible cases. The dipole selection rule for the n=2 to high
n transition limits the number of high n state sublevels to
too low a value to explain the observed decrease in the
n=2 state population during the laser pulse. Zeeman
mixing will cause the high n singlet and triplet spin states
to be statistically populated for our experimental para-
meters. Our calculations show that de-excitation from a
statistically populated singlet high n state would result
in an increase in annihilations during the laser pulse
rather than the decrease we observe. However, includ-
ing strong Stark mixing can break down the ,M=+/-1
dipole selection rule and allow population of all of the 1
sublevels of the high n state accessible with d_m=0,+/-1.
Such mixing can occur due to static and motionally
induced electric fields of -40 V/cm found in the cham-
ber.
The computed results of the rate equation model
are shown in figure 6a and b, normalized to the level of
annihilation enhancement seen in figure 6a. The calcu-
lations were performed using measured values for laser
power and pulse characteristics. The curve in Figure 6b
includes transitions from all populated n=2 sublevels, to
all accessible 1-sublevels of the n=15 state. These calcu-
lations reproduce the observed change in enhanced
annihilations and even the change enhanced annihila-
tion time profile seen in comparing on and off resonance
spectra. Calculations containing many fewer sublevels
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in n=15 state, which might result from weaker Stark
mixing, cannot reproduce both the change in annihila-
tions during the laser pulse and the decrease in the
ground state population observed with the red light on
resonance. Thus, we conclude that the high n states are
completely mixed. Ourcalculated results also show that
a significant fraction, -0.3, of the n=2 state population is
promoted to higher n states where it remains after the
laser pulse has ended.
Shown in figure 7 are data for wavelengths on and
off resonance between n=13 and n=19. Data were taken
at more closely spaced wavelengths around the n=14
and 15 resonances in order to determine experimental
centroid wavelengths and widths. A ratio, formed from
counts in two time intervals as a function of wavelength,
is shown here. The first interval is a narrow time window
including the duration of the laser pulse and subsequent
radiative decay from the n=2 level. The second interval
extends from the end of the first interval until the data
reached background values. The absolute value of the
counts lost during the second interval were decided by
the counts in the first interval to form the ratio. Thus, this
ratio is the decrease in ground state Ps normalized to the
singlet n=2 population and is insensitive to systematic
differences in the geometry and target condition. Posi-
tronium lost to excess annihilations in the n=2 state alone
results in a baseline value of 0.62. Excitation of Ps into
higher n states gives a larger ratio due to a larger deple-
tion of the ground state Ps.
In the data in figure 7 we see a convincing demon-
stration to resonantly excite high n states from the n=2
population. There is a large increase in the yield at
wavelengths resonant with excitation to the n=13,14 and
15 levels. Calculated excitation profiles for the resonant
peaks are also shown in figure 7. The peak wavelengths
were calculated from the Balmer formula, and the widths
of the curves included the 0.4 nm laser line width and the
0.4 nm Doppler broadening width for these transitions.
The relative areas of the calculated peak shapes were
determined using the rate equation model with the tran-
sition rates scaled by nL The absolute normalization was
set to the sum of the areas of the n=14 and 15 data. From
these calculations we see that values of n greater than 15
are more difficult to excite and are not easily observed
with the statistics now available in the experiment.
Values for the centroids and widths for the n=14
and n=15 peaks were calculated from the data in figure
7 after background subtraction. We obtained values of
744.049 +/- 0.035 nm and 741.993 +/- 0.040 nm for the
n=14 and n=15 centroids, respectively, and 0.37 nm and
0.44 nm for the full widths at half maximum, respec-
tively. The centroid values compare favorably with the
reference values of 743.988 nm and 741.995 nm obtained
bycalculating the energy difference between the un-
shifted energy of the 23P] and the energy of the high-n
state. Hyperfine splitting in the high-n state is negligible
in this comparison, but spliting of the 2P levels adds
.02 nm to the width of the excitation-line profile. The
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Figu re 7. Ratio of loss in the ground state population normalized to the n=2 population. The solid Iine is the expected
response calculated from known parameters of the experiment.
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large measured widths for the n=14 and 15 excitation are
consistent with the Doppler spread in the Ps and line
profile of the two laser beams. The good reproduction of
the energies and widths within the experimental errors
demonstrates the potential to perform higher precision
spectroscopy by using narrower laser line widths and
lower velocity Ps.
These results represent a first step towards laser-
cooling Ps. They show that transition rates, photon
bandwidths and excitation of spectator transitions re-
quired to achieve and measure cooling are possible. As
pointed out by Liang and Dermer [6], one must use a
broadband laser to cool Ps since the lifetime is too short
to sweep the laser frequency. The 0.07 nm bandwidth of
our laser is ideally suited to cool the Ps but the pulse
duration is currently too short. The agreement between
calculation and experiment for excitation to the n=2 and
higher n states indicates that sufficient Ps atoms survive
to perform cooling experiments.
The observation of high n state excitations pro-
vides a useful diagnostic for the velocity of cooled Ps,
and a basis for new spectroscopic investigations. Detect-
ing the ionization products of excited Ps resulting from
photon or static electric field ionization can be used to
develop a higher efficiency detector for high n state Ps.
With this detector we use narrow laser lines to tune over
the velocity profile. This same system would form the
bases for spectroscopic studies on the cooled Ps.
In summary, we have demonstrated optical satu-
ration of the resonant transition of Ps from the ground to
the first excited state. We have also observed the first
resonant excitation of high n states of Ps using two
resonantly excited transitions, from 1S to 2P and 2P to nL.
The population of the excited states was deduced from
observation of annihilation rates during and after the
laser pulse. Magnetic mixing in the n=2 state increased
the annihilation rate during the laser pulse, and loss of Ps
in the ground state population reduced the annihilation
rate after the laser pulse. Changes in the enhanced
annihilation rate with laser power, photon polarization
and magnetic field show that the n=2 state was in optical
saturation. Magnetic and electric fields in the chamber
mixed the high n states so that all l sublevels were
populated in the high n state. Values for the line centroid
and widths agreed with calculations. Qualitative repro-
duction of the n 3 scaling of the relative transition rates
was also observed.
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ABSTRACT
Theoretical work on laser cooling of Positronium
(Ps), including effects of external magnetic and
electric fields, is reviewed and extended.
INTRODUCTION
Laser cooling of Positronium (Ps) was proposed
in Ref. [1]. Cold Ps would benefit precision
spectroscopy, production of a Bose-Einstein
condensate of Ps, and the development of an
annihilation gamma-ray laser. It could also be
important in forming antihydrogen through the
reaction _ + Ps _ H + e- [2].
Saturation of the ls-2p transition is a necessary
condition for producing cold Ps through the
technique of laser cooling. Optical saturation of
this transition was recently demonstrated through
observations of enhanced annihilation radiation
during resonant laser excitation [3]. The
enhancement of annihilation radiation results from
Zeeman mixing in n=2 states of Ps [4]. External
fields could, however, counteract laser cooling by
trapping and/or mixing Ps into other substates.
Here, detailed numerical simulations of Ps laser
cooling in one-dimension are used to obtain limits
on the strength of external fields for which laser
cooling of Ps can be achieved.
n=l _ n=2 RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS IN
POSITRONIUM
Fig. 1 shows an energy level diagram for the n=l
and n=2 levels of Ps. In the absence of external
fields, the energy difference AEnl between fine
structure states - (o_2/n 3) Ryd ~ 200 GHz/n 3.
Because of the presence of AEnl in the
denominator of Stark- and Zeeman-effect
corrections to the Ps wave functions in first-order
perturbation theory, the magnitude of the
correction is greater for states with larger values
of n. Hence magnetic mixing is appreciable in n=2
Ps when B - 100 Gauss, whereas it is important
in n=l Ps only when B >> 1 kGauss.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Fig. l. Fine structure energy-level diagram of n=l and n=2
positronium. Heavy solid lines show allowed electric
dipole transitions; light solid lines and shaded lines show
radiative transitions permitted in the presence of external
magnetic and electric fields, respectively.
The heavy solid lines in Fig. 1 show allowed
electric dipole transitions in the absence of
external fields. Light solid lines show n=l_--_n=2
transitions permitted in the presence of a magnetic
field. A pathway between the 13S] and lls 0
levels therefore exists via radiative transitions to
and from the 2Ip and 23p levels when a magnetic
field is present [4]. Because of the short
annihilation lifetime of Ps in the 11S 0 state, an
increase in the annihilation rate, depending on
magnetic field strength, laser power and
polarization, can be produced from resonant
excitation of Ps. This signal was used to monitor
optical saturation of the 13S-23p transition in Ps
[3]. Also shown in Fig. 1 by the shaded lines are
radiative transitions possible in the presence of an
external electric field, in which case transitions
between states with the same value of orbital
angular momentum are possible.
LASERCOOLINGOFPOSITRONIUM
Lasercooling of Psto temperaturesbelow1K is
possible using a broadband laser negatively
detunedto the 13S-23ptransition[1]. For Ps,the
minimumachievabletemperatureisdeterminedby
the photonrecoil energyR = h2/2mps_.2, sothat
Tmin.- R/k B = 150 mK for the ls _ 2p
transition. Laser cooling depends on spontaneous
emission to rid the atom of one unit of photon
momentum. The fastest cooling allowed by this
technique thus corresponds to a recoil velocity vR
= h/mps_.-- 1.5x10 cm s-1 per spontaneous
lifetime '_lo____2p _= 3.2 ns. Successful cooling of a
substantia_ fraction of the Ps made at high
temperatures must compete with the top s = 142 ns
annihilation lifetime of ortho-Positronium (oPs).
Approximately 50 spontaneous emissions occur
during the average lifetime of an oPs atom,
implying that laser cooling will be successful if Ps
are produced with characteristic temperatures no
greater than - 700 K.
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Fig. 2 (above). Positronium velocity distribution resulting
from laser cooling by broadband laser light negatively
detuned to the l s--,2p transition frequency of Ps.
Distributions for different laser intensities are shown at the
time of the maximum Ps population at zero velocity.
Initial Ps velocity distribution is shown by the t=0 curve.
Fig. 3 (right). Time dependences of Ntot(t), the total
number of positronium atoms remaining at time t, and
Nc(t), the number of Ps with velocities within one recoil
velocity (v R _-- 1.5x105 cm s-1) of zero velocity, for
saturation laser intensity of the Ps ls_2p transition.
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A rate equation treatment of laser cooling of Ps
was used to investigate the various processes in
detail. Fig. 2 shows the oPs velocity distribution
dN/dv as a function of laser intensity I in units of
Isa t, the saturation laser intensity. (Isa t is here
defined such that the induced rate is _/4 times the
spontaneous rate; cf. Ref.[4]). A laser profile with
uniform intensity redward of the ls _ 2p
transition frequency was used in this simulation,
and the original oPs velocity distribution was
assumed to be a one-dimensional Maxwellian at
room temperature. The oPs velocity profiles are
plotted when dN(v=0)/dv reaches its maximum
value, representing the point at which further
cooling of the remaining warm oPs no longer
compensates for losses due to annihilation. The
peaks of the velocity profiles have roughly similar
shapes irrespective of IBsat, corresponding to an
effective temperature Tef f- 0.6 K. The amplitudes
of the peak profiles approach an asymptotic value
with increasing laser intensity; this again reflects
the fact that only spontaneous emissions are
effective in cooling.
The dependences on time t of the fraction Ntot(t )
of oPs that have not annihilated, and the fraction
Nc(t) of oPs with -v R _< v < +v R, are plotted in
Fig. 3 for I = Isa t. Because the oPs spend an
appreciable amount of time in n=2 states with a
long annihilation lifetime ( > 0.1 ms), the average
lifetime of an oPs atom is greaterthan top s in the
absence of fields. This is not necessarily the case
when external fields are present, as we discuss in
the next section.
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STARK AND ZEEMAN EFFECTS ON LASER
COOLING OF POSITRONIUM
External magnetic and electric fields counteract
laser cooling. Magnetic fields cause mixing into
S=0 para-Positronium (pPs) states from which
annihilation of Ps occurs on a time scale short
compared to top s. Electric fields permit Ps to make
transitions to states whose long radiative lifetimes
slow the cooling rate.
Fig. 4 shows the effects of a magnetic field on
laser cooling of Ps. The rate equations describing
cooling were supplemented with a loss term ,,_
B2/SE, representing Zeeman mixing from oPs to
pPs. The term _SE is an average over the energy
differences between the various Zeeman-mixed
states in the n=2 level, and corresponds in this
simulation to linearly polarized laser light with
photon propagation vector k _LB.
Define the cooling efficiency as the ratio of the
number of Ps with velocities in the range -v R < v
< +v R at time t = top s, to the number of Ps in this
same velocity interval at t=0. Both the cooling
efficiency and the fraction of total Ps remaining at
t = top s decrease rapidly with increasing magnetic
field when B > 100-200 G, for I=Isa t [Fig. 4(a)].
If B = 200 G, the cooling efficiency is greatest
when I _=Isa t, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The cooling
efficiency decreases at larger values of I because
faster transition rates lead to increased Zeeman
mixing and loss of oPs from the system which is
not compensated for by the marginally increased
cooling rate.
An external electric field interferes with cooling by
providing a pathway between the 13S 1 and the
23S1 states which, having a slower radiative
lifetime, therefore slows cooling. The magnitude
E of the electric field above which this effect is
important can be estimated by recalling that - 50
absorptions and spontaneous emissions are
required for cooling. If each radiative cycle is
accompanied by a loss to the 23S1 state of
magnitude 112 , then the electric field will affect
cooling when (1-112) 50 =- 1/2. In the perturbation
limit 11 =- 6eao_ll / 5E S [4], where _E s = 12 GHz
(Fig. 1). Thus when the parallel electn+c field I_11_>
200 V/cm, laser cooling of Ps is impeded.
Detailed numerical simulations, including
spontaneous emission from 23S1 to 13S 1, are
required to assess the Stark effect on laser cooling
of Ps in detail.
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Effects of an external magnetic field on laserFig. 4.
cooling of positronium. The cooling efficiency and the
fraction of Ps remaining after one oPs lifetime are shown
as a function of the magnetic field at saturation laser
intensity in Fig. 4(a), and as a function the laser intensity
for a 200 Gauss magnetic field in Fig. 4(b).
In summary, laser cooling of Positronium can be
achieved if the strengths of external magnetic and
electric fields are < 100-200 Gauss and _< 200
V/cm, respectively.
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Decay Rate and Other Properties of the Positronium
Negative Ion
A. P. Mills, Jr., P. G. Friedman, and D. M. Zuckerman
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Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974
N90-18987
ABSTRACT
A new method for detecting the
positronium minus ion is described, and the
possibility of a long positronium mean free
path in a solid is discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION
I am going to talk about the decay rate
and other properties of the positronium
minus ion. This is a workshop, so I don't
have to apologize for the fact that you're
catching our experiment in mid air: we don't
have an answer yet, unfortunately, for Y. K.
Ho's table. The reason I put "other
properties" into the title is that in the
process of trying to do the experiment we
found out a little bit more than what we
wanted to know about how positrons and
positronium interact with a foil. I will be
asking my theoretician friends to help out in
figuring what a positronium atom does going
through a foil. How does it break up? By way
of introduction, I'll remind you about John
Wheeler's famous paper, in which he
invented the polyelectron at the same time as
a couple of other people invented
positronium; I'll describe the slow positron
source that is used to do these experiments
with positrons; I'll show you the ancient
method for the production of positronium
minus by beam foil and the old lifetime
measurement; I'll tell you briefly about our
new effort to detect positronium minus by
double charge exchange; Finally I'll be asking
what's wrong. This will be the meat of the
talk where you can help me out. I will show
you our one pitiful lifetime curve which
unfortunately needs to be extrapolated to
infinite energy to get the answer: we're still
working on it. At the end I'I1 say just a
couple of words about what's next.
2. POL YELECTRONS
Lest we forget the inventor of the
polyelectron, John Wheeler, I will remind you
that his 1946 article asked the question, "Can
you get clusters of various of various sizes of
electrons? ''(1) Wheeler predicted that
positronium and the positronium minus ion
would be bound, but he was unable to get
binding for positronium molecules with his
simple wave function. You have heard from
Y. K. Ho that lots of work has been done
since that time. (_) In particular, the lifetime
of Ps- has been calculated and would be
interesting to measure accurately because of
the current interest in the the triplet lifetime
being measured by the Michigan group for
the last 10 or 15 years. (3) There is a
descrepancy, and we do not know whether
the theory is really going to be right. As an
additional test it would be interesting to
measure the singlet lifetime, but its eighth of
a nanosecond lifetime makes it pretty hard to
do. An alternate would be to measure the
lifetime of positronium minus ions which
contains in it a large factor that is due to the
singlet lifetime. We would need to achieve
parts in ten to the three or four accuracy in
order to make a useful contribution towards
the solution of the controversy.
Unfortunately, I can only tell you about why
we haven't gotten that accuracy yet.
3. EXPERIMENT
The whole experiment starts with the
usual slow positron beam,0) where slow
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positrons are made by moderating them in a
layer of some material, either an insulator or
a metal. For this particular experiment we're
using a solid neon moderator. (s) We obtain a
beam of roughly a quarter of a million
positrons a second using a 5 mCl source of
Na _2. Positronium minus ions can be made
by putting relatively slow positrons through a
thin foil. (s) In the first experiment the ions
were accelerated with a grid into a field free
region where they annihilated, giving Doppler
shifted photons that were counted by a
germanium detector. In the spectrum shown
in Fig 1 we see a line from positrons that
annihilated somewhere in the foil, and a
Doppler shifted line that moves when you
apply more electric field to shift the
positronium minus velocity in the direction of
the detector.
Especially relevant to our problems
today is Fig 2 which shows (large error bars)
the yield of positronium minus as a function
of the energy with which the positrons are
implanted into the foil. The small dots are
the the transmission of the positrons through
the foil as a function of energy. My
interpretation at the time was that you get
the most positroninm minus when you have
the greatest density of straggling particles
near the surface of the foil. The six or seven
measured data points agree with what you
would expect: the derivative of the stopping
curve does have a peak roughly coinciding
with the maximum yield of Ps-. It looks like
the yield has a single broad peak, but more
precise data suggest that things are more
complicated.
The lifetime was measured some years
ago by carefully determining the amplitude of
the Doppler shifted peak again with the
germanium detector.UJ As you change the
distance between the formation foil and the
acceleration foil, the proper time that the
positronium minus spends is proportional to
the distance. By plotting amplitude versus
calculated time, you can get the lifetime, as
shown in Fig 3. Unfortunately, the
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positronium minus is coming out of the foil
with velocities comparable to atomic
velocities, so you have to extrapolate to
infinite acceleration in order to get the right
answer. The extrapolation to infinite energy
is right on top of Y. K. Ho's prediction. (s)
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To do a better experiment, we would
like to get rid of the germanium detector,
which is inefficient, and we have to go to
higher voltages to reduce the size of the
extrapolation needed. There has to be an
improved way of moving the foil because,in
the previous experiment, the foil was on the
end of a manipulator about one foot away,
and I had to measure the distance with a
traveling microscope. The present attempt
has a much better moving mechanism: three
synchronous linear motion vacuum
feedthroughs define the foil position to 10 -2
mm precision.
Our new effort uses a tandem
acceleration method depicted in Fig 4. A
positronium formation foil is bombarded by a
quarter of a million positrons a second. Any
positronium minus formed is accelerated by
what we call "the analysis grid", which has a
potential IV across it for measuring the
lifetime. As before, the distance d between
the analysis grid and the formation foil is
variable. By varying d while measuring the
count rate, you determine the lifetime.
Following the analysis grid is another
electrode that accelerates the positronium
minus to some large voltage on the order of
fifty kilovolts. At this point, there is a thick
carbon fihn that is supposed to strip the
positronium minus and turn it back into two
electrons and a positron. On the other side is
a grounded electrode that repels the
electrons, but accelerates the positrons. The
positrons emerge with four-thirds times the
acceleration potential on the stripping foil,
which would be about 67 kilovolts if the
stripping potential is 50 kV. We thus have a
definite Ps- signature of rather high energy
positrons which cannot be produced any
other way except by having taken a torturous
route of making positronium minus and
getting stripped. About two and a half
meters away, to get rid of gamma rays, we
have a charged particle detector (a silicon
detector) which detects the energy spectrum
of the positrons to distinguish them fl'om any
background that might be there from ions.
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The inset shows the extrapolation of
the decay rate to infinite
acceleration potential W. [From Ref
71
An ion shield, one tenth mil of mylar, covers
the detector. Unfortunately, there were so
many ions that we had to use a plastic
scinaillator _l coincidence to cut the
background rate.
Fig 5 shows spectra taken with the
silicon detector at three different acceleration
voltages. The potential applied to the
stripping foil is 20, 34, or 45 kilovolts. The
peak due to the positrons that make it
through the whole apparatus is evident, and
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there is a sloping background due to ions
which looks llke it's not important, at least at
the higher acceleration potentials. There is a
plateau below the peak, and I don't know
what that could possibly be, since the
fraction of particles that scatter (9) is
supposed to be only about 15°-/o. If you
spread that fraction over a large energy
range, it should not give a 10_o amplitude.
That is problem number one; but at least we
are producing tandem generated positrons.
Using our double charge exchange Ps-
signal, we have remeasured the yield of
positrons as a function of energy in Fig 6. As
in Fig 2, we get a blob as a function of
energy, peaking at slightly higher energy
because the film is a little thicker. The film is
nominally 15 angstroms thick, a cloudy
carbon film on top of a glass slide that is slid
off onto water, to be picked up with a grid.
The thicknesses are nominal, since there are
obviously layers of grease and water. Notice
in the new data at the low energies, there
seems to be a plateau and a real threshold at
a ridiculously low energy of 25 volts. I have
no idea what this structure means. If the
film is really only 15 angstroms thick, I
suppose that is an average thickness, and
once in a while there could be a flake that's
only one crystal layer thick that might be 5
angstroms. However, I would think that
there would be a series of plateaus for
different thicknesses and that they shouldn't
occur down at 50 volts. [f anybody has a
suggestion, I would be happy to hear it. It
will go right into the book if you have
anything to say.
Another mystery is why is the yield so
small, about five times smaller than we saw
in 1981 and 1983. We have mapped out the
count rate as the detector is moved around.
As far as I can tell, all the fast positrons seem
to be hitting the detector. The grids that the
foil is on and the acceleration grids have 90%
transmission. Putting in all the grid
correction factors does not account for the
apparent losses. The grid corrections are just
about the same as they were in 1981.
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Table I shows the yield of positronium 0.4
minus measured at 20, 34, and 45 kilovolts.
The coincidence rate is corrected for decay
loss in various places where the positronium
minus is being accelerated. There's a 0.3
negligible loss in the mylar foil.(l°) The .-.
positron beam rate is what you divide by in T
{.)
order to get the total fractional yield of a_
09
positronium minus. There's a constant grid "--
w 0.2
transmission coincidence efficiency, and a
little bit of back-scatter loss. The net result
fig
is a positronium minus yield of about 7X 10-5 ,
independent of the energy. That is a surprise o.
to me because the only way that I can think
of to make the yield smaller than the
2--3X10 -4 found previously is to have the
stripping foil be less efficient.
$. DISCUSSION
Now we come to the central point of
the talk where I ask you what happens to
positronium and positronium minus when it
gets stripped. There are several convenient
theories. The simplest theory, which turns
out to be the same as Surko's Theory that he
told me about at breakfast, is that you
simply use multiple scattering calculations
and an independent particle approximation.
Let's just talk about positronium going
through the foil. In the time scale over which
the particles are in the solid the positron and
an electron don't orbit at all. They just go
straight through the solid without moving
relative to each other. In this approximation,
you would say each particle gets an
independent kick from scattering off the
potential which, in this case, would be a
frozen potential of the solid because the
electrons don't have time to move either. It's
very easy to calculate the perpendicular kick
that each particle gets: it will be the
perpendicular electric field integrated times
dr. The amplitude for making a transition
turns out to be the perpendicular momentum
kick times the dipole matrix element.
Summing all the dipole moments that lead to
the continuum gives a transition probability
that is perpendicular kick squared over 2m
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Table I
Accel. Pot. [keV]
coinc, rate [sec- 1]
decay loss e-_,t/_
loss in mylar [%]
beam rate [e+ sec-l]
grid transmission
coinc, efficiency
backscatter loss [%]
from Si detector
t Do-_l
22.5 33.75
0.225(6) 0,341(3)
0.113 0.135
14 (=) 6.5 (_)
2.5 X lOs
0.45 _+0.i
0.4 _+0.I
15(b)
45
0.385(2)
0.140
3.5 (=)
6.1 +2 7.1 +2 7.5 __+2
a) R.D. Evans, The Atomic Nucleus
b) V.E. Cosslett & R. N. Thomaz, Brit. J. App[. Phys.
le, 77o(lgs_)
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divided by an energy, a couple of Rydbergs,
times a factor 0.849 given by Bethe and
Salpeter. (11) The multiple scattering tables (12)
tell us that the perpendicular momentum
picked up is 14MeV/c over the velocity times
the square root of the distance travelled
through the foil in units of radiation lengths.
The result is 2.A. times the ratio of the
positronium energy to 14 kilovolts. The
higher the energy, the farther the
positronium goes before breaking up, which is
reasonable. But 2A is a very short distance!
We're talking about roughly 14 kilovolt
positronium and this formula says just the
slightest amount of carbon foil should be
enough to break it up. If that were the case,
then I have no explanation for our low yield.
Surko's approximation, an equivalent
theory, is to find the Fourier components of
the frozen potential of the solid, and
calculate the "photo emission" probability.
In the dipole approximation, Surko's theory
is the same as the multiple scattering theory.
Including higher order non-dipole transitions
will make the length even shorter. Maybe
there's something wrong with these theories.
Phil Platzman would say that the scattering
is all in the forward direction, and the impact
parameters are therefore large. The first
order Born term is going to vanish and it is
the gradient of the electric field that acts to
break up the positronium. It appears that
the break up probability is related to the
energy loss in going through the foil. I am
not sure if you can actually make a
calculation that you can look up in the
handbook yet, but there is a recent [2nd
order?] Born approximation calculation (13)
for positronium scattering. He finds that the
mean free path for positronium breakup in ,_
solid carbon is 65 angstroms times the ratio oz
lib
of the energy to 14 kilovolts. Now that's o.
more like it except that our carbon foil is 200
angstroms thick. Just as a footnote, another
theory (14) claims that as soon as the
positronium has gone a few mean free paths,
the residual positronium will have an
enormous super-penetrability which goes like
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one over the length instead of exponentially!
Now I will show you the only piece of
information we have. I already told you what
it was, but will plot it now in Fig 7. If we are
seeingan effect due to positronium resistance
to breakup, then there ought to be more
breakup at lower energies, so the yield ought
to go up at lower energies. From Fig 7 it is
evident that the yield is more consistent with
constant rather than going like one over the
energy. If we want the yield to go up to the
1981 and 1983 measurements, we can try to
fit the measurements with an exponential
dependence on a mean free path that goes
like one over the energy. An eyeball fit
imp!ies that the mean free path is about
500A, and that the ionization cross section
for positronium is really quite small.
Unfortunately, that's as far as we've gotten.
I'll be happy to hear anybody's opinion. But
since we're talking about the Born
approximation and that is all anybody can
do, maybe nobody has anything to say,
although Jack Stratton (is) talked about doing
a calculation where the positronium was
actually one of the particles.
Fig 8 shows a representative lifetime
curve; the data points are nearly obscured by
the fitted line. The fitted decay rate is
1.80_-_0.01 per nanosecond, roughly half a
percent statistical accuracy in two days. We
get ten times smaller error in the same time
as in 1983 even though the positronium
minus yield seems to be down by a factor of
five.
As for "what's next," there are lots of
things you can do. Mary Leventhal and I are
maybe thinking about accelerating a
positronium minus beam to rather high
energies, and stripping it with a laser to make
a fast positronium beam with which to do
several interesting experiments. (16) But if
we're having a stripping problem for
measuring the lifetime then we'll actually be
benefiting in this next experiment because we
won't need the ionizing laser. At least there
may be a silver lining to the present cloud.
5. QUESTIONS
Peter Schultz: Isn't the factor of five
yield loss maybe due to the formation foil
having a different density? (My name is Karl
Canter!)
Mills: The sample foil was prepared in
about the same way as before.
Alex Weiss: Have you measured the Ps-
yield in the same way as before?
Mills: That is a good suggestion and we
are setting up to do that.
Alex Weiss: Wasn't it Bob Wilson who
made the carbon fihns?
Mills: Wilson was making films at the
time, but the one I used may have been from
a commercial supplier.
Lester Hulett: Can one use a neon
moderator as a thin film transmission
remoderator?
Mills: It might work, but you must take
into consideration the large energy spread of
a neon remoderator. It would also be hard to
make a thin film of neon because the
radiation baffles would be tricky to
construct.
Mike Charlton: Do the positrons lose
energy on the way out of the stripper foil?
Mills: Yes, maybe about 10 eV; the film
is only 200A thick. I'm only guessing 10 eV,
but we use a tenth mil mylar film to reject
ions, and the positrons lose only a few keV.
Arthur Rich: Are these the same foils as
used previously?
Mills: They are similarly prepared by
evaporating carbon onto glass slides. The
present supplier, Arizona Carbon Foil
Company, was not used previously.
Mohamed Abdel-Raouf: Do you also
have Ps + ions in your apparatus?
Mills: Its not too likely - we mostly have
only one positron at a time presently.
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Y. K. Ho: You showed a slide with a
laser interacting with the Ps- beam; can you
measurethe photoionization crosssection and
the electron affinity?
Mills: Yes, Marv Leventhal and I are
working on it, and Lewis Rothberg has given
us a laser. We'll have the answer for you in
ten years.
Y. K. Ho: So you can measure the
binding energy of Ps- ?
Mills: Maybe, but its pretty hard to find
the binding energy from the photoionization
threshold because the cross section vanishes
at threshold.
#gcrn -2 foil (15 A thick) is in fact about an
order of magnitude less than a 0.6 pgcm -2
foil, and the yield of the latter is in
agreement with the measurements of 1981
and 1983. The stripping foil was observed to
be damaged over a significant portion of its
area. We conclude that
1) very thin carbon films are perhaps
multiply connected like lace;
2) more care is required to prevent high
voltage damage to the stripper foil;
and 3) there is no evidence to suggest that
energetic positronium has a particularly long
mean free path.
Marv Leventhal: We can find the
binding energy quite accurately from the
location of the Feshbach resonances.
Alex Weiss: What are the wigglers that
you showed? [See Fig 23 of Ref 16]
Mills: The wigglers are to excite the,
triplet-singlet hyperfine resonance in a fast
monoenergetic positronium beam. 13y moving
two identical wigglers one can obtain Ramsey
fringes in the triplet positronium abundance,
and so measure the hyperfine interval
accurately.
Richard Drachman: Is there a
preliminary lifetime result from the new
data?
Mills: Unfortunately, no.
Alex Weiss: Have you thought about
making a tuneable gamma-ray source?
Mills: Not very hard. The gamma rays
are emitted isotropically in the center of
mass, so its not like having a laser. If you
had a very intense relativistic beam of Ps-,
the photons would be foreward directed, and
it would be a good idea.
6. POSTSCRIPT
In a subsequent experiment using a Ge
detector in a geometry similar to that of Ref
7, we found that the Ps- yield of the 0.3
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ANTIHYDROGEN FORMATION IN COLLISIONS OF POSITRONIUM WITH ANTIPROTONS
3.W. Humberston
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INTRODUCTION
Antihydrogen, consistingofa positronorbitingaround
an antiproton,isthe simplest few body system consist-
ing entirelyofantimatter and as such isof considerable
! _ importance in providing additionaltestsof the validity
:" .... ofcharge conjugationinvafiance.In addition,the nature
of the gravitationalinteractionbetween matter and an-
timatter might more readilybe investigatedfor an elec-
i tricaliyneutralsystem than one which ischarged.
- Before such studiescan be undertaken the antihy-
drogen must, of course,be produced by attachment of
a positron to an antiproton. Unfortunately,both con-
Stituentscan only be produced in very small quantities
and the viabilityof a particularmethod ofantihydrogen
production thereforedepends criticallyon the efficiency
ofthe attachment process.
Severalproduction mechanisms have been proposed,
the two most favoured of which are radiativecapture
(spontaneous or stimulated)
e + + _---, _+ _,,
e+ +if+ aT'--* H+7 + nT,
(i)
(2)
and chargeexchange inpositronium-antiprotoncollisions
Ps +_--+ H+e-. (3)
Both methods are being activelyinvestigated.(z-3)
The cross sectionfor radiativecapture isvery much
lessthan that for charge exchange, so that itmight be
thought that the latterprocessisgreatlytobe preferred.
However, in the proposed experiment using the radia-
tive capture process the positrons willbe confined in
a storage ring (as also willbe the antiprotonsin both
methods) and, therefore,those positronswhich do not
undergo capture by antiprotonson the firstoccasionwill
be recycled untilcapture occurs. In thisway nearlyall
the antiprotonscan be converted intoantihydxogen.
The charge exchange process (equation (3))isa sin-
glepass method because positronium isneutral,but the
somewhat simplernature ofthe proposed apparatus (see
figure1) and the much largerantihydrogen formation
cross section are advantages which may, nevertheless,
make this an effectivemethod of production also. We
shall,therefore,now considervariouscMculationsof the
crosssectionforthe charge exchange process.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Figure 1. Proposed experimental arrangement for the
formation of antihydrogen (3).
CALCULATIONS OF THE CHARGE
EXCHANGE CROSS-SECTION
Until very recently the prospect of forming antihydro-
gen in positronium-antiproton collisions seemed so re-
mote that no calculations of the cross-section had been
considered. However, the required cross-section is rather
simply related by charge conjugation and time rever-
sal invariance to the cross-section for positronium for-
mation in positron-hydrogen collisions, a process which
has received extensive theoretical attention for several
years.(4-6)
Starting with the process of interest
?s + ff --4 H + e- ( cr0ss-section o,_-), (4)
the charge conjugate system is
Ps + p ---* H + e + (cross-section crH) , (5)
and charge conjugation invariance requires c_H -- a_-.
The time reversed process is then
H + e + -_ Ps + p (cross-section c_p,). (6)
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Time reversal invariance implies the symmetry of theS-
matrix which provides the following connection between
the cross-sections o_- and _p,. Consider a positron col-
liding with a hydrogen atom in a state with energy and
orbital angular momentum quantum numbers n 1 and £x
respectively, to produce positronium with corresponding
quantum numbers n 2 and t 2. If the cross-section for this
process is _p, (n2, t2; hi, fx) then the cross-section for the
time reversed process is ors(hi, t:; hi, t2) , and
_'(nl,_l; rt2,£2) = O'H(nl,_l; _2, _2) (7)
k 2 (2£_ + 1)
= _(_£2 + I) _P'(_2'l_;_1,ll)' (s)
where k and I¢ are the wave numbers of the positron and
positronium respectively. They are related by energy
conservation such that (in atomic units)
k 2 1 _i I
E_+,+= E.,+_= T - n'-[= T 2nV (9)
Ifthe initialpositronium and residualantihydrogen are
both in theirground states
k_
cr-ff - o"H "- --_ a p o , (10)
where
1 2 1
k '-1= $_ --_. (11)
This simple rescaling formula may be applied to the
various positronium formation cross sections already cal-
culated.
As we shall see, the peak in a-ff occurs at low ki-
netic energies of the positronium relative to the antipro-
ton, corresponding to positronium formation in, and just
above, the Ore gap (6.8 - 10.2 eV for hydrogen). In the
Ore gap, where the only two open channels are elastic
scattering and positronium formation, the most accurate
results are probably those of Humberston(4), and Brown
and Humberston (_). They used a two channel version of
the Kohn variational method of the form
r-,<,,. <,=]r.,<i,..,<i:][K=I K22 -" LK_I K_2-L(i_,,c_,x) (@2,£'I'2)J
(12)
where L = 2(H - E).
The two components of the trial wave function, @1
and @2, represent positron elastic scattering plus positro-
nium formation and positronium elastic scattering plus
hydrogen formation respectively. Each component con-
tains many short range correlation terms with associated
variational parameters to allow adequately for the strong
electron-positron correlations. Investigations of the vari-
ations of the values of the K-matrix elements with re-
spect to systematic improvements in the trial functions
suggest that the most accurate results obtained in this
manner have converged to within a few per cent of the
exact values.
The partial wave cross-section for positronium forma-
tion is then (in units of 7ra_)
4(2£+ I{ ktK
O'e,-- _1 l) I t'i-"_) 12 [ (13)
Results were obtained for s-, p- and d-wave scatter-
ing and compared with results from other simpler meth-
ods of calculation. The accurate variational values are
several orders of magnitude smaller than the results of
the Born approximation for s-wave scattering but only
a factor of three smaller for p-wave scattering, and for
the d-wave the difference between the two methods is
rather small. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that
the Born approximation provides quite accurate values
for the positronium formation cross-section for all higher
partial waves. With this assumption, the total positro-
nium formation cross section in the Ore gap is as given
in figure 2. The Born results were first calculated by
Omidvar (unpublished).
kl
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_ /.0
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ol/ portiol_
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kZ (%-2)
Figure 2. Partial wave cross sections for ground state
positronium formation in positron collisions with atomic
hydrogen (4'5). The s-wave contribution is too small to
be shown on this scale.
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At positron energies somewhat above the top of the
Ore gap, where the Born approximation is still not suffi-
ciently accurate for the low partial waves, the most reli-
able calculations of the positronium formation cross sec-
tion are probably those of Shakeshaft and Wadehra (6),
who used a distortedwave Born approximation and ob-
tainedresultsin the positronenergy range 13.6- 200eV.
These resultsmatch on reasonably wellat the lower end
of the range to the more accurate variational results.
Beyond 200eV the Born results of Omidvar may be
used.
These three sets of positronium formation cross sec-
tions produce, upon rescaling according to equation (10),
the hydrogen (antihydrogen) formation cross-section in
collisions of positronium with protons (antiprotons)
shown in figure 3 (7) . The peak value of the cross-section
is approximately 3.5 × 10-1ecrn 2 at a positronium energy
of -_ 3.5eV relative to the antiproton, corresponding to
an antiproton energy relative to the positronium of ,_
3keV.
energy (keY)
0 20 _0 6O B0 1_
0.02
0.01
0 _, 8 12 16
x_,Ps enerty (6.8 eV)
Figure 3. Theoretical estimates by Humberston et
al(7),of the ground state antihydrogen formation cross
sectionfrom ground statepositronium.
There is an interesting feature of the antihydrogen
formation cross section at very low positronium energies,
as is shown on the expanded scale in figure 4, with the
cross section tending to infinity as _ _ 0. The zero
orbital angular momentum contribution to a R- is, from
equation (13),
: (1-K.K. + + (xlI +
(14)
and the K-matrix elements have the following behaviour
as the positronium threshold is approached from above:
so that
2T_'11 --+ const.
z_"2 2 --, /_
_¢_ 0 (15)
a )cz- ass--_0, (16)
as isto be expected for an exothermic reactionsuch as
this. However, the rate of production of H is vc_- oc
_¢¢W"_ finiteconst,as _¢_ 0.
E
energy ( keV}
0 _ 8 12
i i _ i l l
2
¢ I I I I
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Figure 4. Low energy portions of figure 3 on expanded
scales.
Thus far we have considered the formation of antihy-
drogen in its ground state, using positronium also in its
ground state. It would be equally acceptable to form
antihydrogenin one ofitsexcited states,and several au-
thors have recentlyconsideredthisprocess.Darewych (s)
used the firstBorn approximation to calculatethe cross
sectionsfor antihydrogen formation into the Is,2s,2p
and 3s statesand his resultsare shown in figure5. As
can be seen,theseexcitedstateformation crosssections
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are comparable to the ground state formation cross sec-
tion at low positronium energies and, therefore, make a
very significant contribution to the total formation cross
section. Almost certainly the Born approximation signif-
icantly overestimates the s-wave contributions to each of
these cron-sections, a8 it does for the ground state, but
even if this partial wave contribution is totally supressed
the excited formation cross sections remain significant,
as shown in figure 5.
for antihydrogen formation into a state with quantum
numbers n, £ is
1
er_-(n, t) c¢ _-_. (17)
However, such a scaling formula is almost certainly not
valid in the low energy range of interest here.
I I I I I
Figure 5. Cross sections for antihydrogen formation
in various states from ground state positronium accord-
ing to Daxewych(S). Full curves; Born approximation:
broken curves; s-wave subtracted Born approximation:
chain curve; 'exact' results of Humberston et aL(r)
Similar investigations, also using the first Born ap-
proximation, have recentlybeen conducted by Nahar and
Vadehra (9)and are shown in figure6. They obtained
good agreement with Darewych for the s-statebut not
quiteso good for the p-state,where Darewych had used
an approximate method to evaluatesome ofthe angular
integrals.These authors attempted toincludethe contri-
bution to the totalantihydrogenformation crosssection
from even higherenergy statesby making use ofthe fact
that,at sumciently high energy,the Born crosssection
10'
0 too tim zoo _mo soo tee 4oo 4tin tree
Anttl_OtOnImpactE_gy (keV)
Figure 6. Cross sectionsforantlhydrogenformation in
variousstatesfrom ground state positronium according
to the Born calculationsof Nahar and Wadehra.(°)
Ermolaev et al.(z°) used classical and semiclassical
methods to investigate the same formation cross sections,
and their total results for formation of antihydrogen into
all states with n < 3 axe shown in figure 7. Although
the low mass of the incident positronium must cast some
doubt on the validity of such methods for this system,
the results are, nevertheless, in tolerably good agreement
with the quantum mechanical results.
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Figure 7. Total antihydrogen formation cross-sections
from ground state positronium according to Ermolaev(1°)
...... ; impact parameter method: ,; classical trajectory
Monte-Carlo: ..... ; Born approximation (Darewych(S)).
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Figure 8. Cross sections for ground state antihydrogen
formation from various states of positronium according
to the Born calculations of Nahar and Wadehra.(9)
In all the investigations described so far,the incident
positronium has been assumed to be in its ground state,
but antihydrogen formation from positzonium in excited
states should also be considered.
Nahaz and Wadehza (9) have used the Born approxi-
mation to investigate the formation of ground state anti-
hydrogen in collisionsof excited state positronium with
antiprotons. They included the positronium states with
n---1 and 2 explicitlyand again used the scaling law given
in equation (17) to estimate the effectof all other states.
Their results are given in figure 8..
These Born calculations were not conducted at very
low energies around the peak in the antihydrogen forma-
tion cross section and, even had they been, they would
probably have suffered again from a similar overestima-
tion of the low partial wave contributions to that men-
tioned previously. Nevertheless, it is very likely that an-
tihydrogen formation from positronium in excited states
will make a further very significant contribution to the
total antihydrogen formation cross section.
Taking all these contributions into account, it would
not seem unduely optimistic to predict a total antihydto-
gen formation cross section of at least 201ra_o. With the
expected currents of positronium and antiptoton, this
cross section suggests a possible rate of production of
antihydrogen atoms of a few per second.
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ABSTRACT
By virtueof the highlyenergeticparticles
released when they annihilate in matter,
anllprotons have a variety of potentially
important applications. Among others, these
Include remote 3-D density and composition
imaging of the human body and also of thick,
dense materials,cancer therapy,and spacecraft
propulsion. Except for spacecraft propulsion,
the required numbers of low-energy antiprotons
can be produced,stored,and transportedthrough
relianceon currentor near-term technology.
Paramount to these applications and to
fundamental research involving antiprotons is
knowledge of how antiprotons interact with
matter. The basic annihilationprocess is fairly
well understood,but the antlprotonannihilation
and energy loss rates in matter depend in
complex ways on a number of atomic processes.
The rates, and the corresponding cross sections,
have been measured or are accurate]y
predictable only for llmited combinations of
antiproton kinetic energy and material species.
However, our knowledge has been improving in
two areas: In energy loss and annihilation rates
at low KeY energies and below, where adiabatic
ionlzatlon, elastlc scatterlng, and nuclear
capture are important, and in differences
between antiproton and proton atomic
interactions with matter at high KeY and MeV
energies. At present, estimates of annihilation
and stopping rates adequate for planning
purposes can be made in most aspects of the
applications.
I INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years It has been
recognized that antiprotons, like positrons, have
potentially important practical applications. 1
In each of these applications, some of which
may be instituted within the next few years, the
manner in which antiprotons interact with
matter while moving through it, in terms of
energy loss during slowing and energy
production when they annihilate, is of
considerable significance. Of particular
significance is the fact that the slowing and
annihilation rates are wholly determined or
strongly influenced by atomic interactions.2
A description of the interaction between
antiprotons and matter ls the main purpose of
this paper; it is discussed specifically in
Sections Ill,V, and Vl. The possible
applications, and the means of achieving them,
are briefly described in Section IV. The nature,
significance, and properties of the various
forms of antimatter, with emphasis on
antiprotons, are summarized in the following
section along with some historical notes.
II BACKGROUND
The concept of antimatter, albeit in a
gravitional context, goes back to the last
century.3 Antimatter in its modern form was
first postulated by Oirac in 1931.4 Anderson
discovered the positron (antielectron) in 1933,5
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and Chamberlain et al.discovered the antlproton
in 1955.6 Around thls time itwas accepted that
the already-discovered positive pion and
positive muon were the antiparticlesof their
negative counterparts, and subsequently an
increasing number of antiparticles were
discovered,includingthe antineutron.
We now know that for every fundamental
partlcle there is a corresponding antiparticle
whose strong and electroweal<internalquantum
numbers (e.g.electric charge) are opposite in
sign to those of the particle. Some
antiparticles,like those of the photon and
neutralpion,ina given state are each identical
to their particle in another state, so particle
and antiparticle are not distinguished. All
antiparticles have the same lifetimes as the
particles and, apparently,inertialmasses, but
there Is reason to believe that some may have
differentgravitationalmasses.?
It is possible, at least in principle,to
construct antinuclei,antlatoms, antlmolecules,
and even antlsubstance from antlprotons,
antineutrons,and positrons.Light antlnucleiare
observed inhigh energy acceleratorexperiments
and In cosmic rays. The simplest antiatom, the
antlprotlum isotopeof antlhydrogen,Isyet to be
made although there are motlvations8 and plans9
to do so.J0 Theoretical work concerning
antihydrogen and other antlatoms began about
20 years ago.ii,i2,i3 Since antimatter, from
particlethrough substantiveform, Is the mirror
image of matter In a number of respects, it is
also termed "mirror matter",a term promoted by
Forward.14
The cosmological significance of
antimatter was recognized in the i950's and
1960's by Alfven, Klein, Harrison,Omnes, and
others.iS Models of the early unlverse Include
Itspresence at the Initialor a very early stage,
but definitive observations of cosmological
antimatter or Itsconsequences Includeonly that
which may have been or Is being produced in
laterstages by matter interactions.J6There is,
however, a feature in the cosmic gamma ray
background that suggests antiproton
annihilationin the universe at a red shift of
about i00, but this evidence of primordial
antimatter isnot conclusive.17
In addition to their role in improving our
knowledge of physics and astrophysics,
antiprotonsmay, as positronsdo, have practical
applicatlons. Some years after S_nger
suggested using positron-electron annihilation
to propel interstellarspacecraft in i953,18
NASA reconsidered the issue of annihilation
propulsion in the 1970's,19 and Morgan
developed the basic concepts that might allow
use of antiproton annihilation for both
interplanetary and Interstellar propulsion.20
That application may have to wait decades for
the required amounts of antiprotons to be
available (e.g. roughly one gram for a high
performance interplanetary mission). More
recently a number of Individuals (in particular
Kalogeropoulos21 ) and organizations have
discovered and investigated practical
applications for antiprotons that are more
readily attainable. These include remote 3-D
densfty and elemental composition mapping of
the interior of materials22 including the human
body,21 cancer therapy,21 eqaution-of-state and
opacity measurements,23 and others mentioned
in Section IV. Most of the applications require
no more antiprotons than could be produced,
captured, and transported with current and near-
term attainable technology. 1
III BASIC ANNIHILATION PROCESSES
Most of the antiproton applications depend
strongly on the energy and other characteristics
of the annihilation products. These particles
and gamma rays can deposit substantial amounts
of energy in the matter around the point of
annihilation, yet retain enough of their large
energy to pass through substantial distances to
exit the matter and be readily detected.
In contrast to the annihilation of a
positron with an electron, which proceeds
almost entirely through an electromagnetic
interactionand produces two or more gamma
rays, an antiproton annlhllatespredomlnantely
through a strong interaction and Initially
produces other hadrons, mainly plons. When a
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slow antiproton (p-), with an energy around a
few MeV or less, annihilates with an individual
proton (p+) at rest, the result is
p-+ p+ _ 1.5_+ + 1.5I-I-+2.0 13°+
kaons + others, (I)
l_° -_ 2 y . (2)
usually adequate to assume
p- + p+ -_ 1,6 1-[ + + l i6 1-I - + 4,0 _ , (6)
where, using the same mean energies as in Table
1, the artificial increase in the mean numbers of
charged pions accounts for the 4% of energy
going to other particles.
_+ -+ t_-++'au, (3)
I_+ -_ e+ + _e +_, (4)
e+ +e- -+ 2y, (5)
where _ denotes a pion, y denotes a gamma ray,
denotes a muon, e denotes electrons and
positrons, and _ denotes both neutrinos and
antineutrinos.
Inreaction 1 the average numbers of pions
produced are given, there being a great number
of possible outcomes to the reaction. About 4%
of the annihilation energy goes into kaons
(mainly) and other particles (includingrarely
two or more gammas), in reaction 2 the n °
lifetime is so short that the l_° travels only
microns before decaying. In reaction 4 with the
lower sign, the product electron will remain in
the environment, and in reaction 5 the electron
annihilating with the positron is a different
(very likely) electron from that environment.
Thus the end products of the annihilation are
gamma rays and neutrinos. The energies and
lifetimes of the pions and subsequent gammas
and muons from the annihilation of p-+ p÷ are
given in Table 1. The annihilation energy for
reaction 1 is 1876.51 Mev, the mass energy of
the proton plus the equal mass energy of the
antiproton.
The relavent processes in most
applications occur at a time after the neutral
pions have decayed but before the charged pions
(or in some cases, before the muons) have
decayed. Because the relevant properties of
kaons do not differ extremely from those of
pions and because the neutral pions travel such
a short distance before decaying, it is therefore
Tablel. The energies and lifetimes of the pions
and subsequent gammas and muons from the
annihilation of p- + p+ at low relative speed
with the center of mass at rest. It is assumed
that the pions undergo no energy or number loss
before decaying. Based on informayion from a
variety of sources.
Mean Num- Mass Mean Kin-
Par- her/An- Energy etic Energy Life-
ticle nihilation /MeV /MeV time/s
_+ 1.5 139.58 235 2.60 xlO-8
_o 2.0 134.98 203 9. x I O- 16
11- 1.5 139.58 235 2.60 xlO-8
y 4.0 0 169
_+ 1.5 105.66 189 2.20 x10-6
IZ- 1.5 105.66 189 2.20 x 10-6
The annihilation of an antiproton with a
neutron is about the same as annihilation with a
proton, except that the mean number of negative
pions is one greater than the mean number of
positive pions and the number ratio of charged
to neutral pions is somewhat greater. Depending
on the nuclear environments of the neutron and
proton, the cross section for annihilation with a
neutron is about 0.75 times the cross section
for annihilation with a proton.
When an antiproton annihilates with a
proton or neutron in a nucleus other than that of
protium (1H), the above desrciption of the
annihliation is altered. Some of the annihilation
products interact with the remainder of the
nucleus giving rise to additional products that,
depending on the atomic number of the nucleus,
may include light nuclear fragments consisting
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of individual neutrons and protons as well as
deuterons, tritons, helions, alpha particles, etc.
Details are given in Ref. 24 and 25 and in the
references quoted there. The results of a slow
antiproton annihilating in a uranium nucleus are
given in Table 2. Likewise the details of the
annihilation are altered when the antiproton has
an appreciable kinetic energy (several MeV or
greater). Besides the additional energy, the
antiproton may annihilate within the nucleus, as
opposed to on the surface, and the distribution
of initial annihilation products is tilted toward
the nucleus. These factors lead to more and
more energetic secondary products. For
uranium, the fraction of annihilation energy
going into the kinetic energy of the charged
nuclear fragments increases by roughly 35% as
the incident kinetic energy increases from zero
to 100 MeV.25
The direct annihilation cross section for
antiprotons on protons is the cross section for
annihilation when there ls no intervening state
between the antiproton's state of free motion
and its annihilation. It is known experimentally
for antiproton kinetic energies from about 20
MeVtoabout I OGeV.26 At the lower end of this
range, the scattering is predoninately s-wave,
so it may be extrapolated to lower energies
with the 1/v law, where v is the speed of the
antiproton relative to the nucleus. Below 10
MeV it is necessary to include the coulomb
correction factor, which represents the
enhancement of the cross section due to the
attraction between the antiproton and proton.
The result lsll
a = O. 19 (ctv)l_ro2y/( 1-e-Y) , (7)
with ¥ = 21_(xc/v
Table 2. Annihilation Energy Partition when a
slow antiproton annihilates in a uranium nucleus
at rest, compared to annihilation with a proton.
The fission energy includes the energies of
fission Gamma rays (0.4 %) and the kinetic
energies of the fission neutrons (0.5 %) and the
daughter nuclei. Based mainly on information in
Ref. 24.
Percent of Proton-Aq_ioroton
Annihilation Enerav
Partition In Uranium With
Category Nucleus Proton
Fission Energy 10 0
Neutrons (Non-Fission)
(Kinetic Energy) 18 0
Charged Fragments
(Kinetic Energy) 16 0
Charged Pions
(Kinetic Energy) 28 38
Neutral Pions
(Kinetic Energy) 10 22
All Pions
(Mass Energy) 26 36
Other (Kinetic and
Mass Energy) 2 4
Total 110 1O0
where y/(l-e-_) is the coulomb correction
factor, c is the speed of light (2.998 x IOlO
cm/s), ro is the classical electron radius (2.82 x
10-13 cm), and _ ls the fine structure constant
(1/137.0). The cross section is shown in Figure
1. Eq. 7 does not apply for energies around 20
eV and below where p- capture in the p- + H
(hydrogen atom) rearrangement reaction
(Section Vl)becomes important. Radiative
capture is unimportant at essentially all
energies. 11
10o
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£ = (1-B2)-1/2- 1
section (o) for annihilation ofFig. 1. Cross
antiprotons in hydrogen, carbon, aluminium, and
copper, ro is the classical electron radius, F is
the ratio of antiproton kinetic energy to rest
mass energy, and B = v/c.
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Cross sections for direct antiproton
annihilation in carbon, aluminum, and copper
nuclei have been measured for energies from
about l OO MeV to about 200 GeV.27 They are
also shown in Fig. 1. A formula that fits these
data below about 10 GeV and may allow
extrapolation to heavier nuclei is: 25
a = ;;(1.35 All3 + 0.83)2 x (8)
(p/ 600 MeVtc)-B x 10-26 cm2,
wlth B = 0,5A-0.4 ,
where A isthe atomic weight of the nucleus and
p isthe antlprotonmomentum. Data are needed
for a wider variety of nucleiiand energies.
IV APPLICATIONS
The number of antlprotons required in each
application event in the applications mentioned
below varies from roughly 106 to 10t2. The
larger of these figures is also the approximate,
current upper limit on the number that probably
can be transported in a storage device on a
truck.28 That device might be a storage ring, a
Penning-like trap, or another kind of ion trap.
For currently achievable vacuums, the lifetime
of the antiprotons could be a few weeks to
several months.
Antiprotons are currently produced in
particle accelerators by bombarding nuclei with
protons with energies of a few tens of GeV to a
few hundred GeV. The potential production rate
of storable antlprotons (i.e. slowed to KeV
energies) for each of a few current or planned
accelerators, as they are or with well
understood modifications, is about 1016 per
year.29 With current and foreseeable
technology, it may be possible to construct an
accelerator specifically for antiproton
production giving 1 mg (6 x1020) per year.30
Reasonable speculations exist on means to
produce gram or even kilogram amounts per
year.31
Antiprotons can be used to obtain three
dimensional "x-rays" of materials,22 including
the human body,21 by directing a narrow beam of
them into the material. The annihilation
products can pass through a meter of condensed
materials of light elements or at least a few
centimeters of those of heavy elements and
remain detectable. Reconstruction of their
paths allows the coordinates of annihilation
points to be determined as functions of beam
direction and energy. The depth of penetration
up to the anihilation point is a function of the
energy and integrated density of the material,
with some dependence on elemental
composition. Thus one may obtain a density map
of the interior of the material. Resolutions of
about 1 mm or less appear obtainable. The
radiation dosage is about one tenth the value
resulting from procedures using x-rays that
accomplish the same quality of density map. _y
combining this technique with measurements of
the x-ray spectrum given off by the antiprotons
captured by nuclei prior to annihilation, one
might also obtain a 3-D map of the elemental
composi tion.21
Antiprotons may be valuable in cancer
therapy2i,:32 and in healing defects within a
material22,:33 because, in a condensed material,
a Significant portion of their combined kinetic
and annihilation energy is released close to the
point of annihilation. The Bragg peak in the
energy loss as a function of distance travelled
Is narrow, most annihilations occur only after
the antiprotons have stopped, and the flux of
annihilation products decreases as the inverse
square of the distance from the annihilation
point. Additionally, for most relevant
materials, a significant fraction of the
annihilation products are protons that usually
stop within a few centimeters. For an
antiproton beam in water, roughly 100 MeV per
particle is deposited within about 5 mm of the
aim point. The remainder is spread thinly over
the surroundings or escapes.
For equation-of-state and opacity meas-
urements in a small laboratory, transportable
antiprotons may allow pressures and
temperatures comparable to those available in a
large facility.22 The antlprotons are used to
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Induce fissions in flsslle material placed next
to the material sample under investigation.
Essentially one fission results per anni-
hilation,24,34 and the exploding fissile material
(a very small amount) compresses and heats the
sample. To assess feasabllity it is Important to
know how short in duration the pulse of
antiprotons could be made and how the fractions
of stopped antiprotons and deposited fragment
energy depend on fissile material size.
Roughly speaking, antiproton annihilation
propulsion of spacecraft could make exploration
of the solar system like exploration of the earth
by steamship, and its near-light-speed
capability over longer distances could make
travel to nearby stars a reality. Reasonable
concepts exist for annihilation rocket
engines,3S-38 for means of producing solid
antihydrogen (required storage form of
antlprotons),39 for antihydrogen storage, 36,37
for extracting antiprotons from solid
hydrogen,36 and for other necessary processes
and hardware. However, the amounts of
antiprotons required per mission, milligrams
(earth to orbit) through tonnes (interstellar),
are well beyond current means to produce.
Nevertheless, available amounts of antiprotons
allow many worthwhile experiments that can
explore and validate these concepts.35,40
For most annihilation engine concepts, the
baslc problem is to get the antiprotons well into
the annihilation/propellant medium without
annihilations occuring elsewhere, while
containing (e.g. with magnetic fields) a large
fraction of the annihilation products as they
transfer their energy to the medium. Hence the
importance to propulsion of the slowing and
annihilation rates of antiprotons in matter.
Knowledge of antiproton interactions with
matter are likewise important in other aspects
of annihilation propulsion.
Two means have been suggested in which
antiproton annihilation is coupled to nuclear
fusion processes. In one, antiproton annihilation
initiates a deuterium/tritium fusion reaction in
a bomb configuration.41 The minimum number of
antiprotons required is probably on the order of
1017 or 1018, which will be very expensive to
produce, at the least, for some time to come. In
the other, deuterium and tritium are introduced
into the combustion chamber of an annihilation
engine in which the annihilation/propellant
medium ls in a gas or plasma state.42 The
muons from pion decay then induce fusion of the
deuterium and tritium nuclei through the muon-
catalyzed-fusion process.43 The extra energy
might double or triple the energy output of the
engine for little additional mass. 35 In the
"plasma-core" engine,36 the temperature and
density are sufficiently high that deuterium-
tritium fusion would occur without the presence
of muons. Whether such an engine could sustain
a fusion reaction if the antiprotons were turned
off is not known.
V 5LOWING AND ANNIHILATION RATES
In most applications and many physics
experiments, it is important to know how
antiproton kinetic energy and annihilation
probability depend on initial energy, distance
traveled through a material, and composition of
the material.
For antiprotons in hydrogen at energies
above 20 eV, Eq. 1 may be multiplied by the
atomic number density, n, to give an
approximation for the annihilationprobability
per increment of the distance,x, traveled (the
annihilationrate):
dPldx = O.19 n(clv)_ro2¥1(I-e-Y) , (9)
with y = 2TT(_ClV
For substances with atomic numbers equal to
carbon and above and antiproton energies from
l O0 MeV to 10 GeV, dP/dx may be obtained
similarly from Eq. 8. The result cannot be
extrapolated to lower energies without
knowledge of how higher angular momentum
waves and the coulomb correction factor are
involved in the data used in Eq, 8. A very rough
approximation at low energies for other
materials may be obtained by multiplying the
right side of Eq. 9 by the two thirds power of
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the mean atomic number, a rough measure of the
ratio of an effective nuclear cross sectional
area to that of the proton. Annihilation and
slowing rates below 20 eV in unionized or
partially ionized media are dealt with in the
following section.
For antiprotons in the low KeV range and
above, the slowing rate (-dE/dx, where E is the
antiproton kinetic energy in the rest frame of
the medium) is almost entirely due to transfer
of energy to atomic electrons in binary
collisions. Agood approximation is provided by
the "Bethe formula"44 which is based on the
Born approximation and applies to charged
particles in an unionized medium. For anti-
protons it is
-dEldx = 8_e4(Nn/fE) In(fEIIm) , (I0)
with f = 4mem/(m+me)2 = 4 me/m,
where e (-- -4.8 xlO-lO esu) is the electron
charge, N and Irn are the mean atomic number and
ionization energy of the medium, and me (= 9. 11
xlO-28g) and m (= 1.673 x10-24 g) are the
electron and antlproton masses. For most
elements, Im/N- 13 eV. Some exceptions are
helium, beryllium, nitrogen, and calcium for
which Im/N is 24, 16, 11, and 11 eV
respectively. More accurate versions of Eq. I0
exist that include relativistic corrections,
Important around 1 GeV and above, shell
corrections, Barkas-effect corrections, which
lead to different slowing rates for particles of
equal mass but opposite sign, and the block
correction.45 There is recent experimental
confirmation of the Barkas effect for
antiprotons (vs. protons) at low MeV energies,
and it has been confirmed that at least some
single and multiple ionization cross sections
are different for protons and antiprotons.46
Eq. 10 is probably accurate to within a few
tens of percent or better for E >> Im/f ( ; 5 to
500 KeV for hydrogen to uranium) but less than
1 GeV. Such accuracy is consistent with the
magnitudes of the above theoretical corrections.
In addition, calculations of ionization and
excitation cross sections for antiprotons in
hydrogen47.48 at such energies are in good
agreement for these energies with the cross
sections which, along with the final energies of
the ionized electrons, give Eq. 10.
For E _=2.7 Ira/f, -dE/dx has a maximum
(the "Bragg peak"), similar to that seen
experimentally for other charged particles. In
lieu or experimental Information on antfprotons
at such energies, the accuracy, if not the form,
of Eq. l O and the more accurate versions is
questionable, however, for a number of reasons.
First, the Perturbative nature of the calculation
may not be valid. Second, the electrons may not
be treatable as free particles for energy
transferral, as is assumed. Last, the equations
are certainly inaccurate for E; Ira/f, since the
fact that they give -dE/dx = 0 at E = Im/f is not
true. That energy is the cutoff below which the
antiproton (or any other particle with the same
mass) cannot transfer an energy equal to Im to a
free electron in a binary collision. An alternate
formula for Eq. I0 employs a more realistic,
distributed ionization energy.2 It may obviate
the need for shell corrections, and within the
Born approximation it gives a lower, more
realist cutoff energy since that cutoff can be
based on the minimum Ionization (or excltatlon_
energy.
Eq. 10 is used to give the rightmost, nearly
straight portion of the curve in Fig. 2 of
-dE/d(px) for antiprotons slowing in hydrogen,
where p is the mass density of the hydrogen. In
spite of the incorporation of p, -dE/d(px) is still
dependent on the properties of the slowing
medium. Both the factor, N/A (A = medium's
mean atomic mass), which appears in Eq. 10
after division by p, and Im-1, which appears in
the argument of the logarithm, decrease (on the
average) as N and A increase. Thus materials
composed of heavier elements usualy have lower
values of -dE/d(px) than materials composed of
lighter elements.
Under most circumstances, knowledge of
slowing below the Bethe formula cutMf ls
Inconsequential. In condensed media or gasses
at normal pressures, charged particles are then
moving so slowly that even small subsequent
energy loss leads them to thermal energies in a
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very short distance (a few mm or less) if they
have not already decayed (if unstable) or been
captured (if negative). However, if slowing is
purposely used as a means to produce
antiprotons at low and sub KeV energies or if
rocket engines with very low density
annihilation media should seem worth
considering, then knowledge of slowing
mechanisms around and below the cutoff can be
necessary.
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Fig. 2. Energy loss rate (per unit distance-
times-density) for antiprotons slowing in
unionized hydrogen, p is the mass density of
hydrogen and E is the antiproton kinetic energy
in the lab frame.
There are at least two mechanisms that
lead to energy loss around and below the cutoff
but still above about 20 eV where antiproton
capture begins to become tikely: adiabatic
excitation and ionization of atomic electrons by
the antiprotons and elastic scattering of the
antiprotons by whole atoms (or molecules). In
the former, the presence of the antiproton near
a nucleus lowers its effective charge, so an
electron may move to a higher state, or be
ionized, and remain in the altered configuration
when the antiproton, having therefore lost
energy, leaves. In the latter, the antiproton
loses energy in the lab frame, on the average,
as long as its kinetic energy is above the mean
thermal energy of the medium.
An approximate, but complicated formula
for energy loss by heavy negative particles due
to elastic scattering by atoms is given in Ref. 2
and 35. It assumes the atoms are free and
separated by at least a few Bohr radii, so it
applies to gas media and with less accuracy to
some condensed media. For antiprotons in
hydrogen this formula gives the leftmost, fairly
straight portion of the curve of -dE/d(px) in Fig.
2. A consequence of the model employed there
for the particle-atom potential energy, V, (a
raised coulomb potential, cutoff when V=0) is
that the scattering (classical) is exactly
backwards for a particular particle energy in
the center-of-mass system for all impact
parameters for which V_0. If a negative
particle at this energy encounters an atom of
equal mass it stops dead in its tracks in the
rest frame of the atom (lab frame
approximately); if it encounters a more massive
atom it reverses direction in that same frame.
Hence the term, "brick wall" scattering, for this
process. The particular energy is about I0 eV
for antiprotons in hydrogen, so the capture
process may dominate, but for media with
heavier atoms it occurs at higher energies (60
eV in carbon) for which capture may be less
important. There are apparently no experiments
or more accurate calculations that bear on the
reality of this possible phenomenon.
A rough consideration of adiabatic
excitation/ionization35 indicates that it may be
important for antiprotons in hydrogen at
energies around 1 KeV but that energy loss by
elastic collisions is more important around and
below a few hundred eV. Other loss mechanisms
at these energies may be vibrational and
rotational excitation of molecules and the
creation of phonons and similar entities.
Division of the energy loss process into
particular mechanisms operating over particular
energy ranges is in part a consequence of a need
to find relatively simple, pictureable, and
tractable means of describing and calculating
t_e process. The particle-electron collision
mechanism, that leads to the Bethe formula for
the slowing rate, and adiabatic excitation/
ionization are perhaps better described as high
and low energy approximate views of a single
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process. This is borne out by Ermolaev's recent
calculation of excitation and ionization cross
sectlons for antiprotons on hydrogen atoms.47
The total excitation/ionization cross section is
smooth and roughly constant from 2 to 50 KeV
(2.3 to 1.5xl0-16 cm2). This range includes the
Bethe formula cutoff at about 6 KeV and the
Bragg peak at about 16 KeV. If it assumed that
the mean energy loss per collision in that range
Variesfrom I0 eV at the low end to 30 eV at the
high end, then the portion of the curve of
-dEld(px) in Fig. 2 around the local maximum
results. Portions or the curve around I KeV and
around 200 KeV are interpolationsbetween the
elastic scattering result on the left, the
Ermolaev-based results in the middle, and the
simple-Bethe-formula resultson the right.
density so p cannot be factored out; results
must be given for particular densities. Such
factorization is approximately correct at high
energies for which, ir_terestingly, the slowing
rates in Fig. 2 and 3 are about the same.
Once an antiproton reaches thermal energy
in a plasma (usually doing so before
annihilating), it diffuses and eventually
annihilates. For the above plasma, annihilation
will occur within a few millimeters and within
several microseconds of the point and time at
which it thermalizes.50
VI REARRANGEMENT AND CAPTURE
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Fig. 3. Energy loss rate (per unit distance) for
antiprotons slowing in a fully ionized hydrogen
plasma at a temperature of 106K and an atomic
number density of 3.6 x1018 / cm3. E is the
antiproton kineUc energy in the lab frame.
At low- and sub-eV energies in media that
are not largely ionized, antiproton slowing and
annihilation rates are thoroughly dominated by a
rearrangement reaction in which the antiproton
loses energy and becomes bound to (captured by)
a nucleus, while the electrons absorb that
energy, most likely through ionization.2,11,12,51-
53 Once captured, the antiproton cascades to
lower energy levels, while emitting x-rays, and
eventually annihilates in the nucleus.S4 For
antiprotons that have not annihilated before
slowing to energies around I eV and below
(normally most of them), the cross section for
this process is so high ( > 201_ao2, ao = Bohr
radius = 5.29 xl0-gcm) that final stopping and
annihilation occur within lengths that can be
measured in interatomic distances in all media
but dilute gasses.
For antiproton slowing in fully ionized
plasmas one may use Langmire's formula.49
Application to a hydrogen medium with a
temperature of 106 K and an atomic number
density of 3.6 :<]018 (conceivable conditions
within a plasma-:ore annihilation engine) yields
the result for -dE/dx shown in Fig. 3. Here the
slowing rate is r,ot exactly proportional to the
For antiproton energies around or below
20 eV relative to the medium, the antiproton's
speed will be less than 0.03 of the mean speed
of the least bound electrons (slowest) of an
atom of the medium. Thus the abiabatic
approximation applies to the response of all of
the atomic electrons to the influence of an
incoming antlproton as long as the mean speed
of any electron does not decrease considerably.
In this approximation, also called the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation, the wave function
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of the electrons at any instant is taken to be the
wave function the electrons would have if the
antiproton were stationary at its location at
that instant. In addition, an antiproton at 20eV
or less can transfer no more than a small
amount (0.04 eV) of its energy to an electron in
a binary encounter. Thus, any significant
transferral of energy will occur adiabatically.
As the antiproton passes by or within the
atom, the electrons will adiabatically
reconfigure themselves into a state of higher
energy, since they are repel led by the
antiproton. That extra energy is taken from the
kinetic energy of the antiproton. There are then
three possibilities: (1) the antiproton leaves,
gaining back the energy from the electrons as
they return to their initial configuration, (2) the
antiproton leaves, having lost energy to to the
electrons, which are left in a higher energy
state (adiabatic excitation/ionization spoken of
above at higher energies), or (3) the antiproton
becomes permanently bound to the nucleus with
the electrons left in a negative-ion state
(possibly excited) of an atom with atomic
number one less, or one or more electrons ionize
while the remainder are in a neutral or positive-
ion state of that new atom (possibly excited).
The first possibility is always possible; it
will certainly occur for sufficiently high
angular momentum waves of the incoming
anttpr0ton (i.e. large impact parameters
classically). Indeed, if the adiabatic condition
were perfectly satisfied, it is the only
possibility that could occur. The second
possibility can occur, in particular at the higher
antiproton energies (and therefore speeds)
considered earlier, because at least one of the
electrons will slow down to a speed more
comparable to that of the antiproton as it moves
to a less bound or an unbound state. Under that
condition, its portion of the wave function can
no longer change rapidly enough to follow the
changing influence of the antiproton to satisfy
adiabaticity. It is this latter fact that allows
the excitation or ionization to be permanent.
The third possibility, of main concern here,
similarly requires a breakdown in the adiabatic
approximation.
In the second and third possibilities, the
low energy of the antiproton for the range under
consideration requires that at least one electron
slow down considerably and/or the antiproton
speed up considerably for the adiabatic
approximation to break down. The former can
occur if an electron moves to a state of nearly
zero energy, either highly excited or ionized.
The latter can occur if the antiproton gets close
enough to the nucleus for its attraction to
increase its kinetic energy considerably.
For an antiproton to excite or ionize a
hydrogen atom (essentially same mass as the
antiproton) without being captured requires that
there be at least 10.2 eV (minimum excitation
energy) of kinetic energy in the center-of-mass
(c.m.) frame, so _he antiproton must have an
energy of at least 20.4 eV in the rest frame of
the atom (lab frame approximately). This is
consistent with earlier statements that
adiabatic excitation/ionization (without cap-
ture) becomes unimportant toward the lower end
of the eV energy range. Capture of the
antiproton with the electron remaining in a
negative ion is impossible for hydrogen. Capture
into a state of protonium (bound p+-p-) that is
Just barely bound, with ionization of the
electron to a state of zero energy, requires that
the antiproton energy (lab frame) be no more
than 27.2 eV (kinetic energy in c.m. frame = 13.6
eV = ionization energy). If the antiproton had
any additional energy, it would would have to be
carried off by the electron, but with reference
to statements above, it appears unlikely that
this additional energy could be more than a
relatively small amount. Capture into protonium
states of greater binding ener-gy requires that
the antiproton energy not exceed progressively
smal ler amounts.
For hydrogen, therefore, rearrangement
(i.e. capture and ionization) is unlikely for
energies above about 20 eV, but as will be seen,
it is very likely at lower energjes. This dividing
line is probably roughly the same for other
atoms and for molecules because it is the outer
electrons that will respond most strongly to the
antiproton.
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Using a semiclassical method, Morgan and
Hughes calculated the cross section for
antiproton - hydrogen atom rearrangement for
energies from a few eV down to about I
meV. l 1,12 An approximation that may be
applicable for any neutral atom, accurate below
about 2 eV for hydrogen, is
o = 1_(2( l+mlM)e2a/E)il2 , (11)
where o is the rearrangement cross section and
thence the annihilation cross section, M is the
mass of the atom, and a is its polarizability
(4.502 a_3 for hydrogen). They assumed, as had
others in reference to negative pions and
muons,S5 that the rearrangement takes place
whenever the antiproton passes closer than a
certain distance, Rc, to the proton. Rc is called
the critical radius; it is the maximum distance
(0.639ao 55) between the proton and antiproton
for which there are no bound states for the
electron in the adiabatic approximation.
A feature of the interaction that helps
with the accuracy of their results is that the
inner turning point of the antiproton orbit
relative to the proton is a discontinuous
function of the impact parameter. For energies
below a few eV, the inner turning point is well
outside of Rc (no rearrangement) or it is well
inside it (100% rearrangement probability
assumed). Their more acurate calculation is
based on the exact antiproton - hydrogen atom
interatomic potential, while Eq. 11 is based on
the long range, induced dipole part of that
potential energy, -e2a/(2R4), where R is the
proton-antiproton separation. It is the long
range part of the potential energy that
principally determines the value of impact
parameter at which the discontinuity occurs.
Since the energy-dependent impact parameter at
which the discontinuity occurs is typically
several Bohr radii, the rearrangement cross
section is quite large.
As the antiproton approaches to within a
short distance of Rc, the adiabatic
approximation breaks down as the antiproton
speeds up and the electron, whose wave function
has expanded considerably as its energy
approaches zero from below, is slowing down.
At this time the electron motion becomes
decoupled from the motion of the antiproton.
Considering this process in detail, Morgan has
made an estimate of the probability that the
electron will reattach itself to the proton as
the antiproton returns to the vicinity of Rc,52
The probability is 20% for E s 1 eV that
rettachment will occur with the antlproton
proceeding away from the atom and the electron
returning to lts initial state, so Eq. 11 and the
"more accurate" results might be more correct
if the cross section were multiplied by 0.80.
For energies of a few eV and less the
rearrangement cross sections can be so high
that the separate cross sections overlap within
each layer of molecules in a solid or liquid.56
This means that antiprotons at these energies
will be captured and will annihilate within the
first few molecular layers of the substance,
with the actual values of the cross sections
under these circumstances being less than given
by Eq. 11.
VII ROCKET ENGINE INJECTION ENERGIES
Information on the annihilation and energy
loss rates of antiprotons in hydrogen is
adequate to determine the antiproton injection
energy required to center the annihilation region
within the engine when the annihilation/
propellant medium is hydrogen. Additionally one
may determine the fraction of annihilations that
occur away from the center.S0 Results for two
engine types will be sumarized.
In a gas-core engine the hydrogen medium
is heated by the charged pions and subsequent
muons and electrons which are confined by a
magnetic field as they lose their energy. By
design the antiproton injection rate and
consequent heating rate relative to the mass
flow rate of hydrogen is insufficient to produce
significant ionization. Atypical density within
such an engine is about 10-3 g/cm3 and a typical
combustion chamber radius is roughly 1 m.
Under these conditions the approximate nature
of -dE/dx (as shown in Fig. 1) below about 500
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KeV is inconsequential since any reasonable
values of -dE/dx will make distance traveled
from 500 KeV to stopping be a very small
fraction of engine size. Additionally the
rearrangement-capture process is so strong and
the subsequent annihilation process so fast that
when the antiprotons come close to a stop they
annihilate before moving any significant
distance. Thus one may employ Eq. 9 and 10 for
annihilation and slowing rates and assume that
reaching 500 KeV is tantamount to stopping.
Thereby the required injection energy that leads
to the antiprotons stopping at the center of the
engine is 14 MeV, and the fraction of
annihilations that occur before the antiprotons
reach the center is only 0.025.
In a particular concept for a plasma-core
engine, the medium is fully ionized hydrogen at
a temperature of 106K and a number density of
3.6 xlO18 ionized atoms per cm3. The results
shown in Fig. 2 and Eq. 9 combine to give 1.3 MeV
for the injection energy if the engine radius is 1
m, and the fraction of annihilations occurring
before the antiprotons thermalize is only 0.003.
Once they thermalize, they undergo direct
annihilation before moving but a small fraction
of the size of the engine.
Vlll CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS
There a number of potentially important
and feasible practical applications of
antiprotons. In these, knowledge of the
interactions of antiprotons with matter is
necessary, and in particular, formulae for the
annihilation and slowing rates of antiprotons in
matter are required.
The annihilation rate in hydrogen appears to
be known with fair accuracy for all important
antiproton energies, but the values for energies
in the low MeV range and throughout the KeV and
eV ranges need experimental confirmation. The
annihilation rates in other substances are known
experimentally for only a limited number of
cases and only for energies of a few hundred
MeV and above. Experiments and/or experi-
mentally confirmed formulae are needed for
other substances and for lower energies for all
substances.
Formulae for the slowing rate are accurate
around and above an energy that is in the high
KeV range for hydrogen up to the low or mid MeV
range for substances with higher atomic number.
Experiments and/or experimental confirmation
of these or other formulae are needed at lower
energies.
Present information on the interactions is
often adequate for estimates in planning the
applications, but improved knowledge is
required for the actual design of procedures and
equiptment and for the interpretation of the
resultant information coming from each
application.
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ABSTRACT
Recent theoretical studies on positronium ions and molecules will be dis-
cussed. A positronium ion is a three-particle system consisting of two electrons
in singlet spin state, and a positron. Recent studies include calculations of
its binding energy, positron annihilation rate, and investigations of its doubly
excited resonant states. A positronium molecule is a four-body system con-
sisting of two positrons and two electrons in an overall singlet spin state. We
will discuss the recent calculations of its binding energy against the dissociation
into two positronium atoms, and studies of auto-detaching states in positro-
nium molecules. These auto-dissociating states, which are believed to be
part of the Rydberg series as a result of a positron attaching to a negatively
charged positronium ion, Ps-, would appear as resonances in Ps-Ps scattering.
POSITRONIUM IONS
In this talk I will describe two atomic systems involving positrons. They are positronium ions
and molecules. For Ps-, I will concentrate the discussions on the recent theoretical calculations
of binding energy, annihilation ra_e, and autoionizing resonant states. In positronium molecules,
I will discuss calculations of the ground state energy and the studies of auto-dissociating states..
A positronium negative ion (Ps-) is a bound three-particle system consisting of two electrons
and one positron which interact via. Coulomb forces. The calculation of the binding energy of
this system has a long history that can be traced back to the early work of Wheeler. 1 This
system was observed for the first time in the laboratory by Mills. "_ Later he also measured 3
the positron annihilatin rate for Ps-. The production of these positronium negative ions have
stimulated intense theoretical investigations. In the last decade, several progress reports and
review articles on Ps- have appeared in the literature. 4-7 So here I will discuss mostly the recent
advances since publication of these reviews. In many aspects tile positronium negative ions have
properties similar to those of hydrogen negative ions, H-, a system which has been intensively
studied by both theorists and experimentalists. Recently, the muonium ions, Mu-, have also
been observed. 8 These three systems differ in the mass of the positively charged particles. There
are, however, many properties which are unique in Ps- and have no counterparts in H- and
Mu-. These properties involve the annihilation of the positrons in the positronium negative
ions. On the practical side, the role that the positronium negative ions play in astrophysics and
space physics has been suggested by Sivaram and Krishan. 9
Let me first talk about the calculations of ground state energy for Ps- and its annihilation
rate. For a highly correlated atomic system such as Ps-, it is essential for the wave functions
to have accurate representation of the correlation effects. There are two types of wave functions
used in recent years that are proven to be quite effective to describe Ps-. One type is of the
Hylleraas wave functions, as used by Bhatia and Drachma n 1° {with two non-linear parameters),
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and by Ho (with one non-linear parameter),11
rn
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Fig. 1. Coordinate System
for Ps-.
The coordinate system is shown here in Fig. 1. The other type is the exponential variational
expansion for the basis set with the form, as used by Petelenz and Smith, 12 and by Frolov and
Yeremi 13,
N1
-- V_( 1 + PI2) E CiexP(-°c_i)r2p - c_i)rlp - (_i)r12) , (2)
i=l
where P12 is the permutation operator for electrons 1 and 2. Ci are linear combination coefficients,
and otl.i)(j = 1,2,3) were generated in a quasirandomly form from three intervals. Results
calculated by using these functions are shown here in Table 1. The Ho (1989) 14 result is the
extension of the Ho (1983) calculation with the basis set now extended to N = 715 terms (co =
k+_+m_< 18).
One of the experimentally interesting parameters is the annihilation rate, F,
given in units of ns -1
r = 197r,_i__)] < e215(re<_l_>- rP)l_ > = 100.617 < 5ep > (3)
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Table 1. Ground state energy of Ps- (in Ry).
Ho (1983), Ref. 11
(125 term Hylleraas function, one non-linear parameter)
Bhatia and Drachman (1983), Ref. 10
(220 term Hylleraas function, two non-linear parameters)
Frolov (1987), Ref. 14
Petelenz and Smith (1988), Ref. 12
(150 term exponential variational expansion)
Ho (1989), Ref. 15
(715 term Hylleraas function)
Frolov and Yeremin (1989), Ref. 13
(700 term exponential variation expansion)
-0.524009790
-0.5240101300
-0.5240101404
-0.524010140
-0.524010140
-0.5240101404656
±1 × 10 -12
The lifetime of Ps- against annihilation is
1
T = _. (4)
In Eq. (3), the correction term proportional to a is due to the triplet lifetime 16 and the
leading radiative correction to the singlet lifetime. 17 Once the energy-minimized wavefunctions are
obtained, they can be used to calculate F by the use of equation (3). Some recent results are shown
in Table 2. It is seen that they are compared quite well with the experimental measurement of
F = 2.09 :k 0.09ns -] (Ref. 3). Furthermore, some progress for an improved measurement of the
annihilation rate has recently been made. is This would stimulate further theoretical studies.
Table 2. Positron annihilation rate in Ps-.
F (nsec -1) Uep Ref.
Bhatia and Drachman 1983
(220 term Hylleraas function)
Ho 1983
(125 term Hylleraas function)
Ho 1989
(715 term Hylleraas function)
Mills (1983) experiment
2.0861 0.50000 10
2.0850 0.4991 11
2.08613 0.50001 15
2.09 ± 0.09 3
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The qualities of the wavefunctions can be tested by calculating the electron-electron and
electron-positron cusp values. For a system interacting through Coulomb forces, the average
value of the cusp condition beween particles i and j is given by 19
Vij : (_l_(rij)_l_)(< _l(_(rij)I_ >)-1 , (5)
and the exact value for vij is
b'ij = qiqj#ij , (6)
where qi is the charge for the particle i and #ij is the reduced mass for particles i and j. The
exact values for electron-electron and electron-positron conditions are hence -t-0.5 and -0.5 respec-
tively. The positron-electron cusp values calculated in the recent calculations are also shown here
in Table 2. It is seen that the cusp results are very close to the exact one. It also indicates
that the positron-electron cusp values would give indications of the accuracy for annihilation rate
calculations.
In addition to the lifetimes and annihilation rates, another experimentally interesting param-
eter for the positronium negative ion is the two-photon angular correlation function P(O). In
most of the angular correlation measurements only one component of the momentum distribution
is measured. The angle between the two photons, measured in the laboratory frame, has a value
of _r - 0. The relation between 0 and q3, the third component of the momentum, is q3 = mcO,
or 0 = 7.3 x 10 -3 q3. The one-dimensional angular correlation function will have a form
where
OO OO
I(:X) --OO
IS(q) = [ d_lpexp(-igt" r-lp)l_(rlp, r2p, _10_)r12 :rlP • (8)
" r2p = 0
The angular correlations functions were calculated in Ref. 11. The full width at the half
maximum, denoted by 2A, was 1.3994 x 10-3rad. The smaller width of the angular correlation
function for Ps- is due to the following. Since the Ps- ion is a loosely bound system, the
momentum distribution of the Ps atom in Ps- is smaller than the more tightly bound atomic
counterparts. The angular correlation function for Ps- is hence smaller. Furthermore, when
the positron annihilates with one of the electrons in Ps- to become two photons, a portion of the
momentum of the two photons will be absorbed by the remaining electron because the mass of the
electron is small.
We also reported a calculation on the two-photon-annihilation rates for the doubly excited
resonant states in Ref. 20. The resonance positions were calculated by using the stabilization
method. 21 A positronium negative ion in its ground state will, of course, eventually undergo the
annihilation process. The annihilation of positrons in a doubly excited state of Ps- presents
an interesting question. The autoionization process is now also possible, as is the radiative
cascade to a lower autoionizing state or to the ground state. The radiative lifetimes are related
to the oscillator strengths for transitions between the upper and lower states. They are usually
small for low Z systems. The lifetimes of these various processes are of obvious interest, since
such information would play an important role for experimental observations of the doubly excited
states.
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Calculationsof annihilation ratesfor doubly excited statesin Ps- weredonein Ref. 20. Results
are summarizedherein Table 3. The autoionization lifetimes were obtained by using the method
of complex-coordinaterotation. 22
Table 3. Autoionization lifetimes and annihilation lifetimes for 1Se doubly
excited states of Ps- .
Autionization Annihilation Annihilation
State lifetimes (nsec) lifetimes (nsec) rate (nsec-1)
2s2s 0.0005625 5.0277 0.1989
2s3s 0.002419 6.9204 0.1445
3s3s 0.0003225 23.474 0.0426
3s4s 0.0004398 32.895 0.0304
4s4s 0.0002016 80.000 0.0125
It is seenthat for all the resonantstatesthe systemwill havea greater probability to autoionize
than to annihilate. Furthermore, when the quantum numbers of the outer electrons are the
same, the annihilation rates decreaseas 1/n3, as n represents the quantum numbers of the inner
electrons. For example, the ratio of the annihilation rates for the 2_3s and 3s3sls e states is
0.1445/0.0426 = 3.392. The ratio of (½)3/(½)3 is 3.375. Similarly, the ratio of the annihilation
rates for the 3s4s and 4s4slS e states is 0.0304/0.0125 = 2.43. The ratio of (3)13/(il)3 is
2.37. These results indicate that the annihilation of the positron in a doubly excited Ps- takes
place mostly with the inner electron since the overlap of the positronium S states also decreases
as 1/n 3. The findings in Ref. 20 were consistent with the earlier studies of the ground state of
Ps- that the positronimn negative ion is a system of an electron loosely bound to a positronium
atom. 23
Autoionizing resonance states in Ps- are very similar to those of H-. They are both the
result of dipole degeneracy of the excited states of target systems. The first theoretical study 24
of doubly excited resonance phenomena in Ps- were carried out by using the method of complex
coordinate rotation. 25 Several resonances associated with the N = 2 and N = 3 Ps thresholds
were reported. Since then, resonances associated with the N = 5 Ps threshold have been
calculated. 26 They are now summarized in Table 4.
In addition to the calculations of the S-wave doubly excited states using the method of com-
plex coordinate rotation, other methods have also been used to study resonance phenomena in
Ps-. For states with L > 0, results are summarized in Table 5. They were obtained by using
the hyperspherical coordinates 27 and by scattering calculations, zs However, in the hyperspherical
coordinate, no widths were calculated. Also, in Ref. 28, a resonance structure was obtained in
the 1po scattering calculation. None of the doubly excited resonant states has however been
observed experimentally.
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Table 4. Doubly excited resonances of Ps- associated with positronium
excitation threshold N. Resonance energies and widths are
expressed in Rydbergs.
N 1S_ 3S_
state -Er F state -Er F
2 2s2s 0.1520608 0.000086 2s3s 0.12706
2s3s 0.12730 0.00002
0.00O01
3 3s3s 0.070683 0.00015 3s4s 0.05873
3s4s 0.05969 0.00011
0.00002
4 4s4s 0.04045 0.00024 4s5s 0.03415
4p4p 0.0350 0.0003
4s5s 0.03463 0.00034
0.00002
5 5s5s 0.0258 0.00045
5p5p 0.02343 0.00014
Table 5. Doubly excited autoionizing states (with L > 0) of Ps- below the
N ---- 2 Ps threshold.
Botero (1988) 27
(Hypersherical
coordinate)
Ward, Humberston,
and MeDowell (1987) 2s
(scattering
calculation)
E(Ry) E(Ry) F(eV)
3p°(1) -0.1456
(2)
1D_ -0.13486
1po -0.125174
-0.14662 0.0035
-0.12509 0.001
Figure 2 shows the current understanding of the energy levels for Ps-. I should also point
out that very recently, a resonance lying just above the Ps (N = 1) threshold was predicted by
Melezhik and Vakajlovic. 29 However, Bhatia and Drachman 3° reported in this workshop that they
did not find such a resonance. It seems the existence for this resonance has yet to be established.
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One implication from the current understanding of doubly excited Ps- states as shown in
Fig. 2 is that more studies on highly excited (associated with high N of Ps thresholds) are called
for. In atomic physics one of the latest theoretical discoveries is the underlying symmetry of
the doubly excited resonances in H- and in helium. The striking similarity between the doubly
excited spectrum of a two-electron atom and that of a linear triatomic molecule (XYX) has been
investigated by Kellman and Herrick. 31 In positronium negative ions, the study of the doubly
excited resonances has just begun. Whether such highly symmetrical spectra will also be found
in Ps- is an open and interesting question.
It seems that a positronium ion does not have a ape state below the Ps(N = 2) threshold,
in contrast to the counterpart of H-. Here, I am not going to talk about these studies in
detail. Interested readers are referred to the original papers 1°'32,3a and the recent reviews. Other
theoretical studies on Ps- include calculatins of photodetachment cross sections. 34,3s
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POSITRONIUM MOLECULES
Positronium molecules, Ps2, is a system consisting of two positronium atoms (or a four-particle
system consisting of two electrons and two positrons, and interacted via Coulomb forces). The first
calculation that showed such a system does form a bound system was by Hylleraas and Ore. 36 They
showed that the binding energy for Ps2 is 0.116 eV. Over the years, several theoretical studies
have appeared in the literature for this system. 36-4] Results are summarized in Table 6. Possible
experimental studies of positronium molecules have been discussed by Mills. 4"_
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Table 6. Calculations of binding energies of positronium molecules.
Binding energy
Authors (Ry) (eV)
Hylleraas and Ore 1947 (Ref. 36)
Ore 1947 (Ref. 37)
Akimoto and Hanamura 1972 (Ref. 38)
Brinkman, Rice, and Bell 1973 (Ref. 39)
Lee, Vashista, and Kalia 1983 (Ref. 40)
Lee 1985 (Ref. 40)
Ho 1986 (Ref. 41)
0.0085 0.116
0.009 0.122
0.0135 0.184
0.0145 0.197
0.03 + 0.002 0.408 + 0.027
0.0303 4- 0.0005 0.412 :t= 0.007
O.03O2 0.411
A variational calculation was carried out by myself. 41 I now discuss the work in the follow-
ing. The Hamiltonian for this system was expressed as
H 1)(02  )2zi _ __ +w__ +__(i < j) mj 0,'_ rij Orij rij co_(0ij,_k)O,'ijO_i_
(i_j,k)
O<k)
, (9)
with
COS(Oij,ik ) =
jk
2rijrik
where rni and Zi are the mass and charge of the particle i, respectively. Atomic units were used
with energy expressed in Rydbergs. Figure 3 shows the coordinate system where a and b denote
the positrons, and 1 and 2 the electrons. The interparticle coordinate rla represents the distance
between the electron 1 and the positron a.
e-(1 ) r e+(b)
lb
e+(0) rzo e-(2)
Fig. 3. Coordinate system for Ps 2.
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A general form of wave function for positronium molecules is
k m n i .j l
= ZCkrnnijl[rla_2arabr2b, lbr12 exp(--Clrla--C2r2.--C3rab--C4r2b--C5rlb--¢67"12)
-]- Ilar2a'ab12brlb" 12 c,Tp -- Clr2a -- _ -- C4rlb )
k m n i j 1 (--Cl c6r12)_- rlbr2brab7 2arlarl2 cap rlb -- c2r2b -- carab - c4r2a - C5rla --
rn k _n _j _i _l (_C2rl b Clr2 b C3ra b _ c4rl a _c6r12"_]
-1- Jlb12blab12a.lar12 exp,, -- -- -- c5r2a )]
1 1
v _(0,1#2 -- #10'2) _(O_aflb -- flaOLb) , (I0)
x/z gz
where a and fl are the spin-up and -down wave functions, respectively. The wave function in
the form of Eq. (2) is antisymmetric with respect to interchange of the two electrons or of the
two positrons. To solve the necessary integrals involved in this extensive form of wave functions
is not an easy task. Some simplications were hence made in Ref. 41. First, we omitted the
symmetry of the two positrons, i.e., the last two terms in Eq. (2) were dropped. Secondly, we
let C4 = C5 - C6 = 0. The omission of the explicit exponential factors involving rip , r2p, and
r12 will be compensated by the use of extensive terms involving power series of such interparticle
coordinates. Under these approximations, the wave function becomes
k rn n i j 1 _ C3rab)if2 = _ Ckrnnijl[rla, 2arabr2brlbrl2 exp(--Clrla c2r2a --
-t- rlar2arabr2brlbrl2
1
X _(0"1_2 -- ]_I0_2) • (11)
X/2
Up to N = 400 terms were used in Ref. 41. The ground state energy is shown here in Table
7, together with cusp values for different pairs of charged particles. It is seen that the cusp values
are quite close to the exact ones. Table 6 lists different calculations of binding energy of Ps2 in
the literature. Ref. 41 is a variational bound calculation and the result in Ref. 40 was obtained
by using the Green's Function Monte Carlo method. This method, however, is not a bound
calculation and has statistical errors. I should also point out that calculations of binding energy
with considerable larger values (0.978 eV and.0.846 eV) also exist in the literature. 4a'44 It appears
that these calculations should be repeated. As for the variational calculation in Ref. 41, although
the binding energy is reliable, the book is by no means closed. For example, wave functions that
take into account of the proper symmetry for the two poistrons should be used (i.e., Eq. 10) in the
future.
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Table 7. Energy and cusp values for positronium molecules:
w=k+m+n+i+j, with m=0 (see Ref. 41)
E (Ry) vla v12 Vab Vlb
w = 6,_ _< 4, N = 400 -1.03021 -0.498 0.485 0.509 -0.479
Exact -0.5 0,5 0.5 -0.5
Table 8 shows the average distances between various pairs of charged particles. One of the
interesting results shown in Table 8 is that all the six interparticle distances seem to have the
same value of 5.9ao (if we assign a 10% uncertainty to < rlb >). This suggests that on average,
the four paticles form a triangular pyramid, with the two electrons occupying any two of the four
vertices, and the two positrons occupying the other two. All the six edges have the same length
of 5.9ao. In this arrangement, the system is symmetric with respect to the interchange of the two
electrons, or of the two positrons, as well as to the interchange of the two positronium atoms.
Table 8. Average distances (in ao) between various pairs of charged particles
(see Ref. 41)
< rla >=< r2a > < r12 > < tab > < rlb >-----< r2b >
5.98 5.93 5.88 5.50
We have also recently begun a theoretical study of higher-lying resonant states of positronium
molecules. 45'46 In some aspects, these high-lying states are similar to those in a positronium
hydride, PsH. In PsH, it has been shown that Rydberg series do exist as a result of the positron
attaching to the H- ion. 4T Such Rydberg states, with the exception of the lowest S-wave state
which lies below the Ps + H threshold and becomes the ground state of PsH, would appear
as resonances in Ps - H scattering. We would, therefore, expect such Rydberg series to also
exist in the Ps2 molecules as a result of the positron attaching to Ps- ions. Figure 4 shows
the Coulomb potential between the positronium negative ion and the positron, and the resulting
Rydberg series. The lowest state of tile S-wave series also lies below the Ps - Ps scattering
threshold and becomes the ground state of the positronium molecules, tl Higher members of the
Rydberg states would lie in the Ps - Ps scattering continuum and appear as resonances in Ps - Ps
scattering.
There is, however, a difference between resonances in Ps - H scattering and Ps - Ps scat-
tering. In the latter case there are two Rydberg series since the total spin of the two positrons
would form singlet or triplet spin state. In the former case there is one series for a given partial
wave since the positron and proton are not identical. We located six members of resonances
below the Ps- threshold. Results are summarized in Table 9. It was suggested that three
of them belong to a Rydberg series in which the two positrons form a singlet spin state and the
other three members belong to a series in which the two positrons form a triplet spin state. In
the former case the complex eigenvalues would appear as resonances in scattering between two
orthopositronium (o-Ps) atoms or two parapositronium (p-Ps) atoms. In the latter case, the
complex eigenvalues correspond to resonances between a p-Ps atom and an o-Ps atom. Figure 5
shows the resonance positions for these autodissociating states. It should be mentioned that the
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classification of different spin states for the resonances in Table 9 is just tentative. For the wave
functions we used in Ref. 46, it was not straightforward to identify the positron spin state to which
a resonance belongs. Interestingly enough, the use of wave functions of Eq. (11) enabled us to
obtain resonance parameters for the two series with different spin symmetries simultaneously.
3S
2S
IS--'-
(e-e+e-)-._
_" Ps2
Fig. 4. Coulomb potential and Rydberg
states between a positron
and a positronium ion.
Ignore the spins of the
positrons for the time being.
Table 9. Autodissociating resonant states in Ps2. (see Ref. 46)
Resonant
state E(I_y) r(Ry) E(eV) _ r(eV)
Triplet series
2S -0.6588 0.0056 4.642 0.0762
3S -0.592 0.0080 5.551 0.109
4S -0.5625 0.0030 5.946 0.041
Serieslimit -0.52405 6.476
Singlet series
2S -0.626 0.016 5.089 0.216
3S -0.580 0.012 5.714 0.163
4S -0.553 0.016 6.082 0.216
Serieslimit -0.5240 b 6.476
aRelative to Ps - Ps scattering threshold.
bSee Ref. 11 for example.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this talk, I have discussed the recent advances of theoretical studies for two atomic systems
involving positrons. In dosing, let me speculate what might happen in future workshops. Ever
since the discovery of positrons,increasinglycomplicated atomic systems involving positrons have
been studied. Various properties for positronium atoms (I electron,1 positron) and positronium
ions (2 electron, 1 positron) were studied both experimentally and theoretically. The next
complicated system ispositronium molecules (2 electrons,2 positrons),Ps2. As I have mentioned
in this talk that theoretical studies on this system have a long history, the observation for such
species has yet to be done. The next complicated system would be "positronium molecular ions"
(3 electrons, 2 positrons), Psi. Of course, we don't even know this five-body system would form a
stable bound state. But in any case, the dissociative attachment process (e- + Ps2 _ Ps + Ps-)
would be of interest. Next, if we add one more positron to this system, this six-particle system
(3 electrons, 3 positrons) may form a tri-atomic positronimn molecule, Ps3. Again, whether
they would form a stable system is an interesting question. Furthermore, if we extend our
imagination, we would ask what happens to a system consisting of n positronium atoms (n electrons,
n positrons). Would they form positronium clusters? Perhaps in future positron workshops, some
of these questions about such exotic species would be answered.
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ABSTRACT
No one likes to see a scattering
cross-section curve that is too smooth;
it is much more interesting to find
bumps and wiggles and most interesting
if it is possible to understand their
cause. Several types of resonances have
been clearly established in positron-
containing systems: those lying just
below a degenerate threshold I (like 2s-
2p in hydrogenic atoms or ions) and
those representing Coulomb bound states
in a re-arranged channel 2 (like Ps + H =
e++H'.) Recently, two new sorts of
resonances have been reported for which
the resonant mechanism is not clear.
The first 3 is a very low-lying resonance
in the e-Ps system (obtained by an
adiabatic expansion method), and the
second 4 is a similarly low-lying two-
channel resonance in the e+-H system
(obtained by a close-coupling
technique.) These developments
encouraged us to examine such systems
using the standard methods of
stabilization and complex rotation.
Most of our results are negative;" we do
not verify the low-lying resonances in
either system. Some indication of new
resonances in the e+-He + system is
found; this may be caused by the
attraction between Ps in the n=2 state
and the He ++ nucleus.
METHOD
The Hamiltonian for the three-body
systems of interest is the following
3 3
2Z..
rij
where the three particles are indicated
in an obvious way by subscripts. We
then proceed to obtain approximate
eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian by the
usual variational technique, using a
standard Hylleraas type of trial
func tion.
If we were looking for bound states
this would be the end of the story. We
are, however, interested here in
resonances; this changes the situation
considerably. There are two ways to use
the variational method in a search for
resonances, and we use both. These are
the stabilization and complex rotation
methods. The first of these is the
simpler one, and it is usual to apply it
first; if an indication of possible
resonant structure is found the second
may then be applied.
0.3
DA
Figure i
In the stabilization method one
proceeds just as if one were looking for
bound states but tries to find energy
levels that are not very sensitive to
the number of terms retained in the
Hylleraas expansion. If there is a
resonance at an energy where only a
single channel is open, then a good
indication would be an avoided crossing
of two energy levels. A stabilized or
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slowly decreasing eigenvalue would be
successively passed by rapidly
decreasing energy levels. This is
illustrated in Fig.l, which is the case
of electron-positronium S-wave
scattering in the electronic singlet
state (mi=l , ZI2=I, ZI3=Z23=-I.) The
clear avoided crossings just below the
n=2 level of Ps at E=-0.125 Ry is the
first of an infinite series of Feshbach
resonances that are well understood to
be due to the degeneracy of that level.
In Ref.3 the existence of a resonance
just above the elastic threshold is
suggested; there is clearly no support
for this in the present work.
N
Figure 2
In Fig.2 we show the same sort of
diagram for the case of S-wave positron-
hydrogen scattering (ml=m2=l, m3=_,
ZI2=Z23=-I, ZI3=I. ) Again it is clear
that there is a stabilized eigenvalue
just below the n=2 threshold in hydrogen
corresponding to the first of an
infinite series of Feshbach resonances 5
produced by the degeneracy of the n=2
levels. Although this resonance lies in
a region where two channels are open
(e+-H and Ps-H +) there is no possibility
of confusing the stabilized energy with
an open threshold. Notice, however,
that there is an indication of a second
resonance Just above the Ps threshold at
E=-0.5 Rydberg. Is it possible that
this corresponds to one of the
resonances reported in Ref.4?
Experience has taught us that it is most
likely for an apparently stabilized
energy lying above an open threshold to
represent an ordinary elastic scattering
state predominantly involving that
particular channel; this is especially
likely when there is no apparent
mechanism for forming a resonance at
that energy. (In this case only a shape
resonance would be possible, and for S-
wave scattering it is hard to see where
an effective barrier in the potential
could originate.) To be more certain of
the situation we turn to the complex
rotation method.
This method is based on carrying out
the dilatation transformation
10
r. _r.e
i i
which is equivalent to multiplying the
potential energy part of Eq.l by e -i0
and the kinetic energy part by e -2i8
This analytically continued Hamiltonian
is then diagonalized as before to obtain
complex eigenenergies; since we use real
basis functions the expansion
coefficients must now be complex. If
these energies are now plotted on the
complex energy plane, they should behave
as follows. True bound states are
represented by points on the real axis,
and ordinary scattering states are
points that lie (in principle) along
"rotated cuts" beginning at each target
threshold on the real axis and making an
angle -20 with that axis. Most
importantly, points representing
resonances, usually hidden on the second
Riemann sheet, are revealed by the
transformation; they should be
independent of the angle 6 and are
complex. It is clear that true
resonances should be well differentiated
from ordinary scattering states, but in
practice this requires quite large basis
sets.
In Fig.3 we show the energy plane
for the e+-H system discussed above
where 0=10.3 = and N=I61. The cuts
(rotated through an angle -28)
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corresponding to the first two
thresholds in H and the ground state of
Ps have been plotted, and one can see
the points that approximately lie along
them; the higher cuts are better
represented in this case because of our
particular choice of non-linear
parameters in the trial function. There
is no clear sign of an isolated point
above the Ps threshold that might be a
resonance although Doolen's resonance 5
is visible just below the n=2 threshold.
Probably the "stabilized" energy that
appeared in Fig.2 is in reality one of
the points lying on the Ps cut; such
points slide down the cut as N is
increased but slow down as they approach
the threshold. This is the reason for
doubting the reality of apparent
resonances lying close above a target
threshold.
-0.1
-02
-0.3
-I -05 -0.6 -0,¢ -0.2
Re(En_rQy)
Figure 3
We made one final attempt to find
simple new resonances by examining the
e+-He + system. Although the same
degeneracies exist as in the e+-H case,
the repulsive Coulomb force is so
dominant for large separations that the
Feshbach resonances below target atom
thresholds are unlikely to appear. But
such resonances are probable below the
degenerate thresholds in the Ps-He ++
channel; because of the increased
charge these should be lower lying than
in the Ps-H + case. So far, we have
found indications of two such resonances
at E=-.73 and E=-.39 Ry. These lie very
far below their apparent "parent"
threshold at E=-.125 Ry; the first is
below the Ps ground state but above the
two lowest states of He + . Our next
attack on this problem will involve the
Feshbach projection operator technique 6
which should be definitive.
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ABSTRACT
We have performed close-coupling calculations with
up to five target states at energies in the excitation thres-
hold region for positron scattering from Li, Na and K.
We have discovered resonances in the L = 0, 1 and 2
channels in the vicinity of the atomic excitation thres-
holds. The widths of these resonances vary between 0.2
and 130 meV. As well we have found evidence for the
existence of positron-alkali bound states in all eases.
INTRODUCTION
Our previous calculations of the total and excitation
cross sections 1-3 for e+- alkali scattering are in reason-
able agreement with experiment 4-7 and similar to elec-
tron scattering calculations. We have concentrated re-
cently on the detailed study of phase shifts and eigen-
phase sums in the region of very low energies, s
One interesting observation is that for all three alkali
atoms under study, namely Li, Na and K, the s-wave
phase shifts start at a positive multiple of _r tad. This
is to be contrasted with similar electron scattering cal-
culations where the phase shift approaches zero at zero
I
energy? The behaviour, just below the first excitation
theshold, of our s-wave phase shifts for Na and K is,
however, similar to that observed in relativistic R matrix
calculations of e--Cs scattering. 10 If Levinson's theorem
holds for these systems (it is not valid for electron scat-
tering due to exchange) then this implies that there are
stable (e+-alkali) bound states. However, since positro-
ninm formation is energetically allowed at zero energy,
these states may be embedded in the continuum of the
Ps-alkali + system.
RESULTS
The L = 0, 1 and 2 resonances found in our cal-
culations are summarized in table 1. It is not clear
how these resonances will be affected by the inclusion of
positronium channels in the dose-coupling expansion. A
study of the possibility of e+-alkali bound states ideally
would be performed using either the complex coordinate
method li or the hyperspherical coordinate method. 12,13
It is expected that, due to the ns-np level degeneracy of
positronium, additional resonances associated with ex-
cited positronium configurations will appear, x4
TABLE 1. Resonance parameters for positron scattering from
Li, Na and K in the close-coupllng approximation. Resonance
positions are given in eV, full widths in meV.
Li Na K
Er_ r Ere* r Ere' r
S(1) 1.86 * 35 1.985 0.4
S(2) 3.01 40 3.195 0.2
S(3) 3.365 1 3.62 4
P(1) 3.11 130 2.065 6
P(2) 3.124 32
D(1) 3.19 II0 3.2 30
1.5 1.7
2.45 0.54
1.57 1.8
* This resonance features a variation in the eigenphase sum of
only 2 tad.
Below the ns-np threshold we observe s-wave and p-
wave resonances in both Na and K with widths in the
meV range. The inclusion of the 3d as well as the (n+l)s
states is crucial in order to obtain these resonances. Since
the e+-alkali system has not been studied in detail for
bound states, it is difficult to classify the resonances.
The necessity of including the above mentioned states
in the close-coupling expansion indicates that the dipole
polarization potential alone is not sufficient but that
I
contributions from the quadrupole polarization potential
are also important in order to obtain resonances. Since
more than one state in the close-coupling expansion con-
tributes to the development of these resonances it is also
evident that the electronic wavefunction for these quasi-
bound Ps-alkali + states consists of a superposition of
several target states. Similarly the positronic wavefunc-
tion is expected to be complicated.
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In figure 1 we show the contributions to the elas-
tic cross section for e+-Na scattering from the lowest
four partial waves below the "resonant" 3s-3p excitation
threshold. It is clear that the s-wave resonance which is
situated over 0.1 eV below this threshold will be hard
to measure due to its small width and the small over-
l
all contribution of that partial wave to the total cross
section at this energy. The p-wave resonance, however,
with its relatively broad width should be detectable once
positron scattering measurements achieve energy resolu-
tions which are comparable to those of electron scatter-
ing.
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FIG. 1. Partial wave elastic cross sections (in 7ra0z) for L = 0, x; L = 1, +; L = 2, • and L = 3, ca,
e+-Na scattering in the (3s-3p-4s-3d-4p) model potential close-coupling approximation.
The shape of this resonance is somewhat different
from the corresponding one in the e+-K system; there
the p-wave resonance appeared as a fully destructive res-
onance due to the fact that in the vicinity of the reso-
nance-the contribution of thep-wave to the cross section
was close to its maximum possible value.
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I. ABSTRACT
Cross sections for positronium formation by capture
from the negative hydrogen ion are given. Orthogonal-
ization corrections to the Coulomb (First) Born Approx-
imation (CBA) differential and total cross sections are
calculated using approximate H- wave functions of both
LSwdin 1 and Chandrasekhar. 2
The present calculation of the CBA cross sections
using the post interaction for LSwdin's wave function
(LCBAPS) disagree with the calculation of Choudhury,
Mukherjee, and Sural (CMS), whereas our results using
the prior interaction agree. Thus, where CMS found an or-
der of magnitude post-prior discrepancy in the differential
cross sections except at forward angles, and a markedly
different shape to the minilna, the present post and prior
results differ by 1% to 10% at 100 eV, and the minima
have the same shape and occur within one degree of each
other. Chandrasekhar's "open-shell"wave function, which
is superior to LSwdin's in bound-state problems since it
gives a negative binding energy, gives post and prior cross
sections that are ahnost indistinguishable at this energy
and 1/2 to 2/3 as large as the LCBA.
Various methods of orthogonalizing the unbound pro-
jectile to the possible bound states are considered. It is
found that treating the atomic nuclei as if they were iso-
topic spin projections 4 of a single type of "nucleon" gives
cross sections that are an improvement over the CBA.
II. INTRODUCTION
Reliable cross sections for the various positrolfium (Ps)
formation processes are essential for an accurate calcula-
tion of the width of the .511 MeV annihilation line that
has been observed in the region of the galactic center, 5 in
solar flares, ° and in planetary nebulae/ In the transition
regions of planetary nebulae the concentration of
the negative hydrogen ion s should be large enough for the
reaction
e+ + H- _ P4,,e) + H(ls) (1)
to make an important contribution to the line width? Fur-
thermore, because this reaction is exotherlnie, it appears
to be the dominant mechanism for positronium forma-
tion at energies below the 6.8 eV positron kinetic energy
threshold for electron capture from neutral hydrogen even
in regions where the H- density is low.
The present calculation relies on the exact treatlnent
of the three species of bound states inherent in Foek-Tani
representation. Also included is the further presumption, 4
which produced remarkable agreement between the of
thogonalized first order calculation il of charge transfer
from hydrogen and the (presumably exact) variational
result, 12 of treating the proton and positron as isospin-
like projections (of different mass) of a single species of
"nucleon."
III. ORTHOGONALIZATION
In scattering processes involving bound states, one must
subtract the projection of the translational states of free
particles onto the corresponding bound states if the con-
tribution of these particles to the amplitude is not to
be counted twice. Fock-Tani representation 13 has been a
powerful tool for generating these orthogonalization col
rections. In this representation the reactants, interme-
diate states, and products are treated symmetrically,and
composites are treated exactly within a single second-
quantized Hamiltonian. Unbound particles are ezactly
orthogonal to bound states, and all interactions contain
the proper orthogonalization subractions so that free par-
ticles do not have sufficient energy to bind (this binding
energy is accounted for in the asymptotic Hamiltonian),
and assuring that there is no double counting.
Because the Lippmann-Schwinger series for the Fock-
Tani T-matrix contains higher order contributions at each
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orderthan does the standard Born series, one has tile
hope of improved results at each order. Ojha et al. TM have
calculated the first-order Fock-Tani cross sections for the
reaction
H ++H--* H+H + (2)
and have obtained good agreement with experiment 15 for
differential angles within 1 mrad of the forward direction
at 25, 60, and 125 keV and for total cross sections at en-
ergies greater than 10 keV. They noted that the orthog-
onalization correction substantially cancels the internu-
clear potential. Straton IG has shown that excluding these
p-p terms yields Fock-Tani cross sections that are 18%
smaller than when these terms are included. In contrast,
the Brinklnan-Kramers result, 17 which excludes the p-p
term, is 1000% larger than the first Born total cross sec-
tion that includes this term. zs Thus the Fock-Tani Hamil-
tonian produces substantial agreement at first order be-
tween experiment and Wick's observation is that the in-
ternuclear potential should play a negligible role in ezac_
calculations of this process.
Finally, it may be seen that the first-order Fock-Tani
differential cross section is virtually identical to that of the
second-order boundary-corrected Born approximation 19
(B2B) at 125 keV. This correspondence both affirms the
appropriateness of testing the lowest-order Fock-Tani the-
ory in problelns in which generic first-order theories would
not be expected to be reliable, and requires a deeper study
of the question of why it should do so well. In particu-
lar, is there a fundamental relation between the orthogo-
nalization process that produces free-particle (continuum)
states by subtracting off their Coulomb projections onto
the bound states, and cancels the internuclear interaction
in the scattering region, and the Coulomb boundary cor-
rection process that gives the correct asymptotic states?
IV. ISO-ORTHOGONALIZATION
The obvious region in which a first-order theory lnight
not be expected to be reliable is at low energies. Straton 16
has calculated the Fock-Tani total cross section for the
reaction
e + + H ---*Ps(ls) + H(ls) (3)
and obtained a result that was larger than the first Born
approximation (FBA), whereas the (presumably exact)
variational result of Brown and Humberston 12 was smaller
than the FBA,
This failure was due to an anomaly of the product form
of the Fock-Tani transformation, which does not produce
orthogonaliaations with respect to all species of bound
states. This was immaterial in the reaction (2) since the
initial and final bound-state species were identical.
Straton and Girardeau 4 were able to generalize the
Fock-Tani transformation on the two-nucleon, one-electron
Hilbert space to produce a T-matrix for either (2) or (3)
that was post-prior symmetrical. This was accomplished
by thinking of the two atomic nuclei as isospin-like pro-
jections of a single species of "nucleon," just as in nuclear
physics it is useful to think of the proton and the neutron
as isospin projections of a single species of nucleon. The
consequence of this way of viewing the system is an up-
leveling of the nucleon-exchange contribution to the scat-
tering (elastic and inelastic) amplitude, as in Fig. 1,
[ _ f"y",s f-'', t, g f--'-.'--", v
y_ ? y'
FIG. 1. Proton exchange terms in the Coulomb and
orthogonalizatlon interactions in pr0ton-hydrogen scattering.
The solid lines are proton propagators, the dashed line is the
electron propagator, and the doubled line is the hydrogen atom
(composite elementary particle) propagator. Time flows right
to left so that the first term represents breakup of a bound-
state with quantum numbers v followed by formation of bound-
state _t due to interaction with the exchanged proton. The
last two terms contain the post and prior orthogonalization
projectors 2)(2.
to a reactive amplitude. Since exchange essentially
amounts to a reactive process, it is not surprising that
Fig. 1 may be promoted to a reactive matrix elelnent by
promoting an "effective" difference between incoming and
outgoing free particles to a true difference through the use
of an isotopic spin formalism.
Girardeau and Lo 11 applied this iso-orthogonalized ma-
trix element to reaction (3) with superb agreement with
the variational result of Brown and Humberston 12, repro-
duced in Table I.
Note that Fig. 1 is the average of the post and prior
interaction amplitudes, but that neither the post or prior
Fock-Tani probabilities, nor the average of the probabili-
ties without interference gives a good result in Table I.
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V. THE FOCK-TANI HAMILTONIAN FOR
TWO NUCLEONS AND TWO ELECTRONS
One may develop a Fock-Tani Hamiltonian for a system
that contains two nucleons and two electrons using the
product form of the transformations that orthogonalize
to the three bound species in (1). By working in a coor-
dinate system in which one atomic nucleus is fixed at the
origin, and therefore ceases to be a dynamic particle, 1G the
unitary operator that transforms the Fock Hamiltoniau
into the subspace in which the three bound states may be
treated as elementary particles may be compounded by
the product
----O'A [_TB(TE , (4)
where A -- Ps, B is tile state with two electrons bound to
the origin, and E is the state with one electron bound to
the origin, as in Fig. 2.
<=>
'..__ <=> __z _x(yy,) y-_ <=> -U,,(y)
y'
FIG. 2. Diagram correspondences for the positronium
wave function, the states in which two electrons are bound
to the origin, and the state in which one electron is bound to
the origin. The solid lines represent electron propagators, the
dashed line represents a positron propagator, and the nondy-
namical nucleus fixed at the origin is represented by the dotted
line.
Then by interchanging the meanings of the electron and
proton propagators in the Hamiltonian given by Straton
and Girardeau 4, the first and most difficult transformation
is at hand. Under the second transformation, the electron
propagator transforms as in Fig. 3.
uB y
FIG. 3. Transformation orthogonalizing the electron prop-
agator to the states in which two electrons are bound to the
origin. The triple line represents the (composite elementary
particle) 2-electron bound state propagator.
Under the third transformation, the electron propagator
transforms as in Fig. 4
FIG. 4. Transformation orthogonalizing the electron prop-
agator to the states in which one electron is bound to the
origin. The double line represents the (composite elementary
particle) 1-electron bound state propagator.
Then the (product form) Fock-Tani Hamiltonian on the
2-nucleon, 2-electron Hilbert space is given in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6.
O'IHF U = UEHBU E = HO+ Vo,+Voz+Vu+Vm
Ho = ,_-.,___,+ s.-,--, +
¢ ;
,{=.,=_r_...=.,(+
+
+ _ + H.C.
Vii= _ + _ + H.C.
_ + _ + H.C.
_ + _ + H.C.
FIG. 5. The Fock-Tani Hamiltonian on the 2-nucleon, 2-
electron Hilbert space. All free propagators are integrated over
and all bound state propagators are summed over. The bound
state energy is indicated by the _.
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+ H.C.
+ H.C.
+ H.C,
+ H.C..+_ + H.C.
__.<+ _+ H.C.
FIG. 6. The 2-nucleon, 2-electron Fock-Tani interaction
refillS.
The oval in the last term in Fig. 6, which is tile inter-
action potential for (1), is given explicitly in Fig. 7. Tile
second oval in Fig. 7 is given by Fig. 8. Tile first oval in
Fig. 6 is given by the first four terms of Fig. 8 with the
y' propagator replaced by the dotted line representing the
nucleon fixed at the origin.
Thus the algebraic translation of Fig. 8 in Fig. 7, af-
ter the asymptotic states select the bound state quantum
numbers from the sums, iS 4'20
f d XdX'aX"(6(X' - X")[V(XX')+ V(X'_)]¢,,(X,)
- 6(X' - X') f dY'du¢_u(Yy)[V(X'Y) + V(X'u)]
× A(ru, X_) + f du¢7,(X'u) [_r(X'u)A(X"u, X_)
+ _x(x"y,x.)H(x_)]
+ v(x'x") + _v(xx')
× ¢,.(xx')uA(x')
+.f du¢L(X'u) [_V(X%)
+ v(x"y)] A(x"y, xx))
(5)
FIG. 7. The last term in 6 in more detail.
F_Y =
y" y'
y' y' y
Y
y-- --y y'_ _ .__y'
F Y
p__ " , Y
Y_Y' _ F-_y
y y'
FIG. 8. The second oval in Fig. 7. The zigzag line repre-
sents both the sum of Coulomb interactions and the inertial
potentials tG (sometimes called "mass-polarization'" terms)ex-
perienced by all other particles due to the acceletated reference
frame in which one nucleon is constrained to remain at the ori-
gin. Crossed fermion lines yield a factor of-1.
The analytic reduction of the Coulomb terms, in which
the two electron wave function has been approximated by
LSwdin's wave function 1 (with parameters ct = .4228, ,4 =
.30025,13 = .9794, and B = 1.0001), has been out-
lined in CMS 3, The derivation for Chandrasekhar's wave
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function2 (with parameters a=.28309, b=1.03925, and
normalization N=.39513) is identical except that only the
cross terms AB are nonzero.
The reduction of the direct-orthogonalization terms, the
third and fourth terms in Fig. 8 is much more difficult
because of the extra tllree-dimensional integral. Tlle X'
integral may be done directly giving four terms ill the
pairings of VvV'v'
[T:""
-{ 1) Tv_,v,,,, ]Tv,,v,,,,-=Z [ vt.v'.' _ _. I 7 (6)
-[
where a is the ratio of the nucleon to electron nlasses
in the final bound state, and the sum is over all possible
final bound states. In positronium this ratio is one so that
only the odd-parity terms in the sum are nonzero, as was
found 16 for the orthogonalization corrections in reaction
(3). In the results below, only the 2p contributions are
included since the 3p contributions for the similar terms
in (3) were negligible. The T's are
T "_'_ , 2V/-2VW( a + b)3,\ 3/2
v,.., ..... + .)3
[ dxdrds e-ik, .Is+( ,,+_ )x] ui,_ (r)X
× i s+(,7+()x_ i +
t, J'*ts/_e-"'Is/'_+xl-+ik x) (7)x u_(r)% _ /w _-_ _ ,,
where = ,np/(mp + O= 1 - = .\ =
mtme/(mt + m,) , and X is the Coulomb wave function.
Introducing the Fourier (three dimensional integral)
representation of the exponential function and the Yukawa
potential allows the r integral to be evaluated. 21 One
may then introduce a (one dimensional integral) Gaus-
sian transfornl n to evaluate the s and x integrals, leaving
a final expression requiring numerical evaluation of a four-
dimensional integral. At low energies and small angles
the (momentum) radial, 8, ¢, and (gaussian) p integrals
required 32, 16, 24, and 16 Gaussian points, respectively,
which used 11 hours of cpu time per data point on a VAX
750.
The exchange-orthogonalization terms in Fig. 8 involve
a mixing of coordinates, seen in the last three lines of (5),
that further complicates the analyticM reduction of these
terms. The minimum number of dimensions to be inte-
grated appears to be five for these terms, which would
involve a prohibitive amour of time on conventional com-
puters. However, since these terms are exchange correc-
tions to the direct-orthogonalization corrections, they are
expected to be small and will be neglected in what follows.
VI. ISOSPIN SYMMETRY
Because (1) is similar to, and more complicated than,
(3), one would expect that the problems associated with
a Fock-Tani Hamiltonian derived using a product trans-
formation for the one-electron case would also arise in
using a product transformation for the two-electron case.
Indeed, the cancellation of the even-parity orthogonaliza-
lion terms appears in both cases, and if the positron is
replaced by a proton the internuclear Coulomb term is
cancelled by the corresponding orthogonalization term/
It is hoped that the ideas behind the correction of these
problems in (3), which lead toexcellent agreement with
the variational result, will likewise give a reliable result
for (1).
Girardeau and Straton in have been able to formally
generalize the Fock-Tani transformation to include any
number of nucleons, electrons, and bound-state species,
but the exacting process of applying Wick's theorem to
produce the Hamiltonian on tile 2-nucleon, 2-electron
Hilbert space has not been completed. Until this pro-
cess is completed one must use physical ideas to intuit the
result.
One might look at tile amplitude, Fig. 1, for reaction
(3) and postulate that the desired amplitude for (1) should
be the average of the alnplitudes derived by the post and
prior product transformations. Indeed the prior product
form corresponding to (4)
O= fr ,traCr (s)
is also allowed (though E before A or B is not because
its constutuents are a proper subset of tile constituents
of both A and B). 23 The amplitude for this transition is
particularly simple because all of the electron-electron in-
teraction energy is included ill the bound states and the
internuclear potential does not appear (or one might say
that the Coulomb term is exactly cancelled by the orthog-
onalization term for all masses). It is given in Fig. 9.
FIG. 9. The prior anaplitude for (1).
Evaluation of this amplitude follows that of tile CBA
closely.
But tile fundamental idea that lead to the excellent re-
sults for (3) was not post-prior averaging--that was the
consequence. Tile fundamental idea was the treatment of
particles of different luass and same charge as if they were
isospin projections of a single species of nucleon. Consider
Fig. 10.
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FIG. 10. Direct and (nucleon) exchange Coulomb terms for
the electron-nucleon transition amplitude for reaction (1).
If one draws tile electron-nucleon interaction diagrams
corresponding to the direct and (nucleon) exchange (in a
coordinate system in which all four particles are dynam-
ical), it can be seen that the latter may be transformed
into the former by a vertical stretching process (multiply-
ing by -1 for each fermion line that is crossed or uncrossed
in the process), so that they represent the salue physical
process. The corresponding direct and exchange orthogo-
nalization projector onto the prior bound states are also
equivalent. See Fig. 11.
FIG. 11. Direct and (nucleon) exchange prior orthogonal-
ization corrections for the electron-nucleon transition anapli-
tude for reaction (1).
Thus, isospin symmetry does not imply post-prior sym-
meiry in reaction (1).
The corresponding direct and exchange orthogonaliza-
tion projectors onto the upper post bound state are shown
in Fig. 12.
FIG. 12. Direct and (nucleon) exchange corrections orthog-
onMizing the free nucleon with respect to the upper post bound
state, for the electron-nucleon transition amplitude for reaction
(1).
These are topologically different and nmst be treated as
two distinct physical processes. Deforluing the latter di-
agraln so that the post bound state propagators inter-
change positions reveals the interpretation of this diagram
as the direct orthogonalization projector onto the lower
post bound state. Thus the prescription for promoting
the exchange amplitude to a reactive amplitude, by pro-
rooting the "effective" difference between upper and lower
nucleons to a true difference through use of an isotopic
spin formalism, leads to an amplitude in which the pro-
jectile is orthogonalized using the average of the direct
projectors onto the two post bound states.
Reverting to the coordinate system in which the proton
is fixed at the origin, one may show that the direct orthog-
onalization to the state in which one electron is bound to
the origin ,nay be analytically reduced in the salne manner
as the CBA.
VII. RESULTS
The differential cross section for reaction (1) is given in
Fig. 13 for a positron energy of 100 eV.
H
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FIG. 13. Electron capture from H- into the ground state
of positronium. The solid line is the present calculation of
the post CBA using Lfwdin's wave function (LCBAPS), the
open circles are the LCBAPS of CMS z, the dashed lines are,
in order of decreasing length, the prior LCBA (LCBAPR), the
prior direct-orthogonalization result (CDOPR), the CBAPR
using Chandrasekhar's wave function (CCBAPR), and the
CCBAPS. The solid points are the iso-orthogonalization cor-
rection.
Although the present LC, BAPR and the calculation of
Choudhury, Mukherjee, and Surat 3 agree, the present cal-
culation of the post CBA cross sections using the post in-
teraction for L6wdin's wave function I (LCBAPS) disagree
with the calculation of CMS. Where they found an order of
magnitude post-prior discrepancy in the differential cross
sections except at forward angles, and a markedly different
shape to the nfinima, the present post and prior results
differ by 1% to 10% at 100 eV, and the nfinima have the
same shape aud occur within one degree of each other.
A cross-check of the present analytic result and their re-
sult (which they kindly sent) produced agreement at: this
stage, so the disagreement is in the computer codes. Four
independent reprogrammings, two using an alternate re-
duction of the integrals giving a different but equivalent
analytical result, have reproduced the present results. Ad-
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ditionally, there is a "phase space" argument in favor of
the present result: that it is less likely that an error would
produce nearly identical post and prior curves if they were
truly dissimilar than that an error would produce dissim- _ loooo.
ilar curves if they were truly nearly identical.
The CBA results using Chandrasekhar's "open-shell"
• 9
wave function- function gives a binding energy of-.522592
atomic units for H-, which is within .4% of the correct
value, but LSwdin's wave function does not give a nega-
tive binding energy. One would suspect that the former
would also yield better results in a scattering problem. It
may be seen in Fig. 13 that the post and prior results
are are ahnost indistinguishable for the former. Also the
magnitude of the CCBA results are 1/2 to 2/3 as large as
the LCBA results, which is expected to exceed the exact
result.
10000.'
The differential cross sections at energies .1, .5, and 1.
eV are given in Fig. 14 and the total cross sections are
given in Table II. The latter was obtained by a simple ex-
tended Simpson's rule from the differential cross sections ,,q,0_
so the error may be of order 10%, as seen by comparing _fi
LCBAPR at 100 eV to the result, .255(-1), of CMS. As g..
noted below, the error due to the approximate H- wave n
function is certainly larger. _
Note that the CDIOPS and CDOPS results show SOlUe $_
oscillations characteristic of a lack of convergence in the "
energy region around 90 degrees, but are well converged
H
in at small and large angles, the regions with the greatest o
contributions to the total cross sections. The LDIOPS is
smoother because of the averaging inherent in the larger
number of nonzero terms in LSwdin's wave fuaction. It
may be posible to redistribute the number of Gaussian
integration points among the four integrals to improve
the convergence in the central region. But the difference
between the LDIOPS and CDIOPS results gives a bound
u
on the accuracy of the approxiiuate wave function that _o
lead to the CDIOPS result and the oscillations are much _
smaller than this estimate. _
01
It may be seen that all orthogonalization corrections dl
tend to remove the mininlum that appears in the CBA Ho
results, a mininaum that was shown to be spurious iu the
ttl
reaction (2). However, the CDOPR and CDOPS cross
sections (and the result obtained by averaging these am-
plitudes) are larger than both the CCBAPR and CCBAPS
cross sections. Since the Coulomb Born approximation for
the exact H- wave function appears to be larger titan the
unitarity limit near zero incident energy, one would want
cross sections less than the CBA result in this region. The
iso-orthogonalization correction gives a result that is less
than the CBA in this region.
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FIG. 14. Electron capture from H- into the ground state
of positronium using the "open-shell" wave function. The
solid line is the present calculation including the (post di-
rect) iso-orthogonalization (CDIOPS) (the open circles are
the same result using L6wdin's wave function (LDIOP$)),
the dashed lines are, in order of decreasing length, the post
direct-orthogonalization result (CDOPS), the prior direct-
orthogonalization result (CDOPR), the CCBAPR, and the
CCBAPS.
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TABLE I. Fock-Tani cross sections for reaction (3) in units of 7ra_. II.
Average
without Symmetric
Energy (eV) FBA Post FT Prior FT interference FT Humberston
6.8 0.032 0.00094 0.011 0.0061 0.0046
7.65 1.869 1.454 0.458 0.956 0.74
8.7 3.344 3.247 0.426 1.836 1.259
9.2 3.835 3.868 0.457 2.162 1.443
9.826 4.287 4.447 0.499 2.473 1.653
I0.0 4.385 4.573 0.511 2.542 1.709
13.6 4.788 5.187 0.979 3.083 2.541
20.0 3.349 3.631 1.352 2.491 2.278
30.0 1.651 1.773 1.078 1.425 1.359
40.0 0.848 0.902 0.681 0.791 0.761
50.0 0.465 0.489 0.417 0.453 0.436
60.0 0.269 0.281 0.260 0.271 0.260
70.0 0.164 0.170 0.166 0.168 0.162
80.0 0.104 0.107 0.110 0.108 0.104
90.0 0.068 0.070 0.074 0.072 0.069
100.0 0.046 0.047 0.052 0.049 0.047
0.0032
0.7
1.3
1.67
TABLE II. Total cross sections for electron capture 6om H- into the ground state of positronium, in units of _a_.
E (eV) LCBAPR LCBAPS CCBAPR CCBAPS CDOPR CDOPS LDIOPS CDIOPS
.1 .167(4) .237(4) .201(4) .170(4) .304(5) .458(4) .904(3) .947(3)
.5 .634(3) .456(3) .384(3) .327(3) .576(4) .865(3) .321(3) .178(3)
1. .303(3) .217(3) .181(3) .155(3) .269(4) .402(3) .149(3) .825(2)
100. .232(-1) .151(-1) .112(-1) .986(-2) .791(-1)
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Cross sections for positronium formation by electron
capture from the negative hydrogen ion have been calcu-
lated ill the energy region below the 6.8 eV threshold for
capture from hydrogen. The lowest order Born approxi-
mation has been augmented by orthogonalization correc-
tions. The present treatment has utilized the perspective
of treating the atomic nuclei (of like charge and vastly
different mass) as if they were isospin projections of a
single species of "nucleon," and has examined the con-
sequences of this perspective. In capture from hydrogen
this iso-orthogonalized Fock-Tani result yielded excellent
agreement with the variational result. To date there is no
variational result for capture from H-, due difficult inte-
grals involving Coulomb waves, but the iso-orthogonalized
result show promise of yielding a reliable result.
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the interaction of low-energy
positrons with large molecules such as alkanes
(Cn H2n + 2)'1 These data provide evidence for
the erastence of long-lived resonances and bound
states of positrons with neutral molecules. The
formation process and the nature of these
resonances are discussed. We have observed the
positive ions produced when a positron annihilates
with art electron in one of these resonances, 2 and
this positive-ion formation process is discussed.
This paper is a review of the current state of our
understanding of these positron-molecule
resonances and the resulting positive ion
formation. 3 We also discuss a number of
outstanding issues in this area.
INTRODUCTION
We have conducted experiments to
accumtilate _d Sto_ i_ge numbers of positrons in
an electrostatic trap.'* This has allowed us to
study, in a sensitive way, the low-energy inelastic
processes occurring between positrons and neutral
atoms and molecules. In the course of these
experiments, we have found that the addition of
large organic molecules to the trap increases the
annihilation rate of the positrons to the extent that
this annihilation process cannot be explained by
direct collision phenomena alone. From a
systematic study of the interaction of positrons
with alkane molecules as a function of molecular
size, we have demonstrated the existence of
long-lived resonances and bound states of the
positrons and these neutral molecules. A model of
the formation of these resonances is discussed.
Annihilation rate data are presented for a variety of
chemical species in order to test various aspects of
the model. At present, there are discrepancies
between the model and the experiments, and we
do not have a complete picture of the bound-state
formation process. One consequence of the bound
states is that they naturally provide an efficient
mechanism for the production of positive ions
when the positrons annihilate with an electron on
the molecule. We have directly observed the ions
produced in this manner, and we discuss this
phenomenon. 2
THE POSITRON TRAP '$
The experimental arrangement is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. Positrons from a 22Na
radioactive source are moderated to 2 eV by a
single-crystal, tungsten, transmission moderator.
They are incident from the right onto the
configuration of potentials and neutral-gas
pressure shown. The background gas used to trap
the positrons is molecular nitrogen. The gas
pressure is adjusted so that, in one transit through
the trap, the positrons make inelastic,
electronic-excitation or ionizing collisions with the
N 2 and are trapped in regions I, II, and l'ft. The
potentials are adjusted so that subsequent
vibrational excitation of the N 2 traps the positrons,
first in regions II and 1_I in about 1 ms (transition
B in Fig. 1), and then in region rrl in less than
0.1 s (transition/3'). The N2Pressure in region
III (the confinement volume) is typically 1-5 x
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FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the three-stage
positron trap, including the electrode structure,
nitrogen gas pressure, and the electrostatic
potential profile. There is an axial magnetic field
in the Z direction. The positrons lose energy
by electronic excitation and/or ionization of the
(labeled A) or by vibrational excitation of the
/_2(B and B').
10 .6 Tort, and the base pressure of the vacuum
system is less than 3 x 10 "8 Tort. The magaaetic
field in region IlI is in the range from 250 to 800
G. For the work presented here, the total number
of trapped positrons is always less than I x 104.
After variable fill and storage times, the
contents of the trap are dumped onto an
arrangement of annular collectors located at Z =
265 cm in Fig. 1, and the resulting 511-keV T-ray
annihilation radiation is monitored with a NaI
detector and pulse-counting electronics. By
suitable biasing of the collector plates, either the
total number of positrons in the trap or the radial
distribution of the positrons can be measured. We
have also studied the confinement of electrons in
the same geometry.
We have measured the time dependence of
the cooling of the positrons in the trap. When the
potential difference between regions II and III is
set at 8.3V, the characteristic time that the
positrons remain in regions II plus III, before
being trapped in region III, is 20 ms. The
positrons entering region III are found to cool to
energies -leV in less than 0.1 s. It is likely that,
in this range of energies, the positrons cool via
vibrational excitation of N 2. The subsequent
cooling of the positron gas occurs at a slower rate,
and it is either due to rotational excitation of N 2
molecules or to elastic scattering with N 2. The
temperature of the positron gas in this range of
energies is measured by a "magnetic beach"
energy analyzer. 5 This technique involves
measuring the number of positrons reaching the
collector as a function of a retarding potential with
and without an increased magnetic field between
regionIT[and the collector. This added magnetic
field acts as a magnetic mirror to reflect positrons
with energies, (El), perpendicular to the field.
The shift in the r_tarding potential curves is a
measure of <EL>. Since the positrons make
frequent collisions with N_ molecules, they are
expected to have an isotropi_ velocity distribution
in region III. Thus, we can infer the average
energy <E> --- (3/2) <EL>.
Shown in Fig. 2 are data for (E) as a
function of storage time for short filling times
(-50-100 ms), at a magnetic field B 0 of 430 G.
The N 2 gas pressure for this data was 1.5 x 10 -6
tort. For these data, the corresponding positron
conf'mement time in the trap was greater than 20
sec. The characteristic time for cooling in the
range of energies shown in Fig. 4 is 0.6 s. The
data are pIotted by subtracting the kinetic energy of
0.038 eV expected for positrons at room
temperature. The fact that the data can be fitted by
a single straight line confirms that the positrons are
cooling to room temperature. The observed
cooling rate is found to be proportional to the N 2
pressure.
In order to study the ions formed in the trap,
a two-stage channel plate, electron multiplier was
placed 100 cm away from the center of region III
(i.e., at Z = 260 cm in Fig. 1), and the electrodes
surrounding region UI were biased at +5 V to
accelerate the ions toward the channel plate. After
suitable fill and storage times, the potential barrier
located near 195 cm in Fig. 1 is lowered, and the
contents of the trap are dumped onto the channel
plate. The channel plate is biased at -2400 V,
providing near-unity detection efficiency for ions
with masses in the range studied (i.e., 10-150
ainu). When this ion signal is measured as a
function of time delay after the trap is dumped, we
have a simple, time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
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FIG. 2. The total, average energy of the positrons
<E> minus their energy at room temperature as a
function of storage time. The straight line
corresponds to a characteristic cooling time of 0.6
s. The positrons cool to nearly room temperature
n about 3 s.
POSITRON ANNIHILATION IN THE
PRESENCE OF LARGE MOLECULES 1
r
When no special precautions were taken in
the treatment of the vacuum chamber, the
characteristic confinement time, % of positrons
stored in the trap was found to be of the order of 1
s, as compared to confinement times of 100 s
for electrons, even when the total number of
stored electrons was of the order of 1 x 109,
where space-charge effects tend to enhance the
radial diffusion. It was the surprisingly short
positron confinement time which led to the
discovery of the positron-molecule resonances
described here. Measurement of the radial
distribution of the positrons indicates that, under
these circumstances, they do not diffuse
appreciably on time scales of the order of 1 s but
are confined in the central region of the trap.
Thus, we concluded that they annihilate before
diffusing to the walls. The positron confinement
time, "c, Is insensitive to the N 2 gas pressure, so
that the annihilation does not appear to involve the
N 2. The key observation was that the positron
confinement is extremely sensitive to the history of
the vacuum chamber. For example, mild heating
of the chamber wall decreases % while the
introduction of a liquid-nitrogen-cooled surface
near region HI increases x from I to 150 s. This
led us to the conclusion that impurity molecules in
the vacuum system were involved.
Previous studies indicate that positron
annihilation is well understood for a number of
gases, including rfitrogen and hydrogen, but is not
understood in other gases such as methyl chloride
and butane. 6 We therefore introduced specific
impurities into the vacuum system to investigate
this effect. We found that water molecules had no
effect on x; but that 1: was, for example,
extremely sensitive to the oil from our pumps, to
the extent that 1 x 10 -9 Ton" of oil could explain
the observed containment time.
We chose to study this effect systematically
with linear, hydrocarbon molecules (alkanes) of
the form C n I"I2n + 2, for several values of n
ranging from 4 to 16. Shown in Fig. 3 are data
for the positron confinement as a function of time
when small amounts of butane (C 4 H10 ) and
heptane C H16) are introduced into the vacuum
chamber. _ 7_e number of trapped posatrons,
N ( t ), as a function of the storage time, t, can be
described by a simple exponential, N (t) =
N (0) exp(-t/x), with '_ a strong function of the
pressure of the alkane species added, As shown
in Fig. 3, heptane has a much greater effect on %
per molecule added, than does butane. Similar
results were obtained for all of the alkane
molecules studied - the larger the molecule, the
shorter the observed annihilation time per unit
pressure of the added alkane species.
In order to analyze the dataquantitatively, we
assume thac the increase fia the armihiladon rate is
proportional to the increase in pressure, AP, of the
added gas species. Thus,
x-I = TO-1 +A Ap, (1)
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where _: is the lifetime of the trapped positrons
with no 0 alkanes added, and A is a constant.
Shown in Fig. 4 are data for several of the alkane
molecules. In each case, A is approximately
independent of gas pressure, as assumed. The
most striking feature of the data is the large
increase in A when the size of the alkane molecule
is increased.
FIG. 3. Positron conf'mement as a function of
storage time when (a) butane (C 4 H10), and (b)
heptane (C H ), are introduced into the
• 7 16 . .
contamm_nt volume (regxon m) m the presence of
4.4 x 10 "° Ton" of N 2 gas. The pressure, AP, of
the added alkanes is m units of I x 10-8 Ton-.
The annihilation rate, 1", of positrons in
collision with atoms or molecules is historically
written in terms of the Dirac annihilation rate for
positrons, in a free-electron, gas;6 F. = Z_ff9 rccr.02,
where c is the speed of hght, r 0 is the classlcal
radius of the electron, P is the ntmaber density of
the gas, and Ze_r, which is the effective number of
electrons per molecule, takes into account details
of the electronic structure. In Fig. 5, we use our
measured data for A to infer Ze_Z as a function of
the number of electrons, L, in the alkane
molecule. The data indicate that Ze_ for dodecane
and hexadecane is approximately 2 x 106. Also
shown in Fig. 4 are data for Z_,_ for the smaller
alkane molecules measured _ dense gases. 6
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Figure5 shows an increase in the annihilation
rateof over threeorders of magnitudewhen the
sizeof themoleculeis increased,andit.alsoshows
thatthis effect is notduesimply to anincreasein
thenumberof electrons.
This large enhancementin the annihilation
rate is not likely to bedue to anenhancementof
the collision cross section, which might be
expectedto scale with molecular size (i.e., - Z).
Thus, we were led to consider other possibilities,
such as a resonance or a bound state of the
positron and the molecules. The spin-averaged
lifetime of a positronium atom is 'tp - 0.5 ns.
Thus, we expect that if the resonance l_etime is of
the order of '_ps, the positron has unit probability
of annihilation. Since the alkane studies were
conducted at an N 2 gas pressue of 4.4 x 10"6tort,
we expect, based on the positron cooling studies
described above, a characteristic cooling rate of
less than 0.2 sec. Thus the positrons are quite
cool--nearly at room temperature--during much of
the time when the positron population is decaying
exponentially.
MODEL OF THE POSITRON-MOLECULE
RESONANCES 1
Since '_ is found to be insensitive to the
background N 2 pressure, the binding appears to
be due to a two-body process. Such processes
have been discussed in the context of the binding
of electrons to neutral molecules, 8,9 and we are led
to a similar picture. The positrons have enough
energy to directly excite low-energy vibrational
modes in the large molecule, but they are not likely
to excite electronic excitations in the molecule or to
dissociate it. If we assume that the positron has an
energy affinity, 8A, for the molecule, then the
incident positron energy pius some fraction or all
of eA can be used to excite vibrational modes, in
which case the positron will be attached to the
molecule.
A reasonable explanation of the observed
plateau in Zeff/Z, shown in Fig. 4, when Z is
increased beyond Z = 74, is that, with increasing
size, the lifetime _ of the complex has become
comparable to the aiinihilation time (r.m = %s)" If
we make this assumption, then we findA cross
section of (r = 4 x 10 "I6 cm 2 for the binding of the
positron and a molecule with Z = 74 (i.e., nonane,
C9H20). Our measurements of the cooling of the
posztrons by the N 2 indicate that the inelastic,
e + -N,, vibrational cross section is of the order of
0.5 x"10 "17 cm 2. Thus, a value of 4 x 10 "16 cm 2
n
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FIG. 5. The quantity Z_Z for alkane molecules
plotted as a function of the number of electrons,
Z, in the molecule; ZdtgZ is the annihilation rate
per electron normalized by the Dirac annihilation
rate expected in a free-electron gas. Filled circles
are a/kane data from the present work; open circles
are from Ref. 3. The number of carbon atoms, n,
in the alkane molecules studied is indicated by the
upper scale. The solid square corresponds to
decahydronapthalene (C10 H18), and the open
diamond to deuterated heptane (C 7 D16).
for C9H20 does not seem unreasonable.
With the use of detailed-balance arguments 8
(commonly referred to as RRKM theory):', an
expression for x_ has been derived for the case of
electrons bound t"_molecules. Adapted to the case
of positrons, it can be written in terms of the
positron affinity, eA, the incident positron energy,
_, the number, _., of vibrational modes of the
molecule, and their total zero-point vibrational
energy, _. In particular,
r.m-I = (mJ_2 h 3) ell/'2 _z3t2 ["'ez/(SA +_)]t
x o(_i) I (ei, ez), (2)
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whereI (8i, e__z)is a definite integralS; 8 = be_,, with
b a correction factor differing from unity b_7 a few
tens of percent; 9,10 and c(_) is the excitation cross
section discussed above.
There are two features of Fig. 5 which can be
compared with Eq. (2) to yield estimates of the
positron affinity £A.-- the plateau beginning at Z =
74 and the slope ot in.(_m) vs Z at small Z. Using
Eq. (2) for our posxtron data at Z =74 with
---0.04 eV, and assuming o(_i) = 4 x 10 "16 cm 2,
= 81 (corresponding to Z = 74), and '_m = 0.5
x 10 "_ s, we find £A/'g_z = 0.15. We now compare
the slope of the curve m Fig. 5 at small values of
Z to d In ('_m)/d_.. Changes in Z are linearly
proportional to changes in 9, (i.e., A_. =
(9/8) A Z). Thus, the dominant dependence of In
(%n) on Z will come from the [g.z/(eA +-{.z)]tfactor
in Eq. (2), even if c(_i) and I(_,e.z)-hav-e some 1.
dependence. The observed linear-slope in Fig. 5
indicating that e A
will occur only if e A T t_' size of the alkaneincreases linearly wxm
molecule. On comparing the data to Eq. (2), we
find £A/_z = 0.12. For nonane with Z = 74, we
estimate ez = 6.8 eV and assume b = 0.7 (c.f.,
Ref. 10) to find thate A =0.6 +_.0.1 eV. 11
The sign of EA is assumed to be such that the
positrons can form bound states with the
molecules. However, energy is conserved in the
two-body collisions studied here. Thus, the
positrons are not bound, since this would require
subsequent collisions to drain off the energy.
Instead, they form resonances in which the
positrons annihilate with increasing probability as
the lifetime of the resonance increases. The data
are consistent with the model presented here;
however, it is clear that further work is necessary.
In particular, it would be useful to have
calculations of both the magnitude of eA and its
dependence on molecular size for the case of
positrons bound to alkane molecules.
In the model presented above, both the nature
of the molecular vibrations, the vibrational density
of states, and the positron affinity, eA, play an
important role. We have now conductekf a number
of experiments to study the effect of different
molecular species on the annihilation rate, A. In
Table I, we present a summary of these results.
One test of the model is to change the nature
of the molecular vibrations keeping the chemical
species the same. We did this by measuring the
value of A for a deuterated alkane and comparing
this result with that for a protonated version of the
same molecule. We expected that deuteration
would lower the frequencies of a sizable fraction
of the vibrational modes, thereby appreciably
lowering az, while keeping E_ approximately the
same. The result for hepmne-is A = 5.9.%+.5 ton" "1
sec "1 for C7D16 (shown as the open diamond in
Fig. 5) as comp-a.red with A.= 6.4 for C7 H16. In
contrast, Eq. (2) would predict that, for heptane, a
10% decrease in the frequencies of only 10% of
the modes would increase A by a factor of 2.6.
Thus the annihilation rate does not appear to be as
sensitive as we would expect to the vibrational
modes affected by the substitution of D for H.
Neither the sign nor the magnitude of the effect is
that which was expected.
Another possibility is that the low frequency
modes are important in the binding process. With
this in mind, the quantity A was measured for
toluene (CTHs), a ring compound, and compared
with that for heptane, the corresponding alkane,
with the same number of carbons. The result was
that A is the same for both molecules to within
20%. We also measured A for
decahydronapthalene, C10 H18 , which is similar in
chemical structure to the alkanes but has a "bridge"
between two parts of the molecule, which we
expected would eliminate some of the low
frequency modes. As shown in Table I, the
measured annihilation rate for C10 H18 is a factor
of 1.7 smaller than the 9-carbon alkane, nonane,
and therefore even smaller with respect to the
value expected for the corresponding 10-carbon
alkane. The quantity Z__Z for C10 H,8 is shown
by the solid square in lY_g. 5, and it appears to lie
considerably below the alkane data.
In summary, the results of our tests of the
effect on x_ of changing the vibrational modes are
mixed. V¢_ had expected deuteration to increase
' and it did not. On the other hand,
ahydronapthalene has fewer low-frequency
vibrational modes than the corresponding
10-carbon alkane; and, from the physical picture
presented, we might expect this to lower the
probability of attachment. The data are consistent
with this idea. It is clear that further work is
necessary before we can claim to understand the
formation of the positron-molecule resonances.
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TABLE I
Annihilation Rate A (in torr "1 sec "1)
of Various Organic Molecules
Z A
butane
pentane
C 4 H10 34 0.33
C 5 H12 42 1.1
heptane
heptane (deuterated)
C 7 H16 58 6.4
C7D16 58 5.2
nonane
dodecane
C9 H20 74
C12 H26 98
17
47
hexadecane
glycerol
C16 H34 130 5 9
C3H803 74 18
toluene C 7 H 8 50 5.3
deca h yd rona pt halene
pump oil
sebacic acid
methyl ester
C10 H18 78 1 0
C1204H20 156
90
210
279
We havealsomeasuredtheannihilationrate
for glycerol (C3H803),which, in contrast to the
alkanes, has eIectron orbitals not involved in
chemicalbondingwith appreciablelectrondensity
isolated from the nuclei. This molecule was
measured to have a high value of A when
comparedto thealkanewith acomparablenumber
of carbon atoms. However, the value Zeff for
fixed Z is approximately that which we would
expect from the alkane clam.
Finally, we measured A for both "pump oil"
and sebacic acid methyl ester;, the latter is expected
to be a chemically similar molecule to the oil. In
both cases, A was larger than the largest alkane
studied. It is likely that oil molecules are the
source of the rapid positron annihilation rates
observed in our early experiments which led to the
study of the interaction of positrons and large
molecules described here.
POSITIVE ION FORMATION
The existence of the long-lived resonances
described above greatly enhances the probability
that a positron will annihilate with an electron on
the molecule. When this occurs, a positive ion of
the same molecular species will result. We have
directly observed the ions produced in this manner
using the simple channel-plate electron multiplier
as a detector in a time-of-flight mass spectrometer
as described above.
Shown in Fig. 6 is the channel-plate signal as
a function of time, '_, after the contents of the trap
are dumped when butane (C4I--I10) is added to
region IIIJ The signal at zero storage time, which
is typical of that when no butane is added, shows
a prompt peak at t=0, corresponding to the
trapped positrons, and a peak at 185 Its which
corresponds to N2+. The N2 + ions are believed to
be formed in region I, when the positrons ionize
the N2. This signal decreases monotonically as a
funcnon of storage time. Based on the simplest
calculation using the applied potentials, the
expected arrival time of the N2 ÷ would be 170 Its,
which is 9% lower than that measured. When
CO 2 was introduced into the system, the expected
amval time was also 9% lower, and so the
expected arrival times for all of the ions were
scaled by this factor in order to identify the ion
species detected.
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FIG. 6. Time-of-flight spectra of the ions
observed when the positron trap is dumped, for
the case where butane is added to region 11I. The
traces correspond to storage times of (a) 0 s,
(b) 0.5 s, (c) 1 s, and (d)2 s. The filling time
was 0.5 s, the No pressure in region III was 0.5 x
10 -7 Ton., and thee butane pressure was 2.5 x 10 -7
Ton'. The identification of the peaks and their
expected positions are indicated.
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In addition to the e + and N + signals, three
.2
other ion peaks are evident m Fig. 6. Our
identification of these signals is indicated above
the Figure. The decay time of the ion signals
is strongly dependent on the applied magnetic
field. This is consistent with estimates of the
radial diffusion of these species out of the region
where they are detected by the channel plate. In
contrast, direct measurements of the radial
distribution of the e + show that they do not diffuse
appreciably on the time scale of the experiment. 4
After about 1 s, the dominant ion peak occurs
at 265 Its and corresponds to butane ions,
Call. 1. +.. We have previously, shown that the
anmhi_anon rate of the positrons is directly
proportional to the C4H10 density. 1 Thus, we
would expect that the tiirie dependence of the
CaHlo + could be described by the solution of the
rate equations for the e + and C4Hlo +, assuming
that the population of each decays exponentially in
time, with the first feeding the second (i.e.,
"parent-daughter decay" common in nuclear
physics), tz We have conducted such an
analysis,*: and we find that this model does explain
the data.
The two other identifiable peaks in Fig. 6
appear to be H2 O+ (150 Its) and C3H7 + (235
bts). 13 Water is a likely impurity in our vacuum
system and appears to play little or no role in the
dynamics of the other species. The rise time and
the amplitude of the C3H7 + signal are consistent
with it being generaied by charge exchange
between the N,_+ and the butane, producing
Call7 + and other- products. We have carried out
arf analysis of the N2 + - C3H7 + data similar to that
described above for the e" - C4I-I10 +" data which
supports this hypothesis.
Shown in Fig. 7 are data for the ions
produced when heptane (C7H16) is added to
region III. In this case, heptane ions axe
observed, but never as the dominant peak which
to correspond to C4H9÷. 13appears
previously observed. N +, H2--+O, and C H7
peaks are also emdent. _he C4H9 + and C73I_16+
signals are approximately propoixional to each
other. They increase at early times as the
positrons disappear in a manner similar to that
described above for CaHI0 +. These data indicate
that the positrons can brealmp large molecules into
fragments. The details of this process remain to
be studied.
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The results presented here show that
positronscanbeusedto form positive ions from
large neutral molecules. Because of the formation
of long-lived e + -molecule resonances, the cross
sections for these processes are much larger than
previously anticipated. Since the ion formation
process is qualitatively different than conventional
techniques for forming positive ions, it may be
useful in obtaining additional information about
unknown molecular species when these molecules
are studied using mass spectrometry. It is also
possible that more detailed studies of the specific
ions formed from a given molecule after positron
annihilation may give insight into the nature of the
e + -molecule resonances themselves.
SUMMARY
We have presented data for the annihilation
rate of room-temperature positrons in the presence
of a combination of N 2 and large organic
molecules. The large annifiilation rates which we
observed have led us to conclude that the positrons
form long-lived resonances with the organic
molecules. These resonances are formed in
two-body collisions. If there were a third body to
carry away the excess energy, true bound states
would be formed. In any case, however, the
lifetime of the complex is limited to about 1 nsec,
due to annihilation of the positron with an electron
on the molecule.
We have discussed a model for the formation
and the lifetime, 'L, of these resonances. The
model indicates '_at, for the alkanes, the
positron-molecule affinity e_ is proportional to the
size of the molecule, and mat, for nonane, eA -
0.6 eV. Specific tests of the model using different
chemical species and comparing deuterated and
protonated alkanes produced mixed results. It is
clear that more work in this area is warranted.
Finally, we have observed the positive ions
produced when a positron annihilates in one of
these resonances. This is a qualitatively new and
different method of positive ion production.
Details of this process and its potential applications
to mass spectrometry warrant further study.
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INITIAL RESULTS OF POSITRON IONIZATION
MASS SPECTROMETRY
D. L. Donohue, L. D. Hulett, Jr., S. A. McLuckey
G. L. Glish and B. A. Eckenrode
Analytical Chemistry Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, TN
ABSTRACT
The use of monoenergetic positrons for the ionization of organic molecules
in the gas phase is described. The ionic products are analyzed with a time-of-
flight mass spectrometer and detected to produce a mass spectrum. The ionization
mechanisms which can be studied in this way include positron impact at energies
above the ionization limit of the target molecules, positronium formation in the
"Ore gap" energy range, and positron attachment at energies less than 1 eV. The
technique of positron ionization mass spectrometry (PIMS) I may have analytical
utility in that chemical selectivity is observed for one or more of these
processes.
INTRODUCTION
Theoretical predictions by Schrader 2'3 based on molecular orbital calculations
indicate that certain organic molecules will exhibit a positive affinity for low-
energy (<I eV) positrons. Higher-energy processes such as positronium formation
and positron impact ionization are expected to involve a nearly vertical Franck-
Condon transition from the ground state of the neutral molecule to the ionic
state, resulting in a highly excited ionic state and fragmentation of the
molecular ion.
Work by Surko, et al. 4 indicated that the trapping time of positrons in a
Penning trap was strongly correlated with the size (molecular weight) of simple
alkanes from butane to hexadecane at a pressure of 10 .7 to 10 -6 Torr. Later
experiments s involving time-of-flight mass analysis indicated that low-energy
positron resonances were taking place, along with other processes.
We have designed and cortstructed a high-quality mass spectrometer to study
these processes more systematically and to demonstrate the analytical utility of
positron-induced ionization.
EXPERIMENTAL
The positron source for this work is based on the Oak Ridge Electron Linear
Accelerator 6-8 and makes use of excess gamma-ray bremsstrahlung which induces pair
production in tungsten metal plates. The tungsten also serves as a moderator for
the positrons which are re-emitted at approximately 2.5 eV with a narrow energy
spread. The positrons are then accelerated to 3000 eV and transported to an
experimental room Ii meters away by means of solenoids. The 3000 eV positrons are
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then electrostatically deflected by 60 degrees into the ion source chamber of the
time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS).
In our initial studies I, this 3000 eV beam was allowed to traverse the
ionization volume of the TOFMS ion source and strike a tungsten moderator operated
in the reflection mode. Numerous spectra were obtained in this way which resulted
from positron impact ionization by the 3000 eV beam.
A change in geometry allowed us to eliminate this impact ionization background
and concentrate on the low-energy attachment process. This was accomplished by
allowing the 3000 eV beam to strike a I000 Angstrom thick tungsten film which acts
as a transmission moderator 9. A fraction of the positrons (i0-30_) emerge on the
other side of this film at 2.5 eV. These are then injected into a miniature
Penning trap through a molybdenum grid which allowed us to select the energy of
the positrons in the trap in the range of 0.i to 3 eV.
The positron trapping ion source consists of a metal block with two end grids
biased +5 V and an axial magnetic field of 10-60 Gauss to confine the low-energy
positrons. Ions which are formed in the trap are extracted after I0 to 30
microseconds of positron trapping and are accelerated into the TOFMS flight tube
which is 1 meter long. The ions are detected with a channelplate and the anode
signal acts as a stop signal for a bank of 8 time-to-digital converters operated
in ripple fashion.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows the spectrum of Toluene obtained with the trapping ion source,
where the positron energy was estimated to be less than 1 eV. The spectrum
consists of only one peak corresponding to the molecular ion (but possibly at m/z
= M-I) and virtually no fragment ions. This is strong evidence for a "soft
ionization" process in which the intermediate state (before annihilation)
resembles the ionic state. The positron impact spectrum of toluene using 3000 eV
positrons resembles the conventional electron impact spectrum in which fragment
ions are seen at lower masses.
CONCLUSIONS
The initial results with our PIMS system are encouraging. We have successfully
demonstrated positron impact ionization and have seen strong evidence for low-
energy positron attachment. Future studies will center on measuring the
erossections for a number of organic molecules as a function of positron energy.
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Positron Annihilation Induced Auger Electron Spectroscopy
Alex Weiss, A.R. Koymen, David Mehl, K.O. Jensen a, Chun Lei and K. H. Lee
Physics Department, The University of Texas at Arlington, Arlington Texas 76019
Recently, Weiss et al. have demonstrated that it is possible to excite Auger transitions by
annihilating core electrons using a low energy (less than 30eV) beam of positrons. This
mechanism makes possible a new electron spectroscopy, Positron annihilation induced
Auger Electron Spectroscopy (PAES). The probability of exciting an Auger transition is
proportional to the overlap of the positron wavefunction with atomic core levels. Since the
Auger electron energy provides a signature of the atomic species making the transition,
PAES makes it possible to determine the overlap of the positron wavefunction with a
particular element. PAES may therefore provide a means of detecting positron-atom
complexes. Measurements of PAES intensities from clean and adsorbate covered Cu
surfaces are presented which indicate that -5% of positrons injected into Cu at 25eV
produce core annihilations that result in Auger transitions.
I. Introduction
The Auger process is a nonradiative transition in
which an atom with a inner shell hole relaxes by
filling this hole with an less tightly bound electron
while simultaneously emitting another electron (the
Auger electron) which carries off the excess energy.
The energy of the Auger electron is given by the
equation, EXy Z = E X - Ey* - EZ* where E X is
the binding energy of the electron removed to form
the original inner shell hole, and Ey*, EZ* are the
binding energies associated with the two hole final
state. Because the energy levels of different
elements are in general unique, the elemental
identity of an atom may be deduced from the
energies of the Auger electrons emitted as a result of
core hole excitations. This fact along with the short
escape depth of low energy electrons has been
exploited in the widely used surface analysis tool,
Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES).
Conventional Electron induced Auger Electron
Spectroscopy (EAES) makes use of high energy
electrons to collisionally ionized the atom.
However in many instances the utility of EAES is
limited by problems associated with the large
secondary electron background and the lack of
surface specificity inherent in the EAES excitation
process. Recently, Weiss et al. ihave demonstrated
that Auger electrons can be excited with high
efficiency by using low energy positrons to produce
the core hole excitations necessary for Auger
electron emission by matter - antimatter annihilation.
This process makes possible a new surface
spectroscopy, Positron annihilation induced Auger
Electron Spectroscopy (PAES) which has
significant advantages over conventional EAES in
some systems. In the remainder of the paper we
will describe experiments which demonstrate the
potential advantages of the PAES technique. We the
describe theoretical calculations from which we
estimate the efficiency with which positrons induce
Auger transitions. This estimate is then compared
to experimental values. The paper concludes with a
discussion of the possible use of PAES to detect
positron -atom or positron - molecule bound states
Elimination of Secondary Electron Background
The PAES technique can be used to eliminate the
large secondary electron background that limits the
sensitivity and accuracy of conventional methods of
Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES). 1-3 In PAES,
the core hole excitations necessary for AES are
generated by matter-antimatter annihilation and not
by collisional processes. It is therefore possible to
use an incident beam energy well below the Auger
electron energy thus precluding the creation of
secondary electrons in the energy range of the
Auger signal. In contrast, in conventional electron
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stimulated Auger electron spectroscopy, (EAES),
the incident beam energy must be in excess of the
Auger electron energy which makes it impossible to
avoid creating a large secondary electron
background. The large improvement in signal to
background that can be obtained using PAES is
demonstrated in Figure 1. which compares Auger
spectra obtained using positron excitation to that
using conventional EAES. Both spectra were
obtained using the UTA positron Auger system.
Signal to background levels of greater than 40:1
were obtained (more than a factor of 80
improvement over conventional methods of AES).
The improved signal-to -background allows PAES
data to be taken with beam currents several orders
of magnitude less than in conventional electron
excited Auger (EAES). The low currents and low
beam energies used in PAES allow the energy dose
require to obtain data to be reduced four to six
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Conventional
EAES and PAES spectra. Note the large
increase in signal to background for the
Cu M2,3VV peak obtained using PAES.
orders of magnitude as compared to EAES. This
will permit the use of PAES in fragile systems
where conventional methods of AES are severely
limited.
Surface Selectivity: Positron annihilation induced
Auger spectroscopy displays enhanced surface
selectivity. 3,4 This selectivity is due to the
restriction of the excitation volume to the top atomic
layer due to localization of the positron. This is in
contrast to conventional Auger in which the
excitation volume extends hundreds of atomic layer
below the surface. EAES acquires its surface
sensitivity solely from the 4-20A escape depth of
the Auger electron. The intensity of the Cu M2,3VV
PAES signal decrease by a factor of 4 with the
addition of a 1/2 monolayer of S on the surface (see
figure 2). This is contrasted with only a 25%
decrease in the EAES signal caused by the
overlayer. These results were accounted for by
theoretical calculations which show that the positron
wavefunction is pushed away from the Cu surface
causing the decrease in PAES intensity. These same
calculations demonstrate that as much as 97% of the
Auger signal will originate in the top atomic layer
using PAES as compared to about 50% using
conventional AES techniques.
Theoretical Calc01a_ion_: Theoretical calculations
were carried out 5 to determine the expected
magnitude of PAES intensities. In addition,
detailed surface calculations were carried out in
support of our experimental measurements of the
surface selectivity for PAES results to determine the
spatial extent of the positron wavefunction and the
degree of surface selectivity that could be attained
with PAES.3, 4 Calculations using a corrugated
mirror model for the positron surface potential were
performed on clean metal and overlayer on metal
surfaces producing good agreement with
experimental results. 3
Nearly all Cu 3p holes decay via emission of an
M2, 3 VV Auger electron (energy = 60eV) since the
radiative transition probability is extremely small. 5
For clean Cu(100) and Cull 10) the annihilation
probabilities for the 3s and 3p electrons are
calculated to be P3s = 0.83% and P3p = 3.0%,
respectively. Putting in the relevant Auger transiton
rates we estimate that, erM23VV, the probability of
a positron trapped in a surface state causing the a
M2,3VV Auger transition is -3.6%. The
annihilation probabilities for the deeper lying 2s and
2p levels are two orders of magnitude lower. The
calculations also indicate that core annihilations take
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placeprimarily in thetop surfacelayer,with about
5%and20%of thetotal ratearisingfrom secondor
deeper layers for Cu(100) and Cu(ll0),
respectively.
For the purposeof makinga comparisonwith
theoreticalcalculations,we estimate0"M23VV as
follows6: an integral over the energy spectrum of
the PAES Cu M2, 3 VV Auger peak was compared
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Figure 2. PAES spectra obtained from
clean and adsorbate covered Cu. The
large decrease in tile Cu signal with
overlayer coverage demonstrates the top
layer selectivity of PALES.
to an integral over the positron induced secondary
electron peak. The secondary electron peak was
obtained with the sample at -60V, so the electrons
pass through the spectrometer at approximately the
same energy as the Auger electrons. The positrons
were incident with a kinetic energy of 80eV.
Measurements of positron induced secondary
electron emission from Ni at an angle of 50 ° to
normal incidence allowed an estimate of the ratio of
secondary electrons per incident positron, 6, in this
experiment. The measured ratio of the Auger yield
to the secondary yield was then substituted into a
formula 6 which takes into account detector solid
angle and efficiencies to give: _m2, 3 = 5.6%.
Part of the discrepancy between this value and the
theoretically calculated value of 3.6% may be due to
neglect of the many-body enhancement factor.
It is interesting to speculate on the possibility using
PAES as a means of signaling the existence of a
positron-atom or positron-molecule bound state.
Since the overlap of the positron wavefunction with
the core levels of an atom should be enhanced if the
positron were bound to that atom, the existence of a
bound state would be signaled by an increase in the
PAES intensity. It may be possible to test this
hypothesis by using a very low energy beam of
positrons incident on atoms or molecules
physisorbed on a metallic substrate.
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